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BROKEN FAMILIES

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER Ng 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES,
. COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND AUMAN RESOURCES;

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room

SD-628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah Denton
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Denton, Grass ley, and Hatch.

OPENING STATIEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON

Senator DENropi . Good morning. This hearing will cometo order.
I would like to welcome the witnesses and guesti to the third in

a series of hearings on the topic of family breakdown, its effects on
children and adults, its causes, and the role of Government in the
problem. The hearing today will focus specifically on causes of
family breakdo*n and on its implications for our society.

At our first two hearings, we heard some sobering facts about
the current state of family life in the United States. We learned
that if current trends continue, nearly half of all marriages will
end in divorce. We learned that the effects on children of divorce
or separation, and the consequent absence of a parent, can be seri-
ousand long lasting. These effects include \lower academic perform-
ance in school, depression, anger, and loneliness, a sense of rejec-
tion, and higher risks of psychosexual development problems.
( The rising tide of teenage suicides can in many cases be correlat-
ed with family gives in disarray and an absence of parental accessi-
bility, affection, and guidance.

Though the 'duration of these effects ay vary greatly, depending
on the age and character of the child t the time of divorce, the
subsequent. relationship betwheri the tpa ents, and the amount of
parental time the child receives, the e fec are nonetheless serious
and in many cases, enduring.

We heard at our previous hearings about the effect's of divorce on
adults, particularly womenWe learned that the economic conse-
quences for women with children are especially severe. As a result,
according to the rmer Director of the Census Bureau; Bruce
Chapman, a full 5 percent, of the families maintained by a woman
receivt some iiort f public assistance. It is particularly noteworthy
that, it in 1980, had the Same family composition nationwide as
in 1970that is, rio increase in the divorte or separation rate
then we would ac ually be seeing.a, decrease in the poverty rate. In
fact, the rising n bers of Single-parent families are leading to an
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increasein families in poverty and to an increasing feminization of
poverty. ,The implications for the women and children involved are
unhappy, indeed, as are the implications for the Federal and:State
budgets that nnist support them. .

What are we to make of all, this? I would contend that he air.
proach that both Governinent and those in the private sector have
taken to date has been haphazard, at est, and has focused almost
exclusively on symptoms'of the proble rather than on fundamen-
tal causes. Of course, we must give aid and comfort to,victims of
broken' families, but-I fear that our Whole society has become a
victim, a very ill and troubled victim, for whom we need a- cure
more desperately than we need some sort of societal analgesic to
kill the pain of family disintegration.

We cannot begin' to address cures unless we can identify causes.
Of course, our job here in the Senate is to identify the mile of Oov--
ernment in the problem or, at a minimum, to use our positions for
leadership in addressing it. But we cannot focus on Governtnent's
role in the solution until we identify where we have gone (wrong,
where the essential causes of the problem are.

We truly have an outstanding se of witnesses today who will
present their views on the fundamen al problems engendering the
epidemic of family disintegration. I sure that we will bear a
number of interesting theories. I do not xpect that 4rill come
uu) with any single, easy answer but I believe we will make a good_
beginning toward some general directions in which we must head.

One of our leading magazines, Better Homes and Gardens re-
cently completed a survey of 201,000 readers on thetopic of Alfieri-
can family life. Leading the list of what those readers identified as
the greatest threat to family life, Bette'r Homes and'Gardens listed
the absence of religion or spiritual foundation in our society.. Ten
years ago, Better Homes and Gardens identified tnaterialism as the
leading threat. Those two items are not identical,-but are clearly
related. I

. Those are sdlne of the themes we must- address today. There are
several others. I will briefly highlight each and then turn to our
witnesses for their perspectives:

Related to the loss of spiritual moorings, to our abandonment of
the pursuit of obedience to God's law, indeed, to the rejection of the
notion that such a law even exists is the loss of,belief in the sancti-
ty and inviolability of the marriage vow as something ordained and
sealed by God for all eternity: "What God has joird, let no man-
put asunder."

*'With an increasing prevalence of the view that marriage is some-
thing easily dissoluble,,Ave see an increasing tolerance of betrayal
within rnarriage, of "free" marriageg without commitment. We see
even A casual indiffetence toward adultery, promiscuity as some-
thing liberating, and certainly an increasing tolerancoof sexual in-
volvement before marriage.

We ,must examine the relationship between these attitudes
toward sexual involvement and the rising divorce rate.

During the same timeframe in which we have witnessed the rev-
olution in sexual mores, we have experienced another sort of
sexual revolutiona revolution in attitudes toward hies of the
sexes. Women havvoved into the work force in ever-expanding
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numbers,, with ever-irctasing success, and in many cases, ever-de-
creasing time spent at hottle. While it is true that women used to 1111
do bath' farm ,work and homemaking, and that men, chauvinistical-
ly, may well have spent too little effort on helpMg with parenting
and home chores; we ao seem to have undertaken role changes
which leave us niastlY Uncertain 'and sometimes troubled. Likewise
we sere troubled. about the appropriate time allocation required
from both parentsA particulahly the mother, for proper child 'rear-
ing, Clearly, when pressures work force participation ar inflict-
ed' upon both spouses, strains on the marriage can increas . I hope .
we will hear various viewpointg of this phenomenon.

We must also discuss-the role of the media in fathily breakdown.
According to one,commvtator, Jeff Greenfield, it is as though Hor-

- 139vood .considers happy families "fantasies". He notes that Prime
time TV deals with every issue except those mostifundamental to
our. being. To quote Mr. Greenfield: 7

They have moved into areas once considered untouchable in-prime time; yet, the
most common, most 'crucial area -of all timethe capacity of modern men and
women to love. trust, share, and provide h moral framework for children, this seems
to htywyond thpir grasp.

Clearly, more than simply reflecting change,, the media has cata-
lyzed and accelerated the abandonment of our, traditional ethical
moorings. .

Last, we should touch-on the role Government has played and is
, playing in this issue, though we will be tackling that issue exclu-

sively at our next hearing onl October 4. But we must discuss today
the changes iu governmental policy toward marriage, particularly
the relaxation of tate divorce laws and its effect on cultural
changes.

For our first panel, we will be hearing from four outstanding in-
dividuals of varied background's. I will ask Miss Midge Decter, Dr.
Arland ,Thornton, Dr. Allan Carlson, and Dr. Herbert Sacks to
come 'forward, :pl ease.

We will begin with Miss Decter. Ms. better is the author of sev-
eral well-kdown books, including "Liberal Parents, Ractical Chil-
dren"; "The New Chastity"; "The Liberated Woman and Other
Americahs," and she is a fredient contributor to Commentary
magazine and other journals. She is also serving as executive direc-
tor of the Committee for a Free World.

Due to the numbed of witnesses we will be hearing ficim today, I
will ask each to limit his or her oral remarks to 10 minutes. Of
course, the full written statement of each will be inserted in the
record.

Before Miss Decter begins, I would like to welcome my distin-
guished colleague from Iowa, Senator Grasstey, and ask if he cares
to make an opening statement or any remarjts at this time.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, I want to applaud you foriyour initiative
that you are showipg,by holding these hearings, .and the invaluable
service that you atrEty6erforming. I am encouraged by the fine Panel
elf witnesses that you have and the other individuals who contribut-
ed to the formation of the record that we are going to have. I sup-
pose every Senator believes in the institution of, family, so we are
not unique in holding these hearings as members of this subcom-
mittee, or in our support for that institution. But I think that Con-
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gress has not paid as much attention to that as in,the past, and I
hope that your record that you establish here will bring the atten-
tion that is due it, particularly any negative aspricts of initiatives
that Congress in the past has enacted discouraging or bringing dis-
unity to the institution of family.

I will Put the rest of my statement in the record.
Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Senator Grassley, and

the rest of your statement will be included in the record as if read.
It is a pleasure to serve with men like you, and I am ontimistic
about the future, because our freshman class brought migb than
you and me here with similar feelings about the need for Congress.
to address what nay be indeed a -national crisis; It ha.4. he9n..a,
pleasure to work with sib'!" and your 'staff in this area:,

[The statement of Senator Grassley followsij

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR GRASSLEY
Senator GRASSLEY. Many legislators fail to consider the implica-

'tions of the Jaws they pass .thateaffect the family. We hear about
environmental impact statements, budget 'impact statements, and
inflation impact statements: I say its time we look at the impact
laws have on the family.

I applaud Senator Denton for the courage as..--4n initiative he is
showing and the invaluable service he is performing in holding
these he ngs. I am °encouraged' by this fine panel of 'witnesses, .1
and othe individuals who have contributed to the forination of
these hea ing records and those who are studying what 'can be
done to gu rd the family against its deterioration.

It is in e family that character, integrity, stability, cooperation,
fairness, and discipline 'are first learned and understood. It is the
family structure that forms the citizen, lays the foundation for civil
iindpoliticel character, and shapes out destiny as a people.

That is why the increasing numbers of broken homes distresses
'me greatly. The upheaval, disorientation and turbulent change felt
by individuals in the broken family permeates every level in soci-
ety. More than 50 percent of the children i families headed by a
female lives in p;erty, compared with only 8 percent in husband-
wife families. T 's is due in large, pa fathers who are not
paying child support, which is wh ave introduced legislation
tightening child support enforcement.

We rieed'to focus more attention on thg `nature, the prerogatives,
the duties and the blessings of the _family unit, and I am pleased to
see that this is now taking place under Senator Denton's.leader- '

ship. It ia incumbent upon all of us who shape our society, the Gov-
ernment, the prey s and civic and religioust,"iiistitutions to help re-
cement this basic foundation Of our civilization:

_I am thankful to be a member of the Family and Human Serv-
ices Subcommittee and to participate in these oversight hearing-s.

Senator DENTON. Miss Decter, won't you begirt?

I .
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STATEMENT OF MISS l'illliGE DECTER, AUTHOR, AND EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, COMMITTEE FOR A FREE WORLD; _DR_ ARLAND
THORNTL1N. ASSISTANT RESEARCH SCIENTIST, INSTITUTE FOR
SOCIAL RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN; DR. ALLAN C.
CARLSON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, THE ROCKFORD IN-
STITUTE, ROCKFORD, ILL, AND DR. HERBERT S. SACKS, PRO-

' FESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY AND PRDIATRICS, YALE UNIVERSITY '

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN PSY-
CHIATRIC ASSOCIATION, A PANEL ..
Miss DECKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. , 1.

American society is at the moment lacking in consensus about
rjiany issues, But the one thing about which we seem to have
achieved near-universal agreement is that something is going
wrong with the constitution of our private lives.'Women are noisily
embattled, and men-smoulder in re entful silence. Drugs hnd alco-
hOlism,untoucheti by years of effort o control them, remain at the
top of the list .of social menaces. Despite the wide availability taf ef-
fectivefective .means of coptraception, in some American cities, abortion§.
outnumber live births. A new psychothefapy, or mood-altering
chemical, gets 'produced, as it seems, every minutes. And, of course,
there are all those divorced, all thcie lonely and' self-seeking. men

r and women, hopping from marriage to marriage, in search of they
know not what, all those children abandoned by their fathers, and
even, nowadays, abandoned by their mothers.. . ,

We are' forced to ask odiselves, as we do here today, a quekien
so vast 'and general as: What.is going on with us? How is it that
people blessed by. God with better health, longer lives, greater com-
fort, and personal freedom and economic well-being than any previ-
ous peoples in human history, should give -so. much evidence of
deilp trouble?

Neither I nor 'anyone else cart presume'to answer this question in
full. I would, in the bribf time at my disposal, like Only to suggest
an area in which we rlight begin to find some understanding. .

For a generatior ridiw, millions upon millions of AmericansH
will 'not say allhave been engaging in child sacrifice. Less blood-
ily, perhaps, but no less obediently thancertain ancient groups of
idol worshippers, we have been offering up our children on the
altar of a pitiless god. Nor do I mean this as a flowery metaphor.
In our case, the idol to whom we have sacrificed ;lour young is not
made of wood or gqld, but of an idea. This idea, very, crudely put; is
that we are living in an altogether new world with not yet fully
understood new moral rules. As inhabitants of this Supposedly
newly ordered world, we tell ourselves we have no right to cling to
or impose on others outmoded standards of behavior. On the con-
trary, everyone has a right, even an obligation, to make up his own
rule ,-and with these rules, to make up hisOwn preferred mode of
living. This idea is no merely *tract proposition with us; we h ve
translated it; socially religiously, politically, and juridicall , o
the stuff of our q#erycitin.national existence. And we hay , as I
.said, literally sacrificed our childreCto it.

Not so very long ago, ,,a whole generatiSn of this country's
middle-class children rose up in late adolescence and said they
could see no reason to prepare themselves to take on the burdens

..
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of adult lifeto serve their country, for instance, or educate them-. selves, or make a living. They left school, they ran away, they
,drugged themselves; in milder cases, they, just kind of hung around,
growing pale, unkempt, unhealthy and trucculent... And untold
numbers of them committed suicide. Again, I do note speak meta-
phorically. In 10 years, the suicide rate of those from 18 to 25 in-
creased by 250 percent. Now did we respond to this, we elderswe
parents, teachers, clergymen,. journalists, civic leaders, and yes, leg- .
islators?

We applauded them. We said they, were the best generation ever
seen; they were great idealists, far superior to ourselves. We said
'they had discovered a new way to live. In short, we abandoned
them. Just as surely as if 'we had with our own

on'
bared their

necks to the ritual knife, we sacrificed them on the altar of our
own moral irresponsibility. Those who managed to save themselves
did so with no help from any of the authorities in their lives, nei-
ther parental, religious, nor intellectual. For none of these authori-
ties would tell them what they needed to knowthatlife is real
and weighty and consequential; that life is good, and only good
when it is real-and weighty and consequential; that it requires dis-

, cipline and courage and the assumption of responsibility for oneself
and others; and that it repays, and only repays discipline and cour-
age and the assumption of responsibility for oneself and others.

Why did mothers and fathers, teachers and ministers, lawgivers
and judges, why did all the figures on whom childred depend to
teach; them how to live a decent and rewarding life refuse to tell
them -what they needed Ito know? Because they themselves had not
the courage of any. cOnVictions. How many parents sentstill
sendtheir adolescent children Off, unaided and morally and psy-
chically unprotected, into the treacherous ocean of sex simply be-
cause they have not the courage to say what 'they truly believe
that sex in childhood is a dangerous and debilitating and life-deny-

.

ing force?
As a society, we do not even any longer have the moral courage

to cast out in horrora horror we all feelthe child pornographer,
the pedophile; .the commiter of incest. We hem, and haw and let the
'courts decide, which they usually do on the basis of certain fine
points of legal procedure. Does the first amendment protect the ex-
ploiters of 7- and 8-year-old boys for pornographic films? Is that
really one .of the constitutional rights that have made this country
a glory of freedom?

The truth is, we have lost the' collective ability to make the sim-
ple4 moral-assertions. And if we have lost it collectively, we shall
surely lose it individually, as well. For _people precisely cannot
make up their own lives. They are constituted to be members of
communities. They cannot live themselves and cannot bring up
their children, not for long, by a standard that finds no confirma-
tion in the sufrounding community. An individual's inner resolve,
when it must be engaged every day in a battle against the sur-
rounding moral atmosphere, begins to erode and crack. A commu-
nity that does not love virtue takes an unimaginable toll on the
virtuous. Instead of rewarding, it punishes them. Out of historic

IP error, out of sloth, out of cowardice, out of lack of collective will,
we are permitting ourselves to become a society that punishes the
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virtuous. That punishment is every day being incorporated into the
laws of the land, written and unwritten.

It is the fag;iilythe greatest tribute to, the most-brilliant inven-
tion Of, the human moral capacitythat has lately taken the great-
est,punishment of all. For one thing, we pretend no longer to be
sure what is a family. We debate publicly, as we did even at a
White House conference not many years back: Is a family the same
thing as a household? Is it two lesbians? Is it two h9mospxuals? Is
it a man and a woman sharing the same roof out of-wedlock? Why
not? Are we not, after all, free as peopktiving in a new order to
make up our own detnitions?

In attempting to erase its uniqueness as an institution, we
remove from the family the community affirmation that is the ab-
solutely essentiaringredient to its strength as an institution. It was
claimed, and our policymakers and our legislators concurred, that
society, engaged in unfair discrimination against those who chose
not to live in traditional families. But such discrimination, in ev-
erythirig from tax policy to public speech, is precisely the means by
which a society makes known its standards and values.

Why should a society that professes to believe in the familg not .

discriminate in its favor? Even to have to speak of belief in the
family, as if it were an alternative among many, is a real sign of _

our pathology. Indeed, by turning the family into a merely volun-
tary, optional relationship, we have ironically, increased its capac-
ity to make its members unhappy. Thus our divorce rate.

The family, as I have said, is a brilliant' moral invention. It
teaches us that life is knot lived alone. To be a parent is to discOver,
sometimes with considerable surprise, at first, that there are lives
More valuable to one than dpe's own. To be a child of parents is to
incorporate into-one's being the knowledge that human life, as op-
posed to animal existence, is a system of mutual obligations and de-
pendencies.

To.get beyond self is the only possibility for happiness; to under-
stand obligation,s the only possibility for genuine individual free-
dom. That may, as little children are wont to say, be "no fair," but
it is the truth. Thus, the family7-to me and to everybody, no
matter how many rexolutions,of consciousness araheing he claims
to have taken placeis a mother and a father ,and their children.
And thus, too, the family is one of society's first orders of business.

I do not pretend to have any simple answer as to how we can get
'ourselves out of our present moral morass. But.I..do know that it
will be-necessary for us to begin to talk to one 'another honestly
from the heart instead out of a lot of junky and morally imperti-
nent fashionable ideas. And I dp know that it will be necessary for
us as a society, without fear for the trendy opinion of-mankind,
forcefully and vocally to di criminate in favor of what we all, deep'
down, still actually believe* be good and valuable and right.

Thank .you.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Miss Decter.
[Questions along with responses follow:]
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Questions for Miss Decter,Submitted by Senator Denton

1. I believe there is still some ambivalence in our society
today as to where married women should draw the line between
their devotion to career and the time they spend with their

.families. Is there any correlation at all in your mind
b4Ween the role changes. that have occurred between the
sexes in recent years and the rising divorce rate?

I de neti heneAt' hmlinve that the' teenm 491 nnm nf women werkinc,
et- oven enceRserilytheneh horn it in roes croneliented--nf worm
eurcuinr earners. The mention IA when And hew.Ane fer whet
rnennn. Werkino woren are nnt'enw: think- n, the ele enuntry,
eeeRentn, firstemeneratien irmierAntn tr this cenntr, the "ale
est." Tho tAnne,In meet erteritinA. ''erkino frnr necmnAite im

'\1

net for A wnrAn the ware thine* AA nrkinn 11,4,,,,,,, nAn in ,p.tlogqq.
rnsentfnl, And uner,tmful For cnrfert Ane erivileem rnr An' werkInm
weren--Ane here I'nehAk,frnr mxenrinnce--the' reel euestien I ...what

moon. firAt. In ene'n sera, Attnntinn, Ane cer;itrent. Thin, of
ennrne, enl crmetes A ernhler in the serious eurAnit of A career,
Tr have r real ceroor nne n .fm,-Ily -flegi,aA of A wan that pho harm
t,!nn thn nnorr., nretinnal An well An ehenicel, 'tent rieele-oless
wernn in eefIces--Ask Anynne whn has werhee wttli Cher - -r'.' net
rmn]ly wish to ',Irene cArnmrer they gnly wish to net ntt n' the
hones,. ane have A "nnne tire. Tho weren'n reverent ham tnlr' thee
thew Are entitlne, nne has bitterly riAled thnr, Thmt In ,,A, I
thin'' the eemeent nc-cAllne "re7m chnnmem" ore emir tn. v.

nee/ine e''..oeurem relnA, If that tnrr in enrol Anrteusl, havon't
chAree0 At Al' whet in net termerAry, hewever, Ane Is A neriene
threat tr r4Arri'aen And A ceunm for the incrnAme in eteren, is the,_
current eigeentnnt ef worm whin`vaYer wAy thew, r'," 4t. N .,ci.t7

cannot he in A nnne estate if ita wnrnn Are net. that hen set weren
into A h'r' stets is the, technlnoy that bee Alme never' their 14ent
Meth centre], pine the reeicAl reenctien in the tureens no hnnnnal4nn.
ye eannet me beck. :'het in rern, it vcnld be sinful, litereIle, tr
he neAteleiet the' new tochnelnav hen riven He ,inc vinnr An0 health
end cerfert, nut wm weren Are leAdine trule reYolutiontare live.,
elennlec our ferilien And hAvine little rmontree n' Ile in the wAy
' hensewerk. t'e have net vnt.culte learner' to live with this, one

Ahnvn All, nn ]sneer know whet velum con he ant nnwhet WM cln. Thin
in the reel, true crisis of roles. If wn eie not ha,' it. "men's
Lib weals never hAve mettan Anywhere, for whet the reverent tell..
wnrnn About thnrAelven ones mewainat tenth their nAtnrm one their
natural e'nsue's. A return to bin 'Art:line Weule hole. Thn Anti-
nntm7In- ef recent ?warn has tenon emeAntetinm tr the seiritnAl
,p]4.,,re n4 refl. An, with ere-netelier we'll,' rose An inernAnm in
tits .nl-ln,rn, in rtes heat Annnn, of wernn. not Ruch A thine cannet
be lnelAlAtA0, it can nnly&cerm fryr within the cultnre. !terrine's

is An inntitntien ,.rented to serve the name. n0 weren Ane children.
The 'moron rote in the result of weren's refuse] to Acknewleeme
that 'they need And went rerrinee rorn then ran --by neture--ene r'lAt
theY,thun have' 1 meacial regeensibility to it. They Arm once Amain
by All indlcAtlens beeinnine to fine' thin nut, no thpukn to the"
onitnre butt thAnks to the mfeen the,' hey,' brnneht ueon ttermelven,
Alone with mvorvnnn CAA.
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Our next witness, Dr. Arland Thornton, is an associate research
scientist with the Institute for Social Research at the University of
Michigan.

Please proceed, Dr. Thornton.
Dr. THORNTON. During recent years, as we have just heard, the

American public has been overwhelmed with new information
about the changing family: Half of all marriages will end in di-
vorce; one-fifth of all children are now born out-of-wedlock; one-
fifth of all households with children are headed by a w,,oman;
American women are now bearing less than two children; tfie mar-
riage rate is declining; and the number of couples living together
/without marriage is growing.
t Some people believe that these developments reflect the disinte-
gration of thik family and wonder if the family institution will
remain viable. My own opinion, however, is that predictions about
the demise of the'family are premature and exaggerated.

Having a happy marriage and a good family life are singled out
by Americans as the two most important domains of their lives.
Most Americans are embedded in a significant network of kin,-;
where, they receive substantial support. About four-fifths of-all
Married Americans report their marriages as being very happy or
above average, an actual increase in marital happiness since the
1950's. Ninety percent of young Reople lay they plan to marry and
have children, and most are optimistic about the success of their c
marriages. This leads me to the conclusion that, although khere
have been tremendous changes, families continue to play a vital
role in today's world. 1

As we search for understanding of this complex mosaic of change
and continuity, it is important to recognize that many of the trends
have been with us for well over a century. During this same period,
the entire face of American society was transformed by the process-
es that we now refer to as modernization, indulitrializatiOn, and
economic development.

In this presentation, I will briefly describe some of the central
features of American society of the past, outline some of the crucial
changes in society, and explain some of the effects of those changes
on family.life.

In the beginning of our country, the family was the basic organi-
zational unit of society, with most activities conducted there. There
were few economic enterprises outside the home; intead, the tradi-
tional family-household organized its own resources to provide its
needs. In this 'society, each individual family member had a role in
production.

There was an important division, of labor in the families of early
America. The husband generally directed the economic activity of
the family, which was often an agricultural enterprise. While the
wife maintained a primary role in the caring of the home and chil-
dren, she usually played an important part in the economic enter-
prise, by taking care of gardens and farm animals and helping with
of e important activities. Children were also actively 'involved in
t e productive activities of the family. However, while everyone in

e family was involved in economic production, the earnings of
the family were controlled by the head of the household. Educa-
tional institutions' were not an important part of early American

1:)
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society. School attendance was not widespread and was clearly sub-
servient to the needs of the family's economic endeavors.

,Disease and death were omnipresent in early American families.
Many children died in, infancy, and many mothers died in child-
birth. Thus, it was necessary for families to bear large numbers of
children.

While I have been describing society in early America, many of
these aspects of life were relevant for many of us well into the 20th
century. To illustrate this, I would like to refer briefly to my own
family experiences, since I have personally 'experienced many of
things I have just mentioned.

I grew up on a farm southwestern Idaho, where both sets of
my grandparents had migrated from Utah just after the turn of,
the century. My maternal grandparents were homesteaders who
opened new land on-the Idaho desert. My father supervised the op-4
eration of our family farm to support his growing familya family
that finally included eight children. -My mother specialized in
taking care of the house and children. While she was never em-,,
ployed outside the home, her economic services to our family were
many For myself, I had no employer outside my family efore I
left home and went away to college. Nevertheless, I wor d hard
doing numefous farm tasks. As a result of not having an e ployer
of my own, I had no independent source of money, and every penny
that I sperit came from my parents.

As everyone knows, modernization and economic development
have thoroughly transformed American societyduring the last cen-
tury and a half. Since the family was the central institution of tra-
ditional American society, these tremendous changes could not 4

have occurred without impacting family life. A central feature of
these changes was the introduction and expansion of important
nonfamily institutions including schools, factories,' and corpora-
tions. Slowly but now almost completely, economic production has
beeA transferred outside the family. Today, rather than almost ev-
eryone being active in family economic production, almost all
workers are employed outside the family. Now, instead of children
spending almost no time in school, school is the primary activity of
most children until they reach age 18, and ;nany continue educa-
tion well into their twenties.

There have also been tremendous improvements in health, and
we now have reached a standard of living that we could not even
have imagined a century ago.

The shift of the primary locus of employment from the family to
the marketplace substantially redhced the opportunity for women
to combine economic production with care olfaii),cildren and the
home, thereby reducing,their economic contrib s to the family.
flowevei, the recent inflUx of mothers into the "labor force has' re-
versed this pattern. others lire again co ing economic produc-
tion with the care o the home and childi n.. But now, there is the
crucial difference t at the ecbnomic production occurs outside
rather than inside e family unit. Instead of the family working
together as a unit o meet its financial needs, individual family
members now sell eir labqr in the marketplace in exchange for
money which is po ed together in the family. The family deals
with the outside world not,qs a single entity, but as a set of individ-

T
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uals.It also means that individual family meMbersfathers, moth-
ers and childrenhave direct control over the fruits of their-labor.
This provides a source of independence for individual family mem-
bers that was unknown in the past.

The increase in educational attendance has st ongly modified the
role of children in the family. Instead of childi n contributing to
the family enterprise at an early age, they now require family re-
sources over an extended period. In addition, when they do work
for money now, they seldom contribute those resources to the fam7
ily's uses, but maintain them for their own consumption. Education
also provides children with skills that increase their ability to deal
with parents.

A number of otiher important changes in family life have accom-
panied these long-term transfoimations of American society. The
fertility of American women has declined almost continuously from
1800 to the present, with average number of children declining

' from about seven tp about two. Household size has declined tre-
e, mendously since the first census in 1790. As part of this trend,
theie has been an' increasein independent living, an especially im-
portant ph,enomenon for the elderly and for young adult children.
The trend toward independence among young people is probably

" reflectea in the increase in the rate of out-of-wedlock births, an in-
crease wfliEli has been fairly steady since 1940. The divorce rate
has increased almost'continuously since 1860.

Of course, within these basic, long-term family trends, there have
been important, but relatively short, fluctuations. An example of
theitg fluctuations is the substantial increase in marriage, divorce
and childbearing which followed World War II. The rise in divorce
lasted only a few years, while the baby boom lasted for more than
a decade, and the marriagfer boom extended across two decades. Un-
fortunately, while several explanations of these fluctuations have
been offered, there is as yet no clear conhensus about the causes.

The power of the forces changing American family life can be
liurCher appreciated by understanding that family changes have not

been unique to the -United States. Virtually every country of
Europe and those originating from European societies have experi-
enced the same general trends. The specifics and details, of course,
nary across countries, but the same )5asic trends observed in the
Uinted,States also apply to these other countries.

/ Also, as I have studied non-European countries, I have been im-
pressed by the many similarities that can be observed as these
countries experience the forces of modernization and development.

I have also been impressed by the extent to which the overall
trends observed for our country as a whole also apply to specific
subgroups within our ,society. While there are important variations
Within American society by ethnic origin, religious affiliation and
region, it appears that the basic patterns have applied to virtually
all of the subgroups that have been studied.

Of course, given the central importance of the family, the magni-
tude of family change has had a tremendous impact on human re-
lationships and the quality of our lives. Particularly worrisome to
us is childbearing among young unmarried women, the-incidence of
sexually transmitted disease, the difficulties often associated with
divorce, and the problems many single parents have. Yet at the

1'j
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same time, there have been a number of positive developments.
The rise in independent living, the ability to end difficult marital
relationsliips, and the employment of women have brought valua-
ble opportunities to many Americans. I belie4e that it is altogether
too easy, to idealize the past and ignore the positive thrust of many
of the changes which have occurred.

While I am generally impressed with, the resilience of the family,
I am not advocating that we ignore the problems. I believe that
there are probably many things thitt we--Cn and should do to -im-
prove the quality of our family experiences. However, as we search"
for improvements, I would hope that we look for solutions that are
consistent with the many fundamental changes which have oc-
curred in our society over the last century, because any effort to
effect t wholesale reversal of those changes is likely to be unsuc-
cessful.

Finally, in the light of the extreme divisiveness that family
policy debates have engendered in the past, I would hope that the
solutions that we derive will have substantial consensus.

Thank you.
Senator sDENTON. Thank you, Dr. Thornton.
[The prepared statement of Dr, Thornton along with questions

and responSes follow:)
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ransformations'of American locie,ty and Family Life %

Introduction

During recent years the American public has been

overwhelLed with nsw information about the changing family:

about half of all mafriagee will divorce; nearly one-

. fifth of all children are, now born out.of,-wedl ck; one fifth

of all househo)ds with children err he'aded by woman; on
7

average, American women are now bearing less than two

children; the marriage'rkte is declining; .and the,number $4000.
0

couples living together withou[ marriage 'is growing

rapidly.' A rtusper of people believe that these .

'developments reflect a disintegration of shiNsiamily and

wonder if the family institution will remain a viable one.

My on opinion/ however, is that 1:,eictions about the

demise of the family art prematbre and exaggerated. The

current evidence indicate; that most Americans are embedded.

in a significant network of kin; where they receive
At

substantial physical and emotional support. Most Americans

will marry, have children, and experience considerable

fulfillment in their families. Most Americans still regawd

the family and their familial relationships as central -to

their well-being and ha4iness. In fact, the reported

happiness of marriages today exceeds thaj of the 1950s.

1
I have coauthored an article, "Changing American

Families," which summarizes many of these trends (Thornton
and Freedman, 1983). It is scheduled for publication in
October.

41E,
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This leads 1 to the conclusion that althoigh there have

been tremendous changes in fam4y life:families continue to

play a vital role in today's'yorld pot are likely to remain

important in the iuture.2
4

As we search for understanding of this complex mosaic

of change and continuity in American family life, it it verj

important to recognize that Imo of the, trends have been

With us for well ov- er a century. g this same period

1;

the entire face of American society was being transformed by

.ithe.processes Venow iltfer to as modernization,

industrialization, urbanisation, and economic development,

and these forces had(AKat influence on family life. In

this presentation I will describe some of t.ye central

features oI Amer...144n society of the past, . outline some of

the crucial changes is society, and explain some of the

effects of those changes on faai'ly life.

Society and Family Life in the Past

In the beginning of our country, the family was the

basic organizational unit of society, with most activities,

including production and consumption, being conducted there.

There were few economic enterprises outside the home, such

as corporations, factories, or government bureaucracies to

empLolf individual' Americans. Instead, the traditional

family household organized, directed, and managed its own

2 Additional discussion of these issues can be found by

referring to Bane (1976), Cherlin and. Furstenberg (1983),

Thornton and Freedman (1983), and Veroff, Douvan, and Kulka

(1981).
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resources to provide its needs. In this society each

individual family member-eqiusband, wife, and children--had a'

role in production.3

There was an important division of labor in the
101

-families of early America. The husband generally direCted

the economic activity of the family which was often, but not

always an agricultural enterprise. While the wife

. maintained a primary role in the caring of the home and

children, she usually played, an important part in the

ecoLmic enterprise by tAking,eerre of Lardeng and farm

animals, and when necessary, helping with other important

activities. Children, from a very early Age,w*re also

actively involved in the productive activities of the

family. However, while everyonein the family, including

women and children, were actively involved in economic

productiOn,,Ithe earnings of the family Were controlled bOk

the head of the househo/d. 5

Edu.tational insttutions.were not an important part of

early American society. School attendance was not

/ 3 1

Two books describing-the world of the_paArt are Demos
(1970) and Greven (1970). Also of interest are three books i

,written primarily about historical European societies
f(Laslett, 1965; Sh-orter, 1975; Tilly and Scott, 1978).

4
As recently as 1900, approximately forty percent of

the American population resided on farms (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1975).

5 Discussions of family organization are provided by
Demos (1970) and `Greven (1970). Also see Kett (1977). Good
examples of "the persistence of these patterns into the late
19th and early 20th centuries are provided by Ear* (1982)
acrd U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau (19231.4
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I

24-idesprekoi dad wa% clearly subservient to the needs of th (

family's economic endeavors. Constquently, the edlAational
y.

a t ta 1

4

ents of American children we;e limited--certainly by

the standards oi'Ntoday.
6

. %
\

4, Disease and death were omnipresent in early American

f4ilies. Many children Ued in infancy many mothers died

in ckildbirth, many families with small children were

/^ di upted by the death of one
INs
of the parOts, and many
Ns,__J

persons did not live to see their grandchildren. In this

situation, it was necessary for familfes to bear large.

numhprs of children.

While I have been describing society in earlyeAmeriCa,

many of lifeltWere relevant for many well

into the tweWtieth century To illustrate this, I would

like to refer briefly to my own family experiences. '

Although any teenage children often :think of me as an old-

timer, I am n& yet forty years old. Yet, I have personally

experienced many of the crucial dimensions I just mentioned.

I grew up on a farm in southweste'n Idaho. Both my father's

and mother's parents had migrated to Idaho from Ut511 Dist

after the turn of the century. My maternal grandparents

were homesteaders who opened Q..a..ew land on the Idaho desert. 0

My father supervised the operation of our family farm to

support his growing familyi family that finally included

eight children. My mother, like most mothers of yesteryear,

6As recently as 1940 only 36 percent of men and 40

percent of women aged 25-29 had completed four years of high
school (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1980).
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specialized in taking care of ttte house and children. While fi

she was, to my knowledge, ndver employed outside the home

for pay, her 'economic service* to the family were many,

including the provision of food and clothing to the farm,

labor force, and when necessary, helpiAg out 2n the fields
4

and barnyard. Her direct input into the family farm was

earticularly marked during the great depression when she

worked in the fields and was responsible fdr a flpck of

turkey. For myself, I had no employer .outside lay family

,before left home and went away to college; nevertheless? I

wor ('hard weeding onions,.hoeing 'beets, hauling hay,

feeding calves, an4 milking cows. As a result of not haw' ng

ati employFr of my own, I had no independent source of monry
0

to spend for anything; every p-enny,I spent a,s a young person
t

(came from .parents.?

Societal ,and Family Change
.

As everyone knows, mpdernization, industrialization,
.

economic development, and urbanization have thoroughly

.traditional

AmIricin society during the last century and .a

half. Since,the falikla.ells the central institution of

draditional American Oese4tremendous changes could.

not hive occurred without impacting tremendously on American

7
migrated from the agricultural roots that 1 just

descrited and married a city woman. Our family, which
Indludes fo'ur children, now lives in a

$
c y, and I work for

a large state university. The world m.,, ildren are r
experiencing is entirely different from at of my'parents'
youth. When I tell my children about my own childhood, they
can only begin to understand it, and my parents' childhoods
are even more difficult for my children to appreaSete.

410



family life. p central feature of :these changes was the

introduction and expansion 'of important monfamily

'institutions` inCludlnAchOols7 lactOries,.corporations, and

governmental bureanCracies. Slowly but surely', and now

almost completely', economic productipn has been transferred

outside the family. Today, rather than alMbst everyone

baking active in family eConom1c productiwt, almost all

workers areemployed outside the family Now, instead of,
. .

children spending almost no time An school, s000l is the

primary activitfof mostouneil they reach age 18 or so and

many continue education well into Orkiir twenties.

AccompanyAng'these changes have been tremendous. improvements

1miheal4 and longevity, 'and we have noreached a Standard

orliving that could not have been iRagined a century ago.

The shift of the primary locus of employment from tie

family, to the market place .substantially reduced the
. .

opportunity for women to combine economic production with

scare of children and the home, thereby, reducing the

economic contributions of women to the family.

Consequently, as recently as 1940 only IA percent of tarried

women were in the labor force., However, the recent influx

of mothers into the labor force has reversed this pattern.

Mothers are again combining economic production with the

care of the home and children.8 But now there is the

crucial difference that the economic production ocsourt0

ttutaide bather than inside be family unit.

a For further information concerning these trends see"

2;1
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Now, instead of the family working together as a unit

to meet, its financial needs, individual,family members sell

their labor in the market laace in exchange for money which

is pooled together in'the family. This means that the

family deals with the outside world not as a single economic

entity but as a set of individuils. It also means that

individual family ,members fathers, mothers, and,Arhildren--.

have direct control over the fruits of t-heir labor.9 This.'

provides a source of independence and'autoMony that vas

unknown in the past.

I
The tremendous increase in educational attendance has

strongly modified the role,of children in the family.

Instead ofschildren contributing to the family economic

enterprise at anlOrly age, they now require/expendivures oe

family resources over an extended period. In addition, when''

oie'y do work for money now, they seldom contribute those

resources to the family's uses but maintain themlgor their

own private consumption. In4addition, education not only

provides children with new skills and knowledge that are

useful, in the labor market but with skills that Increase'

their ability to deal with parents at home.

A number of other important changes in family 1)...fe have

accompanied these long -term transformations of American

Oppenheimer (1970) and Bureau of Labor Statistics (1982).

9See 'Bachman (1983) fo-r a discussion of ;Thildren's
economic affluence and independence today.

2
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society.
10 The fertility of American women has declined

almost continuously from 1800 to the present, with average

number of children born
declining from about seven to about

two. Contraception became widespread in the nineteenth

century and today, as a result of new and very effective

means of contraception, husbands and wives can effective) i&

control tHeif childbearing. Household size has declined

tremendously since the first census in 1790. As part of

this trend there has been an increase in independent living,

an especially important
phenomenon for the elderly and for

young adult children. The divorce rate has increased almost

continuously since 1860. Today, about one-half of all

marriages will end in divorce if current rates continue ass

compared to about five percent of.the marriages of the

1860s. The trend toward independence among young people is

an especially i#po,rtant theme in writings, about ffmily

change.
11 This independence is undoubtedly reflected in the

increase in the rate,of
out-of-wedlOck births --an increase'

which has been fairly steady since 1940.

Of course, within these basic long-term family trends,

there hive been important, but relatively short,

fluctt4stions. An example of such short-term fluctuations is

the decline 1z both marriage and divorce r,ries which
,

accompanied the great depression. Another example of

fluctuations is the substantial increases in marriage,

10 For more detail's see Thornton and,Freedman (1983).

Ilsee Thornton and Freedman (1982).
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divorce, and childbearing following World War II. In this

case the rise in divorce listed only a few years,'while the

baby boom lasted for more than a decade and the marriage

boom.extended across two decades. Unfortunately, while

there have en several explanations of these trends

sevanced there is, as yet, no clear concensus abou

causes. 12
These fluctuations, however, do reenforce the

need for caution when interpreting family trends; current

trends can Just as easily represent a return to past

pattitns as a departure from the and current trends need

not continue indefinaely into the future.

The power'of the forces changing American family life

can be further appreciated by understanding that family

changes have not been unique to the United-States.

Virtually every country of Europe, and those originating from

European societies have experienced the same general trends.

The specifics and details, of course, vary across countries,

but the same basic patterns observed in the United States

also apply to these other countries.13 Also, 44 I have

studied non- European countries, I have been impressed by the

many similarities that can be observed As these countries

experience the forces of modernization and develdpment.

I have also been impressed by the extent to vhich the

overall trends observed for our country as a whole also

12
A particularly good discussion of these issues is

provided by Cherlin (1981).

13
Good discussions of European patterns are provided by

Roussel and Festy (1979) and Chester (1977).
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apply to specific subgroups within the society. While there

are important variations within American society by ethnic

origin, religious affiliation, and region, it appears that

the basic pa erns have applied to virtually all of the

subgroups t at have been studied.

Implications

Of course, given the central importance of the family,

the magnitude of family change hail, haaea tremendous impact

on human relationships and the quality of our lives.

Particularly worrisome is childbearing among young unmarried

women, the incidence of sexually transmitted. disease, the

difficulties often associated with divorce, and the problems

many single parents have. Yet at the same time there have

been a number of positive developments. The rise in

independent living, the ability to end.difficult marital

relationships, and the employment of women has brought

valuable opportunities to many Americans. So, while we

should be concerned wiph the suffering and harm caused by

some developments, it is altogether too easy to idealize the

past and ignore the positive thrust of many of the chang-ls

which have occurred.

While I am generally impressed with and optimistic

about the resiliency and vitality of the family institution,

I am not advocating that we ignote the many problems.

believe that there are probably many things that we can do

collectively and individually to improve the quality of our

family experiences. However, as we proceed to search for

29
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improvement', I would hope that we look for solutions that

are consistent with the many fundamental chvtges which have

occuiled in our society over the last century and a half

because any effort to lIffect a wholesale reverie/11 of .those

changes is likely to be unsuccessful. Finally, in the light

of the extreme divisiveness that family policy debates have

engendered in the peat, I would hope that the

we derive and implement have substantial concenau" in our

society.

3 o
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October 21;1.983 .

1;
'

Senator Jeremiah Denton
United States Senate
Committee on Labor and

Human Resource
Washington, 1/X. 2010

Ia
Dear Senator Denton .

Thank you for,zoui letter of October S,concerning the bearing 4f
,the Sabcomm4tee on Family and Muman. Services. I enjoyed the opportunity

of testifying before the sOcoMmittee concerning changing* pateesns of
family life in the United,States. .

I have considered the question's that you forwarded In your letter.

My responses to those questions are provided on the attached statement. 1

I am also enclosing a.copy of a publication entitled The Changing

American Family", whleh I coauthored with Deborah Freedman: The monograph

was just released as the October 1983 issue of Populution Bulletin. I am

sending you this publication because it reviews a broad range of changes

in American family life, which I believe you will find interesting.

If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.

AT: cos

Sincerely,

Arland Thornton
Assoalate Research Sciehtist

av

-;
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Questions for Pr. Thornton Submitted hy Senator Denton

Question 1. Dr. Thornton, in your research at the University of
Michigan, I understand that you have focused to a degree on the
attitudes and plans of adolescents about marriage and how these

Aftprientations are related to dating patterns of adolescents. Are
11115,ou ahle to make any generalizations ahout the type of dating

patterns in adolescence which arc more likely to provide the
basis for a strong marriage?

Answer. My research hae included a focus on the dating patterns
of adolescents and the attitudes and plans of young, people
concerning marriage. However, my research concerning, these
issues has examined the hehavior, attitudes, and plans of young
people who have never been married. Therefore, I have not heen
'able to examine how dating patterns relate to subsequent marital
experience.

It is important to note that one of the most important
determinants of marital dissolution in the United States is age
at marriage: those who marry young have mahstantially greater
risk of having their marriage terminated hy divorce than others.
This concldsiom is supported by a substantial body of research,
including some of my own studies. This is probahly related to
the greater difficulty adolescents have in making wise marital
choices, tIx; shorter amount of time they spend in the courtship
process, and the stresses associated with getting married while
still finishing school and launching careers.

Question 2. Dr. Thornton, is it your belief that a child's
experience with his parent's marital dissolution may lead to
negative attitudes towards. marriage?

Answer. ry research has explicitly addressed this question by
comparing the attitudes of children whose parents had divorced
with the attitudes of children who had flat experienced a marital
dissolution. The data indicate that the relationships hetween
experience 'with divorce.and marital attitudes are weak. Asa
0-oup the children from divorced families 'had only slightly less
positive attitudes tovard marriage than the children whose
parents 'fad never divorced. A few children in this study
reported that they were hesitant ahout getting married because :

they had seen the marital difficulties experienced hy,their own
parents.

Question 3. In your work you have noted that the high divorce
rate and its attendant publicity may nourish misgivings amomp,,
young people generally about marriage. Can you discuss this
phenomenon fron the standpoint of a research scientist?

Answer. In thinking about the impact of the high divorce rate on
marriage. itself it is important to considermarital.trends in the

-United States,across the twentieth century. During the first

44
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four decades of this century'marriage'rates were relatively

stable. Marriage rate increased dramatically following World
War II and rema,thed MO. well into the 196Ms. Then during the
1970s marriage Cares declined suhatantially, but appear to halt

levelled off during the late 1970s and early 194Ps. Marriage ll

rates now are very similar to those observed during the first fellAT.r'

decades of this century. Marriage also continues to he valued by

the majority of Americans. More than ninety percent' of young

Americans expect to marry and there has been,almOst no decline in
that proportion since 1960: Most young people:also expecC,ther
marriages..to he lasting. At the same time, however, the

legitimacy of singleness has become increasingly recognized; most
Amerieans no longey. regard getting married as necessarily better
than remaining single and do not disapprove of those who do not
_parry. Thus, while there has been an increased acceptance'of

remaining single,. I think it would be incorrect to conclude. that
the rising,.divorice rate in this country has led to a widespread

rejection of marlriage.

puestion 4. Some of your earlier work indicates that although
the imperative to marry has weakened, and the perceived
advantages of marriage have declined, marriage continues to be .

valued by the majority. bf young Americans. In your research hnve

you detected an awareness our the spiritual aspects of marriage?

In other words, are young people less or more ware today of the

teachings of their particular'religious faith concerning marriage
and family life?

Answer.' I am not aware of'stfentific studies that hnve
investigated trends in the awareness of young people concerning
the teachings of their particular religious faith concerning
marriage and. family life.

Questir 5. I helieve there is still some. ambivalence Mn our
,societttoday as to where married women should dravOthe line
between their devotion to career and the time they spend wile

their families. Is there'any correlation at all in your mind .

between the role changes that have occurred between the sexes in
recent years and the rising divorce rate?.

Answer. The effect of a wife's employment is probably related to
her reasons for working, the kind of job she has, her hushand's
attitude toward her employment, the demands of her work, and the

magnitude and nature of her other famfly responsibilities..
likely.that for many the advantages of a second income and
additional opportunities for fulfillment outweigh the increased"

resPensihilities associated with employment, while for others the

balance is negative. Although employment outside (the home does

not necessarily enhance or detract from marital and family

satisfactithi, a job does provide additional resources which can
facilitate divorce in an unhappy marriage.

- 2 -
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Questions for-Panel I

Question 1.' Miss Pecter makes some very strong statements in deer
testimony about the failure of parepts to give their children an
adequate moral framework wit in what, to operate--child
sacrifice, she calls it. Cobld the rest of you comment on her
ihesis4,-and its role in our current problems?

Answer. As I understand the thesis as, it is stated in Question
1, there is an implicit assumption that there has been a .

significant decline in the quality of parenting in the United
States. This, of curse, is a fficult issue to research
scientifically, but I am not aware of any convincing evidence
that patents care less ahout their children today than they did
in the pas.t, that parents are less concerned today about the way
their children grow up, that parents spend less time teaching
their children ethical and moral standards, that parents are less
concerned ahout the quality of their children, nr that parents

vest less heavily in their children today than in the vast.
Therefore, I believe that additional eviaence is necessary before
we'accent this thesis.

Question 2. "There's Dad and his wife, Mom 'and her second
husband, Junior's two halfhrothers from his father's first
marriage, his six stepsisters from his mother's spouse's previous
unions, 100-year-old Great Grandpa, all eight of Junior's current
grandparents, assorted aunts, uncles-loin-law and stencousins."
This was the recent U.S. News and Vorld Report forecast for the
year 2033. Is this the family of the future that you foresee? If

so, do you helieve that the children of toporrow can deal with
the multiple relationships involved?

Answer. In thinking ahout the future it i important to
.

consider
(current natterns and trends. The high divorce and remarriage

rates of recent years have produced many families that are
similar in certain respects to the family' descrihed in the
question. Today it is estimated that approximately forty percent
of all children horn after marriage in the United States will
experience the disruption of their parents' marriage before they
reach age 16. Given current remarriage.rates, It is likely that
many of the parents of these children will remarry before the
children reach adulthood. Thus, a suhstantial minority of

. American children will experience compleX family situations that
have certain similarities to the family described in the
question, but, ihis type'of family will not be experienced by the

It majority of children while Chey are growing up If current
--N patterns contigye. The divorce rate also pppears to have leveled

) off during the'late1970s and early 1980s, and this'apnarent
,/,,,,, stabilization of the trend in divorce suggests caution in

projecting increased amounts of childhood experience with divorce
__and remarriage of parents in the future.
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The multiple relationships resulting from chains of divorce and

remtiriage can Ibre-the source of additional positive support and

ininaction for family members, but they can also create
additional family responsibilities and brine new conflicts and (1

tension. 'The relative newness and complexity of these family

arrangements are reflected in the lac' of language, normative
expectations, and legal mechanisms to handle them. This

complexity is especially important for children who form the

predominant links between . former spouses and their current

families. Unfortunately, we are nnly beginning to collect thti
Information that: will allow us to determine the way young, peo*!,
and their families adapt to these new patterns of family life:Ahd '

the way these new patterns impact on the lives of individual

family members. Therefore, we do not yet have adequate answers '.

concerning how Well children will adapt to these complex family

forms.

Qoestion 3. As, you know, the title of ur hearing today. is/

"Broken Famine-a: Causes and Societal Im lications." Sqme would

A, say that the developing malaise within e institution of the .

family threatens the very survival of our civilization. How '

would you respond to that statement?

Answer. Changes in American society and family life over the,

last couple of centuries have been large and'pervaSive: Given

the importance of the family in American life, the magnitude of

the changes have led many people to be concerned about the

survival of .the family and the'implications of family change for

the Survival of our civilization. It should be noted, however

-that this is not a new worry. As early as the 1R5Os writers were
concernedabbut the family disappearing and the existence of
society being endangered,,and this worry has been exrlressed many

times during subsequent years. In this regard, it Mould he

noted that while family change has brought s'ipnificant problems

which should be addressed, there4have also been a number of

positive developments associated with many of thnsc Changes. It

is-altogether too.easy to idealize the past and ignore the
positive thrust of many of the changes which have occurred.

My own opinion is that the resilience of the family amidst the

many changes of the last two hundred years deMonstrates the

strength of the family institution and its ability to adapt in a

changing world. Families and family relationships continue to

play a vital role in today's world and are likely to continue to

do so in the future: Consequently; I think there is substantial

reason to be optimistic about the future of family /life in this

country.

Question 4. How successful do you believe institutional child

care services can be, eitheir\in whole or in part, as a 0

replaceMent for parental time and care In child rearjne

- 4 -
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Answer. The effect of maternal employment on children probahl
depends on the adequacy and consistency of the child care
provided .and' the: amount and quality of time the parents spend
with their children, when they are- not working. As 43 result,
is difficult to assess the net effect of women's 'work n'pa ttern on
the well-being of children. Nevertheless, m4st studies indi te
that any differences between children of working and nonworking
mother's are quite small.

.

Question. 5. I have ...enclosed a copy of an article from Public
(Jannary;:,)1083), entitled "Hollywood and America: The Odd

Couple,'" by Linda Lichter, -S. Robert Lichter and Stanley
Rmt.lhtan. The article describes a survey of 104 of Hollywood's
"Tdexlia elite", a survey of backgrounds, political views, and
religious and moral beliefs. You will note that those
interviewed describe themselves as being consWrably more left
of ?Center than the average American. I would 1,e interested ir(
youe, comments on any findings of the survey as they relate to the
role.^of the media in influencing public attitudes toward the
family.

Answer., I found the rticle;dherestinp, However, .I am not
familiar with the nd of. research that would provide a careful
evaluation of the impact-of Hollywood on the attitudes and values
of itidivichull Arne e5ns concerning family life...

- 5 -
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Senator DENTON. Otir next witness is Dr: Allan. Carlson. He is
the executive vice president of the Rockford Institute and has *it,
ten extensively on faiijly topics. '

Welcome, Dr. Carlson, and would 'you please begin your state-
ment.

Dr. CARLSON. Thank you, Senator Denton.
The members of this subcomMittee are to be commended for

holding this hearing, on subjects that I belieVe cut"t0; the heart of
Ametica's current discontents. One 'could be forgiven' for claiming
confusion over the whole family question. On the one hand, there
are still frequent exptessions of optiMism concerning the future of
the family in America. .

But on the other hand,. there remain those awful, haunting sta-
tistics, suggesting rampant, accelerating social decomposition
within the United States. Fot many objective standards, the scope,
rate, and public policy implications of these changes must be
judged as unprecedented and staggering.

In the face of these developments, two questions naturally arise:
First, what caused this dramatic breakdown .in' American family
life; and second, why do analysts of the situation give such diver-
ge& interpretations to the same raw data?

these questions have the same an wet., Both situations, I believe,
result from what can be called the collapse of the nuclear family
norm.

Forgive Were my brief .descent into sociological jargon, but 'it
seems necessary. Simply defined, norms: are those hundreds of un-
written, yet deeply ingrained, rules and beliefs which guide our
daily actions at home, in the workplace, at worship, or at play:-Cul-.
tural and social norms provide a given, society with its ordering'
principles, its measures of right and wrong. They define for individ-
uals the nature of responsibility and the proper basis for human
relationships.

For most of our Nation's history, the nuclear family-r that is, the
married couple with their childrenserved as the normative or
idealized image of the American family. While certainly never uni-
versal, and often, not even a majority phenomenon, that nuclear
family 4nodel st&id into the early 1960's as an ideal to be striven
toward,' as the popular measure of normality and deviance, and as
the mar=k of responsibility. It enjoyed the support of most other
Ameritsk social institutions, including government, the law, orga-
nized region, the media, and the educated elite.

What, then, caused the collapse of this apparently successful
model of how one should live the good life? To begin with, ieexperi-
enced an unprecedented ideological assault. Starting in the 1960's,
opponents came from many directions. First, the Marxist left. In
an 1884 treatise, Friedrich Engels, Karl Mari's collaborator, had
stressed the ties between the middle-class family model and
Modern market capitalism. The defeat of one, he reasoned, would
bring the defeat of the other. "With the transfer of the means of
production into common ownership," Engels wrote:

The single family ceases to be the economic unit of society. Private housekeeping
is transformed'into a social industry. The care and education of the children be-
comes a public affair; society looks after all children' alike, whether they are legiti-
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mate or not..Will not that suffice to bring about the gradual growth of unrestrained
sexual intercourse?

When "New Left" activists emerged in America during the early
1960's, they adopted ,these old Marxist perspectives on collective
child rearing and nohrepressive sexuality in the pursuit of their
agenda, correctly perceiving that free market capitalism and the-
modern family were closely related enemies.

Second, the sexual liberationists. The evidence, I believe, is over-,
whelming that there were major discontinuities in the sex lives of
most Americans after 1960; in sum, a true sexual revolution.

While medical, physiological, and technological changes all
played a role in bringing on this development, there were ideolo-
gies behind the transformation. For example, in the April 1983
issue of Mother Jones magazine, Barbara Ehrenreich focuses on
the role of Playboy magazine and the Playboy philosoplpr in plant-
ing the seeds of family disruption during the mid-1950's. As editor
Hugh Hefner wrote in his first issue, "We want to make clear from
the very start, we are not a 'family magazine'." According to Ms.
Ehrenreich, Playboy's message for men was not eroticism, but
escape literal escapefrom the bondage of breadwinning, involv-
ing a. withering critique of marriage, focused on golddigging wives,
the dismissal of children, as irrelevant, and a utopian vision focused
on the hedonistic pleieures.

In 1973, the Playboy Press published itv own history of the
modern sexual revolution. Entitled 'the. Rape of the APE
(American Puritan Ethic)," the -book described iri surprisingly
candid terms the successful obscening )9f Arnerica. Wrote author
Allan Sherman:

Carefully and often secretly, my generation manned the battlefronts of the sexual
revolution. We, produced and sold the rock'n'roll records witti risqqe lyrics; we in-
vented the terfli "wonder drug" and LSD as the true panacea, pushing it at the kids
in the hallowed atmosphere at Harvard. My generation wrpte and read befitsellers
with nothing more to recommend them than a half dozen paragraphs of old-fash-
ioned smut: We invented, or at least perfected, wife swapping: We performed illegal
abortions. We crowded into the dark to watch those stupid stag films.

U

In the end, Sherman suggested,,"The sexual revolution removed
America's backbone and" revealed our awful. secret: Stripped of the
puritan ethic, we have no morals at all." He added that, "Nothing
was reduced to less recognizeable rubble than the revered institu-
.tion of marriage."

Third, the populationists. Neo-Malthusian fears of supposed
American overpopulation began growing in the mid-1960's. While
normally calling for smaller families, the neo-Malthusians some-
times turned to attacks on parenthood and family in general, find-
ing the myth of "Mom and apple pie" anNVitudes exalting the
role of parenthood to be dangerous.

Fourth, radical feminism. 13y the early 1970's, the cutting edge- of
the women's movement foufid the -nuclear family, particularly the
burdens of children, to be a chief stumbling block to its ideological
goals: Summarizing the Dovernent's perspective, sociologist Jessie
Bernard cited the insights of Karl Marx and concluded that "The
diagnosis of the family as the major roadblock to the full emancipa-
tion of women is very old. Merely helping women bear the load of
child cafe and childrearing is viewed as inadequate."
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As the newspaper Women and Revolution declared in 1971, "The
institution of the family is inherently reactionary. WoMen are es-
pecially oppressed by the family."

Such opponentsand the list could be much expandedwere for-
midable enough. Yet the nuclear family model even found once
supportive instiWAions deserting to the other side. First, the social
sciences. H , the once affirmative interpretation of Harvard
University's Talcott Parsons and his intellectual followers gave
way during the 1960's to, a new relativism. Articles appearing after
1965 critically dissected the nuclear family bias supposedly found
within the sociological profession. According to one ,author, mar-
riage counselors, psychiatrists, and social workers who' accepted
this family model as healthy or normal were little more tharvzoo-
keepers, sustaining a dangerous pathology.

Second, the churches. Already exhibiting a general relativization
of moral values, a growing nonjudgmentalism concerning personal
behavior, and a new tendency to borrow their agendas or causes
from the secular world, many churchesonce supportive centers of
the nuclear familyabsorbed heavy doses of the new relativism re-
garding family life and shifted their ground.

Third, the media. The electronic media, need it be said, w dered
from the nuclear family norm that it had so yisibl pported
during the 1950's. Programing staples such as' "The nna Reed
Show or "Father Knows Best" gave way to a new breed of family
shows such as "Three's Company" and "Love Sidney."

Finally, it is important to note two internal weaknesses charac-
terizing the American family system during the 1950's, weaknesses
which left the system itself vulnerable to attack. First, black
Americans and other minority groups were not wholly integrated
into the scheme. There is nothing intrinsically racist about the
middle-class family model.. The "black bourgeoisie" has been a vig-
orous element in American society for most of this century and has
exhibited strong attachment to traditional family values. Nonethe-
less, in popular terms, minority groups were generally treated as
invisible elements of the 1950's America. And second, the idealized
image of the suburban American wife, created and sustained
during the 1950's by the commercialized media, was clearly inad-
equate. It proved susceptible erosive and partly sound critiques
such as Betty Friedan's 19 ook, "The Feminine Mystique."

Taken together, th at cks on the nuclear family model, the de-

fections of once,supp i e institutions to the critical. side, and the
specific weaknesses hi h the model displayed during the 1950's
proved ruinous. 1 thin it is fair to conclude that the nuclear
family today does not e joy normative status. The moral authority
once attached to the n clear family modelindeed, to the whole of
middle class culturehas been largely stripped away.

While some praise this new pluralism and the emerging era of
unimpeded choice, I am unimpressed. I believe that the breakdown
of the nuclear family model as a commonly accepted guide to be-
havior must be viewed as no less than a social disaster. The relativ -'
ization of family life continues to gnaw away at the very founda-
tions of human community, threatening our future as a Nation.
Family ties of any kind, but especially the bond of parents to their
children, demand emotional, financial, and temporal sacrifice. In

4i
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the past, our society compensated for this in part by the prestige
granted to those who bore and 'raised children. But with little
social honor not attached to marriage or offspring,"a shrinking pool
of Americans are finding the uncertainties and burdens of family
life, especially those open-ended commitments to spouse and chil-
dren; worth the price.

Moreover, minority .groups are proving to be the principal vic-
tims of the new relatiVism in family values. Back in 1965,,the Rev-
erend Martin Luther King, Jr., affirmed that the nuclear family,
"the group consisting of mother, father, and child," was "the main

cational agency of mankind" and the "foundation for stability,
understanding, and social peace" on which the whole of society
rested. Even then, he labeled the prevailing levels of divorce, ,ille-
gitimacy, and female-headed families found in the black ghettos to
be "a social catastrophe." Eighteen years later, the frequency of
these social pathologies in the black community has increased by a

. factor of three.
What do we label :a social catastrophe multiplied by three? What-

ever it might be "Niled, millions of our fellow citizens are now
trapped in just that sitafation.

Some also suggest that we Americans are moving toward a new
ethic of commitment, some startlingly fresh vision of community
that will somehow manage to save us from our follies. Again, I dis-
agree. Mq.al visions and communities are not conjured out of thin
air. They 'must be deeply rooted in history, in faith, in personal sac-
rifice, and in the exercise of social responsibility. For this reason, I
agree with the conclusion of Brigitte and Peter L. Berger in their
new book, "The War Over the Family." "There is," they write, "no
alternative to the bourgeois family in the contemporary world."

The necessary tasks in restoring this family model as a guide on
how to live are largely cultural in nature and only secondarily po-

litical: But such matters, I understand, are topics for another ses-
sion of this subcommittee.

Thank you.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Carlson.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Carlson along with questions and

,responses follows:]
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I. Introduction: Is American Family Life Really In Trouble?

The members of this subcommittee are to be commen,de'd for

holding this hearing on the causes'and consequences of family

breakdown in America. These subjects are emotional and contro-

versial ones. Yet, in my opinion, no other matters cucloser

to the heart of America's current discontents.

The organization with which I am,currently affiliated,

The Rockford Institute, has devoted its energies to understanding

the contemporary cultural crisis in America, of which family

disintegration is among the most conspicuous symptoms. My

own doctoral work focused on the "family policy" experi ce

ofSweden and other West European countries during the 192 s

and, 1930's. I have since written frequently on the subjects

of family disruption and family policy in America. I am pleased

to have an opportunity to share my thoughts with this subcommittee.

One could be forgiven for claiming confusion over the

whole family question. On the one hand, there are still

frequent expressions of optimism concerning the future of the

family in America. One survey, for example, recently reported

that 9 out of every 10 Americans say that their families are

"very important" to their basic sense of individual worth,

the highest rating given to any social institution. The Census

Bureau aytes that 90% of all Americans can be expected to merry

at some point in their lives, suggesting that we Americans

are still the "marrying" sort. Scholars participatin the

Research Forum of the 1980 White House Conference on Families I
concluded that "what we are witnessing today is not the breakup

1
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of traditional family patterns but the emergence of a pluralism

in family ways."1 In fact, a minor industry has grown up within

the sociologic/ profession celebrating our "changing families"

and the "new pluralism" of family forms.

But on the other hand, there remain those awful, haunting

statistics suggesting rampant, accelerating social decomposition

within the United States. An estimated one million of our

children now li,;e on the streets, a third of them supporting

themselves through child prostitution. The nation's divorce

rate has tripled since 1958, while the marriage rate in 1979

stood at its lowest level in 40 years. The number of divorced

persons per 1000 married persons climbed from 35 in 1960 to

100 by 1980; among black women, the increase was from 78 to

257. The U.S. fertility rate (births per 1000 women aged 15-

44) fell from 122.7 in 1957 to 66.7 in 1975, reflecting a rapid

retreat by Americans from childbearing. Over the same years,

the illegitimacy ratio (illegitimate births per 1000 live births)s.

tripled, reaching 142.5 in 1975. Of the i.5 million children

born in the U:S. in 1979, 17 percent were Dorn to unmarried

women; among black Americans, the figure was 55%, almost three

times the figure from the mid-1950's. Four out of every ten

out-of-wedlock births in 1979 were to teenage girls, who commonly

became children raising children. The scope of human abortion

in the USA has skyrocketed from an estimated 100,000 illegal

abortions each year during the late 1950's, to 615,000 in 1973

(the first year when the procedure was legal in every .state),

to 1.6 million last year. The scope, rate, social significance,

and public policy implications of these changes are staggering.

2
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II. A Single Cause of Family Breakdown, But Plenty of Guilt

To Go Around

In face of these developments, two questions are in order:

First, what caused this dramatic breakdown in the Anerican

family life?

And SeCond, why'do analysts of the situation give such

divergent interpretations to the same raw data?

In a basic sense:these two questions ha-ve the same answer.

Both the breakdown of American family life and the unwillingness

of many persons so acknowledge this breakdoWn are the common

result of what can be called the collapse of the "nuclear family"

norm.
J4

Forgive here my descent .into.sociological ,jargon, but

it seems necessary. Simply defined, norms are those models

or patterns which shape our behavior, those thou/muds of unwritten

rules, assumptions, and beliefs which we learn from our parents,

peers, and teachers and which guide our daily adtions at home,

in the workplace, at play, or at worship. Cultural and Social

norms provide a society with its ordering principles, its measures

of morality and deviance or right and wrong, and its legacy

to subsequent generations. Norms define for individuals the

nature of responsibility, the ultimate purposes.of social life,

and the proper basis for human relationships.

For most of our nation's history, the nuclear family- -

that is, the married couple with their children--served as

the normative, idealized image of the American Family. Rooted

in the 'middle class virtues of hard work, delayed gratification,

3
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and self-imposed restraints on persbnal behavior, tht character

istics of this family form were: a heterosexual marriage based

, on love and free choice; the confi'nement of sexual-relati.ons

to marriage; the primacy of family- .attachments; economic security

for women and children; ehe obligeeida among family toems,
. .

for mutual support in crisis; and the acceptance of sex-determined

roles ("mother" and "father") within the family.' While certainli

never universal, and often not even a malority phenbmenon,

the nuclear failily,norm stood well into the tyentieth century

as an idealeobe striven towards, as the'popular measure of

normality and deviance, and as the, mark .of'responsibility and

respectability. It enjoyed the,support of most other .American

social institutions., including government; the law,- organized
,,

6.--,":Veligion, the media,' and the educated elite.

.For complex and'not wholly under:stObA' reesons, this normative

model actually strengthened its imfltience it American society

during the 1950'S:' Harvard socioi.Ogi.st Talcott Parsons could

affirm by 1961 that there was "i(singie and relatively well

integrated and fully institutionalized system of values in

Ameiican society" rooted in family. and religious faith that-s°

"has not undergone a fundamental change in recent times. "?

Reviewing polling data from the era, social analyst 'Daniel

Yankelovich concluded that the 1950's exhibited a set of-core

values, - - family solidarity, children, home ownership, civic

.respOrsibility, and honor - -which ?eve Americans a sense of

' self-esteem and identity, a feeling of effectiveness and a

conviction that their' p iv e goals and behavior contributed .

to the well-being of others."3 As late as 1967, Gerald Leslie

2
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could still declare in his popular family *sociology textbook,

The Family in Social Context, that the "white, Ang1O-Saxon,

Protestant, middle-class family is a kind of prototype for

the larger society. . . . Its patterns are 'ideal' patterns

for much of the non-white, non-Anglo-, non-Protestant, non-

middle-class segment of the population. . . . In twentieth-

century America, however, an increasing proportion of the

ibfailation is athteving. the ideal."

What caused the collapse of apparently successful,

even imposing, societal model of-how one should live "the

goaod life"?

A. Ideological Assault

To begin with, the prevailing American family. struct'Vre.

..! came under an unprecedented ideological assault. OpponentS

came from many directions:

(1) The Marxist Left. In an 1884 treatise, Friedrich

Engels, Karl Marx's famed collaborator, had stressed the closeyy

connected nature of the middle-class family model and modern

market capitalism. The defeat of one, he reasoned, would bring

the d eat of the other. "With the transfer of the means of

pro idn into common ownership," angels wrote, "the sipgle

family ceases to be the economic unit of society. Private
ft. .

housekeeping is transformed into a social industry. The care!
- . )

/

and educatiun of the children becomes a public affair; society

looks after all children alike, whether they are legitimate

or not. . .U1111.....not that suffice to bring about the gradual

growth of unrestrained sexual' antercourse. . . ?"5 When "New

p
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Left" activists emerged in America during the early 1960's,

they adopted these old Marxist perspectives on "collective

,/Childrearing" and "non-repressive sexuality" in the pursuit

of their agenda, correctly that free-market capitalism

and 'the modern family were closely related enemies.
A

(2) The Bexual Liberationists. The evidence, I believe,

is overwhelming'thatthere were major discontinuities in we

sex life of most Americans after 1960;.ilisum, a true sexual

revolution. A simple Comparison' ed Kinsey's iAthed /tudies

of human sexuality during the 1940's Morton Ifunt's 1972

research shows that;, on average, most mericans in the 'early

19704L-young and old alike--were hav ng,more sex, doing it

in different ways, with a greater variety of partners, and

feeling less guilty about it!afterwar s, than did their Kinsey -

survey counterpart. 1

While medical, physiological, and technological advances

;'11 played a role in bringing. on the famed "sex revolution,"

there were activists and a*vague,if ePiective, ideOlogy'behind

the transformation. In the April 1983 issue of Mother Jotiesi

Institution for Policy Studies scholar Barbara Ehrenreich'fscuses
a

--correctIN,I/ believe--on the role of-Playboy magazine,:asd.

the "Playboy philosophy" in'planting the seeds of familydisruption

during the mid-1950's. AsJeditor Hugh Hefner wroteTor his

first issue: "We want to make clear from the very start, we

aren't a 'faintly magazine'." According to Ms. Ehrenreich,

Playboy's message for men "was not eroticii'p', but escape--literal

escaec, from the bondage of breadwinning, involving an 'open

c'ritique of marriage', the dismissal of cA4J'i;-en as' irrelevant,

6
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and a utopian vision' focu,sed -on the hedonistic pleasures.
6 '

In 1973, the Playboy Press published its own history of

the modern sex revoluti n., Entitled The Rape of the A *P *E*

(*American *Puritan *Ethic , the book described in surprisingly

candid terms the successful "obscening of America." Wrote

author Allan Sherman: "Carefully, 'and often secretly, my generation

manned (?) the battlefronts of the\ [Sex] Revolution. We produced

and sold the rock,'n'roll records with risque lyrics; we invented

the term 'wonder driig', and LSD as the true panacea, pushing

it at the kip in the hallilkd atmosphere at Harvard. My

generation' wrote and read bestsellers with nothing more t

recommend them than a half-dozen paragraphs of old-fashioned

smut. . . . We invented or at least perfected wife swapping.

We performed illegal abortions. We crowded into the dark to

% .watch those stupid stag films."

According to Sherman, this conscious assault on the sexaul

restraints sustained by middle-class culture became, in time,

an attack on the whole "incredibly clean-cut and impossibly

wholesome" American World of Disney, church socials, Shirley

Temple, the YMCA, Blondie end Dagwood, The Saturday Evening_

Post, motherhood, miniature golf, Apple Pie, and Hot Dogs.

In the end, Sherman suggested, the Sex Revolution of the 1960's

and 'early '70's "removed America's backbone and revealed our

awful secret: Stripped of the Puritan ethic, we have no morals .

at all." He added that "nothing was reduced to less r -

A.
nizable rubble than the revered.

. .Instituti of Marri_ge."7

(3) Populationists. Neo-Malthusian fears of supposed
1

!American "over population" began growing in the mid-1960's.

7
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While normally calling only for sma ler families (one or two 40

children as opposed to four or five), thb neorMalthusians some-

times turned attacks on parenthood and family in general,

finding "The myth of Morn and Apple Pie" and attitudes exalting

the role 'of parentho.od Co be dangerous: 4. ,Under their influence,

neo-Malttiusianism,became by the early 1970's the more-or-less

official policy of the U,S. gov'ernment,.with large family eo

and population growth viewed, ab.best, as unwelcome a d, at

worst, it virtual social.pathologes and the appropriate, targets

for state activism.9

(4) Radical.feMTisml By the early 1/70's, the cutting

edge of the women's mov of found th'e nuclear familyL-particularly

ipr the burdens of childre --to be a chief. stumbling block to its

ideological goals. Summarizing "The Movement's" perspective',

sociologist Jessil Bernard cited the insights of Karl N.x

"and concluded-,that "the diagnosis,of tNe family as the major

--") roadblock to the full emancipation of women is very'old. . . .

Merely helping women bear the load of child care and child

rearing is viewed-as inadequate."10 On an even more radical

note, Women and Revolution, a ' newspoper of revolutionary

women's liberation," declared in 1971 that "the iAstitution4

of the family is inherently reactionary and helps to maintain

the capitalist system. The family. . .is opprevaive to its

members. Women are especially oppressed by the family. . . ."

Another widely circulated essay in this era labeled married

women dishonest "prostitutes," for, unlike the real thing,

they lied about their true role in life.. The same iece called

o
the American home "the basis of all evil."11

Other intellectual and social movements from the 1960's

8
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and early '70's joined gleefully ine.this assault'on.,the nuclear,

family norm. Starting in 1965, scholars began arguing that.%:..

middle-class values were irrelevant to black-Americans and other

raciarminorities. Daniel P. Moynihan's famed LaborsDepartment

report that year on "The Negro Famili:" which focused on the

urban, "patholosies*Nof divorce,, desertion, illegitimacy, and

female-headed families affecting a growing proportion of blacks,

brought howls of protest from minority actiyists and their

'allies in the universities.' In representative fashion, sociolo-

gist Robert Staples declared that "[d]ivorce, illegitimacy,

and female-heeded households are not necessarily dysfunctional

except in the context of Western; middle-class, white values'.,'
12

Homosexuals, organizing politically after 1969, frequently

attacked the normAive nature of.the nuclear family, seeking

to end its special status and win public acceptance of their

sexual orientation as merely "another".life-style. The Human

Potential Movement, focusing on the health and fulfillment :4

of the self, tended to view family ties and responsibilities

as impediments to self-realization end advised its followersH

and clientsclients to cast off such "unhealthy" burdens. And so on

down the list.

B. Desert \n by 'Once-Supportive Institutions
- .

Such opponents were formidable enough. Yet the nuclear

family model even found the institutions that once supported

it deserting to the other side.

(1) The Social Sciences. Among the social sciences,

for example, the interpretations of Talcott Parsons and his

school gave way during the 1960's to a new relativism. Articles'
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appearing after 1965 critically dissected the nuclear family

"bias" found within the sociological profession, Marriage

. counselors, psychiatrists, and social workers who accepted

this family model. as "healthy," one,aure-"' thor wrote, were little

more than "zoo keepers" sustaining a dangerous "pathology."13

Such ideas spread, rapidly. The'report of Forum 14 of the 1970.

White House Conference on Children and.Youth serves as a signi-

ficant benchmark of..--eiftrtive. Authored 17 a cross section of

the nation's most well-connected sociologists, it.defined family

as merely "a gfoup ,of 'individuals in interaction:"7,described

optiomal,famill forms ranging from nuclear families to "single

parent," "communal", %coup marridgei" and "homosexual" varities,

'and welcomed the contemporary movement "to destroy the cultural.

myth of a '.right' or 'best' way to behave, believe, work or

play;"

(2) The Churches. Already exhibiting a .general relativiza-

tion of moral values, a growing non-judgmentalism :concerning

.peisonal behavior, and a new tendency to borrow agendas froM

secular politiCal movemeriii\s:many churches--once supportive
AL

centers of the nUclearThmi- ly--absorbed heavy doses of the new
t

relativism regarding,faxily,fif and. shifted giound. Even such

a traditionally conservativebody ap'the American Lutheran

Church could issue,a document, in 1976 that defined a family

as but "a relationship community of more, than one person"

and affirmed "a divers4'y of types or fOrms of family existing

in modern American society."

(3) The Media. The electronic media, need it be said,

41.wandered from the nuclear family norm that it had so visibly

supported during the 1950'S. i':rograpming staple

(

such as

10
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The Donna Reed Show, Father Kriows Best, and Leave It To Beaver

gave way to a new hreed of "family" vshows such as One Day At

A Time Three's Company, and Love Sidney.

(1) The-Law. As late as the mid-1960's, most state marriage

laws 4entinued to reflect the nuclear family model, presuming

a lifelong commitment', a first marriage, procreation as an

essential element of marriage, some division of labor within

the family, middle-class status, arfd the JudeO-Christian ideal

of a monogamous,'hete'rosexual union.14 But whe'n :stripped of

their normative character, these laws came under Challenge.
--

Social'forces as'diverg as the U.S. Supreme Court and the

divorce-law-reform move &irt have participated in this unraveling

of a long-standing moral consensus. While the family today

still enjoys a speCial and protected legal status among the

states, this treatment is sloly eroding away.

C. Internal Weaknesses

...Finally, in accounting for the collapse of the nuclear

family norm and for the, very real incidence of broken families

and human pain;that has come in its wake, it is important to

note two internal weaknessea.characterizing the American family

system during the 1950's; weaknesses which left the system

vulnerable to attack and which, at least indirectly, contributed

to the social disarray we now face.

First, black AMericans'and other minority groups were

'n'Ot.wholly integrated ,into the scheme. There is nothing in-
v

ttfnsically racist about the middle-class nuclear family model.
s' A..

The so-called "black:bourgeoisie" .has beee.a vigorous element

in American society for most of this century and has exhibited

11
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strong attachment to traditional family values. The same ,could

be said for the Hispanic-or the Japanese-American middle-classes.

' Nonetheless, in'populav terms, these gioups were generally

treated as "invisible" elements of 1950's America. To choose

but one example, black faces seldom intruded into the white

suburbia implicitly celebrated in that era's television situation

comedies.

And second, the image of "the'suburban American woman"

created and sustained during the 1950's by the commercialized

media was clearly inadequate. It proved susceptible to erosive

and partly sound Critiques such as Betty.Friedan's 1963 book,

The Feminine Mystique. Granting this, though, it is:important

to add that there is no intrinsic conflict between the legitimate

aspirations of women in the worklae (or elsewhere).and the

middle-class family model. Even during the 1950's, when the

birthrate soazed above Depression-era lows'and the whole nation

seemed to be in "the family way," record numbers of married

women were moving into the workplace. Feminism neither caused

nor can be blamed for this development. Indeed, no ideology

was attached to it at aft. Significantly, however, attitudes

of commitment to family members may have been involved. As

one befuddled researcher concluded in 1969, "American wives

may have entered the labor forcelduring the 1950'aMas a means

of raising the status of theirfamily'rather than as a means

of raising their own status."15 )

Taken together, the attacks on the nuclear family model,

the defections of once-supportive ,institutions to the critical

;ide, and the specific weaknesses which the model displayed

luring the 1950's proved ruinous. While polling data indicates,

12
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that the vast majority of Americana still long for (and a large

minority' still liye) a life generally in line with this model,

I think it is fair to conclude that the nuclear family does'

not. currently enjoy "normative status." The moral authority ;

once attached to the nuclear family--indeed, to the whole of

.middle-class culture--has been largely striped away. As a

result, family life as seen through'the popular culture -- television,

movies, literature, the schools, the magazines'-- stands relativized.

The nuclear family is now portrayed and is increasingly perceived

as only one of many ways o organizing the basic cell of society,

no better and n6 worse th n communal.living, serial marriages,

"blended" families, th ay' lifestyle, the "singles" subculture

or any other form of "hu an interaction" that the.mind might

conceive.

On tht' Devastating Societal Consequences

What are the societal consequences of this dramatic change

in family values?

While some praise the "new pluralise and the emerging

era of unimpeded choice, I am unimpressedtby their arguments,'

I believe that the breakdown of theduclear family modelqin

the United States4must be viewed as no less than a social disaster.

The recent relativization of family life contind,e's to.gnam

.away at the vesy foundations of human community, threatening

our future as'a nation.;. Family ties of.any kind--but especially

the bond of parents to theie'children--demand emotional, financial,

and temporal sacrifice and'a 'considerable'degree of personal

risk and self-denial. In the past, our society compensated

7f1
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fdr this, in part, by the 'honor and.prestige granted to those ,

who bore and raised children. But with little social prestige

now attached to marriage or offspring, a shrinking pool of

Americans are findingt,he uncertaintaes and burdens of fam

life--those open -vended commitments to spouse and offspring

worth the price. As Yankelovich has put it, "Having a fami

without a record of. divorce, maintaining a well -kept hom

exhibiting one's children as well-mannered aarineat and

is appearance have all been drained of much of their symbolic

significance. . . As the norms supporting self-denying re-

spectability weaken, inevitably the sense of [community] must

weaken too." He notes that inter - generational ties in America

are.collapsing; according to one p011, two thirds of Americans ."

nowbeleyethat "parents should be free to live their own

liveS even'if it means spending kess.time with their children"

and that "children do not have,anobli ation to their pareots

regardless of what their parents have done f.or them.
16

Moreo4er; minority groups are proving to be the principle

victims of the new relativism in family values. Back in 1965,

the Reverend Martin Luther King',. Jr. affirmed that the nuclear

family--"the group consisting of mother, fathet; and

was "the main educatidnal agency of mankind and the "foundation

for stability, understanding and social peace" on whichthe

"whole of society" rested. Even then,The:labeled the prevailing

levels of divorce, illegitmacy, and female-headed families

found iiithe-black ghetto to be 'a'social catastrophe."17 Eighteen

years later, the frequency ,of these Social pathologies in 'the

black community has increased by *factor of three. What do

we label "a social Catastrophe" multiplied three? thaitever

it might be called, millions oT our citizens are,now tred

14
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in just that situation. Only recently have a significant number

of black scholars, misled for two decades'by a bogus sociology '4

affirming "the strength" of female-headed families, started

returning to the essential truth affirmed by.the Rev. King

that any blueprint for black progress must heavily focus on

"repairing" 'the black family. Nonetheless, the time.that has

been lost and the incalcuable costs in wasted lives and devastated

,human potential are appalling to consider.

Some also suggest that we Americans are moving toward

a new "4thic of Commitment," some startlingly fresh vision

of community that will somehow ,manage to save us from our follies.

Again, I am not impressed by the arguement. "Moral visions"

and "communities" are not conjured out of thin air. As one

writer far Dissent magazine recently put it, "there is no way

to create real communities out of an liggregate of 'freely'

choosing. adults." 18
Moral community must be deeply rooted

in history, in faith, in personal sacrifice, and in the exercise .

of social responsibility, For this reason, I agree with the

conclusion of Brigitte and Peter L. Berger in their new book,

The War Over The Family. "There is," they write, "no.alternaEive

to the bourgtit-s--family in the contemporary world."

The necessary task in restoring this family model as a

guide on "how to live" are largely cultural in nature, and only

secondarily political. But such matters, I understand, ace

:topics for another session of this committee.

Thank you for your attention.
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AN§WERS TO QUESTIONS

SUBMITTED TO ALLAN C. CARLSON BY SENATOR DENTON

1. At least for areas of assault on the nuclear family which

you describ have a direct impact on the role of women--

sexual Iperntion, anei-natnlism, radical feminism; end

the inadeguate image of the suburban American housewife.

It seemsfto me no wonder that so many women are confused.

Could you describe the convictions you find in thoe,women
who successfully achieve the establishment of a strahR

nuclear family?
.

,

Reply: I can point to two circles of women who have success-

fully established strong nuclear families.

The first encompasses those women active in an organization

called LaLeche League International. Founded by two women in

1956 to promote mother-to-mother knowledge of breastfeeding,

it now encompasses a volunteer network of 13,000,carefully screened

and certified "Leaders" who reach each month clver 100,000 women ti

in 40 countries. The League's central tenet, backed by a growing

body of medical and social scientific evidence, is that breast-
.

'' feeding leads to'good mothering, which createi strong families,

which benefits the whole of society. In contrast to the advo-

cotes of unfettered personal freedom, League members argue that

a baby has a basic need for, its mother's love and fail-tfme
s

presence "which is as intense 'as its need for-food."

League members are at once radical and thoroughly tiadi-

tional. On the former plane, the movement shows an inc nation

for overturning certain social and psychological "conventions,"

including an informed distrust of medical authority (often
4
seen

as hindering successful
breastfeedin'g) and a proclivity for

,.,

home .birthz, the use of certified nurse- midwives for delivery

(rather than the more clinical OB-GYN specialists), natural foods,

1,



"family beds," and nursing toddlers. At the, same time, these

women ar;e.thoroughly'traditional:, speaking out "for mothering

as an impoteant and'worthwhile career."

A second cieCle would be .those women who have gathered

,around the magazine Mothering., published in' New Mexico. In

one respect, this journal Carries,on certain traitsderived

frOm the counter-culture of the 1960's, including the use of

non-erotic nudity and a sympathetic portrayal of alterpatives

to the coAletitiveness of the business cultuie. Olithe otther

hand, the jo0aal .Ceiabra/es:the clear primacy of felmily relation.-
1

2shipa, an openJove for children: a preference for large falilas,
,,... . .

and a cOmmiipent to family independence combined with'volimtary

.....,;

community spOOOT.
' .. ,-..

The common denominator here is love of spouse, love for

children, and-,,a willingness to make material end financial .sacri7

fices in Order to bear:andoriise offspriong. This willingness .

to sacrifice fdr one's children As, 'f course, the heart of.'.
I

the family bond and altogether healthy..,Tragitally,'thoegh, .

the federal government keeps demanding greater and greater Telatiye,

,Sacrifice. I have already described the process whereby the
:If 40-

federal income tax burden has shifted diamaticallyo,nto' the
.'''

backs of parents with children since' 100. .Similarly, while

the federal tax code allows two-rincoMe families to take a sub-
, ..

stantial tax credit for the expensee'.'4curred by hiring someone

else to care for their children, families wher&one parent stays

home to care for thelgr own children enjoy no related benefit.

So not only do these latter families sacrifice the:advantageg
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of a second. income, they also receive the implicIt message that

,Washington, DC prefers child-carT by institutions or non- parents.

Fortunatelj, though, some women and men tgnore that message

and pesist in having babies andrafSing them.

4 2. I' was struck by your inclusion of the social sciences as

:an institution that deserted the nuclear family model.

many of our "helping" professions derive from the social

sciences, such as social workers,,psycholoRists, family

therapists, etc., that ..this°Chaming institution has maior

impact. How do you explain the abift' which you say began

in the t9601s? Do .you see artas bf the so al sciences
which are.retUrnlng to a-eab6enteation on he nuclear farhily?

'4
Reply: This shift in inter ectual "fad" is quite complex

in its origins. But clearly, on source of'disorientation was

the cancerous concept of' cultural reqtivism.Thro4pout the

1950's, anthropologists raised objections to tbbse sociologists

who supported,'even celebrated, th4clear' family model. Morris

Opler, for example, rejected the 'nuclear-family' as a social

norm because of its relation to middle,class culture, [Morris

E. Oppler, "Reviews of Murdock's SoclaiStructure,%American

,Anthropologist (Jan 1950), pp. 77.80.) In numerous works, the

popular French anthropologlst Claude Levi.-Strauss blasted Western

civilizatiort's "parochial" refusal to accept the view that all .0

cutto'ettoTe equal.

These were minority voices during the 1950'a. However,

for reasons of eivil1zational wearinest, 'persona irresPonsibiliXy,

. "

and pure boredom, thy became maiority voices du-ring the 1960's.i-

Asa result, a system whepe normality/and social health had

been measured against as single yardstick (the nuclearrfamily

model) gave way to a n),"efftossAsmoral, non-judgmental relatievism',

V
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4.

'owhert.lhe counselor or therapist sought only to find what was

"right" for the individual. Family needs or, social needs. became
ti

irrelevant cansiderations.

he re was social confusion. ,Ronsider Merwyn Cadyallander,

who,:declared in a 66 Atlantic article that "marriage!ls a

wretched institution" where ,beautiful romances becAme."constrictive,,
4

corrosive, grinding, and destructive.% Or ponder a 1972 article

by Janis Kelly in the Fa 1 Coordinator (the leading jdurnal

. among family counselors) w rgued that women "cannot develop
te-.

fully in a heterosexual cont and that "conditions allow14

women "to love: fully and without feartare at present met

in e,hommsexuati setting." Or consider a q971 article by 'fAnilly

Counselor" Robert HarperYwho urged a "blockbuster intensive

therapeutic" federal program to "encoykagey help, and foster ".

sexual play among small children. "To prevent sexual hang-dps

in inieracti*At as well as masturbatory sax,"he-added, "we

have to start when children are baiely toddlers."

This is not science. At best,.rt is absolute foolishness;;'

unsupported by any scientific evidence. Nonetheless, by the

early 1970's, virtually 'Ole whole family-sociokogy industry

,had turned in this direction. Journals such as The Family

Coordinator, Journal of Marriage and the Family, Social Work,

and Social Casework popularized and legiti*zed this professional

assault on the Americap family sy4. ArLclesusuch as "Voluntary
v.

ChildlessnessThe:Ultimate LiberatiOn," ",Sister. Love: An Ex-

ploration of the'Need for Homosexual Experience,"'and "Sjailehood:.

An Alternative (oMarriage" became pet of,the professior?'s

stock literature. lane.1975.,stady,foapd that over 80 percent

/
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of the marriage- and family-counselors surveyed considered

". sex (CMS) [thatis, infidelity] and alter1ative/

experimental/emerging/variant/innovative/non-,traditidaSlmarriage

forms" to be cceptO161:1," even Thealthy"'life style options.

Ii6t,a handful 'of theffamily counselors contin ed to label, persons

involved in secret af molt's, "sexually open marriaie," and "swinging"

as "pCrsonality'devian4; brily 15 percentOr so.of the- counselors
. ,

said they''would encoura'g their clients to abandon such behavior.

[Ref::.,,Jacquelyn Knap 1Some Non'*loogamous Marriage Styles

and Related Attitudes an actices of Marriage Counselors,"

The Family Coordinator (0e11 :1975),, pp.,505-14.] .

There are, of cburse:,.;st il1.1 excePtions. A 4'major sociolo-
.,

gists--a.mong them Robert N1.13.4* Peter Berger, and f4at an
,

Grazermanaged' o swim again:*he tide. ere remain signi-t There
l

., ..

;

ficant.(and.po ebly growingr4kAltorlti of.:spcial scientists

I
d#.. .

still committed to objectivereseatch and soeial responsibility,
,

e -..--.-

A S,

but they often find themselves ci.t off from yublishidg and

speaking opPdStunitieS lr.the dom'i,..n.ant'eleinent.- While t,he'llede-.
.

anarchical fanaticism of the relativists has faded 'son4whnt '

sinces-te early 1970's, they remainin control of the key pro-
i e,

.

fessional levers.

T helieme there is still some ambivalence in our society .

,

their devotion to career and-the tone they spen;with their
today as to where married women lunld

ddrau

the line between

families. Is there a correlation at all in your mind between
the role changes that have occurreb between thp'sexes in
recent years and the rising divorce rate?

Reply: Without question. Young woi n are today conditioned
.

,.

4

by the.print and bitiadcast media to.expect-2M11 of the following:
a

e
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.a wonderful career; a warm, tender, sharing husband willing

to do fifty/per:cent of the housew'or0; frequent evenings at the

theatre; fahul6us- kriends who get together often for gourmet

dinner parties; one-or two charming undemanding and brilliant

children; frequent opportunities for travel; an occasional harmless

affair on the side; etc., etc. But clearly, except for an,extra-aw

ordinarily wealthy and lucky few, it simply won't happen. The

resulting' stress and strain as-reality falls short of expectatio'n

can only make marriage more vulnerable.

Most particularly, the "careerism." once criticized in men

has become the latest female disorder. In either case, I believe,

it representS a misordering of priorities: Do we live to work?

Or work to live? While the former view now seems dominant,
0

latter is closer to the universal truth.'

rft, is interesting to note that during the 1950's television

'situation comedies such as Ozzie and 'Harriet or I Love Lucy

.!focils6c1 tin4the home astthe scene of ChemPst.s,:igpifitant conflicts

. .

71n.contrdSt, progrIms of the 1,970:s and

'80's sucli as The Wbite Street- °Blues, The Mary
. .

pier Moore Show or Alice have cast "the f&914314514,be workplace"
s

as the more congenial and supportive context for 1:;iing, refleitiag
40 K.

a "de-familizt4" American self- image. _

This general elevation of "work" into the most irrizirta.nt

of. human tasks has pushed the fajniy into, atbeSt, aisecondary.
et.

role. One undoubt.ed result is a greater turn to, divorce. '

27-847 0 84 - 5
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QUESTIONS FOR PANEL 1

'ANSWERS PROVIDE!) BY ALLAN C. CARLSON

1 Miss Decter makes some very strong statements in her d

i
testimony about the failure of parents to give heir children

an adequate moral framework within which to op ate--child

'sacrifice, she calls it. Could the rest of you comment
on her thssis,-and on its role in our current problems?

Reply: Clearly, many parents fail in this reggid. But

statistically

it is also true that some succeed. AAdisproportionate number

of the latter, not surprisingly, are strongly religioUs people.

A sense of the transcendent is critical to building'and sustaining

a, moral framework within a1given society.

2. "There's Dad apd his wife, Mom and. her setond°husband,
Junior's two halfbrothers from his father'srfirst marria "e,

hip six stepsisters from his mother's spouse's previous
unions, 100-year-old Great Grandpa, all eight of Junior's

current grandparents, assorted aunts, uncles-in-law and

stepcousins.' This was the recent U.S. NEWS AND WORLD

REPORT forecast for the year 2033. Is this the famiky

of the future that you foresee? If so, do you 'believe

that the children of tomorrow can deal with the multiple

relationships involved?

Reply: If current trends continue, this would illd be

the situation that shall prevail. Children, to be sure, are

emotionally adaptable, and, for reasons of pure surviAtpl, usually

manage to muddle through. Such a change in 11-1e AmeTican:kena-:

,scape, though, would be a societal calamity WiIh the sole benefactor

being the state. Multiple relationships, to begin with, would

prove vi be the death -knell to any sense.of,l.ineage or

I/generational ties and .responsibilities. The individual, already

cu'toff in industrial society, from pre-industrial communities,

ytould..thereby lose .the. lal,and most critAcalbOrlktygg,him

0 ih' t d
;her into a web embrdc4n,...,-d past .a41 14,4.,,..ggrava A.

go-centriSm is the prOirlbAe result.; GliOn.;0044j4i4rre;.(qtetrl

t 44 t,1

1
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2.

deeply coalltxting family loyalties, it is unlikely that children

will have much,if any,motivation to care jor their patents in

the latter's old age; leaving them '(more than ever) the wards

of, the state. fy

Yet is it also necessary to be cautious Here. "Trends"

'often represent attempts at 'self-Ifulfflling.prophesy, and-Many

. .

advocates of ".social relativism" and "non-traditidnal lifestyles"

would like nothing' better than that visi froM 2033 he .

. .

deemed..the inevitable. futur';'.

It is not. 'amusing exercise is to read,, sociological
I

studies frbm the late 1950's which, by interpreting then-existent

trends, predicted a very different scenario for the Future.

Two researchers, for example, argued in 1958 that evident trends

in the USA toward bureaucratic management and economic security

would further"Lower the rate of divorce.and separation" and

."raise again the criteria and competenc,e'.dnd gifts of homemaking

to ren6wedimportance in the thoice of a marriage partner."

:fUaniel P. Miller and Guy E.,Swanson, The Changing American

Parent (New York, 1958), p. 201.] Others predicted an ever7

risA American :birthrate: 6 million births per ear by 1975,

suggested one analyst (the actual figure was clo e to 3 million).

In sum, trends should never be viewed as inevitable outcomes.

The important task for public, policymakers is to identify desirable

outcomes, -and then fashion policy in line with thoe..gtnals,....

As you know, the title of our hearing today is "Broken
Families: Causes and Societal Implicatipns." Some would

to

say that the develo ing malaise within the institution
of the family threa s the very.survival of our civilization.
How would you resporto that statement? -

0,,
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Reply: Without question', this judgment is correct.

civilization ultimately rests on the willingness of its human
.

members t make sacrifices:'-even to die--on its behalf. -My

own research indicates that, in the context of American civili7.

zation, devotibn'to God and devotion to family have formed the

core of our 'national,,moral identity. Our wil

I

gness to defend

our country has ultimately restedon thebelie that the United

States represents a social order worth defending.'

In contrast, a decadent socitty ,is.one where,e1:+eryone plaYs

safe, viheren0 real ris are taken by individuals on behalf

of' that society, Today ,pervasive anti - family attitudes, the

"zero populatferv.growth" and "small is beautiful" mentalities,

the anti-technology sentiments,. aecl,widespread pacifism all

suggest that the United States may, have entered a cycle of decadece.

4. 'HoV;.Successful do you beiYelle'ingrii'vtional)hild care
services can be, either. inJihole-Or in.part., as a replace-
ment for .PaTental`time and care in child 'rearing.?

Reply:' Pre-School children need the constant attention

,

of 's,omeone.who loves them as little persons altogether special':

and Unicue. The .whole body of honest SyChological evidence . I

confirms that'a,child.ndeds its full-time mother (OrAkirogate

mother)I Even aiNtib'itbest, day -care centers or similar insti-

tutional aiwgeirietir,,cg.nnot-7butheir very nature--provide
,

this kind d'f loving §lividualized at,,tention. The result of

a
the day-careperieneel 1,.fear, will be emotionally-crippled

children.prMaturely '"iloCiafiZed" into the pressures of the

peer-greup,i'iddlefaritilli"%d," aniearlygage'. turn of

working pqredt t:T'ealled-"qu'ality time" is,' I believe, a
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4.

fraudulent response. Ia my opinion, then, while sometimes necessary,

institutional child- rearing is never ;desirable.

5. 1 havpenclosed a copy of an article from PUBLIC OPINION
(faltioTy, A983), entitled "Hollywood and America: The Odd
Couple," by Linda Lichter, S. Robert' Licht.er'and Stanley
Rothman. The article describes a_sarvey of 104 of Holly-
wood"s "media elite", a survey of backgrptinds, politidal
Views, and religious and moral beliefs. You will note
that those Anterviewed descifbe themselves as being con-
siderahlii more left of center than the average American.
I would be interested injour comments on any of the findings
of the survey as they relate to the role of the media in
influencing public attitudes toward the family.

r Reply: As my answers to several earlier questions indicate,

I
think the media--particularly television and mass - market

' magazineshave had and are still having a profound influence:,

on the development of Jamily,life in America, Interestingly,

during the 1950's, this influence was positive. That era's

television situation comedies and dramafportrayed the home

astlie central focus of American life, affirmed and supported

the nuclear-family model; and treated pre- and extra-marital

sex, divorce, and abortion as social pathologies. Magazines

such aelAieor The Saturday Evening Post showed a clear hioral

BirvctiPp in editorial policy. And so on.

od.ay, television has elevated the workplace to the central

arena in American life. Divorce, non-marital sex, vid abortion

are treated as matters-of-course. New national magaziknes such

as People reflect a kind of. moral anarchy--"Pn OK," You're:OK"

where Mother Theresa of Calcutta and Larry t!of-"Hustler"

are essentially cast as moral equals, each "doing their own

thing,

The Lichter, Lichter-andRorhman article practically answers

the question itself. The'-'social attitudes of the media kingpins

. Bo indeed reflect a deep antipathy toward the traditiOnal family

values found in Americii. Little wonder that the shows they

produce do also.
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Senator DENTON. I want to acknowledge"the arrival and presence
of the distinguished chairman of the, Committee on Labor and
Human Resources, the distinguished Senator from Utah}, Senator
Orrin Hatch, who actually reorganized the- subcommittees under
his committee to include this subcommittee, which to our 1(1161;1/l-
edge represented the first time, certainly the first time in modern
history, in which a subcommittee in the Senate included the term
"family." There have been a number of expressions this morning
praising the subcommittee's effOrt to address some of the family's
problems, and I want to acknowledge that the subcorrimittee would
not exist without the initiative of Senator Hatch, and indeed, we
would not have enjoyed the degree of success we have Were it not
for his support, which is represented by his presence here this
morning.

I would like to invite him to..make a few 'remarks, filid,we note
that we do have a very emine4 churchman from his' State here
this morning, which I am aftre he is aware of.

Senator Hatch?
Senator HATCH. Thankyou, Sanator,Denton.
I would like to, of courae,,leitend dive come to all of you before.

this very. important sutic Ocl your statements, and-
they are very interest to me:

.

Miss Decter, I havi a r 11 been a devotee of yours
many yearsI do not i,. ou'hailtilikaown thatbut I really eu
joyed that statement, ne ; tWArit to compliment you on '
compliment each of yottfe, -. 'Wafts that you have put for&

I am really pleased to iQi. " Senator Denton, the iiirman.of.
the Subdommittee on F. et:Human Servi ethird_ot
series of hearings oh thetbre dodgy of the,,paditional
subcommittee is deyejokitfig*.hipOrical public .reekdArthe prob-
lems facing families, -artd1 commend Senator Dentolain paiticular
for .his efforts. .I do-not know of anybody in the_Serilite w1),..;could.
have headed up this subcommittee any better than Senator' nton
has, and I really commend him fork . '-

Presently, there are over 1,000 G9vernment .programs that have
a direct impact on family and its structure. One of my earliest
goals as a public official has been and remains the reduetion in the
degree of 'Government intrudion into our lives and the eradication
of laws and regulations harmful to American families. Our Govern-
ment should not be permitted to play the tole of "big brother" and
serve as a wedge to divide husbands from wives or. parents from
their children. The Government ;should serve the interests of the
citizens and the families; and not the reverse, and I think our laws
should always reflect this particular idea.

This is why today's subcommittee hearing is so important. We
need to examine and reexamine our laws and regulations that
affect families. We need.to further our Federal purpose to prefierve,'..:.
the integrity of the American family. We need to 'rekindle the .

faipily responsibility and individual autonomy in every area of
social policy. I am talking about education, religion, taxation, and
of course, all of our domestic relations problems.

The late and great Justice Frankfurter observed:
It is plain that the interest of a parent in the companionship, care, custody and

management of his or her children comes to this Court with a momentum for re-

7t



spect lagicing when appeal is made to liberties which derive merely from shifting
economic arrangernepts and that'it. ie trartlinal with us that the custody, care and
nuture of the bhild reside first in the.- parents, whose prinlary function and freedom
include preparation for our obligations the state can neither supply nor hinder.

Some of the statistics concerning our society have been discussed
in previous hearings. More will be included in today's record. Let
me restate just a few of these.

In 1981, there wire approximately 10,513,000 American families
maintained by women. In about 40 percent of these families, the
mother was not in the labor force. Fully 59 percent of children
born in 1983 will live with only one parent before they reach the
age, of. 18: More than 50 pewent of the children in families headed
by 8 ?.fetna14,-.1ive in poverty, compared with only 8 percent in hus-
band/10/de' families. A regent census report found that 8.4 million
women nationwide had custody of their children in 1981, yet less
than half had been awarded child support. Of those entitled to pay-
4nents, only 47 percent received the full amountan average of $40
per week. Another 25 percent got partial payments; 28 percent got
nothing. The disinclination of many pen to help supyort their chil-
dren is often cited as a major reason that more women are falling
into poverty.

Because of these statistics, I have enlisted a ikrking group to
advise me on possible legislation, to ease the pain m these statist
tics. I am pleased in this regard to- wekome Dr. 'Richard Lindsay,
who is director of public communications and special affairs of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, who will testify today.
Dr. Lindsay, in his testimony, rightfully calls these problems "the
feminiz on of poverty." In the next few weeks, I intend to share
with my agues some legislative proposals meant to address
these critical issues, and in particular, the feminization of poverty.

In conclusion; let me reiterate. Too often in the past years,!`we
have seen Federal laws divide or prove harmful to 'parents and
their children on issues of deep moral and personal significance.
Parents continue to be the best source of help, strength and coun-
sel that' young people can receive. Governments should do nothing
to weaken these family ties, but strengthen them. We in the,legis-
lative branch cannot afford to lose sight of what Dr. Lindsay makes
as a central point: "What 'strengthens the family strengthens soci-
ety."

Mr. Chairman, if I could at this time, because 1 have all kinds of
conflicts this morning, and I am reading the testimony here today
and of course, particippting strongly with you in this committee, I
would like to. just take a 'second or two to introduce Dr. Linsay at
this time, even though he is on the next panel, so that I can- show
the respect that he deserves as a testifier here today. -

Senator DENTON. Of course, Mr. Chairman. Please proceed. '1
Senator HATCH: I appreciate the a opportunity to welcome my

friend, Dr. Richard Lindsay, as a witness this morning. Dr. Lindsay
has a distinguished record for his work in social services within
both the public and the private sectors in Utah and elsewhere. He
served as a State legislator., He has served as a very high church
leader. He has worked with thousands of people and thousands, of
families from all walks of life, from all degrees of the economic
spectrum. And I would' like to congratulate him on his new ap-

e
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pointment as director of public ,communications'and special affairs
for the Church of 'Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. .

Hook forward to hearing Dr. Lindsay's views and, of course, the
views of everybody -here, on the impact of public policies on the
family, and'Isipdfurther pleased that Dr. Lindsky's testimony and

. insights will-ecome part of the permanent recall of ,this commit -.
tee.

We appreciate, Dr. Lindsay, your appearing, and we are grateful
to have you here today, and hope this-will be the first of a number
of appearances that you will make before this committee, and per-
haps, others as well here on Capitol Hill. I am glad to have you
here.

Again, I have really enjoyed the statements of the first panel
here, and as.a matter of fact, a number of the statenfents through-

- out the day of hearings, and we appreciate the efforts that have
r,.. been put forth. And I have to admit, I think these have been very

: provocative statements, and this makes for a very interesting hear-
ing.

Again, Mr. Chai?man, thank you. I really compliment you for
!- your leadership in this area. I really have a great deal of respect

for you, because sometimes it is difficult to lead in this area.
, Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Senator Hatch. Your

supportive remarks are indeed encouraging, and they have' been
translated into deeds on many Occasions,-As I previously acknowl-
edged. I know you have several conflicts, and we want to thank you
for your appearance here,,this morning.

,

' Our t ;witness represents the American Psychiatric e AlsSOCi-

ation. p ..:,,, rt7Sacks is a clinical professor. of psychiatry and.
Red' ,, lost). tilleilpniversity School of Medicine.

4- its welcome; 'and you may proceed with your :statement,.,
sir. J ,.::.,

Dr. SACKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Denton, and Sena-
tor Hatch. I am pleased to testify in behalf of 'the American Psychi-
atric Association, which is a medical specialty organization repre-
senting over 28,000 American psychiatrists, on *e issue of causes
and societal implications of broken families..

The APA Council on Children, Adolescents and Their,Families,
which I have been honored to have been a member of over the past
year, has struggled with these problems in a variety of ways.

. -. 1et me say that, in accord with what everybody here has indicat-
ed, we are fully,;,aware that there have'been a scirocco, if you will,
of events, rapid and sweeping social changes in our Nation, which
have affected the structure and functioning of marriage and family
life. In recent decades, there has been 4a progressive disorganization
of the family, attributed in part to rising divorce rates, urbaniza-
tion, and scattering of the extended family, and the increase in
numbers of working m thers. .

Psychiatry really go 'interested In this problem in 1902, when
Dr. William Healy In, icago organized a psychiatric clinic for
children to study, der ent behavior and family interactions.
Since then, psychiatri$ ,have become students of family. life and
their impact on mental health.

We all agree that-a stable, loving, and mutually nurturing family
unit has long been viewed as an important social and psychological
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enviianent for sound emitional development of children'and sub-
sequgnt promotion of mental health in adulthood. But scientific
finding§ based on carefully controlled and quantified studies are
not yet adequate to assert the complex apd delicate nature of the
relationships between the various form ,of family disruption and
discord and their long-range effect on the mental health of marital
Partners and their children. .

However, in accord wit'? Senator Hatcii's.Comments, even before
the research results will be fully available; we already have a con-
siderable body of clinical experience to'. recommend statutory
of

'to safeguard';the rights of children,' enhance the collection
of child support, and to (assure appropriate and considered visita-
tion rights of the absent parent.

Our p'tesent level of knowledge urges the adoption of interven-
tion programs for ,,the reduction of multiple-risk families, for the
provision of mediation and. .clinical services for families in distress
and for community education:

Thgre is a long history of cumulative, marital difficulty before
anyone gets divorced. Often the decision is catalyzed by accidental
trauma, unpredicted and wanted, but for the most part, this major
life decision is never taken capriCiously, but as a consequence of

4, 'chronic marital unhappiness, expressed in frustration, loneli ess,
-.isolation, anger; and depression. As you are aware, anger ma cul-
minate in physical abuse of spluse or_children;)inadelity may ccur
after the intimate marital bonds have:ybeen. severed through de-

air or chronic conflict, which leads to diminished self-esteem. In-
fidelity, per se, then, it noeqi principal reason for divorce.

The circumstances undernsg divorce are multiple and complex,
and -n0t, adequately encompassed by statistical generalizations or, . , ..

.. :::reflected in statements of formal leg grounds. .
''' ' -There are mUltiplp theories cite in the scientific literature and

ial
'': replayed two-dinlerigiOnally in the media, advancing specific causes

of divorce in this deCide4 Prejudice brought to this changed subject
- eften determines whief0,thseory is presented as ascendent. Such
- ignore; tle, many- leveled reasons, all mediated

thropgh the idiosyncratic personality conflicts within each of the
fia Ps. .

.

t.
ti' the'lingte,eausation. theorists have blamed unemploy-

ment, family violence, narcisism, changing role expectations, the
sexual revolution,` and the failifre Of American religiou§-institu-
tions. On ao multiple choice test with no opportunity tp explicate
the complexity of this family calamity, we vpuld an,s04,-`.!All of
the above."

Some selected data reflect the changes which have taken place
with respect to marriage and divorce in the past 'several decades.
Weave a population of over 226' million, of whom 50 million are
married. Seventy-nine percent of this population are in,their first
marriages. We know there 'are causative correlations between4edu-
cational level and marital stability, as college graduates have the
most stable marriages. Positive correlations exist between-meas-
ures of personal success, income level, and marital stability. We
knew that interracial and interreligious Marriages are more vul-
nerable to divorce. ,
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Low material assets, in contradistinction to low income level pre-
disposes to divorce. The increasing employment of women in.thip,,
workplace seems to be associated with.increased divorce rate, but
there is no scientifically established ca relationship.

We know: that mental disorder ilAdottF-friiiiient in the divla
population, but this is not nee,essari- (he consequence of divorte.
As those of us who have been Successfully married know, successful
marriage requires sustained adaptation in the behavior of both
partners, and emotional maturity.

Marriages today, 'on a more hopeful note, are more durable and
last longer, due to increased longevity. One in five couples married
once can anticipate reaching their 5Qth anniversary.

The divorce rate in 1980 fell to 5.2 per 1,900 population, the first
decline since' .1961 -62. But in 1980, there were 1.8% m Ilion .divorces,
involving over 2 million adults, and 1.174 million ;.children: The
Usual media claim that half the marriages end id chliorce incor-
-rect, .since the majority., of couples marrying in a given year are ,not
the same ones who divorce in that year. The most sequel

Vito divorce is remarriage, which constituted on third of
all marriages in 1977. The chances for remarriage of women im-
prove if they are white, you g, have few children, and are not poor.
But before the event o rerriarriage, a divorced' family is at risk and
psychologically vulnerable; the parents are guilty, anxious, angry
and depressed. SoCial and economic problenis ensue. They are in-
evitable. The burden or family survival largely falls on one parent,
whose psychological and economic reserves are diminished and who
does not have, the supportive presence of another caring adult to
cope with expected developmental changes in children and their
marked response to 'Crises in daily living; Ninety percent of chil-
dren of divorce have their mothers as the cusatdial parent. These
women, struggling with complex psychotocial and economic issues,
tend to be withdrawn from their children, unavailable emotionally.
and physically. These women take a considerable period of time to
reconstitute, and given the years of skirmishing and fire fights
before the divorce, their child;rearing capacities and functions are
often limited, skewed, and impaired during the vital years of the
child's growth and development. We see the cumulative effect on
Children of psychologically drained custodial parents. We see chil-
dren angry, depressed, feeling uniquely wounded. The absent,xt-
tended family and social-supports in the community lead to an -

trpordinary' sense of isolation of family members. This picture of
commonly observed responses to family dissolution do not usually
eventuate in mental illness, but nonetheless, they are severely dis-
tressing, functionally disabling, and often require clinical interven-
tion for parents and children.

For children born in 1983, the U.S. Census Bureau estimates that
45 percent 'Will experience their. parents' divorce, 35 percent will
experience their .perents' remarriage, and 20 percent will exp ri-'
ence divorce within that mall-mkt*. For children, then, the ma
tal breakup has been extremely disturbing, and sustained emotion
al consequencesjrequently lead to an outbreak'of symptomatic be-

, havior.
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Those of (us_whcf have had experience with the juvenile justice
system recognize some of the data which suggest that-Cost juvenile
delinquents have come from disturbed and broken families.

There is inconclusive data establishing a linkage between diVorce
in a child's life and the later occurrence of mental illness. So often,
clinicians have treated children and adolescents who have been re-
lieved by the divorce and the attendant over battling, violence, and
what children now call "whacko" behavior on the part of one or
another parentparents who previously have been stable and fine
models. In the crisis of divor e, the kids fantasize about their con-
tributory le in the break and how early, consciously experi-
enced w es were realized They fear that they are being uncaredW
for arents with deep self-preoccupations who voice bitter con-
y ons about a former loved spouse. Thekhildren worrywill the
departing parent make it? Can he manage his job? The loss of
family itself becomes an object of grief. In their isolation and expo-

, sure to untoward behavior of the two most important figures in
their lives, these children often get into behaVioraI and learning
difficuld'es in school with peers and teachers, as noted above.

There are many policy planning recommendations which could
be made, and perhaps it is impossible to summarize in a brief talk.
But -public agencies and the private sector must address a more. re-
alistic national family policy, given the expectation that during the
years ahead, divorce and remarriage will continue to be part of the
matrix of American life. The mental health needs of familieS in
marital crisis, with special attention to safeguarding the children
who guarantee the survival of our society, have been largely ig-
nored and unserved. The unavailability of supports, resources, and
services in, this day of the nuclear family makes for confusion,
overpowering anxiety and pervasive feelings of hopelessness and
helplessness for the children and,their parents.

Divorce is a grave concern that yields uncerta* supportive
action by friends and family who are often discomforted by issues
which resonate unpleasantly in their own marriages. Moral convic-
tions,- religious belief and the. Protestant ethic tend to su the
view in the body politic that the-State should not int=tinto
family life by offering programmatic solutions. So, divorcing ,par-
ents, alone in sadness and embittered and in disarray, are com-
pelled to develop planning and resolutions and custody a range-
ments and economi6considerations to protect their chi en's
growth and' evelopment.

We would 'recommend economic support fathers. In the con-
text of this, many recommendations have heen made to change this
egregious situation, ranging from using the IRS to deduct pay-

. ments from withholding taxes, when single mothers have gone to.
the Government for welfare help, to setting up a federally adminis:
tered child support system. We would recommend conseling, State:
mandated counseling at the point of 'marital rupture for a period of

-) time. Counseling should be allied with mediation services to avoid
or mitigate the adversarial process which so often exacerbates
angry parental attitudes directed toward one partner by the other
and is damaging to the children. In the context of this, let me point
out that the 10 leading law schools have become aware that media-

- tion sometimes is a wiser move andcan help parents in conflict dis-
,

Aek
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cover the truth Aout themselves, rather than the oven damaging
adversarial process, which serves other interests in our society.

Reduce the -number of multiple risk families. We consider that
strengthening vocational and remedial education, career path coun-
seling, family planning eddbation, clinical facilities, and the subsi-
dization of employment prograMi may be indicated.

Another element we would, recommend are community.child care
support services. In the context of Senator Hatch's*cfpunents about
single-parent farniliesi.largely women, we *mild support the estab-
lishment and the strengthening- cf after school Tare and daycare
services; we would 'engage church.facilities, family service agencies
and child guidance centers to set` up Programs which provide n rs-
,pry schools, recreational opportunity, and social groupings.

In the area of mental health facilities, the child mental healt
facilities truly must be strengthened, and new ones have to be es-
tablished. Community mental health centers, which serve families
and- children, and fariiily service agency functions:have to be
strengthened to provide crisis intervention and diagnostic and
treatment services to address the expectable crises and ymptomat-
ic expressions by parents and their children.

Finally, acrd quite importantly is the area of researef There are
many State statutes which require revision so that recordkeeping
and mandatory reporting of children of,divorcing families can be
put in place..Courts should be required to 'report various classes of
decrees so that' an understaEding of changes ittliatterns could be
arrived at by legislators and by people: interested in publiC 'policy.

As suggested throughout this statement, there is an inadequate
body of knowledge about the meaning of U.S. census data and the
resutts of experiments, in ameliorating the -wrenching effects of
family disruption on parents and children. Without considered

legislative, efforts. mffy prove to be misdirected, and funding'
not economically, targeted at the critical. nodill points in the overall
problem of revising our national iticohesive and fraigmented family
policy.

Thank you very much.
Senator DENrori. Thank you, Dr. Sacks.
[The prepaid statonent of Dr. Sacks andponses to questions

follow:]

7
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Mr. Chairman'ind Members of the Subcommittee:,

My name is Herbert Sacks, M.D. I am Clinical Professor,of Psychiatry and

Pediatrics at t41e Yale University School of Medicine. I am a member of the

American Psythiatrtc Association': Council on Children, Adolescentieand their

4mmiliea and have,sirved in the leadership dt'the American Academy4'of Child

Psychiatry.

_0)
110

I as pleased today to have thialopportunity to testify on behalf of the

':American PsychiatriC ion, a medicaL4lecialty society representing

over 28,000 pMychiatii tionwide; on the
;

Iesd, of causes and societal

implications of broken families, adotssue with which the Council on Cbildre

Adolescents and their Families has grappled over the years. I would:IArst

like4p,place the issue in its appropriate bistoriii perspective; review some

statistical and demographic data and then tura to causosind finally some
,^,

policy recommendations.
.

40-
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ilsollowing in the wak4bf'World War II, there been

rapid and sweepiAy soeial,change ih America, much. of it

structure and functibning of marriage and family.life.

there has been a progressive disorganisation of theAmerican family,

attributed inpeetto rising divorce rates,
urbanization and scattering of the

extended family;Issidthe,incredso_in_numbers of working 'esthete.., ,
.

anderstanding these broad societal issues
enhancesthe medical'cOmpetanco of

the psyc who must be alert to changed patterns in family life and

ferment of unusually

a0tecting -the i

In retMnt decades,

,.. .'

their impact on mental,health. In the bistorl/be child psychiatry, Dr.

William Healy set up a pioneering clinic
in Chicago 'in 1909 associated /with,

f e
, JP ir

the' juvenile court, for the study of neurotic deli:Ku

7
ta. This muli -

..,

disciplinary undertaking begin the first major studis of deviant behaviot'
. .

family interaction. . The childpay6biatrist' consideration of family ,

psyc yniaits,411. central to investigating and tislatikg the intrarsychic

confl:1:ta of disturbed children and adolescents.&11 psychiatrists are

and

increasingly invdlved with families, especiall since 4,he ihtroductiOn of

techniques designed for mariptil and family there at all psycaktric

patients have a family to be considered initscomplemity
as a locus of

ligcomfort and distress, as an amalgam of strength and vulnerability, indeed.

reflection of the individuals .goscomprise the family.

Traditionally, a etabre, loving, and mutually nurturing family.unit has been

viewed as an important social and psychological
environment for sound

' e>44t

emotional-development of children and subsequent prOmotion of mental health in

daulthopd. Both conventional wisdom and years of'clinical experience- gained

by psybbiatrists inthestreatment of the mentally disturbed upeold the

validity of thisosiew. However, -scientific findinge based on carefully

cont .rolled and quantified studies are not yet adeephste to assert the complex
,

9
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and delicate nature of the. relationships between the vazibus forms of family

.1

: disruption and discord and their inng -range impact on the Mental,tealth of

'parital partner / .and of their childr4n. More longitudinal research in this

e."'::"tiea is clearly needed, oven thoUgh.tha many'subtli variables that are

involved make research difficult' and findings are often limited in"their

,generalizability.

Sc.. oethe leaders in the emerging apliarch include the Canter for the ramily,

I

in Tranirtinn in California4 the Ch9cTrendsyroup, the University of
.

Pennsylvania investigators led by professor Pqrstenberg and

Solnit's Child Custody GrouPst,theeTalt)Oniversity Child Study Center..

Counciiondildren, AdolisOentranf their Families, of theAmeZican

40
Psychiatric Association:das

I

sponeored a Task Pores on-Changing family Patterns

which is summarizing and interpreting within a limited scope ma3or demographic

(
trends in family formation and development to sake for more effeCtive,pnlicy

pl ing and to help psychiatrists bettor met tbeir treatment and preventiOn

respo ibilities to Patints'and to the cormaxmity. toata'nf the demographic

;
data collected by the Task Force-appears in this statement. Even before the

research results will be fully' available, we already have a considerable body

of clinical experience to recommend statutory changes to safeguard the rights

of:epildren, enhance the collection of child support and to assuteappropriete'
. .

and considAed.viiitationlights of thf absint parent. mosti.impoitantli, our

1

present body of,knowledge 'ages the adoption of intervention pfograms for the

redu io 'of the number of'multiplearisk proviision of

mediation and clinical services'for familiesin distresse.and for community

\

ettrucatiOn.,

s

a

'

t



Clinical observation and tesearch effort dernstrate that there iMa longP

history of cumUlatiNe marital difficulty before a divorce decision-is taken.

Often the decision is catalysed by accidental .traumatic events, unp edicted

and unwanted. Jr o the most part, this major life decision is not taken

capriciously but is a consequence of chronic marital unhappiness expressed in

irustration, loneliness, isolation, anger and depression. Anger may culminate

in physical abuse of spouse and/or children. Infidelity may occur after the

intimate marital bonds have been severed through despair or chronic conflict

leading to diminished self-esteem. Infidelity per se, then, is not a

. 4
principal reason for di4e.

,

Circumstances underlying 'divorce are multiple and complex, and not adequately
, .

encompassed-by st tistical generalisations or reflected in statements of

formal legal ground Compatibility and durability of marriage. appear to be

improved when couples are emotionally mature,-have *common realistic goals and

expectations) and interests%hich are troadly shared or at least not in

conflict.

Sam. selected demographic data with limited interpretation reflect the Changes

which have taken' place with, respect to marriage and divorce in the past .

several decades:

0 A number of factO'rs-stem to affect stability of aterriage.. The

U.S., with a population over 226 million'Oas 60-milliod m iiied

couples. Seventy-nine percent.of these couples are in firl rages.
. ,

A positive correlation appears to exist between educational" fl

marital stability; College graduates have -the most stable marriages;

.
among those with baccalaureate degrees who marry,. and who are between 35

and 54 years'of age, 85 percent are irl first marriages. Far high school

e4

27-847 0 - 84 - 6



graduates, the compirable .figurels 80 perSent; and, for parsons who do

not. complete high school, it.i 71 percent. Other, dita suggest a

positive .correlition,betweee income level and other measures of personal

success and marital stability.

Although divorce-rites in the past two decades have ripen until 19130,

Marriages today are'more durable and last lon%rue to increased

longevity. Three fourths of the nation' first marriages will laskfore

' /OP than 20 years; half will survive 30 years; and one in five couples,.

married just once, Cho anticipate celebrating their 50th anniversary'.

P

The obverse side of this, figures are the4unheppy marriages that do.not

survive for the indicated periods.

o With the increased divorce rateln recent years, divorce has replaced

death as the principal cause of marital dissolution. Between 1966 and

1976 the rate doubled to 5.0/1,06epopulation; between 1976 and 1979, the

rate again rose slightly to 5.3. The National linter for Health

Statistics recently reported that thel/1980 divorce rate fell to 5.2/1,000

population, the first decline since 1961-196. Bat in 1980 there were
/

1.89 million divorces, an all time high, involving over 2:million adults

and 1.174 million children (half the U.S. divorces involve no dildren,

the other halfaverage* two per couple). Thus, at present divorce hates,

,S
each year three.milliOn persons will experience the strescof marital

breakup.

.

The ways in which divorce rates are expressed affectour..0** of:,the current
.

state cN American society. An optimistic expression Mi4ht:be thit since there
1.

are almost two Mil ivorces ayear out of 50:nillion,mirried couples, the

divorce rate is four perce h. The usual media exprission compares the'number

of Marriages with the number of divorces in one year, thus half of all

5
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marriages end in divorce. However,, the vast majority copipTeSwho marry in

a given year 'are not the same ones who broke up in. ar.

Of the couples who married 14'1970, a period-ogvory high annual divorce,.

rates, 25 percent divorced within seven years. In contrast, of the couples

who married in 1950, 25 percent divorced within 25 years of marriage. A

concerning recent estimate by Andrew Cherlin suggests that if the annual

divorverates pet 1,000 population are the same in this decade and in the

1990s as they were.tin'19774 46 percent etthOse z\orried in 1970 will

eventueIly divorce.

The lifetime proportion of 'ever divorced' people among those marrying in a

liven year have reg4tily iisekdbring the past century,,even as longevity has

increased, hand-in-hind witheitraordinarysiocietili and revolutionary

Thii simple ob6ervation demands a recasting of national family

policy that'address- aifts in the American family. (Ae a later point in

this statement, reummendations to:alter our nationaj ii411icy on families will

. be summarized.)

o Americans are now marrying at a later Sit and the number single

women in egeir106 harf_increased dramatically. On the average, in the

1980e women are marrying two years later than was the case 30 years

ago. They are ors likeigt. pursue a college degree and/or work piior

to marriage. The trend.toward postponement of marriage coincides with,

but is not necessarily the'cause of increases Oielbrital sex, use of
as

contraceptives, abortion, and cohabitation. Since cohabitation has been..

f

widely. discussed in the media, some obeervaions of this phenomenonjarer

in order. In 1980, of the 50 million couplehouseholds, 1.66 million were''

cohabitating (a marriage:like conjugal arrangement). Cohabitation tends.

e'
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to be a transitional rather than peplanent stlius, most couples either
;../

marry or break up 411.4: In one recent study of 2,500 ten under 30,

altost 40 percent oi(tElbee'Whotcohabitod.,for the first timemarritt their
1 ,.. .A.

partner. 'Most xelevantlYt ,:tnere were
, ,.

influenced the suCcets or failure of a

nces that cohabitation

nt marital relationship.

o Much .less clear in terms of definition and detographic data are the

adversive stressful effects arising from troubled families. where diVorce

may not take place but where there is sustained discord, alcoholism or

drug abuie, criminality; child nIglecor spouse orchiii'abuse.There

is cleatavidence to support the conclusion that childre sUbjected to

abuse bi7parents are themselves more likely later to.obUse their ben,

children than are parents without such a history, :

i:74;

o interracial and interreligious marriages ari*tmairmulnerab to

divorce. A relevant economic facto in marital dissolution is low

material assets in contradistincti to low income. The incressin

employment of women outside of the'home seems to be alsociated wi"-Prri

,increased divOrCe rata, but as in some of these observations, there is no

scientifically established causal relationship. ti* speculative statement

Tee this issue alone cobld absorb a.whole hearing day before this

Subcommittee.

While there is evidence that mental disorder is more frelent in. the divorce*

popuikasecikan inithe married,.it cannot be. concluded that th

nece at consequence of divorce% Successfulmarriadelrequires

sustai ation'in the.behaiior of both partners and ?bnsiderible

4motio --tellein'some bases marital aisbord.ord ultimately divordi.

A

lag from unrecognized°meotal dis6ter.

OP, 4

arise frot.talalaptati

Ae most ,common seCuelpeo.Amerf:Can divorce is remarriage, which constit

(IN
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. .onethird of all marriages,in 1971. ,,The chances for remarriage of women

.ABprove if they are):white, young,"have few children and are not poor. But
1

Allii"

before the iWollisairiage, the divorced family is especiilly,at risk. .4`+'-..

Psychologically vulnerable, the parents experience guilt; anxiety, anger and?,

depression. Social and economic Problems ensue. The burden of family 1*4

'N 4survisalfallslargely'Orione-parent ihose aconolac-4na psychological reserve

,ire.diminished and.wholdois not have the Supportive presence of another caring`
2"

adylt to cope with the 431;ectable developmental changes in the children and

their' marked tesponssto criihrin daily li4ing.. ninety percent of children

of divorce have their motliri::as the custodial parent. These women,

--:struggling with Complex psyChospeict and economic imiues tend.to be withdraWnv-Q'

. ,.,

from their4childrenelnavailibli emotionally aitd physically.; Judith
..-. `

Ballerstelh's pew:lies havemshownathat the average timid to reestablish.
4 , vN

continuity and stabitity 14 the lives of these womenwasdirs. to threetaPO4 ,

half years. CiVet,khe yearn of skirmishing and P4Itai firsfighte prior .4'

; ,,,.

I
4.,

divorce, ch0d rearing capacitieg and functions are. often lisited4AkeWed And

imPaired during vital years pf cigd development. .,. .
. .

- *
. .

. .

The cumulative effect on children. of the psychologiOaiiy drained custodial ,r ft)

,parent is,oftilseen in their anger!, depression And.fsSi4ws91,401.L.,_ "4'

.

t .

wounded: Th0" absent extended.,0mil,Y and social 'supports intthe,comiunity 1..44

to an extraordintry senee4of isolation of family members. Thts picture oBIlit
4

co/manly ,Obserlird responses to family dissolution.do not Sslyallygventubta ik
"rs44-

r. 4

mental illness, but nevertheless are lieveiey distressing and fdastp0

disablin4 and very often require clinical interventidn for parents and

Children. Such%Interventions demand ancillary services which address a iad

pensiderations including i4gal, financial, employm ipe retraining ancechild.

Caroeresodrees. for families with depleted economi reserves, such resources

are ussStlly,unaffordable even if minipally available in a community.
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children born 1n1983, the chief of the ,Population division of the U.S. .

Buriau'of the Census estimates that.:4g,:ieSLrt '44,..experience:their paurts) ,

.
, .;)

.;

divorce, 35 percent will ixperience their
paret104emarriagemnd 20 percent

will experience,drtorce within the remarri.04 _FOC childrAn, the marital

breakup Has.estremely dePqrblig 4 sustained emotional consequences

frigagtly leading iM ancutbrea* of symptOmati hehavior requiring clinical
/

interverrtiOn. The Nationalleurveyipf Children ports qua more than 30 .

percent of adolescene Whbse parents had separatd or diverced by tha dm they .
as -N

were seven yeers,of age had received psychotherapy ln,adolescence.. In

contrast, only 19. percent of teen-agers, in intact families received such,/7

treatment. tifteen percent of teen-agers living with divorced single 'severer '46

had been suspended'or expelledr4from schOol in late primary or secondary grades
...

versus three percent of teen-agers from intact families.

Recent ta.....cjarieft, helped us to'differentiste'chiidren who develoDiOisturbances

i

'responsive to famil ess from thosie whoado.not7' Some of them ble

4 , k

Victors Include the age and. ex of.theibbild, ongoing-Idevelopmental issues and

past resolutionk6 intensity ang,d1retion of the 'family conflicts, the
... ,..

. , )

emotional stability and restored nurturance of the custodial parent and most.

I.
a

..,. impCirtantIy, the child's,callicity to sustain good relationships with-both

. a
. *Si1 ---....a.

A
.

parents in reasonable 00 stable custody'and,,Asitation arraggements despite '

.

4 i,
-1,

1
their residual.anger toards one:anothr. -(Purstenberg's reportIn 1982 fbds :.

that 40.perceat ofachildren had ,no contac with their father cversaveral

years.; We rsieinls)exPerienCq'instru

4 :
...

' program, 1ii: than"101percent of fapther d not isAntain contact vi%h their

4 . /

Wit with, fl brief counseling,\

'Children over a,five yea&period.)

e

a

:e.
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There is inconclusive data establishing a linkage between divorcelin A Ghild's

,-*

. 4,7 life and to the later. occurrence of mental illness. So often clinicians have

treated children and adolescents who hey, been relieved 1:: the divorce and the

/
'attendant overt bat me, vidlence and 'whack)* behavior of one or another

.parent. In the crisis they fantasise about their contributory role in the

breakup and'ho4 early oonsAusly experienced wishes were realised. They fear

7

that they are hilng uncarid for by pirobts with deep self-preoccupations who
r
4, ..

voice Otte* r convictionsNAboutalormer loved spouse. Will'tpe departing
, 4

, . 4 .
1 parent makeee1t? Can he IMfteljis job? The loss Of family es an object

oP grief: in'theii- isolatio4 and ixpoiure to untoward behavior 4 thirty°.

florist significant figuree in their lives, they o5ten gvet into behavioral arid
6.)

(

learninpAifficulties in school, with peers anatteadneri
'

41 noted above.

4
,-.. ..

There is a considerable` body of evidence that'childrenchildren frnm disrupted f/Apes.

are more likely than others to become delinquent. ..ibrseesmak'i:transiti

) k '
years these ch1lrenrare at,rlsk and reqUIre supports frog grandparent'',

.

i'l.iriends,...school counseledi; clergy who have kmnivh.tiZfaelily and peers.

!,:lq

1,
..., , .

Policy Planning and volicy Recommend/ions

t
_Public egenclos and pcivateirganixations must add ess a mor realistic family

:.:-...joAil
.

. ,
peolicven the expeCtiiion that during the years

. . 3,

04cr441041 will be pare of theAftstrix Of Amel(Fan
o

83

7.

often requie intermittent counseling..

-tat-

health-

nett o[ in mItel. Crisle with special thane afesafeguard! the

0 I '

children' wheDvarantee the survival of our society have been sly ignored'

and served. .104: unavailability of supports, resources and ser ices in this
...

.,

clear famAly makegffor confusion,. overpowerinireenxietYiand , -,

fae4ngs Pt hopelessness and helplessness for -, e0hillren and their

'

813
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a

49 .i.;
.

,

parents. le prev4 XOf'divorcetis a source of national concern that

yields uncertain supportive action by friends and family who are discomforted

s A
ten by Diem! which resonate.unpleasantly in theirlwn marriage/.

Moralistic residues, religious oonviction.and the Protestarit athc tend to .

support the impression in the body politic that the state 1064 imot intrude

into ,family life by offering programatic solutions. o divorcing, tenta
?..;. ,

elope in sadness and embittered Are compelled to develop finahc1/1Tlanning

:4d.ralfEhutioPs,visitation and custody arrangements, and to. protect their
el

Children's growth and development'at a point where they re bewildered and in
?

4 45t 7. ,

disarray.

patity of childien of separated,o Economic su fa

divorced or flavor merr red mot have ne financial support from their.

.

I

fathersand never thee. , The children suffer from emotional ;

11

4

deprivation and poverty. In 1979 only 43.percent of divorced pmmik

or separated woman:received payment and about half. ,the gathers currently
. .

J.

ignor: court-ordered payments. Multiple ritiommendbtions have'been:made i .

to change dis e,7aregious situation ranging from Usid6 IRS todeduct'.

nts from withholding taw's WhanIsingle Lothar/ ve gone. to the t
A4 v

LO

overnment for welfsEe help,: ro sitting up,..e federly.administered child

su
11

, , .

. ..,

t system'. . ` ''''
Counseling. State mandated counseling at thelyoint of marital :,*,'

... , if .

CU to, and for a paiioi-of time theriefter.sbould addre4Vviisitatiop ..,

-:.,.! ..

,
4.

tiadyssues in order VD,..avoid'or re4ucer-thi pgyclsolOgicA1s7

icte4 r1.41.aieil. dunaeliMg*.IMEETE'fte4Wed'With mediation.

services so 1W.tO avoid Or mItigate.tlfe eaveriaris].process:weich

,

so

often
1
elacerbates apgri parentalatiitudes.towards. each other and is

':d/maging to the children.
°

1111
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C-

Reducing the -number,Of-multiple rile families. Strengthen vocational

ial education; career path family plenning

inical facilities subatdised employment programs.'education,

o Community chi

after -echool'care;

family service agendas.

which provide nor:ow:rend

o Hardie.

rt services. Establish and'at ngthen

re`s services. engage church facilitie ,
r

child guidance centers,to set up progress

,,areCreitiOgel opportunities and

4
baat.tr,''''comawtity

iifes. Ista4ish and strengthen child mental

tal health and family serviceaglecy functions to'

provide are tervention,,dia itic and treatment services td address.
. .

the eactable cries end symptom e
iotexpre bysparants'llrir

;children., -1. ,
,

I ) '''.

o Research. Various state statutes roldire r iifi, so that - Al.,.4;;L

,J1-A.,/;.:rscoqiespinuandtaandatory reporting 4 childrtink,e divorcing. fess-I:Ale .,-/-..,;:%;-,..'-
"fican'''e put'in piece!. Courts should required to report various ogegas*;721.

. ..... ,,/,.104.:-

.,

of:docreei in a clear way v,ich will-44014tan'underitatenng gednangee2 -...in patterns. As euggestea throughout s iai
`

inadequatee,b0Irla-knov edge ahout the
. ,.

the/fielts of ee rip nts in. gameoratling

&illy ligeOtion on parents and children. ':- itbou
..-

ft:tared etudies,.

legislative efforts asy prove to be misdiricted and futsaftgra 9

"
. -economically targetoket thS critical nodal points in the over .

,Obblim of revising currently incohesive end fragmented national sally .

Cheirmani-this concludes my testimony before yo subcommittee. The

licy.

A-

ASerian Psychiatric Association and'i.appreciati.having the

:to discuss this. timely and ilasorebtject and to provide

rnommendations. 3a would be *leased to espondflo'any guesti

aour

colleaguemmay have.

rlwUtyj
%\ I

with our %

t

yclu_ or
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QueAidng,th 4 ix, Sepktor Denton
4 0: °It I 4

400 Makki es...as more

or udies I
1.44tAterillttidcos ' ......,

S' reg7

vul re' 1111Y

you c nsidiX ,:$ s?, -' .... ,.:,, m

- / ,

, 4 .tv

4"-'1%
2. you recommens1 1 fiAleitsurVstyvenscri1- 4 t r§ . ",

prey* econio.,
.

,it -v; r ..y their chiildrek, afte separation
or i orceir- he .-',..., s as'several proposals be ore it now for

roving-tWc il port system\and I am intere d in

ex minitig pi 0y1 er..- My question to you, is, can.

strooger eni emeht,,of-child support by fathe be translated
into Oome su ortivy, on-going .relatio al:lips between fathers' ,

p strong emotional support?
Is the ps5echologi al relationshap between

offering,finahciar ort'and

3. You recommend "mandat rcounseling" by the State at the point
of family diesolueion. rat mechanisms db'you envision for

'Ithis? would also be interested in your experience in working
with families who are forced by 1 therwise, totse your
psychiatric services. Can progr s towa ebuilding these
familiesberhade?

J . .

4. I telleve there is still some ambivalence in our society
today as to where married womert should draw the line between
their devotion to caFeer aftti the time they spend with their
families.' Ps there a correlation at all in your mind between
the role 'changes that have occurred between the sexes
in recent years and the rising divorce rate?

r '

'

n,
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. Answers to Questions for. Dr. Sacts Submitted by Senato Denton

41: .

: 4"1,-;; The notion that inter - religious marriages are more vulnerable to divorce reallydrg.'
jo,,, ,derives from clinical experience In treating couples or individuals in a marriage
'rich is in crisis. Such data has built-in limitations since marital drisiso*

Viously enhances any pre-existent marital dissonance between theIPArtners. Studies
by Price-Bonham and Balswick in the J.:of Marriage alld.the FamilYa1980) support
the statement as well as a recfnt article by Norval Glenn in the same journal
(44:3, August 1982) which aver slightly greater vulnerability to inter-religious
marriages.

. .

2. The enforcement of child support by fathers may address the denial of filial
obligation by fathers who hale hidden away geographically and emotionally. Rage at
their former spouses often gets translated into hostility towards children who in
fantasy may be seen by their ,fathers somewhat contributory to the marital dis-
solution.

.-

4With the government enfor ing child support.in contradistinction to a
former wife seeking relief from a urt, the father may gain some distance from'the
perceived tainted connection bet en forme,. spouse and his child and decide to

.

learn more about the offspring e is supporting. ''''..

3. I would recommend revs ing tht mechanisms used by the State of California in
its different projects assn ated with mandattd counselling. My experience with

,. mandated therapeutic'help d ives from ,the juvenile justice system in Connecticut.
"Colleagues, along with mysel vto a dedade ago rejected seeing youngsters and
their families who were cou ordered o seek help as being poor therapeutic
prospects. But we have lear d that s ch referrals are often extremely yal able,
and function in r.11e service of the whole family gaining insight as a conseq ence
of a child's symptomatic anti-social act. I cannot but think that:there i a
useful if inexact-parallel in mandated counselling for families who have ed
towards dissolution of marriages. Pilot projects must be scrutinized car ully and
the California, perience is the place to start.

.

71

10.

p,:

4. The role t ange.of married women in pursuing careers must be.lightly.ixaMined
before attemptidg.te iorrelate them. with a rising divorce rate. For most wouten
the surface. motivation for career pursuit is economic. Below the surface,there
are valiant attempts at self-definition, an attempt to increase their seTf-esteem,
to make good use of advanced educations for women 'if the middle cllimes'in order
to spring free of the dulllness of home-making and the ppospect of limited personal,
growth and development. For so many trained women, career path phrsuit is cor-
related with increased independence and autonomy. We endure, in a, society which
consider child rearing to be menial.:Work, We underpay limited and often emotionally
deprived 7eople to care for'our children. We don't support Olirly childheteducation
research and ignore the rich lode of findings in child develokent accruad'in the
Paft,50,years. Thus Nthering in all of...its complexii9 andS%btlety-is not often s 4
perceived as a challen ing and fulfill4bOtask. 5Inc we cannot legi slate working
career women back to the nursery and the kitchen, we must find attys bf efthasizing
tbewiqrth of child rearing dloping those early Yhars.. We mast find Mor,ecreative
ykaYOW encouraging testitutlforis and organizations tchioaculatedlY avoid penalizing
talehled women, who work par -time;itake prolon4edmaterilty eves or who split jobs

, -,
-,-,--with husbands.

- 4 *
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A fAnswers to ions for Panel Iest

1. Miss Decters thesis of thejkilure of parents to give.their chin dren an
adequate moral framework is undertIhndable given the chaotic nature,bf that,
world we live in. The drumbeat of major global crises have convincedtany number
of thoughtful, youngsters and older folks that we are truly faced by the prospect

of Armageddon. There a "sickness unto death" in our American soctet hich

has found expression through denial of the facts of tile nuclear. age.
conttol issues, nuclear proliferation and the flagrarit failure of tic
assume leadership for social justice as a testimony to faith preoc
at every level of-educatiop, subjbcts ospec4ally available fo tots

of national and world crisis. A mora (framework ae,:a time of ,the

rule of law, of governmeAt lea talc so respected by our pto n

deliberate mIsinfonnatiOd and 1yi 7..A.11 in the national intere espread

tax cheating-, of rank!poverty and...giiervation in this great land of-plenty - thepa. ,

and so many more paradoxes available to our children can i*ew any honest gent's
attgmpts, to imbue their .,,:es.ring with uplifted standards and lofty values

-

2. There is a mis s and World Re ort of the recattlepOgraphics. z

Educational level .0 w t ongavity are indged making fot longer

marriages. For th ar seeing a decline in divorce rates.: The most

hopeful aspect of , article that it,is premised on the proposition / I

that we will have a 'et, fifty years toe!
)

, 3. I am more concerned as to how the disorder in our civilization contributesto

.,,.the,,the climateyof anxiety ang Itelessness in our families, .

.

' 1111

Institutional child care services have been brilliantly written out by

noted scholars such as Sally Provence at Ya and Bruno Betelheim in his studies

of children of the kibbutz thitrael. The suc' of instit ioaal care is de-

pendent on the education, trefitng and staffing patterns of e child care,pro-

fessiohals, the age of entry of the child into such setting the proximitYof the

parents, the specific needs of parent and child, the charac r of the, physical '

plant and the research undertaken. 1""--

si>

5: I am not equipped Mar drained to evaluate the 4 ion provocattve

piece. I would suggest that you seek the views of perts.su h as Profe4sor

Gerber of;the University of Pennsylvania or Professors )erome and Dorothy Singer

at Yale who have studied'television4ssues throughout their professional careers.

The plight of the American family will not he iliuminated by synch tffink-pieces

as this one Public Opinlonlihich is less concerned with the dynamics of change

in our family members tharrin grinding a social /political axe.

W
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and invite you, as well as the others, to su it any other ideas

°--' have along those lints. --vi,

44\ In. view of Senator Hatch's continued presente'
edge that he has other commitments, I will invite'
Hatch, to begin-the qu'estioning. J

Senator HArcitilank'you, Senator, Mr. Cbairma .14

...

You all discussed problems faced by.. the. America family, and
while more mothers are falling into misaty, as cited by the statis-

', ticssjireserited today, What areaand; T wvuld like to. have each of
you respond to this in a brief maiiiieN, if you canwhat are of
single public policy would you recomtnend 'that we need to further,
or that we neN, to have further revieliri on, by the Labor and
Human Resicurces Committeeif you hid Your choice, whEit would
yell recommend that we do, toreview d/or implement?

We will start with_you, Dr. Sacks, ail go left to right. , '
Dr. Acics. Well I./Peuld prefer tdgelefer to my cairagties here,

' and ha e a, chance to think about my response.
The iikintAN.'0K. Dr. "Thornton? ,...

D. THORNTON. ,I had the same reigibrilie as my colleague.
Senator. HATCH. OK. Dr. Carlson?
Dr QidasioN. Lei' me be braveperhgiis overly boldhere. Not

knowiAThe full purview dr the commi e's responSibilitito,clet me
suggest two very broad areas-of. ggul po cy, one 'of vitrich, I am
fairlytetain is not in your area,,,but'On4 iph may be. '

I think the historical record ;suggests hat there is, something
positive GOvernment can do. Firsi %TOW in the areEi of housing

,policy. I think .there is some evidence t .aiggest that the housing-.

fi fically, the subsidization of m rtgage rates through VA *-
policy odr )3od y the Federal Govern en in the late forties and' 'ftiesp
and FHA programs, and certain other mechanisms tied in oirthatir-

-- did have a fiositiye benefit in tertns of-encouraging, the f rmatioti
of families. And, witi e I certaiiiitrj-do not know the nun es of con-
temporary. housing olicby, I think there are, in.generallAlicieg
which, in the li i f.fairness to the whole population, Eftedffrage
h nd which will work t,o the general good.

lip which) realizeis not this committee's area,

.'s,r,;:-0?- 4'
Senator 11;;;ON. In vi ., --.'" '7 I 4 recommend

.

made, Dr. Sack, regarding ov rn ntal p rticipation, i
in the problem, I should note that our next heartak on
will deal with that specific subject. , . ,`

We will take your suggestions under con deration at that

tiona you T,
you will,

ber 4

14

meownersPlip,
Second, in
uggest to
uction. It

ery careful look at t
'. de roded significantly Vince "19 :.
it :income Alai( ded t n is now worth appipcimatelY

real value .that it h d in 1948. ,
More importantly, sin 1960 efitetNias been

shift of the tax bur n fro c e tiallY uninarn
,people,to families wit' etverake tax r

ion sinsilgliersons a ifs without
--1 daily itiehangod fro 1960. Ho . ver,by 1984, u

the Etyara4tax rate coil le. with f
have increased by 2 O. Th r'

*sons frit. wh) tillvh
that the Senate shouldt

a

. .

the person'al
The .personal

Etfifth itts'

emons rable 44
and childless
, for.exain

ildren
der' cii

r chili ren
gg co ilex

do be ie tja.-,Elomethin
er its imniications

f 1'1'1
k
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Senator HATCH. Thank you. That is very helpful.
Miss Decter?
Miss DECTER. Well, I note with certain amusement that, when

asked what you should actually do, we all kind of fumbled because
I think that, is particularly because we sense that we are up
against a prolislem that cannot truly be legislated.

I would think that the most concrete piece of policy that I can
think of is in the area of taxation. I would like to associate myself'
.ith what Dr. Carlson said. It is'more than a matter of equity. It
is, as I said in my statement, a matter of the public authorities
being willir/g. At this. point, the families are discriminated against
in tax policy. It seems to me that such things as taxation and hous-

.
,ing-_policy are areas hi which the Government can discriminate for.
And while we were c
attempt policies that r
age long ago that pro
a recognition that a lo

ned, wisely, earlier this morning not to
tically hearken bOck to some wonderful

y did not exist, and to base our policies on
f.the conditions that are militating against

the family arll here to stay, I do think that it is time for us as a
community, as a legislature, as the voice of community standards,
to attempt to take up the :
abuse, of that w ole area
name of "the socia issue."

I do not pretend to know .h
stitutionally.

Senator HATCH. Of courS
that we milt talk abqpt
more important than so
some of these, ocialissuen

;':. Miss DECTER.:I think th
4 issues in some sense, , be

mals, and' not eveneprim
the ecorfbmic issues ,°the

. of pornography, of child sexual
I think- popularry goes by the rt

one can legislate these things, con-

ve the ,constant comment here
mic issue ; because they are much
ues.'Arp re indicating that maybe

extrencel .. important.
I far more important than economic
People are not only, economic ani-

eeonomib animals, and I think even
Agilvbs tare far more important for what

-. they signify about the: dudes that-tie behind .them than for the?

specific measures. Ancras,I say, 4/6 ifot pretend to know how ,a
legislature can deal 'withlfrocial issues. Some of them are beyond

.legislatiqn. c- ,, i
tea Hawn. Maybe it is getting .id of legislation that does
th them, wrongfully: - ,. ,

, t

Miss DRCTER..Yes, I thinkthat is .CnCe: .
Spnator HATCH;You see; there ar':Mvo ways of legislatin ine is

to enctonore laws; another way is to correct those it are
not itvork`ng .veily well on the book's. And, there are s on
t book that literally are defea in g thCfamily i ests i this

,atty. '

issDECTR.DEC"IrER. Well, I .do know at-Vb have come to the nt
it becomes a very, very touchy constitutional'-'complex on

al question-7104)1A whether or not we rsaY r6 rate
ho round up, kidnap, if you \Oil, grot`ps of mall c .1dre

t. sefor pornographic and prostitu on purposes, th t we ar a o-
ciety in a de moral muddle, and I ork't thin that are ual-

in a nloruddle: I think deep tio ncever ody has ex tly.the
same response. I do not think we are sobad ff that people do not
deep *awn know what is morality. it ris c el But we have had

.14 e- 1
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brains-friend in 25 yeqrs; so that simple propositions
onitr, uttered.---
or Amen.. Simple moral propositions?

M ss DperEa. Simple moral propbsiticinsiike incest is .Still a
:1 c ime. We cannot even say things like that anymore. One

re ds a respectable magazinenot very many years ago, there was
article in a very respectable magazine, taking up the question of,

nceit, in which it was debated with a number of experts as to
whether incest really was good for you or bad for you, whether it
did in fact, in some cases, improve family relations. That is demen-
tia. And I think that all of us, including Members of the Senate
and the COngress, have at least to begin to make very strong ar-
ticulations about these questions. ..

Senator flitrcit. Thank you.
Are there any other cotritnents?
Yes, Dr. Sacks?

, Dr. SACKS. These question h upon a broad philosophic i
in the way we regard GOvernment. They have to
do with the m 4- -ik: ,,,ass rting its right to invade the
realm Of the f: .....:- ..d, , ,37' -n, for instance, in 4'74, the pas-, a- sage of legisl:' .,-: alized status offenders. Status

( offenders, as Y s 1, are a grou of youn sters under the age of
.16 whiiire_deemed is or unntly of un overnable, guilty of al-
leged immoral acti ities always girls-,-an runaways. That dein-
stitutionalization occurred with)he Congress sugaring the bait by.
Providing various kinds' of supportive programs in theStatftlwhich. .

eliminated the status offeilder category in their statutes. Those in
favor of deinstitutionalization states. saw It as ani3OppOrtitiflV, for ..

the family to reassert its .rights,,and to move *the ju:VenileLfgitt ju-
risdiction awdry from the governance orchildrerk: We have-Wad par- .. .

'allel problems in our thinking about the whole litiestibn, qf:akertion
in the balance between the possible 'assertion. the State' terest . -

and the integyit.y of the family sanctity.. .

It 4trikee me that. in the context of our-;concerns a t women
whO are'alone, bereft, with children, incapable of-getti e4Onomic
support 'from fathers,: looking to co unity child ,car services.

al:Plans which are inadequate,' and se chinefor su dized e
which are nonexistent, seeking,vOcation and remedial ucation-

ployment which they dannot locate,. that we reach.a 6' tical level
-our thinking where Government must assume some measure of re-, 46
sponsibility, because 44:private sector 'and municipalities and, the,10
Sta,O_sclo not have the:Waifs to clO it,- . / 77 t'

'So while there is a' P.S.ft' of me that is in favor `or. e der$4. '
a.

* adults, there is' part of me that reeogn shat in thetdin,:,tien, the rescind 'of bad' and. ineffective laws'affecting childre
al

th ,,
. , ., Nal.most aggrieved group in qur population-today. . ..40

..... ,.SenatortHATcn. Dr.:Whdrnton?
Dr. TnotuTrort.....My own area of work and consider to

.--1 are 6f . ex Wise involveprunaril A ar con
\ \,..:,quen s (If -ly hange..1 will e , he'

expert blic 15oliey'ar e, in'i
of th.e., acktrunml th - °Mini

tee, .t 'Ole aiNti char' e 6..itti:ve
,.....$::,.. , :'.

theft,,t,-,±','. .a .
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roots way back into the early 19th centurythat there are many
basic, fundamental things about family life that are not going to be
changed very easily. As we try to figure out which ones we can
change and how we ought to go about changing them, we ought to
work very, very hard in coming up with areas where we can get
considerable consensus among all different groups of our society.,

It seems to me that the primary area where we might be able to
get consensus is in the area of how we deal with our children; It
seems to me that all'of us, with very, very few exceptions, are very
concerned about how we raise our children, and I think we have a
fair amount (If agreement that we ought to provide our children
the best possible opportunities and situations that 'are possible.
And it also seems to me that, with a fair amount of searching, we
could.'probably come up with public programs . and policiesor
eliminate harmful public programs and policiesthat will aid each
pf us'' rho matter what our circumstances are, no matter what our
marital histories are;. no matter how we happen to be livingto

_raise our 'children in a more Wholesome way. I think that could be
an area of very real impact that the public arena could have.

Senator HATCH.. Well, thank you.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Senator Hatch.
The chairman of the full committee has not been able to attend

other subcommittee hearingsand most of them are held solo by
the individual chairmen of the subcommittees, because each of us
have other subcommittees we chair or committees, as in the case of
Sen or Hatch. I want to note that the hearings we have had so far
on 't topic of family breakdownand these are in my opening
-state entdealt with the effects on children, No. 1 and then we
had o e on the. effects on adults, and this one is supposed to be re-
lating to its causes and social implications.

The last in the presently planned series will deal with the role of
government' in the problemin other words, the solutions which
we have been jumping at at this hearing. And since we want to
touch on some of those solution, the remarks are not at all inoppor-
tune, but I must remark that the next hearing is exclusively on
that, subject. I would want to remark to Dr. Thornton that if there
is one thing that any Senator is aware of, it is that we must have
consensus before we can pass any laws. I was successful in getting
one major act through the full committee, and every Senator voted
for it, and indeed enacted into law in spite of its having been lam-
pooned in television by all three networks, in every, major metro-
politan nevApaper in the United States, and in a full Sunday car-
toon devoted to its' lampooning by Doonsbury. That was something
called the Adolescent Family Life Act, which undertook to do some
of the'milder things that Dr. Sacks recommended respecting involv-
ing the family, the churches, and so forth, in some of the previous-
ly introduced governmental intervention, if you will, into this prob-
lem. So my role thus far has been limited in terms of output, if you
wish to know, to correcting what the Government is already into in
the way of intervention. I am not an interventionist, but to the
degree that we have involved ourselves, I have had to ask the ques-
tion, has that involvement been positive or negativein, terms of its
effect on family life, happiness, if you willand I haVe- found in
some cases that there is difficulty.

9i
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I agree with both Dr. C rlson and Miss -Decter regarding tax
policy, and the responsibilities of Government with respect:to porn,
child sexual abuse, and so fOrth. Those are not necessarily `within
the purview of this committe. gut if the findings of this. committee ,
can show the scalp, degree, and nature of this problem, and the
effect, for example, of pornography, and the scale in terms of the -

, degradation' of our standardS, descending to the, degree of sexual
abuse which results irr such institutions as Covenant House in New
York being very overcrowde and .so onthen perhaps we can
present those findings to othe cOmmittees which do have jurisdic-
tion. For example, the jurisd ction over the Federal Communica-,
tions Commission could look a findings on the media.

With referenCe to that, I ha e a letter here which I would like to
place in the record at this, point. Charlton Heston, who was inv,ited
to come and wanted very mu4h° to come, submitted this, letter. .I
would like to mention that Morton Kondrackeand l hope he is
not scandalized 'by this reference the executive editor ofthe'New
Republic, he is considered' relatively liberal. Want' to expresS my.
hope and even resolve to depoliticize this'issue of trying. to treat
the malaise of the institution of\ family in the United States, defuse
it as a Republican, Democratic, or Conservative, liberal; black,
white, or man/woinan-type, issue.

The battle of the sexes exists to a degree. There is a polarization
regarding those women who have become, if you will, feminists by
virtue of being victimized by what may well be a chauvinism mani-
fest in the flaunting way ,in which Playboy allegedly presented the
male's fight to play the field, while the female suffers and becomes ,

. a for-S-oine of those women have become 'hurt, understandably in-
dignant, and in,rnany,cases, are 'deplored by those in the so-called
pro-family grouping. I consider that there is a .possibility, that
,there may be a commonality, a consensus, if you will; which can be
developed among those ladies with respect to such.subjects as por-
nography and so 'forth. So I really 'deal rather humbly With. this''"
subject and extremely carefully with it, and I try to be as consider-
ate as, possible with respect.to the gathering of itestimony'and what
we do.,

Here is 'Charlton Heston's ietter, and I will read it 'because I
think that in addition to the value it will represent in the record, it
is relevant enough ta, the people who were kind enough to come
today to hear. It is addressed to me:

Dear SENATOR, The family is the basic unit of any society, the molecule of social
structure. The rise band fall of civilizations can be traced in terms of the health and
security of the family and it&function and balance.

Pardon me. I forgot to state that Morton Kondradke suggested in
a recent article that his views had changed very much since he was
a young liberal with very young children and now that be is an old
liberal with adolescent children, his views have changed confider-
ably with respect to what he thought) the significance of this prob-
lem was and what the proper role,and-degree of concern of Govern-
menzt was Other liberal writers have stated that and similar opin-
ions. I am trying tpq form, to the degree possible, a sincere alliance
with them so that/we can bridge the political. gap. I ;neglected to
say ,that. /-
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NoW; this iN Charlton Heston's letter continued: .

It was not idle coincidence that Roman civilization began to decay as the family,.
lost meaning under the last of the 12 Caesars. Among the cancers eating inside ill-
Rohde states of the Twentieth Century in Germany, China, and the Soviet Union {
has been the recruitment of ,phe family within thoscsocieties as self-policing units.,

By these standards, the Western democracies not in the best of health. "The
nuclear family," a largely meaningless term, has become a catch phrase, signalling
a faltering function of the family in ouz time. The low, regard accorded state, hchool,. and church can well be claim 4to stem from the frayitig fabric of the family.
Among the burdens borne by American blacks, we are told, is the number of single
female parent families among them.

'''
part

ditional family values" in ciliates, have little weight nowadays. As always, the arts
- This is in pa a conditionicreated by social attitudes regarding the, family. "Tree

I pave a function in this. The most popular of these,,_fiLin and television, carry a large
P 4. n'sponsibility in terms of declining respect for sta1910 marriage, parental responsibil-
A i ty , personal responsibility, and other such attributes of family life. .

,If While a freew3cigty cannot instruct the artist in his work, Ametican film-makers
sulk do,well to assume some personal responsibility in asserting the vital function

of the fuel] in our society.
Charltoy Heston. - '

.A...t

Senate ENTON. Most of us associate Cifiiiiton H'eston with his
{. role assM les" in' "The Ten Commandm,e3gs," but I wish to draw a
, It arallel tWeen Chuck's remark, if you _will, and another removk
ibi by Mort Kondracke t the end of the article to which I Orevi s-
,.."...%,ly tefe ed. rath j,o'cularlf suggested .that among the do-good
t*, things' ilia lie pr sent administration could do,' Ronald Reagan,
.'"- oil!. Pre ids Will-light well ipstruct or advise his Hollywood friends .

to Atop ersexing America. I therition that'aeperhaps a bridge be-
tvdeen the relatively conservative Qharlton Heston and the relative-
ly liber41. Morton Kqndracke. o 'k....----

I wo1J not personally characterize the result of liollywoodism
as ov
that . t enj ent, or the maximal enjoyment, in our society

e caperverting, perhapS, but I do not believetv
oPsex.is n essavily increased by what Hollywood has -done. Per-
vert, may ; mischkpoterize maybe in that sex in the movies is
generally ortrayeti as happily occurring only outside of marriage..
To find a rated movie, ou have to see something like Bambi.

"Supetapan II" had Lfs Lane and Superman engaged in fornica-
tion in this super, altar -lik6 bed.on the planet of Crypton. That was
seenand I' love Ebnice Shriverby the little people who were
participants in the special Olympics. We went from the Vice Presi-
dent's home over to that movie. If I an a prude, because I have
reservations about that big lesson, then I aro a prude, but I had a.
problem with it.

I have a problem with a good many cultural changes. I want to
admit my own bias as. I open my questions, because the changes
that occurred in our society between the time of my incarceration
in Vietnam in July 1965 and my return in February 1973 did put
me in the position of sort of a Rip Van Winkle, and the cultural
shock that I" obtained by having suddenly seen the 'existence of K-
rated movies, massage parlors, the new literature on our new-
stands, the degree to 'Which oua publishing industry had resorted to
and favored books and magazines which were decidedly different
from those I had seen before, and before, would be characterized
with maybe "Gone With the Wind" being the most daring movie I
had seen before that time. I remember the biggest titillation at age
14 or 15, with my then girlfriend. L was not old enough to drive, so
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my grandmother dive us over to New Orleans, and we watched
the premiere of " one With the- Wind." I will never forget the gig-
gles and the extr me thrill that went through the audience when
Rhett Butler/Clark Gable, said: "Frankly, my dear, I don't give a
damn."

That-was about, itAnd then, I came back to what we more or
less have now, and as an average "Alabama boyaverage Ameri-

,c , if you was shocked. I am still shocked. I believe that
v of the changes which tooloplace while I was gone represent-

Os in the march of civilization. I believe many other steps we
H 111(en represent 'retrogression in that respect. And I do not
p e to be able to distinguish one from the other, but that is
wh iitpti&ing to conduct these hearings, in, I hope, a fair fash-
ion.

Dr. Sacks in his testimony st *es that there is no evidence to sug-
gest that cohabitation reduces the likelihood of success of a subse-
quent marriage. We "raised this question, Dr. Sacks, at a previous
hearing of the subcoMmittee, and we did try to have some balance,
that is, liberal 'to conservative, in it, and the panel unanimously
agreed that a permissive attitude toward sex before marriage leads
to difficulties in controlling sexual impulses after marriage.

In your statement, you indicate that your statistics from a 2,500 -
person survey indicate certain things. I will let you have a chance
to respond to anything the others might say, but I would ask the
opinions of the rest of the members of this panel, since I have
heard testimony to the contrary, on whether you believe sexual
permissiveness, say, cohabitation, which was the state mentioned
by Dr. Sacks, improves or degrades the likelihood of success of a
future marriage.

Does anyone care to comment on that? I know you really have to
depart from the statistical base to do that.

Miss DECTER. In my experience, cohabitation frequently leads to
marriage in order that there can be a divorce, because it is very
difficult for a cohabiting couple to figure how to break up until
they get married.

But I think the source of the damage here does not come simply
from something as general as the term, "cohabitation." It seems to
me that there is a pattern, the pattern of dating and sexual rela-
tions, among very; very young, early adolescents, )s far more the
source of the difficulty. If you see very young kids who are having
love affairs, what happens is that there is a kind of terrible carica-
ture, burlesque, little marriage going on. There is a demand for
monogamy, age 12, and then you find these children having a
series, of absolutely demanding monogamous relations, and so that
by the time, say, a young woman or a young man reaches the uni-
versity, they have already been in ,three or four distorted carica-
ture marriages, and the sense of relation, there has been absolutely
no opportunity for that kind ofltaving aside the issue of moral-
itythere has been no opportunitffor them really to grow and de-
velop, because they are thrown into the terms of sex life, at an age
when they do not even know how to get from here to the corner.
And I think there is a tremendous amount of human distortion
that results, so that by the time people reach marriage age, they
are not the least bit grown up. They have not even gone through
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any of the giggles of going to see "Gone With the Wind." They
know everything, and they know nothing, and they have not had
the time to ripen, to age, and grow up, or to battle with one an-
other, or to learn how to be friends with one another, or to learn
how to talk to one anothIlik or any of the things that it is so diffi-
cult for males and females to do in this world, and that presum-
ably, adolescence would be the time when they would have the op-
portunity to begin to learn. And one sees a kind of deadness, ennui,

indifference,ndifference, which *lardy sexual and partly psychologi-
cal, which Jiappens with these young people by the time they get
married, of which cohabitation, sharing an apartment together for
3 years or something, and pretending you are not married, if you
do that, and then going through the sacrament of marriage, is only
the final step in a long process of deadeningis the only word I
can think of.

Senator DENTON. I guess that relates to what I meant about the
oversexing as far as Hollywood is concerned, oversexing dyer one's
whole lifetime and the whole spectrum of one's activities. I believe
that it does result in a minimization of the joy and life that is oth-
erwise possible.

Miss DECTER. It had made it unimportant. It has made it weight-
less, unimportant, and frequently very boring.

Senator DENTON. While we are commenting on ,that, Dr. Sacks
also saidand I am not picking on you, Dr. Sacks,

Dr. SACKS. May I respond to the first discussion?
Senator DENTON. Sure, and you said infidelity, per se, is not a

principal reason for divorce. I understand the rationale but again
that might be a chicken-and-egg thing, because you say, "Infidelity
may occur after the intimate marital bonds have been severed
through despair or chronic conflict, leading to diminished self-

, esteem." I suppose that infidelity could, though, per se lead to some
friction without having gotten to the despair or chronic conflict
stage. And in previous hearings, although that has not been the
thrust of them, there was some indication, some very emotiOnal in-
dications, particularly by one lady whom I will never forget, who
admitted that though, in her reasons for divorce, she never cited
infidelity, it was the biggest thing she felt and what hurt her the
most and caused her to seek divorce.

But-of course,-Dr. Sacks, go ahead.
Dr. SACKS. I want to return to the comments about cohabitation.

First, I have to address Miss Decter. I have been an admirer of her
writings, and a steady reader of Comi-nentary magazine. At this
point, we have to part company. Her evaluation of tender, small
marriages between immature people ultimately leading to cohabi-
tation is like suggesting that the occasional use of marihuana bY. a
Senate staff members will lead to heroin addiction. She makes a big
jump, without to king at the dynamic issues involved in young
people and,in the cohabiters that we are alluding to here.

The issues with yoimg people, I would couch in perhaps different
terms. Most of those relationships are frightened, dependent rela-
tionships ij1 families which are in a state of turmoil. These young-
sters and adolescents are struggling desperately to achieve some
kind of identity, and they are thrust at each other to avoid the
more diffitult.involvements with peers, which require exchange

10t
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and tenderness, mutuality, sensitivity to other people's feelings.
Thus, many of them leap into "the small marriages" given the
freedoms in our society, which can be psychologically dangerous
and disabling, because the youngsters are not equipped to handle
the stimulation and the excitement hid the burden of having a re-
lationship with someone. And those are inevitably doomed to fail-
ure and unfortunately, occasionally, pregnancy.

Senator DENTON. That is a problem, we have dealt with through
our subcommittee, has our oversight on the problem of adol0scent
pregnancy has presented us with such facts as that today, '97 per-
cent of the children born out of wedlock, often to very young girls,
are kept by the mother. I would have to deduce that this brings

OP somewhat unfavorable influence on her prospects for a happy mar-
' riage,, not to say the wretchedness which might and often does

occur to the child along the way, and I guess that is a pretty big r
deal.

Dr. SACKS. But one also has to look at the.way adolescents view
sexuality. The notions that are shared by most of the people in this
room over 'the age of 40, about sexuality, derive>from their own

,personal life experience,-attest to sexuality as a culmination of an
important relationship, fop people who have waited, who have
gotten to know each other, who have shared intimate experiences,
who care about each other in physical ways and nonphysical ways
having reached an advanced level of maturity. For excited adoles-
cents "unfinished adults" if you will, the surging impulses associat-
ed with major physiological changes exacerbate unresolved ton-
.flicts within themselves and with parents and other authoritative
figures. Searching for temporary peace, clutching at one another,
they exgress their need for dependency and succor through the dis-
charge ,of their sexual arousal. The reduction of sexual tension '
through what they call fooling around leads to "a small death," the
emptiness and the dark depression on which. follows the act. Quite
different, is it not from the meaning ofhnature adult sexuality.

Senator DENTON. I do not want to cut this off, Dr. Sacks, but
'truly, we have spent so much time on this question; I' wish I had
not asked it. There are a thousand questions we can dWell on, and I
think you and Miss Decter have had proportionate time to respond.

. May I ask if Dr. Thornton or Dr. Carlson have anything, I hope,
brief, to say'on the subject of the effect, or relative effect of either,
cohabitation or infidelity in marriage on the probability that a
marriage will stay together once formed?

Dr. THORNTON. I have. no real comrhenvon that. It -fs a subject
that one can imagine being able to research fairly. well. However,
unless there are some studies that have been done that,' am not
aware of, which there may have been, I do not think de have had
any really good studies of these particular issues to answer the
question that you wa answered.

Senator DENTON. rom what I have seen, that is probably true.
The kinds of studie that have been undertaken do not contain a
plethora of information on that.

am forming an have formed a Caucus on the Family within
the Senate, because you can see, there are not a lot of Senators
here. We will have t e caucus meetings with no legislative authori-
ty among 31 Senators. I am the .chairman; Senator DeConcini is the

10
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cochairman, and hopefully, we will raise the leve of consciousness
of the Senators in meetings aside from regular political meetings,
in which we tend to be polarized..

How about you, Dr. Carlson?
Dr. CARLSON. Just briefly, within the historic Judeo-Christian,

Western tradition, the ideal, of course, is tl3e linkage of sexuality to
marriage. This played a major role in silipporting tlAe sanctity or
the status which the marriage vow claimed within the social order.
I think the separation of sexuality, from marriage has played a
major role in the devaluation of marriage in our cultorecid in its
tendency to be considered little more than another contr t, simply
a contract between two people for a while to share their resources
and then move on to something else after that.

So I do think there is a link.
Senator DENTON. In view of the time and the immensity of the

testimony which. we could draw out in questions to this pa el, I
will have to choose to end our discussions with this panel, at least
in the oral sense. Your opening_ statements were extermely valua-
ble. .

I will be submitting written questions to the lour of you, and if
you will, I would greatly appreciate your answers within 10 days or
so.

Some of the subjects -we will be addressing will be drawilai out
from you your exprOssioos regarding where married women should
draw the line between, outside employment and home life. .I have
no feeling of certainty regarding sorting all of that out. It has to do
with the rising career emphasis among women and the possible re-
lationship of the rising number of divorces. In no way do I want to
insinuate that I think that there is, definitely, a relationship there,
nor do I resent or regret the fact that women have joined the work
force in such great numbers. They have done. so with great success,
and as has been pointed out in my opening statement and by
others, they traditionally shared in work more or less within the
framework of the family, and now it is not. That has-been pointed
out.

But let me thapk the four of you sincerely and ask that you
answer these questions later, because in order to proceed, to prog-
ressand I believe we mustwe are going to need substantiated
findings.

. 1, want tgethank the four of you very. much.
Our sefond panel of witnesses is composed primarily of experts:

if that word is properfrom various religious communities. They
will discuss attributes of their religions that lead to family
strength, as well as comment from their perspectives about what,
they perceive to be the basic causes of the problem.

We had invited Rabbi Michelman of the American Synagogue
Council 6 be here with us todAy,- but unfortunately,__although he
wished to attend, this is the Feast of Tabernacles, and we could not
Change the date; we could not get a hearing room. His statement
will be included in the record.

Our. first .witness, Dr. Richard Lindsay, is the director of public
communications and special affairs for thEkhurch of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day. Saints. While our committerchairman has already
made marks about Dr. Lindsay, I ps a pejson would like to ex-

1
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press my admiration for i L dsay, my ass iation and admira-
tion for the Alan, out in e City, with om I have consult-
ed many. times at the top e ,Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints. . ,

_.
,,

We also have Mr. Dennis Rai ey, a family counselor and,the na-
tional director of family ministries; we have Father Steven Preis-
'er, the director of. the National Center for Family Studies at

thOlic University, and Dr. Herbert Ratner, the editor of Child
and Family Quarterly.

I would ask Dri Lindsay if he would begin with any opening
statement he cares to make.

STATEMENT OF BR. RICHARD P. LINDSAY, DIRECTOR, PUBLIC
COMMUNICATIONS AND SPECIAL AFFAIRS, CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS;- DENNIS RAINEY, NATIONAL
DIRECTOR, FAMILY MINISTVIES OF, CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CIMIST; DR. STEVEN I. PREISTER, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
CENTER FOR FAMILY STUDIES, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY, AND
DR. HERBERT RATNER, EDITOR, CHILD AND FAMILY QUARTER-

' LY, A PANEL .

Dr. -LINDSAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Denton.
I think in the interest of time, it might be well' if I abbreviated

some of my prepared remarks. I would like to just observe, based
on the earlier discussion, that it is clear to all of us here that many
of the problems that this committee is struggling. with probably
transcend the area of public policy considerations. But I would like
to say that it is a healthy And 'refreshing effort on the part of this
Senate committee to look:at so hing as fundamental to our soci-
etyety as the status of the family, an we applaud that.

The =cern of public policies up the American family and the
expressed interest of this committee in the social,' economic, and
moral aspects of American family life are indeed heartening and
refreshing: . .

POlitical and spcial planning in a wise social order begin with the
axiom: What strengthens the family strengthens society. The
family is the seedbed of economic skills, of money habits, of atti-
tudes toward work, and the arts of firincial independence. The
family is a stronger agency of educationa), success than the school.

..,- The family is a stronger teacher of religious values than the
church. If things go well with the family, life is worth living; when
the family falters, life often falls,apart.

The role of a father, a mother, and of children who respect them
is the critical center of social force. As we are given to quote within
our own faith, "No success in life can compensate for, failure in the
home."

Much of contemporary. wisdomand I would just say parentheti-
cally, this; is given great support.) 3'y the media, wharwes.see, and
what we read and what we are exposed to by the electronic
mediatells us that one who puts another's needs and desires
ahead of his own, that he is foolish. But Saint Paul reminds us,
"God chose/the foolish things of the world shame the wise."

Even the fat* who expends time, money, an energy on ,chil-
dren when he could be living much more luxuriously or imagina-

.
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tively, is)bften considered, foolish in this world. How,.much more
must the woman who chooses to forgo many 'of her own pleasures
and to live,foi a number of years; at least, almost .exclusively fiar
others, consider herself foolish, unless her basic human impulses,
,which tell her that her conduct is right and good, are effectively
reinforced.

In my view, .Government, the media, churthes, and other groups
which i y en our societal norms should provide such encourage-
ment d support for this ethic if the moral foundations of our
Natio are to prevail.

Thera is not one family pattern in America; there are many. I
am a pr.. u of a ingle-parent home. My father died when I was 5
and was a member of d large family,of thildrerrdurinq thq
sion. And I recognize that 'Were are not always-ideal. famit'y pat*,
terns. All are alike in.this, however: They provide such civilization
as exists in these United"States with nurturing, grace, and hope,
and they suffer greatly under the attacks of both the media, often
the economic system, and often from well-intentioned public pro-
grams.

Aggressive sentiments against marriage are often expressed
today in the name of freedom and .openness and serious commit-
ment to a career.Marriage is often pictured as a form of imprisons
ment, oppression, boredom, and chafing hindrance. :These 'accuse- ,

lions are not entirely wrong. While marriage does indeed impose
humbling and often frustrating responsibilities, theseshallenges
are precisely the preconditions for true liberation. Marriage is not
the enemy of moral development in 'adultsit is inst the opposite.

There has been considerable reference here to the status of the
deterioration of families. I will not dwell long on this, except to just .

point out one, very recent statistic which is contained in the Sept
tember 1983 edition of American Demographics, wherein Arthur J.
Norton, the Assistant Chief of Population Division of the Census
Bureau, says that fully 59 percent of children born in 1983 will litre
with only one parent before they reach the age of 18.

Recently, one of the country's most respect sociologists, Dr.
Amitai Etzioni of Columbia University, warned that, "If we contin-
ue to dismember the American family at the present rate, we shall
run out of families before we run out of oil." Etzioni further under-.
Scored the dramatic deterioration of the American family in recent
years in the following statement: "If the number of married cou-
ples decreases at the accelerating rate it has over the past few
years, the result will he no husband/wife families by the year
2008." Although Dr. Etzioni surely does not seriously believe that
there will be no married couples in America by the turn of the cen-
tury, to any thOughtful contemporary observer, the tearing at the
fabric of family life and the relationship of family members are
self-evident. .

Experts differ somewhat concerning the effects of' divorce, al-
though most concur the pSychologicel impacts are generally ad-
verse to children, as Dr. Sacks has testified here this morning. A
negative effect on their economic well-being is almost inevitable.
Before divorce, two parents and their children share one house-
hold, benefiting from economies of scale and from cooperative en-
deavors of the partnership. After the divorce, there are typically

1 0 ,,
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two households to maintain, the economies of scale are lost, and co-
' operative effort is more difficult, if not impossible.

Moreoever, in most cases, fathers provide little or no child sup-
port_when the Mother has custody, I knoW that fron4some personal
experience; for years, I directed the State social services agencies in
my home State, and realized the relative low degree of support pro-
'Tided by fathers with a legal obligation of support, and .where we
have built'up massive bureaucracies to try and enforce such, duties
of support.

Many divorced mothers must work full time to support their
children, and others depend partly or totally on Government subsi-,
dy. .Even so, more than 50 percent of the children in families
headed by a female live 'in poverty, compared with only 8 percent
in husband/wife families.

Existing and proposed public policies should beianalYzed in terms
of.their impact upon families. That, I take to be the purpose of this
committee, and it is laudable.

Public policy should respect the sanctity of family life and of all
human life. Many tax policies and welfare laws such that the re-
quirement that a father must leave home for his family to redeivp
assistance should be carefully reviewed. Tax dollars sent to make
sex Counseling, and prescription birth control drugs and devices
available to minor children withoul cost and without the knowl-
edge of parents violates the principle of parental responsibility for
minor children. Our,own State has enacted a piece of legislation
which, is called the notification of parents in such cases, and it has
had very tough going in the courts. Millions of parents would
deeply resent the violation of their right to know what, is said and
given to their minor children through, Government-supported enti-
ties. Since the Federal Government becam involved in funding,
these family planning and ContraCepti p ograms, most research-
ers agree, have become more serious, an the programs that'they
have sought to deter have becOme much worse:

Teenage pregnancy Oates have continued to rise, and the rate of
teenage abortion hasAyrocketed.

Intreasing millions, as we understand the data, are victims 9f
and exposed to venereal disease.

Increasing numbers of illegitimate children are handicapped in
their early lives as unwed mothers face the difficult,task of raising
their children alone.

Public expenditures continue to escalate as increasing numbers
of single mothers join the welfare ranks and we witness the in-'
creasing feminization of poverty in this country.

This feminization of poverty- is not a future problem; it is a
present, painful reality. Families headed by single females com-
prise the fastest growing segment of the poverty population.

It is a national disaster that in some cities of our country, abor
tiops outnumber live births, and in some instances, illegitimate
births outnumber children bold to parents bonded in marriage.'

We recognize that sucltragic, data reflect a deeper problem of
rhoral deterioration iA luir land. Government policies, however,
should not aid acid abet with taftwayers' d011ars those prograriis
which at tersely affect the emotional and physical health of chil-
dren, the values of families, and the rights and duties of parents.

1 0 a
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In the Old Testament: of the' King James Bible, there ax:e 23,214
verses, and in the very last two of these verses, the prophet Mala-
chi seems to speak to, tt9S generation. He says: ".

Behold. I will send you elijah the prophet before the coining of the great and
dreadful day of the Lord: And he shall turn the heart of the fathet:s to thd children,
'and the heart of the children to their fathers,' lest I come and smite the earth with a
curse.

Finally, while public policy and legislation in support of families
are critical, may be humbly suggest the neeri for. strong, personal
leadership'of this distinguished body by your own example, speak:'
ing collectively to, the Senate of this United States in this matter.
A U.S. Senator's personal support of his .or her own family and
within the spheres of his,or her own personal influence will have a
far-reaching effect. Public official4 will be most effective when they
lead by example. Arid your personal experience, Senator Denton, I
v'ould like to just personally commend you for the quality of your
own family life, that you returned from 8 years of imprisonment
and found ypur family intact. That is a great tribute tb you and to
this body.

Senator DENTON. It is a much greater tribute to my wife.
Dr. LINDSAY. I am sure.
It is deplorable that a great Nation like ours has watched mar-

riages collapse on a scale quite unprecedented, and stood by with
apparent indifference. Marriages and families in this country are
!ping through a period of turbulent change and upheaval. Millions
of men and women are goingshopefully into marriage, struggling to
succeed, giving up, getting divorced, parceling out, their children,
marrying again, some succeeding the second time around, but more
failing again. Amid this scene of chaos and confusion, our national
leadership in the main looks.bn indifferently, detached; and usual-
ly- uninvolved.

The efforts of this committee appear to be much-appreciated
exception to the rule. If our national leaders would speak out, the
climate of public opinion could change quickly. There is no need to
denounce any9ne, just to recognize that our family life is perhaps
our most precious asset; that marriage can be a beautiful and ful-
filling experience; that the responsible exercise of parenthood is a
joyful task as well as a challenging hunian obligation. If we co old'

keep hearing this kind of 'Message from people in high.places, the
cynics and detractors might realize that their abusiVe polemics are
not well-accepted. Then the youth of our land might begin to real-
ize that men and women worthy of the greatest respect are pro-
Marriage and for families, leading to a change in their own atti-
tudes and sense of personal responsibility.

Thank you.
Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Lindsay.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Lindsay and questions with re-

sponses follox].

101.
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TESTIMONY OF OR. RICHARD P. LINDSAY

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS AND,SPECIAL AFFAIRS

THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

I am Richard P. Lindsay, Ph.O., Managing Director of Public

Communications and Specia Affairs for The Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints (Mormon). I am a husband of thirty-four years, father of

six children and grandfather of ten. I have served as Executive Director of

the. Utah Department of Social Services including health, welfare, corrections,

mental health and related governmental agencies. I was earlier the Chairman

of the Utah Board of Family Services (state welfare agency). Administrator of

the statewide Juvenile Court System and the D'irectOr of the Utah State Council

on Crinlin;'1 Justice Administration. I was Chairman of the State's delegation

to the White House Conferenceon Families held in 1980. I have served as a

Democratic member of botp houses of the Utah State Legislature and chaired the

Western States. Legislative Conference Committee'on Social Services.

From this experience and from More than twenty...five years as a lay

church leader, I submit these observations, for'whlch I alone am responsible,

concerning the severe problems facing American' families in 1983. Many of

these problems are obviously beyond the influence of the Congress or of any

public entity. Nonetheless thentoncern for the impact of public policies upon
,

the American family, and the expressed interest of this com1,ttee in the

social, economic and moral aspects of American family life are, indeed

heartening and refreshing.
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Political and social planning in a wise social order begin with the

axiom: What strengthens the family strengthens society. The family is the

' seedbed of economic skills, money habits, attitudes toward work, and the'arts

of financial independence. The family is a stronger agency of educational

success than the school. The family is a *stronger teacher of the religious

imagination than the church, If things go well with the family, life is worth

living; when the family falters, life often falls apart.

The role of a father, a mother, and of children who respect them, is

the critical center of, social force. As we are given to quote within our

faith, 'No success in life can compensate for failure in the home.'

Much of contemporary wisdom tells one who puts another's needs and

desires ahead of his own, that he is foolish. But Saint,Paul reminds us, God

chose the foolish things of the world to shame the wise,' (I Corinthians

a
1:27). Even the father, who expends time, money, and energy on children when

he could be living more luxuriously and
'imaginatively,' is often considered

foolish in this world. How much more must the woman who chooses to forego

many of her own pleasures and to live, for a number of years at least, almost

exclusively for others, consider herself foolish--unless her basic human

impulses, which tell her that her conduct is right and good, are effectively

reinforced? In my view, government, the media, churches and other groups

which influence our societal norms should provide such encouragement and

support for this ethic if the moral foundations of our nation are to prevail.
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There is notone family pattern in America--there are many. All are

alike In this.,, however, the.x.provide such clvIlizatIon.as exists In tWe

United States with nurturing, grace and hope, and they, suffer greatly under

the attacks of both the media! the economic system, and often from
e

well-intentioned public program's.

Aggressive sentiments against marriage are often expressed today in the

name of "freedom," "openness,' or *serious co fitment to a career." Marriage

is pictured as a form, of imprisonment, oppres ion, boredom and chafing
)

hindrance, These accusations are not entire y wrong. While marriage toes

indeed impose humbling and often frustratin responsibilities, these

challenges are precisely the preconditions /for true liberation. Marriage is

(
not the enemy of moral development in adul s. It is just the opposite.

efrightening statistic is pointed out in the September 1983 edition of

American Demographics. Fully 59 percent f children born in 1983 will live

with only one parent before they reach t e age of 18, according to estimates

by Arthur J. Norton, Assistant Chief of ft he Population Division of the Census

Bureau.

Children live in single-pkrent IDomes because they are born to unwed

mothers, because their parents split p, or because a parent dies. Norton

examined recent trendi in premarital firths, divorce, separation, and death

and applied current rates for these e ents to a hypothetical group of 100

babies byn in 1983.
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Twelve of these 100 babies.will be born to unwed mothers and live with

theirrother for at least one year. Forty more will be trorn to par'en-ts who

will divorce before the child is 18. Five babies will have parents who

separate, and two babies will live in a single-parent home because one parent

dies before they are 18 - a total of 59 percent*

Norton's estimates 'imply that the single-parent home will be the norm

for a majority of children sometime during their childhoOd.

Recently, one of the country's most respected sociologists, Dr. Amitai

Etztoni of Columbia University, warned 'that if we continue to dismember the

American family at the present rate, we shall run out of families before we

run out of oil." Etzioni further underscored the dramatic deterioration of

the American family in recent years in the following statement: "If the

number of married couples decreases at the accelerating rate it has over the \-(

past few years, the result4will be no husband/wife families by the year 2008."

(Next, May/June 1980, p. 28) Although Dr. Etzioni surely does not seriously

believe there will be no married couples in America by the turn of the

century, to any thoughtful contemporary observer the tearing at the fabric of

family life and the relationships of family members are self-evident.

l i t
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.

Experts differ'&bmewhat concerning the effects of divorce although most

concur the psycholOgical impaCts are generally adverse toytildren. A

negative effect on their economic well-being is almost inevitable. Before

divorce, two parents and their children share one household, benefiting from

economies of, scale and, from cooperative endeavors of the partnership. After

divorce there are typically two households to maintain, the economies of scale\k
are lost and cooperative effort is more difficult if not impossible.

7

Moreover, in most cases fathers provide little or no child support when

the moker has custody. Fewer than half of such mothers receive child support

payments from thq father. Many divorced mothers must work full time to

suppo heir children, and others depend partly or totally on government

subsidy. Even so, more than 50 percent of the children in families, headed by a

female live in poverty, compared with only 8 percent in husband-wife

families. (From Victor R. Fuchs, Professor of Economics, Stanford University

ij New York Times, September 7, 1983.)

I should like to suggest five reasons for soety's interest and the

interest of this Senate Committee in preserving such bedrock concepts as

stable marriages.

"First, the needs of children. Stability and continuity are so

essential to child development that this factor alone justifies the

legal preferences given to permanent kinship units.

112
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Second, family life is the source of public virtue--a willingness to

obey 0 unenforceable. It is through the commitments made in families
'{

that both children and parents experience the value of authOrit ,

responsibility, and duty in their most pristine forms. Those who

formulated our constitutional system knew that 'public virtue' among

the citizenry was crucial to preserving the authority of popularly

elected leaders.

The hird reason for society's interest in the formal family is the

fam ly4s role'in preserving a democratic system of limited government.

The i nsely Important responsibility of teaching values to children

shoulg be retained by the family, and not allocated to government.

Fourth, formal marriage and family ties are essential to stability in

our system of jurisprudence. A justifiable expectation that a

relationship will continue indefinitely permits both *Kiety and the

individuals involved to invest themselves in the relationship with a

reasonable belief that the likelihood of future benefits warrants the

risks and inconvenience of their personal investment.

Five - A reduction, in national divorce rates will reduce the number of

children livingjin poverty and decrease the size and cost of many

government programs.

1 El
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The assault on the family particularly since the 1960's, together with

.growing economic stress, have given rise to any number of changes in Omilies

that earlier would have been considered deviant but are now simply referred to

as 'variant.' Accompanying these drastic changes, however, have been recent

warnings from manytexperts that there 6iseno substitute for the family,' and

these same experts ere predicting that if current social trends mitigating

against families are not checked, the long term social consequences will be

disastrous. Many of these anti-family trends, including state-encouraged

aboAik dampant pornography and obscenity and aggressive homosexuality, are

advocated by special interest groups whose self-interest is only too evident:

America's public policy must be shifted to one which supports rather than

denigrates families.

Existing and proposed public policies should be analyzed in terms of

their impact upon families. Public policies should respect the sanctity of

family life ano all human life. Many tax.policies and welfare laws, such as

the requirement that a father must leave home for his family to receive

assistance, should be carefully reviewed. Tax dollars spent to make sex

counseling and prescription birth-control drugs and devices available to minor

children without cost and without the knowledge of parents violates the

principle of parental responsibility for minor children. Millions of parents

would deeply resent the violation of their right to know what is said and

given to their minor children fhrough government-supported entities.

114
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Since the federal government became involved in funding these family

planning and contraceptive programs, lost researchers agree that virtually

every problem the programs have sought to deter have become mun worse:

Teenage pregnancy rates have continued to rise and the rate of teenage

abortion has skyrocketed.

Increasing millions are exposed to venereal disease.

Increasing numbers of illegitimate children are handicapped in their

%early lives/iPtihwed mothers face the difficult task of raising their

children align,.

Public expenditures escalate as ,increasing nupbeil of single mothers

Join tie welfare ranks and we witness the increasini feminization of

poverty in this country.

The "Feminization of Poverty' is not a future problem. It is a

t

present, painful reality. Families headed by single females comprise the

fastest growing segment of the poverty population.

It is a national disaster that in some cities of our country abortions

outnumber live births Viand in some instances illegitimate births outnumber

children born to parents bonded in marriage.

We recognize that such tragic data reflect a deeper problem of moral

deterioration in our land. Government policies, however, should not aid and

abet with taxpaxes' dollars those programs which adversely,faffect the

emotional and physical health of children, the values of families, and the

rights and duties of parents.
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In the,-Old Testament of the King James Bible there are"21\2l4 verses

and in the very last two of these verses the Prophet Malachi seems to speak to
ilk -

our genef:ation:

Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the

gAlat'inddreadfuldayofthilord:Aqhe shall turn the heart of the

fathers to the children, and the heart of the children to their \

fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse." (Malachi 4:5-6)

. . 0
The values people live/by are to a large extent a function of .the. .

duality.,0 their family life and the training received when they were

children. Healthy, mature, vital people embrace solid and constructive values

and society moves forward.

A better tomorrow begins with the training of >better generation.

This places upon us as parents the resftonsibility4o do more effective wk in

rearing and guiding our chilliren. The home is the place where character is

best formed and habits established. When parents recognize this role the

family and nation move forward--when it is ignored families and nations perisht

Finally, while public policy and legislation in support of families'are

critical, might we also recommehd the need for the strong, pO'sonal leadership

of this distinguished body by yoft,2maexample in this matter. A United

I/

StatesSenator's personal support of his or her own family and within spheres

of his or her personal influence, will have a far-reaching effect. Public

officials will be most effective when they lead by example.
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It its deplorable that a great nation like ours has watched marriages

collapse on a scale quite unprecedented.ta d stood by with appaPbt

indifferelice.
Marriages and families in this country are going trough a

period of turbulent change and upheavar Milliods of men and women are going

hopefully into marriage, struggling to succ ed; givingooe, getting divorced,

parceling out their children, marrying again, some succeeding the second time

around, more failing again. Amid this scene of chaos and confusion, our

%ON

national leadership in the main looks on mostly indifferent, detached, usually

uninvolved.

.

ti .

The efforts of this committee appear to be anidch-appreciated exception

to the'rule. If more of our nationalileaders would speak out, the climate of

public opinion could quickly clnge. There Is no need to denounce

anyone--just to recognize that our family life is perhaps. our most precious

asset; that marriage can be a beautiful and fulfilling experieny; that the

responsible exercise of parenthood is a joyful task as well as a challenging

human obligation. If.wefcould keep hearing this kind of message from people

in high places, the cynics and detractors might realize that their abusive

polemics are not well accepted. Then the youth of our land'might begin, to

realize that men and women worthy of the.greatesI respect are promarriage and

for families, leading to a change In their own attitudes and sense of personal

111 responsibility.

/
1 1
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Senatoi Jeremiah Denton
110 RSOB
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Denton:

.

The following is in response to your recent lepter asking for reaction to

questions which grew out of testimony before your sub-committee on Family and .

Human Services. We have attempted.to supply information representative of the
teachings and practices of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Quotations are from present or past leaders of our church.

By way of explanation concerning some of the frequently-quoted persons and

publications, Spencer W. 'Kimball is current president of The thurch.of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints. Gordon B. Hinckley is corhselor to Presid6nt

Kimball in the First Presidency of our church. The Ensign and.the New Era 'are-

monthly magazines 'published by our'church. The Church News is published

weekly by the Deseret New a Salt Lake City-based newspaper.

1. "Miss Decter makes e very strong statements in her testimony about the

failure of pare,nts to give their children an adequate moral framework within
which to operate--.child sacrifice, shp calls it. Could the rest of you

,comment on her thesisand on its role in our, current piloblems?"

Response `

We believe that parents have,a God-given responsibility to teach their

children correct moral values. When parents fail to do this, society suffers

and the parents will eventually account to the Almighty.

"The parents in Zio will be held responsible for the acts of their children,

not 6nly until they become eight years old, but, perhaps, throughout the lives

of their children, provided they have neglected their duty to their children

while they were under their care and guidance and the parents were responsible

or them."(Joseph F. Smith, Conference Report, April 1910, p. 6.)

"Wherefore, ye shall remember your children, how that ye have grieved their,

hearts because of the example that ye have set before them; and also, remember

that ye may, because of your filthiness, bring your children unto destruction,

and their sins be heaped upon your heads at the last day." (Jacob 3:10)

"Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not

depart from (Psalms 22:6)

3
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"Son of man, speak to the children
of thy people and say unto them, When I

bring the sword upon a land,
4 the people of the land take a man of their

coasts, and set him for their watchman.

"If when he seeth the sword come upve ehe lrand he blow the trumpet and warn

the people,.

"Then whosoever,heareth the.sound of the trumpet and taketh not warning; if

'the sword come and take him away, his blood shall be Upon his own head.

"he heard the s ound of th trumpet, and
took not warning; his bloOd shall be.

upon him Bup4e that tlketh warning shall deliver his soul.

"But if the watchman see the sword come,
and blow not the trumpet, and the

pebple be not warned; if the sword come,
and take any person from among them

he is taken away in his iniquity;
but his blood wilI/I require at the

watchman's hand." (Erekiel 33:2-6) :-/
2. 'Illerels Dud and his wife, Mom and her second husband, Junior's two

halfbrothers from his father's first
marriage, his six stepsisters from his

mother's spouse's previous unions,
100-year-old Great Grandpa, all eight of

Junior's current grandparents, assorted
aunts, uncles-in-law and

stepcousins." This was the recent U.S. News
and World Report forecast for the

year 2033. Is this the family of the future [ha; you foresee? If so, do you

believe that the children of tomorrow can deal with the multiple rel%tionships

involved?"

LtSE2211!
When divorce occurs and there are children involved, the children usually

suffer.
Certainly society should- do all it can to ameliorate the tragic

results of divorce. But of primary importance is
helping people to be better

prepared for marriage, and
attempting td instill in them a greater commitment

to make marriage work, the first time.

"We decry the prevalence of broken homes. Every man should love his wife and

cherisb rind protect her all the dayt of their lives and she should 100v0, honor

jnd appreciate her husband...

"Most divorces are unwarranted and come of wealpesri and selfishness and often

result in great unhappiness
fOr the divorced p6raons and also almost

_irreparable damage and frustration to the upfavored children, who torh and

disturbed.

"Certaioly, selfishness is near its greatest peak when innocent, chil ren must

suffer for the sins of their parents Almost like a broken recor come from

divorcees that it is better to have them grow up in a single-parent home than

a fighting home.
The answer to that specious argument is: there need be no

battling parents in fighting homes...if two good people will discard

k selfishness, generally they can be compatible." (Spencer W Kimball, Ensign,

May 1979, P. 6.) .
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3. "As you know, the title of our heating8,, today is "Broken Families: Causes

and Societal Implications." Some would s that the developing'malaise within

the institution of the family threatens t e. very suetival of,our

civilization. How would you respond to that statement?"
...

Response
"'...weshall have o great society-only as we develop pod people and the

source-of good people is a good home." (Gordon B. Hi(rickloq Salt Lake

\Tribune, 3 October 1965, p, A-1.)

"The most important work we will ever do will be toithin the walls of our own,

homgs." (Harold B. Lee,(New Era, Nov. 1971, p. 5)

. .... NI

"If 1 were
.1

asmked to name the world's est need, I should say

unhesitat,ingly wise mothers; and th d. exemplary fathers.

"If mother love were but half rightly di efted, and if fathgrhoock were but

half what it should be inezimple and honor, much of the sorrow and wickedness

in the world would indeed be overcome.
,---

/The home is the source of our national life. If we keep the spring pure we

aball have_less difficulty in protecting the stream from'pollution." (David

or McKay, Church News, 7 May 1960, p. C-2)

/ 4-,.-
01

'...'

4. "How succe do you believe institutional,chiid care services can be,

either in whole in part, as a replacement for parentli time and care in

child rearing ?" )i
.

:2:25 t s
,R6ponse

esponsibility for training children cannot be shifted to pgenties. There

eems to be a growing tendency to shift this responsibilitelrom-the home to

utsiae influences such as the school and thechurch, andof greater concern,

o various child-care agencies and institutions. Important as these outward

'nfluences may be, they never can adequately take the place of the 'influehce

- of themother-anO the father. Constant training, constant vigilance,

companionship, and being watchmen of our own children are necessary ip order:

to keep our homes intact and to bless our children in the Lord's own way."

' (The'Teachings of W Kimballo)lookcraft, 1982, p. 337.)

"Othr institutions in s iety may falter and even fail, but theIrrighteods

. woman can help to save th which may be the last and only sanctuary some

martals know in the midst of storm and strfife." (Spencer W. Kimball, Ensign,

171,. 1978, p. P3.)
'

r A
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4 5. "1 have enclosed a copy'ofl'an article from Public 'Opinien (January, 1983),

entitled "Hoilywood and America: The Odd Couple," by' Linda Lichter, S. Robert

Lichter andStanley Rothman. The article described-1,autvey of 104 of

Hollywood's 'media elite', a survey of backgrounds', paitical views, and

religious and moral beliefs. You will not,e that those interviewed describe

themselves as being considerably. walk left of center than the average

Arddrican. I would be interestO in your commeets on any of the findings of
the survey as they relaee to 4ie role of the media in influencing public

attitudes toward tii;family."

Response
"Portrayals of sexual perversion, Ifibolence, bestiality becoalrincreasingly
available for those who swceumb tO'rhea lures. As this hens religious
activities,are likelt.to become less attractive because the flito,do not mix'

anymore Aiinpil and water mix.

"A provocative study was rece*Ely published in Public magazine. It

as been commented-Upon by many writers. ,

"These (the influential television writers and media executives) are the
people, who through the medium of entutaihment, are educating us in the

direction of their own mores and standards which in:many cases are
diametrically opposed to the !standards of the gospel('' (Gordon B. Hinckley,

General Conference, October.1, .1983.)

"Remember that trouble attacks attention! We travel the'highway with

e' thousands of cars moving in either direction without paring much attention to

any of them. But shoseg an accident occur, we notice immediately,

"If it happens again, we get tFe false impression thE no one can, go safely

down the road. .

"One accident may make the front page, while a hundred million cars that
safely pass are,.not regarded as worth mentioning.

"Wr'iters think that a happy, stable marriage does not have the dramatic
appeal, the conflict worth featuring in a boolOor a play or a film.

Therefore, we constantly hear about the ruined ones and we lose our

perspective.

"I believe in marriage. I believe it.to be the ideal pattern for human

living. I know it to be ordained of God. The restraints.relating to it were

designed to protect our happiness." (Boyd K.'Packer, Ensign, May 1981, pf).

J4-15.)
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b. "Do you believe sexual permissiveness before marriage affects the
likelihood, of the success of a future marriage?"

Response

We believe in chastity before marriage and in fidelity after marriage.

"The sexual drives which bind menoand-women together as,one are good and
necessary. They, eke it possible to leave one's parent's end cleave unto on
another. But here, more than almost any Other place, we must exercise
self-control. These drives which are the fountainhead of koman life are to be
allowed expressioh only in the sanctity of marriage." (Spencer W. Kimball,
Ensigii, Nov. 1978, p. 102.)

7. "Do you beliei/e that the churches today are outspoken enough on'sexual
Mores and on the Sanctity of marriage?"

Response

...God is unchanging, and his covenents and doctrines are not susceptible to
change. When the sun grows cold and the stars no longer shine, the law,of
chastity will still be basic in God's world and in the Lord's church."
(Spencer W. Kimball, Ensign, Nov. 1978, p. 105) .

8. "I believe there is still some ambivalence in our society today as to
where married women should drew the line between their devotion to career and
the time they spend with their families. Is there any correlation at all in
your mind between the role changes that have occurred between the sexes in
recent years and the rising divorce rate?"

Elaearls
There are many situations where women have no choice but to work. When there

choice, we.believe. that because of the importance of the decision, divine
guidance should Se'sought.

-"Fathers and mothers, before you decide you need a second income and that
Mother must go to work out of the home, may I plead with you: first go to the
Lord in prayer and receive his divine approbation. Be sure he says yes.
Mothers with children and teenagersat home, before you go out of your homes
to,work,',please count the cost as carefully as you count the/profit." -(Bishop
R. Burke Peterson, Ensign, May 1974, p. 32.)

We appreciate this opportunity and hopethat our responses to your questions
will be helpful. May God continue to bless you.

Sincerely,

Richard P. Lindsay, Ph).
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Senator DENTON. Mr. Rainey?
Mr. RAINEY. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the privilege of testify-

ing today, and because of the length of my written statement, I will
be highlighting that prepared statement in lieu of the following re-
marks.

I believe that the current, epidemic divorce rate and fragmenta-
tion of the family is threatening the very moral fiber of our coun-
try. We can no longer afford to ignore the broken home and its ef-
fects on our society. I applaud the activities of this subcommittee
and the formation of the caucus on the family.

History records the breakdown of the family as the central pi
of evidence heralding the collapse of nations and empires before us.
The crisis at present demands our energy if 'we are to continue to
experience freedom in future generations.

Much has been said in this committee about the symptoms. I
would like to focus upon 10 causes I presently see in our culture
that are adding to the fragmented family.

First of all, a culture of pressure and stress. Today we live not
only in a culture of change, but a changing culture. There is preS-
sure to succeed, pressure to achieve, and pressure to accumulate.
Unemployment, economic uncertainties, inflation, and pressure to
keep up with others all press in against the family. Pressure result-
ing from parental responsibilities, two-career families, and increai-
ing expectations of the American dream are all focused upon the
family.

Stress and pressure reveal one very enlightening fact: The true
values, plans, and character of the individual, the couple, and the
family. If couples have, the wrong plan or no plan at all for, their
marriage and their fathily, the stress and pressure of the 20th cen
tury will quickly reveal and erode the foundation of sand that they

'are building on. Without a set of blueprints for family livingand,
I might add, a system of valuesthey are left with very little to
cope with the realities of life.

Second, the media. The media today has become/a major influ-
ence on the family. In its efforts to provide entertainment and in-
formation for cur Nation, it has depicted immorality, both inside
the family unit and outside the ,family unit, as the norm. It tells.us
it is giving us what we want, while making few investments in
what we need. Generally the family model represented by the
imedio is no model at -all. Typically, divorce is presented as an ac-
ceptable solution. The "soaps' fill the homes of America with adul-
tery, cheating, deceit, and., divorce.

Researchers today tell us that the average child watches 15,000
hours of television before he reaches the age of 18. That is more
time than he will spend in formal education between kindergarten
through college. We must ask ourselves the question: What kind of
value 45stem will he develop from looking at the moral decay on
TV and the cinema? Can we dare afford to feed our children's
minds such a diet of immorality?

Third, education. Nowhere is the undermining of the nuclear
family more evident than in education. Alternate lifestyles are ex-
plored, role deviationsuch as homosexual and lesbian behavior
are embraced, and the traditional family is subtly attacked by
"broad-minded," "scholarly"' educators. Those who would hold to a
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traditional family unit are frequently scoffed at and called narrow-
minded or outdated.

Alternative family arrangements, such as limited-term-contract
marriages, open marriages/ or just living together, are explored
and encouraged.

I must ask, can we afford to teach without a moral basis? Is edu-
cation without absolutes 4oing to fortify the freedom we now enjoy?
Personally, I wonder what type of freedom my own five children
will experience in the next generation. Theodore Roosevelt stated it
well, "To educate a man in mind and not in morals is to educate a
menace to society."

The fourth cause, the women's movIment. Let me say at the be-
ginning that I am sympathetic with some of the issues represented
by the women's movement, such as equal pay for equal work. I,
would be quick to add that much of the present movement, I be-
lieve, is a result of men who have not accorded women their God-
given value. If men would have given women the esteem they de-
serve an4 the value the scripture places on them, I think much of
the present-day movement would not exist.

However, in its efforts to gain esteem for women, the women's
movement has made at least two errors as it has attacked two
building blocks of our society: the traditional family unit and the
authority of the man as the head of the home.

Throughout the writings of the women's movement, the tradi-
tional family is attacked. Women who choose to be housewives and
mothers at home are castigated and chided for what they are miss-
ing. They are missing true self-fulfillment, they are told, and they
are not reaching their full potential. No thinking, educated woman,
we are told, would stay at home with her children and invest her
life in future generations through her children.

One of the leaders of the feminist movement, Germaine Greer,
says "I am passionately opposed to the nuclear family, with its
mom and dad and their 2.4 children. I think it is the most neurotic
lifestyle ever developed." Much of the movement's philosophy is
"You don't need a man." Generally the home is seen ,as an oppres-
sive threat to women who wish to find fulfillment and freedom.

The second area that is being attacked by the women's move-
ment is that of the changing roles. Author, educator, and lecturer,
Dr. James Dobson, who is recognizes by this body for his contribu-
tions to the American family, has stated: "You do not change over
50 percent of the population's role without drastically affecting the
other 50 percent.'

The effect of these new definitions is an epidemic of confused and
insecure men who wonder where their place is. Their authority as
the head of the home is being questioned, undermined, and at-.
talked by the women's movement. In the rapid evolution of the
women's role, we have developed a democratic home, a place where
everyone has a vote, but no one is really in charge.

Fifth, selfishness. Today, we live in a culture of narcissism. This
is the "me" generation. Christopher. Lasch, an American historian,
writes in his book, "The Culture of Narcissism," "People of the
past lived for the future, shunning self-indulgence in favor of pa-
tient, painstaking accumulation. To live for the moment is the pre-
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veiling passion," he says, "to live for yourself, not for your prede-
cessor or for posterity."

Another evidence of the narcissistic culture is seen in the rights
movement of today. Many are seeking individual rights, while few
are speaking for human responsibilities in the family. Alexander
Solzhenitsyn's address to the Harvard graduating class states it
clearly:

The defense of individual rights has reached such extremes as to make society as
a whole defenseless against certain individuals. It is time in the West to defend not
so much human rights as human obligations.

Mankind's selfishness has always plagued his human relation-
ships. Personally, I have found through counseling and my own ob-
servations, and the study of the scripture, only one solution that is
viable to man's internal problem of selfishness. Man's self-will
must be truly submissive to a higher authoritybefore he can deny
himself, 'and submit himself to others and their needs. I believe the
solution is found as many will submit to a personal relationship
with God.

Six, the loss of morality. A recent survey of over 3,000 respond-
ents by Research and Forecasts, Inc., was commissioned by the
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co. It revealed that the public
ranks moral virtue and honesty as the most important value in the
leadership of our Nation. Yet when the editors of Better Homes
and Gardens surveyed its readership this past year, over 200,000
respondents took a different stand. In'answer to the question, "Do
you' think it is right or wrong for a couple who cannot get along to
get a divorce?" When children were involved, 61 percent said yes,
it was right. When children were not involved, 74 percent indicated
it was right. We say one thing, and yet practice another.

We have been taught by many educators, Government, media, \
and even theologians that all is relative. Few absolutes permeate
our culture. The Ten Cominandments are for another period of his-
tory, we are told. Standards are archaic; they restrain, limit, and
inhibit our true self. They bring guilt. Divorce is not wrong The
words oc Moses in Judges 17:6 are an accurate statement ..df the
standards of our culture: "And every man did what was right in
his own eyes."

As a result of this moral decline and immoral indulgences, we
have seen a rise in distrust between mates, suspicions, fears, and
insecurity about the future. No marriage can thrive in an environ-
ment where there is no moral bedrock to build on.

Seventh, the lack of commitment. There is a lack of commitment
today to fulfill our vows we made during our marriage ceremony.
Practially speaking, much of our society views marriage as a con-
tract, not a covenanta contract with escape clauses scattered
throughout. Less than 25 years ago, the marriage ceremony and
the covenant that was established during the ceremony was viewed
with sacred and strong reverential attitudes. God was witness of
those vows, and that marriage. But today it seems, we have few
strong binding covenants between two people and a living God.
People look for escape clauses in their contracts when the realities
of life crash in on them. The pressures, the selfishness, the cultural
immorality all press in against the relationship to reveal that their

4
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relationship was not based on a true covenant, but only a contract
which could be broken. We have become, I fear, a nation of practi-
cal atheists when it comes o Ming our marriage covenants.

Eighth, the lack of ma age preparation. I believe today that
one of the greatest traged s facing the American family is that so
many are getting married knowing so little. HoW- so many well-in-
formed, educated people can get married having so little informa-
tion and convictions for building a family continues to astound me
as a marriage counselor. Those', ef us in the church must do a
better job of preparing engaged couples for marriage.

Ninth, spiritual decay. Senator Denton made his introductory re-
marks about the survey done by Better Homes and Gardens, listing
the lack of spirituality as the top cause for the decay of the home. I
concur. Personally, I believe the solution to the marriage problem
is found in the scriptures, and in the person of Jess Christ. How-
ever, I must admit that even within our own Ch istian circles,
there a quasi-spiritual commitment that oftentime is not a good
example f what true Christianity can offer man. Wit in the spirit-
ual community, there is great diversity, disagreement and confu-
sion over the issues of roles, divorce, and morality. Some clergy are
even recommending divorce.

Finally, 10th, governmental interference. The Government today
slowly making its way into the families of our Ntition. Today, in

many States, a child who is a minor can get an abortion without
the consent of her parents. In the State of Maryland, it is possible
for children to be taken to school counselors and to birth control
clinics for the purpose of securing birth control without the knowl-
edge of the parents.

Both the executive branch and legislative branch of Government
have recognized the problem of the deteriorating family. However,
in its efforts to solve the problem, it is encroaching more and more
into the affairs of daily fdmily livOig. If we create a State-depend-
ent, family, I fear we will take away responsibilities, freedom, and
authority that are given by our Constitution. I recognize there are
legitimate needs in the family that must be 'addresed by this body,
but careful scrutiny by Congress must be given lest we create a
family that is a State-dependent cripple.

I would like to conclude with some recommendations which I re-
spectfully submit to this subcommittee. Each of these 10 topics that
I have mentioned need to be addresded, I believe, by this subcom-
mittee through formal hearings to gather further information and
recommendations on each one.

Second, I would like for you Senators, through the Caucus the
Family, to consider cosponsoring legislation that would- declare
1985, "The Year of the Family." Since you are concerned about our
most basic unit of society, I suggest youencourage the ,appointment
of a commission in the Department of Health and Human. Services
to study ways to protect and encourage the traditional family unit.
Their recommendations could be utilized during the Year of the
Family.

Third, as a part of this focus on the family, I would ask you tO
consider cleaning up our Nation's pornography laws, which under-
mine the morality we so desperately need.
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Fourth, I would recommend that in the Year of the Family, you

pass a resolution appealing to the conscience of all media produc-
ers, to call for a return to morality in television programing,
movies, and printed media.

Fifth, I would also submit that this subcommittee use its over-

sight responsibilities to look into ways the judicial branch of our
Government could be more responsive, in protection of the* tradi-

tional family unit. The judicial branch should tte encouraged to dis-

criminate in favor of the traditional family.
Sixth, I would encourage congressional support of the Office of

Families for a Government-sponsored pro-family campaigns at busi-

nesses. This campaign could be used to raise the value and the pri-
ority of the traditional family.

Seventh, I would suggest that Congress appeal to educators

throughout our country to teach about the family within the con-

text of an absolute moral standard.
Finally, I would conclude and recommend that the Congress take

the lead in leading our Nation in issuing a proclamation for a Na-

tional Day of Prayer for healing of our Nation's families.
Thank you for this privilege.
Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Rainey.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rainey and questions with re-

sponses follow:]

1 2.1
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TESTIMONY OF MR. DENNIS RAINEY
NATIONAL DIRECTOR
FAMILY MINISTRY,

OF
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for the opportunity of testifying today. For the past

thirteen years I have worked on family related issues at the

emotional, mental, and spiritual levels. As the National Director of

the Family Ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ, for the last seven

years, I have had the privilege of speaking on the area of marriage

and family relationships at over one hundred and fifty Family Life

Conferences, in five countries, to well over twenty-five thousand

people. I have personally logged several thousand hours of pre-

marital and marital counseling. Thus, although I am not a full-time

public policy analyst, my conclusions do come from an extensive

background of experience, research of current trends, and counseling.

Today the solution most commonly applied to serious marriage

problems is divorce. However, divorce is, according to Sarvard

professor Dr. Armand Nicholai, Jr, "simply an exchange of .one set of

problems for another.". Perhaps 1he most lethal enemy of the home is

not divorce, but emotional isolation - people who, taugh legally

married, are isolated from their mates and families. I believe that

the current epidemic divorce rate and fragmentation of the family is

threatening the very moral fiber of our country. We can no longer

afford to ignore the broken home and its effect on our society.

History records the breakdown of the family as the central piece of

evidence heralding the collapse of nations and empirerefore us. The

crisis at present demands our energy if ve are to continue to

experience freedom in future generations.

I would like to suggest ten causes I presently see in our culture

that are, contributing to the disintegration of die American. family.

s 1



I. A CULTURE OF PRESSURE'AkO STRESS

Tgday we live not only in a culture of change, but in a changing

Culture. This change results in- pressure' pressur to'succeed,

pressure to achieve, and pressure to accnmulite. DneWiploymept,

economic uncertainties, inflation, and pressUi:etoieePUp:With.titheis,

all press in against the family. Pressure reaulanglro.pareilal

responsibilities, two career famlliee, atd.increasing eXpecCationa of '

the "American Dream" are all focuied on the

'Drs. Thomas Holmes and Minorvkasudi4 pschiatrists amt the

l.iversity of Washington in Seattle, haVe developed a scaleto measure

pressure or stress-related changes. This Wideli=used

the Social Readjustment Rating Scale, shows. that - of the top fourteen

causes of stress - ten are family reltted'issues.

The following chart, from our Family Life Conference, illustrates

how the family is at the apex of sociological change, and thus is,

operating in a 'culture' of pressure:
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The result of this stress, within both the family and our

culture, is evident. David Stoop comments on how stress is affecting

Americana in his book Self Talk, where he makes the observation that

4116 thirty million Americans suffer from sleeplessness, twenty -five

million are afflicted with hypertension, and twenty million have

ulcers." Family relationships bear the heavy weight of these

increasing pressures, and many are being crushed by the burden. In

moat cases I have counseled, the family gets only the "leftovers"

after career, financial, and time demands have drained off the beat

creative energies.

Stress and pressure reveal some very enlightening facts - the

true values, plans, and character of the individual, couple, and

family. If couples have the wrong plan (or no plan at all) for their

marriage and family, the stress and pressure of the twentieth century

will quickly reveal'and erode the foundation of sand they are building

on. Without a cleat': objective and a system of values for family

living, they are unable to'cope with the realities of life. Perhaps

the most lethal enemy of the home is not divorce, but emotional

isolation - people who, though legally married, are isolated from `

their mates and families.

I believe there, is a solution to the problem of stress and

2pressure. I think:people are looking for hope - not only for building

families - but for being able to cope with the realities of life.

II. MEDIA

Media is a major influence on the family. In its effort's to

provide entertainment and information for our nation, it has generally

depicted immorality - both inside the family unit and outside the

family unit - as the norm. It tells us it is giving us what ve want

27-847 0 . 84 - 9
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while making few investments in what ve need. Generally, the family

model represented by. the-tedia is no model at all.111 Divorce is

:

'presented as an ac1 ceptable solution. The "soaps" fill the homes f

America with adultery, cheiting, deceit, and divorce.

Researchers today tell us that the average child vetches fifteen

thousand hours of television .before he reaches the age of eighteen.

That is more time than.he will spend in formal e4ocation from kinder

garten through college. We must ask ourselves the question,'"What kind,

of value system wie he develop from looking at the moral decgy.on the

T.V. and at the cinema?" Can we dare afford to feed our children's
11.

:minds such a diet of immorality?

As a result of theproliferation of the me is upon our culture,

we have for, the most part become an unthinking eople who have begun

to believe that the "tube" presents reality and our lives ate unreal.

:We have been led to believe that television presents life'' standards,

thus we question our own common sense. Individuals I have counseled

have expressed that the problems and difficulties they are having can

be escagd by having an affair. Many simply shed one'group of

responsibilities through divorce and pick up a "new" set of

circumstances. I believe much of this "oew.morality" has been fueled

by the media.

The morality of the media was best depicted in a survey of

influential television writers and exectitive. in Bollywood. The

survey shows that not only are they far less religious the, the

general public, but they "diverge sharply frois traditional values" on

issues such as abortion, homosexual rights, and extramarital sex.

4
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The authors of this study; Robert Lichter of George Washington

University Stanley Rothman of Smith College, and Linda Lichter of

Columbia'and George Washington Universieies; chose writers, executive

producers, and other influential executives who are currently involved

with successful television programs. Of the one hundred and four

people ini,erviewed, eighty percept did not regard homosexual relations

as wrong. Fifty-one pe ?cent did notee anything wrong in adultery

and of the forty-nine percent who did deep extradarital affairs wrong,

only seventeen percent felt that way strongly.

NNeere is a modern day nuclear family role model that would

strengthen our country being presented in the media? Why can't the

writers and producers discriminate for the traditional family instead

of against it?

III. EDUCATION

TOday, a great many educators are slowly undermining the

traditional family in the minds of our youth. Alternative lifestyles

are explored, role deviation (such as homosexual" and lesbian behavior)

is embraced, and the traditional family is subtly attacked by 'broad-

minded', "scholarly" educators. Those in the:academic arena who would

hold to a traditional family unit are limited in number. I would like

to add that there seems to be a revival ,f educators who are taking a

public stand for the traditional family.

Alternative faniilY arrangements - such as "limited-term contract"

Amarriages, "open" marriages, or'living together - are studied and
r

encouraged. I have counseled hundreds of pregmarried couples who are

graduating from our colleges and universities. It is evident that the

educations they are receiving give them very few standards A. well-

defined roles for their new life together. Thu?, many of these

5
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4
couples have emerged from university training with, at best, A "mixed

bag" ofconcepri on the family. They have been given far too little

guidance and teaching on personal morals, ethics, or standards that

,pre essential for a healthy functioning family unit. The fact tha a

personal God exists who can be relevant to the family is not givel

credence. In,fact, on many of our university and college campusets:

e idea of segking'tivine assistance is undermined, even shot do46,

in the minds of students. Education can thus be a tool so undermi4

the traditional family. As a result, we h e, in one sector ,,,of

1(1
,

society, a highly edudated group who have en deluged.with's steady

stream of humanistic thought.

For the past six years, I have taught a graduate level singles''

class at the International School of Theology in San Bernardino,

California. Their emotions about marriage - because of their own

backgrounds and the lack of real answers from'education - are fear,

confusion, and disillusionment. They wonder if anyone can be,happily

aarried.

Can we afford to.teach without amoral Willis? Is education

without absolutes going to fortify the freedom we now enjoy? Theodore

Roosevelt stated it well when he said, 'To educate a man in mind and

_2 not in morals is to educate a menace td society."

IV. WOMEN'S MOVEMENT

Let me say that I am iympathetii with some of the issues repro- ,

seated by the women's movement, such is equal pay for equal work. 1

believe, also, that much of the present movement is a result of men

who have not accorded women their God-'given value. If men would

.given woman the esteem they deserve and the value that Scripture

13,4



places on them, I think much of the present day movement lwould not

exist. Noweyer, in its efforts to gain esteem and rights for women,

the women's movementhas made a great error in attacking tro

buildingablocks of our society: the traditional $pclear family, and

the authority of mantas the head of the home.
.

Feminist leader,..,GIOria Steinem, represents a portion of their/...77

philoaci* clearly, 'For the sake of those who wish to live in equal

partnetibip, we have to abolish and reform the institution of '

P
marriags.f.-When asked, in an ,interview by Redbodk4Magazine (January

1972), it a good:marriage would be i test of how liberated a woman can

be she replied, "As for me, my mafrying -,no. Not until marriage laws

change. Bedause marriage itself; or marriage and the faMily are now

instrumepta of Women's oppression."

Throughout-the wri.0iings of the women's movement the tradit,ional

family is attacked. Wan who choose to be housewives and mothers at 0

home ire castigated and chided that they are missing life. They are

missing ..true self-fulfillment and they area reaching full potential.

0.
No thinking, educated woman we'ak told would stay at home with her

children and invest her life in'future generations through her

children.

Look it what Germaine Greer states when', it comes to the institu-

tion of marriage. (Playboy, January 1972, p. 72) "I'm passionately

opposed to the nuclear family, with its mom, and 'dad and their 2.4

'children, I think irs the most.neurotic lifestyle ever developed.

.7hereis just no space betty' en the mother and the children. And.'the

``husband, on the other hand, is an extraneous element in the household

who usually just exacerbates the tensions that already eicist between

7
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the mother and the child. The nuclear family's just too small, tot)

introspective and incestuous a unit." Generairi, the nuclear family

4 is seen as an oppressive threat to the goals of the feminist movement.

Alternate life styles are also encouraged resulting in role

confusion and, in some cases; lesbianism. -Muth of the moveMeei".k

'philosophy states, "You don't neeCa man." -

4' ...

'The result of this attack la seen as bothjlen and women grapple

, over their roles. The problem, however, is that no clear voice has
,.=.

emerged to give authoritative Xnsveraito their questions. Role models

. ,

are being based upon the loud cries of the women's movement, who are

experts at making themselves heard. .However, the movement itself is

directed by the opinions of a few who despise the traditional family.

1

The ultimate rejlt is that the family is suffering and will continue

to suffer in future generations, unless it begins to operate within

the plans designed by God rather than a plan designed by man's own

ingenuity.

The second area which the women's movement has had a profound

effect.on is that of changing roles. Almost all differences between

male and feMale have been sought to be eradicated. "Equality on all,-

)

levels" seems to be the battle cry. As a result of t ese efforts to

make men and women equal, we see a resulting change l the role
.,

structure within the family unit. Author, educator, and lecturer Dr.

James Dobson - recognised by Congress for his contributions to the

,.American family - has 'stated, "You do not change over fifty percent of

the population's role without. drastically affecting the other fifty

percent."

The ej.fect of these new definitions is an epidemic of, confused

and inse ure men, who wonder where their place is. Their authority as'

8
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r
the head of the home ie being questioned, undermined, and attacked by

the women's movement. I would certainly agree that many men have not
ti

done a good job leading. Many have led their families- in a

dictatorial style. That, too, ie harmful to the traditional family.

However, in the rapid evolution of the women's role, we have developed

a "democratic" home, a place where every one has a vote but no One ie

really in charge. I believe that:the home must have clear, well-

defined roles and-.responsibilities-if it ie to be a creative and

dynamic force in society,

V. SELFISHNESS

Today we live in a culture of narcissism. This'll; the "me" '

generation. The familiar jingles continually ring out at. us, "You

deserve a- break today." "We. do it your way." "Have it your way.".

This selfishness pervading our culture is depicted byAhe Amerircau

historian, Christopher Laech, in.his book The Culture g_f_. Narcissiem,,

where he speaks of American life an expecta-

tiona. He says, "People' of the past lived for the future, shunning

self - indulgence,. in favor of patient, painstaking accumulation .

. . but today, in an age of diminishing expectations, the

Protestant virtues no longer excite enthusiasm. .Inflftion'erodes

investments and savings. Advertisement undermines the horror of

indebtedness exhorting the consumer to buy now and, pay later. As the
. .

future becomes menacing and uncertain, only fools put off till

,tomorrow the fun they can have today." He adds prophetically, "To

live for the moment id the prevailing passion - to live for yourself,

not for your predecessors or posterity."
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This drive toward the pursuit of materialistic values has driven

the family into what is called the "two career " family. Both husband

and wife concentrate their energy and efforts in careers, not for ttlp

purpose of survival but, in many cases, for a higher standard of

living. Not only does the marital relationship suffer, but I have ,

also seen countless cases where parental neglect further fragments the

family.

Another evidence of this narcissistic culture is seen in the

"rights" movement of today. Many are seeking individual rights while

'few are speaking for human responsibilities in the family. Alexander

Solzhenitsyn:s address to the Harvard Graduating' Class of 1979 states

our present situation clearly. He said, "The defense of individual

rights has reached such extremes as to'make society AS a whole

defenseless against certain individuals. It is time in the West, to

defend not so much human rights as human obligations."

The reality of this seeking "our rights" and selffulfillment in

marriage is that each partner becomes obsessed with how the marriage

is benefiting them. They"measure that lieneht through their feelings

because our culture has taught them to focus on what feels good or

seems good to them. Thus, when feelings vane, as they inevitably do

at times in any marriage, they begin seeking to recapture those

-feelings in other places. For the most part, as man has sought to

gain freedom he has instead, become enslaved in himself and his

emotions, resulting in even further bondage. The counseling offices

of America are filled with individuals who are experiencing anger,

resentment, bitterness, and rejection.

Mankind's selfishness has always plagued his human relationships.

1' The question has loomed throughout history; "How can a selfish person

10
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maintain quality relationships when that relationship involves another

selfish person?" I have found only one viable solution to man's
.

internal problem of'selfishness. According to the Biblical

perspective, man's self will must be truly submissive to a higher

authority, God, before.he can deny himself for the sake of another

-1:1---"4177airrilaember.

VI. THE LOSS OF MORALITY

A recent survey of 3,780 respondenta by Research and Forecasts,

Incorporated, commissioned by the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance

Company, revealed that the'vublic ranks moral virtue and honesty as

the most important value in the leadership in our nation. Yet when

the editors of Better Homes and tardens surveyed its readership this

past year the 201320 respondents took a different stand. In answer to

the question, "Wyou think it is right or wrong for a couple who

can't get along to get a divorce?" Whip children were involved, 612

indicated it was right. When no children were involved, 74 indicated

it was right. As a culture, we say one thing and yet practice

another. Unfortunately, even the religious community has been guilty

here. We have been guilty of not taking a strong public stand against

divorce and immorality. Also, we have confused conviction with

compassion when it comes to tough issues like divoice. Both,

conviction and compassion must exist without compromise.

Tip family today shows striking evidence of our eroding moral

standards. We have been taught'- by many educators, governmen4,

media, and even theologians - that all is relative. Few absolutes

exist within our culture. The Ten Commandments were for another

peripil of history, we are told. 'Standards are archaic: they
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restrain, limit, and inhibit, our true self. Divorce is not wrong:

it's a sensible vay.Outof a difficult situation. Adultery and

immorality are.telerated in our society. This.ahaence,of conaiat4ni

value systems is best seen by the attitude toward sex of the present'

generation of teenagers. They are simply emulating what has been

modeled by adults. The words of Moses in Judges 17:6 are an accurate

statement of the standards of our culture, s".and every man did what

was right in his own eyes."

As a result of this moral decline and immoral indulgences we have

seena rise in diatrust7Setae'en.mat,es,iimpiciOnvi fears, and

insecurity about the future. Hundreds of couples attend,our Family

Life Conferences expressing a need to get back to the basics living

life by the true standard, the Holy Scriptures, and life of

dependence upon a sovereign God.

VII. LACK OF COMMITMENT

As I have stated earlier, divorce today has become an acceptable

solution to marriage. In the 1950'a, a man could be successful in

business and fail at home and it would drastically affect his

reputation in the marketplace. Today, however, that is not trug!,A

man can be a failure at home and be prominent in the public eye if he

is successful in business. I have even counseled some, involved in

the corporate structure, who have been told that their jobs take'

precedence over their family relationships. Rarely do werevard the

person who limits their career for the sake of their marriage and

family.

Marriage is a commitment a pledge, a vow and there is a lack

of commitment today to see those vows through. Instead we have become

a culture that bails out when problems get too heavy.

12
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By natUre, marriage is a binding, covenant. iet,rformany,

marriage is being viewed as a contract a contract with escape

clauses scattered throughout. I have actually counseled couples who

wish to begin their marriage on a contract basis to protect assets

against future dissolution of the marriage relationship. Thia

paranoia and lack of commitment is evidenced in couples who are

desperately looking for secure, stable relationships.

Marriage today is no longer viewed as a covenant. Less than

twenty five years ago the marriage ceremony and the covenant that was

established during that ceremony was viewed with sacieW and

reverential attitudes. God vas witness of those vows: Today a

covenant is rarely spoken of, even iu many religious communities.

God is no longer present, it seems, as husband and wife face problems,

trials, At the difficulties of life.

As a result of no strong binding covenant between two people and

the living God, people look fOr the escape clauses in their contracts

when the realities of life press in on them. The pressures, the

selfishness, the cultural immorality all press in against the

relationship to reveal that their relationship was not based upon a

true covenant, but a contract Vlach could be broken. The cost? A few

moments in a courtroom, a few signatures, and another "binding

agreement" to pay alimony and child support in the future. We have

become, I fear, a nation of practical atheists when it comes to the

marriage covenant. As a nation, we need more than a small remnant

that is willing to fulfill their covenants "till death do us part."

13
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VIII. A LACK OF MARRIAGE PREPARATION

I believe today that one of the great tragedies facing the

American family is
ithat so many are getting married knowing so little.

It is staggering to me how so many well-informed, educated people can

get married having so little information and convictions for building

a family in this day and age.
p

One well-known author and educator, Dr. Howard Hendricks,

Chairman of the Christian Education Department at Dallas Theological

Seminary, states it well, "Today in Dallas, Texas, it takes three

weeks of intensive training to become a garbage collector, but about

all you have to do to get married in the city of Dallas is to stand

before the justice of the peace and grunt."

I recently met an attractive couple in their thirties who were

celebrating their first anniversary. They had waited ,to be married.

He had his Ph.D. She also was well educated. Yet when I asked how

many of those twenty years of formal education had been spent on

preparing for marriage, he replied, "Very, very little." Their case

is not an isolated one.

In many regards it is a little presumptuous of those of us in the

religious community or in the public arena to expect so much good to

come out of marriages between people who have had so li tle

preparation and education before they marry. Those of us in the

church must do a better job at preparing engaged couples for marriage.

IR. SPIRITUAL DECAY

Personally, I believe that the solutions to the marriage problem

are found'in the Scriptures, and in the person of Jesus Christ.

However, I must admit that even within our own Christian circles there

is a quasi-spiritual commitment that often times is not a good example

14
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of what tree Christianity can offer man. Within the spiritual

community, there is great diversity and disagreement over the whole

issue of roles, divorce and morality. Many clergy are recommending

°divorce. The church, in many places, has lost its flavor of being a

standard of truth for the world to look to for readership. It, too,

has compromised on some very important issues.

In many places in oug country the church has done the job - Truth

is taught - and family relatiisnships
are fortified and strengthened.

JP .

I believe that the Truth shines best in the darkness and, as a nation, I

believe we are near ambral and spiritual revival. '

X. GOVERNMENTAL INTERFERENCE

The government.is slowly making its way into our nition's

families. As a result, today. in many Staten', A child:who is a minor

can get an abortion without the consent of her parents. In the state

of Maryland, it is possible for children to be taken by school

counselors to birth control clinics, for the purpose of securing birth

control devices or prescriptions, without
the knowledge of their

parents. Even a husband has no. say, in many states, whether his wife

gets an abortion. Children, ISmAold by constitutional lawyer

John Whitehead, are viewed by many state agencies as ''yards of the

state." He adds, "Many of the same state agencies view parent. as

consultants."

The results of governmental intervention are frightening. The

real authority of the man is undermined. Family "rights". and "respon-

sibilities" are encroached upon, creating an even more government-
-

-dependent curture. I know of one case where a daughter was

encouraged, by a state agency, to Jule her parents. She had been

15
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.

grounded by the parents because she was caught shoplifting. The judge

ruled in favor of the teenager and the. state took her away frog her

parents for one year without telling them where she was. They,vwera:

also'threatened by that state to stop spankngtheir other children

they, too, would be taken away. Thai'Couple,%n full-time vocational,

Christian work, had to leave the state to protect their family.

Governmental agencies Must be careful about encroaching on,the

constitutional rightle,hf the family as they deal with some very complex

, .

and.difficult issues. Midge Decter stated earlier to this 'body, "Why

,Ahopld a society that professes to believe in the family not

discriminate in its favor?" Why 'not ?!
-

the executive aperlegislative branches of government have

'14VZized the_ problem of.the deteriorating family However, in its

, .

efforts to solve the problem, it is encroaching moue and more on the

affairs of daily family living: If we creata4."state-dependent"

family, I fear we will take away the responsibilities, freedom and

authority that are given us by our constitution: I recognize that

there are legitimate needs in the family that must be addressed by

this body, but careful scrutiny by Congressmust be made lest we

create a family that is a state-dependent cripple.

CONCLUSION

The result of these fsttori upon the family is evident. The

family 'is -a beleaguered fortress'- attacked, pressdred,' undermined,

r
yet'still standing and growing. The hOme is the our

1

1
r,

culture. Without a strong fami it, as a culture ewe are left to

drift, tossed about with no direction. We must be reminded of the

words of G. K. Chesterton who said, "4 the family goes, so goes.

14,1
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society." We must pour our creative energies into( fortifying
o

America's most valuable resource.

Perhaps one of the most sobering assessments of the demise of the

family was made in 1947 by historian Carle Zimmerman in his book

Family. and Civilization. Here, Zimmerman historically trace: the

development, deterioration and ultimate disintegration of the family

in.,a variety of cultures separated by time, geography and customs. He

points out hov, in Greece and Rome, individual rights ultimately

brought the demise of the family unit. From his study of these

cultures, Zimmerman describes eight patterns of behavior that typified

the last stage of the disintegration of each culture:

1. Marriage loses its sacredness and is frequently
broken by divorce. Such divorces do not consist of guilty
or innocent pa but simply of two people who Irish to
"terminate' a relationship.

2. The traditional meaning of the marriage ceremony is
lost. Alternate forms of marriage arise, and individualized
marriage contracts are advocated. Pseudo-intellectuals begin
to theorize that in order to save marriage, its form mast be
changed to a less strict, looser, more companionate
structure.

3. Feminist movements abound. Women lose their
inclination for childbearing and child-rearing; and the,
bir rate d

There is an increased public'd' pact for
to, parenthood, and authority in general so that

parenrhood'becomas harder for those who still try to rear
children.

. ) ,

5. There'is an increase in juvenile delinquency,
promiscuity, and rebellion.

6. There is a refusal of Oople with traditional
marriages to accept family responsibilities while others go
free. The TartritTry of pseudo - intellectuals to the family
soon spreads to the common people, . 'feeling the doom of the
society.

7. There is an increasing d
adultery.

17
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a. There is a tolerance for and spiead of sexual

perversions of all kinds, especially homosexuality but

including many others inch as rape, incest, bestiality, etc.

This generally marks the final stage of societal

disintegration.

Keep in mind that Zimmerman
wrote this in 1947. He was

describing the final stages of the family. unit ana the society it

ceased to fUnction ins The home is in trouble ... serioui trouble.

It is with theSe sobering words that I reipectfullyofferithree

summary points and my recommendations to ries for your

illii
consideration.. First, the summary points

zr-

1. We need to stabilize thg family. I b eve that we in the

evangelimal Christian community can
offer some viable solutions to the

needs of the family.
Stability needs to be soughK'',from ill sectors of

our society. The family and its needs must be at the top of our

.

national concerns list.

2. We need to pursue the truth. Millions of Americans today

teed to know there is an
alternative to society's present plan for

marriage. They need to know absolutes and truth do exist. They need

to know right standards
for daily Jiving in a free country. Millions

of Christians
believe this absolute Truth is found in the Bible.

S

In our effoits:to pursue freedom apart from standards and truili, fe

are becoming enslaved.

"Ye shall know the Truth ancr,the Truth shall set you free."

We must turn to the words of Christ, Who said,

3. Kt need to fear Divine
judgment. As a member'tf the

religious community, I believe,we are presently under, the judgment of

God as a nation for
oit failure to hold to the truth. , The current .

bOakdovnof the institution orf marriage could ve well be one, of

thi;e judgments. We must protect vhat,is close to God's heart the

family, human life, righteous
judgments, and moraistandards.

18
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I respectfully submit the following recommendations to this

Subcommittee:

This Subcommittee should co sor legislation, through The

Caucus on the Family, that would designate 1985 through the year 2000

The. Era for Reconstruction of the American Home. I suggest that you

encourage the appointment of,a commissiocil in the Department of, Health

and Human Services to study ways to protect and encourage the

traditional family unit. Their findings could be implemented during

The Era of Reconstruction of the llkerican HoL.

I am recommending this fifteen year "Era" to straighten that

which has been bent. Deterioration of the family has taken years to

evolve. It will take much concentrated energy, resources, and prayer

over these fifteen years to begin the process of restoration.

During this fifteen year span all branches of Federal, State,

and local government should seek to fortify the traditional family

unit.. This could be accomplished thru a cooperative effort between

government agencies and the private sector. The Church must be

thoroughly challenged to take its place in the renovation of the

American family. 4

As a part of this Era of Reconstruction, I would ask you to begin

a cleat-up of our nation's pornography lave, and judicial

interpretation, which undermine the morality of the family. More

strident divorce lave would also be essential.

I would recommend that, in this era, a resolution be pa'ssed.,'

appealing to the conscience of all media producers, for a return to

morality in televidion programming, movies and printed media. I would

19
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encourage a Family Summit-at the White Hon.94'which would include the

President of the United States, Congressional leaders, and

representativei of the Judicial oysterl who would meet with the board

members, executive produpers,' and writers the major tkevisiOn

net,morksmovie studios and recording studios;4friters and publishers

of major literary corporations and, publishing houses; and the chief

executive officers of the largest one'hundred corporations in Americo°'

for the Rurpoie of entreating them td.belt in rebuilding values,

morals, andeodels in our society.

I would submit that this Subcommittee use its oversight

responsibilities to look into waifs-the Judidial Brafch of our

govirnment could be more responsive in protection of the traditional

family unit, and discriminate in favor of the nuclear fadily.

J

I would encourage Congressional support of'the Office of Families

for a governMet-sponsored pro-family campaign at bUsinesses. This

2.Vunpaign could be used to raise the valve and the priority of the

traditional family, and challenei businesses to evaluate their

objectives in light of the long-term needs of the family.

I suggest that Congress apVeal to edueltors throughout our

country to teach about the family within the context of an absolute.

moral standard.

I conclude lay recommendations by asking that Congrma lead our

nation by proclaiming an Annual Day of Prayer fortie Family during

the Era of Reconstruction of the American Rode. This would be a day

to beseech God to heal our families and restore strengthto our most

basic unit of society.

20
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FINAL STATEMENT

According to Arthur J. Norton; Assistapt +Chief of the PopUlapion

'Division of the anima Bureau, six out of every ten children born

today (592) will spend part of r r..firsr eighteen years of life with
VIIIIIie

only one parent. Yet today we.are li'.
riding millions of dollars in

research .to find a Cure f4F a disease that is taking the lives of only

.0/

one out of four Americans - cancer. I believe there, is an even

greater cancer spreading its way throughout thecnd of the living.

That cancer is the disintegrating family. This'disease will leave

its indelible imprint on six of every ten Americans being born at

this minute. What will we do together to solve this problem? I am

asking God to give Congress the wisdom to deal with these critical

family issues that we are facing. I pray we are all successful.

Thank you for the'privil ge of testifying before Congress. If I;

Or any of my colleagues, can e of further'issistangt to you, please

contact me:

Dennis Rainey, National Director
Campus Crusade for Christ
Family Ministry
200 South University, Suite 100
Little Rock,. Arkansas 72205

(501) 661-0366
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October 28, 1983

Senator'Orrin C. Hatch
United States Senate
Committee on Human Resources, Room 4230
Washington, District of Columbia 20510

Dear Senator patch,:

Thank you for the privilege of amending my verbal and

written, testimony. I appreciate the opportunity of clearing

up some wordy sentences and strengthening. my written

statement. )

I an returning Senator Denton's questionsAinknswered

because my testimony covers almost every point.

"Thank yod,:again, forthe privilege of testifying'.
would like to receive a nopy,of the,..hearing manuscripts once

they are completed.

DR/tgk
Enc,losurea

14,

Yours for godly homes,

Dennis Rainey
Rational Director
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Questions for Mr. Rainey Stibmitted by Senator Denton

1. Do you have any examples' of the 'government encroaching
on the affairs and authority of the family?

2. Wh makes you believe so firmly that much of the solution
r,the Problems faced by the family rests the spiritual

realm?.'

3. HoW.Acrucial is the survival of the family to'our society?

4. How have recent economic conditions affected the family?

t)
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Senator DENTON. To avoid neglecting to include a remark or two
of my own in the record, I should note that it is not only a problem
of cleaning up our porn laws, as you mentioned, but since this was
brought up by other witnesses, there is a tremendous question
today about enforcement of existing pornographic laws. I am aware
of the most flagrant case imaginable, which just took place in New
York City a few months ago, resulting in a judge to whom the case
was appealed twice negating the findings of the other court and
successfully doing so. It involved child pornography, violations of
Customs laws, not paying import taxes; it was considered the clas-
sic case for getting into the entire pornographic picture. We no
longer have that opportunity. It is gone. So enforcement is a prob-
lem, as well as cleaning up the wording of the law.

There have been some things said which I want to make sure
that I as the cha,irman-of the subcommittee remark on for balance.

We have mentioned the blaOks, and I believe we would all have
to agree that in view of their history in this Nation, the spirituality
evident from the black spirituals, the unpublicized and unhonored
publicly matriarchal and even patriarchal heroism among the
blacks which, as a southerner, I have seen, needs to be mentioned
as well as the problem of some of the ghetto manifestations 'men-
tioned.

There has been a preeminent emphasis on Judeo-Christian
ethics, and we have had more Christian spokesmen, in spite of the
invitation to the Rabbi, but _both Judeo and"Christian ethics cer-
tainly are clear on this subject and differ very much from what you
might call contemporary mores. The Islamic faith, another religion
which has some footing in the United States, takes a much harsher .
view toward adultery, for example. We had the recent case of capi-
tal punishment in Saudi Arabia dramatized on American televi-
sion, and I had unfortunately been misquoted as being in favor of
capital punishment. That-is about as far from the truth as some of
the other things that I have been quoted as 'saying. But I do men-
tion that some societies, particularly small, tribal groups, still con-
sider adultery a capital crime, because they view' it, in a small
grouping of families in a tribe, as causing more social destabilize-.
tion than a single murder would. And believe that it is worth
mentioning, because of the tremendous change in attitudes that we
have undergone in the country.

Another fact which must be brought out and mentioned in the
record at this point, is a Utah law which requires not only parental
notification but, as I understand it, parental consent,' before minors
receive prescription contraceptives. The opposition of the courts to
ask legislation, brought out when Miss Midge Decter indicates that
they have written this approach off, and those judicial opinion by
no means represent the will of, the American people, rior the con-
sensus. There may be a consensus among some judges or among
certain lawmakers, but it does not reflect a public consensus. Polls
support my views. I cannot reveal the result of one Gallup poll
which will soon be released, but I believe it will reveal the falsity
of that which is presented to us as the consensus among the Ameri-
can public. I hope the result of the publicationof such polls has an
impact here in the legislature, where we tend to'read certain news-
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papers or watch certain television programs which give a false im-
pression in matters like these.

The last thing that should be mentioned for the record at this
point, I think it was Dr. Sacks who mentioned it earlier, or one of
the previous witnesses, is not only a United States phenomenon,
but one which, exists throughout the Western world. Having just
come back from West Germany, I was impressed by the fact that
both the United States and West Germany: are not only running
out of families, we may also run out of people. My information is
that to sustain our population we require, a reproduction rate of
2.1 considering the mortality rates, et cetera. In the United States
we have a reproduction rate currently of 1.8. West Germany has a
reproduction rate of 1.2, which is already presenting that nation
with unprecedented and monumental problems respecting the next
decade or two of social security, military manpower, work force
manpower, womanpower, et cetera.

So we are talking about not only a crisis in the United States
respecting the family; we are talking about national survival, and
the survival of Western civilization, in my belief. And I think it is
borne out by the facts.

I will mention for the record, too, since we agree we have a
shortage of statistics in contemporary research, .that among men
who are renowned as secular, observers of history, such as Arnold
Toynbee, Bruno Bettelheir French historian Ernest Renap, this
survival quest' was is central to a discussion of the importance of
family. Without reading their remarks, or those of Will and Ariel
Durant, with w 'ch many of us are already familiar, I will ask thilt
they be include in the record as part of this hearing, because I
think they represent a very substantial amplification of that which
history and indeed, a broader spectrum of statistics indicate regard-
ing sexual freedom and social decline, and I direct that they be,so
entered.

[The following was received for the record:]
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I hope that both proponents and critics will realize.that our

aim is to help'America's families and youth maintain
traditional and, indeed, rational values that preserve the

health of our society as a whole. Others, and not necesarily
moralists, have taken the position, that the societies err

grievously when they abandon their youth to sexual

permissiveness.,

-- Dr. J. D. Unwin, former University of Oklahoma
professor and author of the work, Sex and Culture,
undertook tassive studies in primitive and
civilized.fsocieties that reveal a'distinct
correlatibn between increased sexual, reedom and

social decline.

Arnold Toynbee, another anthropologist and

historian, said, "A culture which postpones rather

than stimulates sexual' experiences in young adults

is a culture more prone to progress."

Bruno Bettelheim, noted psychoanalyst, says, "If a

society does not relatively taboo sex, children
will grow up in relative sexual .freedom, but so far

history has shown such a society cannot create
"culture or civilization -- it remains primitive.
It.'isn't able to develop family nor the self-
dicipline required to, maintarh family." Further,

he says, "there is no'example of a community which
his retained'its high position on the cultural

scale after less rigorous' sexual customs have
replaced. more restrictive ones."

The French Historian, Ernest Renan, said, "What

giveS one people the victory over another, who has

it to a lesser degree, is chastity." (The Human

Life Review, Spring 1978, p. 71).

Will and Ariel Durant in their monumental history

of mankind observed that, "sex is like a river of

fire -- it must be banked and coded by a'hundred
restraints otherwise both the individual and the

group will be destroyed."

"Sensuality is the vice of young men and of old;

mations." (W.E.H. Lecky, History ofEu5opean

Morals, 1869).
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Senator DENTON. Father Preister?
Father PREISTER. Mr. Chairman, I would 'like to begin by com-

menting on the title of my testimony, which I entitled, "%The Chal-
lenge of the Changing Family," because like you, I am concerned
about the difficulties our families are facing today, but I believe
the current situation is a challenge; it is both a danger and an op-
portunity for us to do more for positive suppdrt for our families.

I belong to one of those changing families. My great-grandpar-
ents, all eight of them, many of whom I knew, migrated to Nebras-
ka from Germany in the 19th century; they were all farmers. I am
1 of 11 children. I am one of over 100 irst cousins. My brothers
and sisters are now scattered from the e st coast to the west coast.
None of my, family have been able to co tinue farming today and
now live in cities. My grandma still lives in the same town in
which she was born. I tell her that she is a dinosaur, that those
kinds of people are going out of existence. My grandpa said it was
time for him to die, because a handshake could no longer count as
a contract.

So my family life, and all of our families, have significantly
changed in our lifetime. I think many families feel confused and
threatened by it. They do not have an understanding of why it is
going about.

In my written testimony, I have attempted to outline from an
historical perspective the change in families and in society over the
last several hundred years, and that testimony is very consistent
with what Dr. Thornton presented this morning. Drawing on that
historical perspective, I would like to make some conclusions about
the causes of the changes in family life today.

First of all, it is my belief that many, if not most, of the changes
we are seeing today in family liftr,are really the result of families
having to adjust their structure and their functions to a very rapid-
ly changing society, specifically from an agriculture one to an in-
dustrial one to a post-industrial one. These societal changes have 1
meant that most of our families today are mobile and urban, re-
quiring them to make tremendous adjustments. Most impOrtantly,
the shift requiring families to move from being an economic unit of
production, instead to be a unit of consumption of goods, services,
and information has drastically altered how our families function.

SeCond, 'I believe that every societal age with its own family
structure and functions has its own advantages and problems. The
strength of the agricultural family was its cohesion. The' strength
of the industrial and post-industrial family is its adaptability.

Nevertheless, in agricultural society, individual rights, most,usu-
ally those of women and children, were frequently abused. And in
these times, the high price we are paying for our adaptability and
individuality, frequently taken to extreme, is the loss of our social
cohesion and individual accountability, as well as frequent emo-
tional scarring produced by family breakup.

Third, many of the changes we are witnessing are here to stay.
Our economic system means that our families will remain small
because of mobility; we will have a diversity of family forms; gener-
ally, two incomes will be required to maintain a middle class stand-
ard of living, and family roles will continue to shift in households
because both parents or the only parent are emploed.
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Fourth, besides these structural changes we are seeing in family
life, I think the biggest change families are having to face is the
change in functions. Families still have the responsibility for the
socialization and nurturing of their children, for religious socializa-
tion, for religious values, for education and health care. And, yet,
'there is another function that has been added today to families,
and that is a coordinating function. It is a very complex society in
which we are living. There are many institutions with which we
have to negotiate. And this adds a tremendous burden to families
a burden that is new in the last 100 years, and is complicated if
both or the only parent is working.

Fifth, we need to keep a family life cycle perspective in thinking
about families and realize there are important issues and pressures
on family members which vary at different points in the family life
cycle.

Sixth, should we be worried about what is happsning to our fam-
ilies? As in most complex situations, I think the iswer is "yes and
no." Some of the changes we are experiencing have some advan-
tages. The changing roles in family members required by women
working have some positive results. For example, who can doubt
that those fathers who, as a result, are choosing to be more in-
volved in the nurture and care of their children, benefit both them-
selves and their children? Some of the changes cannot be reversed,
unless we as a society choose to radically alter the direction in
which we have been going in the last several hundred years. We
have chosen to create a mobile and urban society, which will mean
that our families will remain small and have less access to the sup-
ports of an extended family system, and some of the changes and
stresses families are experiencing are not helpful to them, and they
need to be addressed.

Senator DENTON. Father, this is the second time you have men-
tioned mobility inevitably meaning smallness in terms of the
family. I do not ask this facetiously, but I do not understand what
you mean, I moved about every 11/2 years, and we had seven chil-
dren, in spite of the fact that I was incarcerated for 7 years and 7
months of my wife's fertile time, so I do not understand what you
are getting at.

Father PREISTER. I am linking mobility and small family size,
and I am not simply talking about thesize of the nuclear family,
but the extended system. It is a lot easier to move father and
mother and three or four children than to move father and mother
and extended system.

Senator DENTON. Yes, I understand. In other words, you "relate
that to the movement of the entire extended family--.

Father PREISTER. That is right, and the lack of support we have
today from our extended families, because we are not near them.

Senator DENTON. OK, thank you.
Father PREISTER. I would like to address briefly some possible

remedies and the challenge we face in attempting to do them.
What Ao family members need in order to be. able to do their

jobe. They need income, they need information, they need prepara-
tiofftnd they need support from others, especially when they need
to meet unanticipated events; they need professional \assistance

1 5,,
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when they falter. How can we help them? I mil' going to suggest
three ways.

The first is education. Clearly, one of t antages of the
changed we are experiencing today in family manifested by
those who are choosing to be what I call "int al" about their
family lives. Increasingly, we must help those ho are choosing to
live in a family to do so consciously and with d liberation, and per-

, haps our best avenue for doing this is through education. We need
to realize that it is not easy to build a strong family, and some
needed skills are not automatically learned in our society today.
One of the most positive, developments, I think, in- this area in
recent years has been in the American Roman Catholic Church in
regard to marriage preparation. We have just oompleted-la study
that indicates that 90 percent of the dioceses of the United States
now have marriage preparation programa of some depth available
for couples marrying, and the majority of these are mandatory.
About 60 percent of all persons married in the Catholic Church in
the last few years have gone through a marriage preparation pro-
gram, whiclitaccounts for at least 10 percent of the entire popula-
tion of the United States marrying.

These programs, I think, are important not simply because of the
information they impart to participants, but cause they also pro-
vide an opportunity and a setting for pens ns to think throUgh
their values and their needs in regard to m rriage and family life
and to intentionally make decisions and ord, their lives consistent
with those decisions and values. They vali to that the choice of
intentionally making a family is a good one- they verify that there
are radical differences between people wh .center their lives on
themselves and those who center their lives on their families, net-
works of relationships, and God.

The second remedy that I think we need to ddress is to provide
those services for families who are experiencing difficulties. All
families of all Socioeconomic and religious backgrounds need help
from others at some time or another. One problem I think we have
to address in the provision is some of what you have addressed in
your legislation on adolescent family life, indeed, that we address
the family and not simply the individual. But we need also to de-
velop services that addKess other specific kinds of problems today,
and the first of these is the development in America of family ther-
apy, a field that has developed terrifically in the last 10 years, and
I' think quite well. The efforts and experience of marriage and
family therapists who believe in the importance of marriage and
family life need to be validated. They have equipped themseA,ves
with the skills to help troubled families, and yet our system as
not yet adjusted to utilizing this family support. For example,
family counseling technically still cannot be paid for through most
insurance policies, unless an individual family-likmber receives a
diagnosis, and a therapistt surreptitiously sees the family as part of
the treatment.

Another very interesting and important deyelopment, I think, in
the field of family services is the development of family mediation,
which Dr. Sacks has already talked about. This is a very important
development which on occasionperhaps as much as 30 percent of
the time-.Lhelps couples reconcile, and when divOrces do take place,

1. t;
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help those take place with less trauma to the children than 'is cur-
rently happening in many situations, and yet this service is availa,

,. ble only through a very small, percentage of our court systems and
legal service centers.

Finally, I want to conclude by addressing families' conditions and
environments, mor specifically, the relationship between fa ies
and institutions. To ay, there is a very close and dynamic rely on-
ship between famili s and those institutions with which families
come into daily contactth Government, schools, the health care
system, and the workplace. .

The family, as Dr. Lindsay remarked, is a stronger agentSf edu-,
cational success than the s ool, a stronger teacher of religious
values than the church. An yet, institutions frequently today are
vying with the family, for the fulfillment of those functions: I think
what is needed instead is a partnership. Institutions can empower
or disempower families. They can form, a partnership. We need to
look at those institutions. First, we need to do it on the level of the
Federal .Government. We need to develop a stronger family per-

- spective in drafting and passing policy, legislation, and regulations
nd in implementing programs so that minimally, we can insure
that they have no adverse impact on family life. I think a good case
in point is the current Office for Families in HHS, which is moni-
toring the policy and program developments of the various divi-
sions of that agency to make sure that they are family-oriented.
But we also need to (look at tile other institutions with which fami-
lies interact: the pchool system, the health, care system, and so on.
Can they be rerielVed to be more active participants with families,
instead of replacing families?

-

We have attempted to develop at Catholic University a process
called "Family Impact Assessment" which can serve as a self-study

stool to these institutions so they are better partners. '
I will conclude with the earlier question: Should.wel;bV worried

about what is happening to families. I personally believe that de-
spite the trauma many families are experiencing. tOday, American
family life is dynamic an ital. The family is the most aptive
social system in the hist y of humankind. We have seen adapt
its structure and functi ns over the centuries, as needed for its
members in society, and e are witnessing this again today.

But what we have to ins re, particularly at the level of the gov-
ernment, is that minimally, we do not make the ,famil 's jobs itiore
difficult. If we can do that much, then We_are doing a at deal. In
order to do this, we simply must develop a greater se sitivity to
the needs of the family as a unit than we are,currentl doing.

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Father.
[The, prepared statement of Father Preister along with questions

and responses follow:]
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My name is Steven Preiser. I am director of the
National Center. for Family'Studies at The Catholic University offt'

America, WaShingtoni D.C.,q0064, 202/635-5453 . The Center is

an Anterdiaciplinary.unit °A Catholic University, conducting
research,' raining and some select services. in family policy,

family servicet, and family ministries. T,am a social worker, a

teacher of family studies, and a Cartholic-:priest. My work

...experience includes-parish work, family Counseling, family human
services, director of a family service agency, university ,

..,Iteaching, and research.

% my testimony this morning, I will briefl), sketch some'.

.
,

of the historical themes that help us to 'understand the current

hanges. in.family life. However, I want to particularly focUs
upon passible remedies, speCifically some exciting new

developts which include marriage prepaiation, assistance to
familiel in times of stress, and assistance to the institutions

with which families most fregutntly dealdso that .these are more

family oriented in their serviceAelivery..,
- ,

Let me begin by commenting on the title of my testimony,

which is -"Tha Challenge of the Chatiging amily." Like you, I am .

concerned about the difficultiesAtOr families are facing today. .

However, I believe the current titiation is achallenge. It is

both a danger" .as well as an.opportunitY for.Us to 'more-

positively suppoat the families oflour Ration, which are our most,

valuable resource.
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I. Incidence and Causes of Family Breakdown

.1

The Current Family Situation in the United State

As family member's, family Workers, and policy makers.. -we

have b en tooquick to wring our hands and have not been deeply

refleorive about th changes occurring in family life today.

This is not because we are unreflective in nature or because 4e.

do not care; we simply have not had the necessary historical

perspective and in-depth understanding of What is really going

on.

As a rasult, we are o left debating whether indeed

the family is changing, whether is is in crisis, etc., a

discussion Whish is rather philosophical in nature and which does

not'aeSise us ih determining ramifIcationsiin 1990, 2000, and

beyond, or in deciding whit needs to be done.

However/ the reality is quite cler at this point: while

generaticin after generation have complained that the family is in

contempOrary American fam110Ife is significantly and

rapidly changing:

Only 13 petcent.of the nation°sIamilies'include a (

working father, a stay-athoMe mother, ald one or more children.

Sixty percent of all women with school-age children are employed.

There has peen a 65 percent increase in divorce in the

- 3 -
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US between 1970 and 1980, following a similar increase in the

-
1960s. A couple who marries today bas a 50 percent chance of

remaining together until old age, Although today just 48 "many

marriages are ended annually (about 34.5 per 1000) a,a century

ago, divorce as a reasp for dissolution has risenitrom 3.5% to

44% in that time.

Between 1970 aniP1980, there was a 157 percent increase

in unmarried persons liv q together and a 64 percent increase in

persona' living alone.

'Twenty percent of p 'children now live ilt a single-parent

household,and neatly half 1do so before, they finish high

school. Most of'these houa#1dsarefemale-headed, and a

majority are below the poveirline. leading to what some have

called "the feminization of pM4z,ty."' -

By, 1990, the combined fot of stepfamilies and :4
V;

single-parent families will be hiAr than the number of intact milies.

Two milli children quaeRke as battered., Twenty million

live with an alco olic parent. One4MiPliMn run .away each year.

One out of nine youths will:beLariestellibefore ihe-age9f

The suicide rate among 15- to -19- year --olds has tripled in lass

than /0 years.
I

One in everyJsixAmerican babies 4s now born out.of.y
s

wedlock, 50 percent more than'a decade4go, and most 'a) mothers

past their teens.

Nearly half of the t pppalation as:living in. a different

house or apartment in 1980 than in 1975.

r-
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These changes in family life do not seem to be endthg,

and, instead, it appears that they will continue: a recent study,

Tbe Nations Families: 1960-1990. (1980), made some startling

projections about what American hseholds will look like' before

the end of- the century,based on, past and,curreet.population
e

data. Authors Masnick and.Bane,project: the followins four trends:

1. While viewed as abnormal, the marital-and familial

patterns of the current generation; characterized by fewer

marriages, more divorces,, and lower and later fertility'ratea,

are, in fact, consistent with lOng-term trends. It was, in fact,

their prents4 generation which.deviated from the long historical
J

norm. We can expect a continuation of the phenomena of fewer

and later marriages, higher divorce rates,, and lower fortiPity.-

rates.- (For, example, from 1960 to 1977, the average age of

marriage for first time brides rose from 20.3 to 21.1, add fdr

first-time grooms from 22.8 to 23. While the marriage rate in

1980%ji up 2% from 1979, thecfifth consecutive year of increase

40ilnFamily, Vol. V, No. 1, p. 5), this is xeally the

'ivf divorces: the'rat$ of remarpages is double that of

°A. marriages, which has stayed faiily constant. Divorced,.

er ons-have the/ highest maeriage:rate,of any,:grOUpj.

-Metween now and -1990, houieholds mad up of married ,

cic)Iples will increase, only im'rlumber, whi$other types

of households will increase dramatically. Mb one -%i0 011 t

1
,

will be typical, which will lead to demands

1 '

for a wide rad

.1; ;
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different kinds of hou4ing, consumer goods, andbublic 'end.

private services. t.

3.. Fewer and fewer househblds will have children

present. (For example, in the metropolitan Washington, D.C.

area, 40% of all households are currently childless.) Almost

two-thirds of all households in the US will be childless by 1990.

4. Although more wives are working and their

contributioh to income'is presently small antl has trot

changed (about 2% of the total family income), a revolution in

the impact of women°s work on family income is on the horizon, as

women increasingly work full-timee continuously, life-long, in

careers and with balaries more ;commensurate with men°s. Wollees

oramatic entry into the labor, force has had and will continue to

have significant impact on family life and roles'.

B. Viewing These Changes from a Historical Perspective.

These.data and projections hold enormous impliCatfOni for

our nation. We must begin with the questions( What do thehe

changes mean? How do we make sense of them?

.
In light of these changes, some experts have taken the

positiOn that the family is in crisis or. that it is dying...Its
/

importance, however, ih not declining. A recent Gallup Poll

/

(1980) i9dicated that the majority of Americans believe their

families are the most( part of their lives, Mine than

90 percent of Americans marry at some time n their,lives

/

. ,

1
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(Krucoff, 1981). Also, the divorce rate may, in fact, give

witness to the rising expectations pepplehold for marriage and

family life. She high remarriage rate would support such a

position. Eighty percent of divorced persons remarry, men

remarrying. on the averageof%one year after their previous

marriage, and women, an averhge:0 14-1/2 monthi (Krucoff, 1981).

To us, livin) ip the midst of the changes,

these family phenomena may appeal verylconfusing or as. random'
Ao .

chance. But looking at social change and the family in a

historical contexi, much of the-current situation ,does make

sense. What some will'call the decline of, 'the family appears, .

in fact, to be the adj6stment orthe'famill, in its 'structure:and

functions to a rapidly-changing society. This historical

perspective debunks various theories of a covert, world-wide, or

'Satanic conspiracy against the family which is so popular today

in some circles.

Today°s situations and requirements which are new or

problematic have their roots in the shift into industrialism and

post-industrialism, with a concomitant urbane Mobile, and

technological Mmciety, 'Ois becomes more evident by examining

the family °s functions, structures, and processes in telation to

society in each of the three historical periods' proposed today by

various social scientists (Toffler, 1980). These are designated

as the agricultural:period, the industrial wave, and the third

and current wave, called variously' the post-industrial period,

the systems age, the technological age, or the information

16
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society. Conclusions drawn below are generalizations due to the

scope of this paper, and it should be kept in mind that these

three peeiods overlap and that we certainly see aspects and

manifestations of all three in today°s world.

1. The Family and Agricultural Society

At the time of the American ReVolution, the

population of the U6 was primarily agriculturally bated,with

only 3 percent living in cities. The.moAvement to urbaniaatiori

was relatively.s146: even in; 920,_33 percent of Americans still

lived on farms (Shearer, Ja ry, 1982). -

Families in agricultural societies were primarily

producers, and, .as 'such, one of their primary.fundteons was

economic: The family was-both economic unit of production and

an edonomigu)tof survival,'-the'SurviV'al of each lamil; member

was dependefit on the survival of the laMily farm or,business. In

a family vith.,a small farm,' for example,: it would 'have been

understood that both Sons would be needed throughout- their -lives

if the.AMIli.-wai to surviveand.the,family farm to enduie,

whetherboth-song.waRted this occupation ornot: Or it would

have been un:jetiaiciOd that to. divide: the faMily farm'would

economic dister..6ttbAswho4e'family, and so the second soli'

17::P;

might go ino.a7-.1(idna.it e

Familiea,r.4:ag qufa,l sOcieties, also tended, because

of their extendei:.strUc to be rather self -,sufficient.

ti
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Fam4ly members assumed a major responsibility for the functions

of vocational educatiOn, socialization, health care, social

control, -employment, recreation, and religion.

Shorter (1975) has demonstrated tIzat, families in a

agricultural watt-ern Europe consisted of three forms or

structures: C1) the conjugal family, consisting of a husband

and wife and children; these were the poorest families,: and

constituted the smallest percentage of the total; (2) the stem

family, consisting of a husband, wife, and children, and one set

of grandparents; (3) the large multiple family household

(representative of the middle class and constituting the largest

percentage of the total), made up of husband, wife and children,

extended laterally (brothers and sisters of either husband 'or.

wife), vertically (a set of grandparents), 'and including

unrelated persons such as apPrentiOeir, workers, orphans, and widows.n

The family of agricultural societies car be called the

.model of the-family as community, because that is what it

was: it'wSs fairly self-sufficient and its members fulfilled in a

.-major way'those, various functions of families (Leach, 1977).

"'This model is also appropriate for these families, because there

were few ciistinotions between the objectives of the community and

those of, fampy; 'because of the presence of community members

(boaldersAppCentices, etc.) in the family; because the

community was made up of similar. households; and because people

in this social order are essentially united, despite all'the

,particular different conditions that appear to separate them,

- 9 -
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(Shorter, pp. 18-21).

The processes of these family systems -7, the values and

rules 'ebich support family, and societal structure so that the

functions,may be accomplished'-- are very,important to review.

First, the needs of the family (and the Community) take'

prdcedence over the needs of individuals.,. Thus, marriage is a 4'.

matter of the two joining families, not the personal desires,'

attractions, and love of the marryiO4 partner's. Secondly,

authority and custom are essential for gMod/order,and fulfillment,"

of functioni. Within the househol4,,th4rmeant patriarchal rule '

.

over the other family members (S)c'ter, Ibid.)

'

2, Families in Industrial:SX4iwky

;./: 6 ,ftL`-:

The advent of idlusti144 d4by ebe steam 4,

engine, meant greater accesiatn'rV
.itosdOmpefition for more

svt

persons, and this massive MoV8issilt) gli many effects on family life; .

.,..

Firse was the Oaf t tows banization. i'o'ciay,tth, '1,1, ,, ..i. 4:;

. contrast with our beginnings, only 211 petcent ofjte.filS ..,.: ..,0:7

population lives on farms- (56irer,'7anbatt, 1982), and thnk-siitt. ,.
.1%-

,_, -,>;.? .1?

to citylivinla for all'iitents and PurpOses coMOleted,Arithz, ,1..-

over'.60 percent living in metropolitan atizis of at least 50,008,

(Shearer, September, 1981).

Rearranging our families around-enindustrial way of Hie:

required some adjusmentsl,' Familie.in industrial societies are

not consider prodUcers but cdndumefs,of goods. Sven the

10 -
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economic value:of productive bousebdld work is not currently

figured into assessments of the nation°s economic performance

and the gcoss national product.

The needs and values of a corporate and professional

system and the needs of families are 'not always congruent. Since

the f4ily is the smaller unit; it is often (but does not have to

be) tlie,de'pendent variable, tending to adjust to the needs of

indusei-andnivineYs rather than the other way around.

, 'Otte example of modern Family adjustment to industrial

,society is mobility. Industrialism in our W?....tern form demands a
.- / 1

mobile soCietyvwe move to where we find work. This has produced

many effects on families. A mobile society requires a shrinking

of the family, from arrangements of kin in
.

extended networks of

support, to a nuclear, more insulated system. This is the
.

result of birth Control p r se,this shrinking of thelfallity; it

is the result of tnaustr. lization and concomitint mobility. Our

ratetof mobility reinforc s thIsmall family structure, and

family sh 'nkage continues today: the average 4 household
.

declined fro 14 persons to 2.95 from 1970 to 19'80 (Chicago 4

,Tribune, 1981).
o

One of the majdr chapges in family lifejesulting from,

industrialism is 'a function shift. As less of the extendea

network was available because of shrinking sizecand mobility4for

the regulaWdaily support of family functiOns (such as support
7

in chila cire, socialization, caring for the sick, the

handicaPpeld, and the aging), more institutions were created with

1 6 (3
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jurisdiction or participation in those functions which were

previously the primary domain', of-the family. No longer is the .,

model .of the family that of a community, but now we have ehig

model of the famil as refuge. The family now looks to itself

to provide two Pu tions: (1) a compensatory function -- those

things it cannot get from institutions; (2) mutual support or
,

.love, and a haven against an impersonalized, institutionalized

and often unresponsive social,system (Lasch, 1977). This has, of
,

course, put unprecedented demands and expectations on marriage

family life in terms of what it is supposed to deliver for

fillment of individual family members;

Now at the heighrkf industrialism, we halie witnessed the

endency (common to all larger systems) of institutions -- which

were,orbginally created to support families -- to replace the

'

.

'family fn the provision of fdnctions such as socialization,.
,c

education, health care, social control, recreation, employment, ,

religlon,,*.and'4.4-on. These institutions tend to validatethe

right Of the'": to'theYtwo functions of the family as refuge

apd compensation, brut-'also to

,1

an
,

at tha5P.c,dothe.other:functiOns better than families

4**4!it
delineatediaboatvl.

saggest

can. Thus, family,Meffitiers were often viewed as a hindrance to

the,healing of a sick person (limited visiting hours, exclusion

Of-Children from hospitals, non- participation of family mei:leis

in birthing, etc.r in the health care system, as one example of

such an attitude. The Church, as a societal institution, also

: bought into and participated in this function shift:' religious

- 12 -
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educati* of children was viewed as the job for the

"1104"professional's" in the Church (ministers, priests rid sistets),

and riot the job of parents, except to reinforcethe efforts made

in school and church.,

Another result of the Industrial Revolution is a major

valueshifr in Western society. As mentioned earlier,. the

primary value of the agricultural social ordeg. was 'that. the'needs

of the family (and the community] took precedence over the needs

of the individual. Industrial4swtelped change that value,.

equation..' Gradually, oi/:er:'ihelast centuries, Western

civilization has proposed that the needs of individuals, and

theirrifht-for independence, self-fulfillment, and personal

happiness have more weight than the collective needs of families.

This value shift is reflected .in' the US Constitution,

*Kitten at a time when a new philosophy was arising out of the

experience of the Industrial Revolution:- It is a cohltitUtion

1
-

Which stresses the rights and needs of indiviciais: all men are
. ?

Created equal . . . life, liberty, the pur'suit of happiness as

inalienable rights. The wdrd family does not even appear in the

Constiiiit4Oh.

valuespecifically those ofeMantic love
'

And the stress on p'ri.vacy,l,pdrcer, pp. 18-21), arose

':coricemitahtly. They: h'aMe,teltised the tendencies toward

./hdimtdutiZ'dhoice, a ryore mud4ir and.ihsulated family unit, and

i0i0cexpoctions of individual satisfaction from marriage and
,

fait DY4-444elvwhich41064.1;41, disappointing, can be "broken."

A.

s°
- 13 -
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3. Families in the Information Society

.14

Some social scientists hold that we aa- 14-13 new

s'oCiety, and, as in most transitions, ihe,changes are dramatic

and traumatic.

In the information-society, families remain consumers, but

they are. increasingly consumers not wily of goods,' but also of

services and information,which are costly. *his has reinforced

the need for two incomes to maintain a middle-class. standardefiAivi*.

Equally important, thenew technological' revolution 110108 t

the potential for and the decentralization of

information which Toffles (198a). predicts may return the family

to a unit of economic production'through the electronic

cottage industry: In the meantime, however, we will continue to

see the kinds of changes in family 101e already extant,J,and

pechips even more as we make the transition to another,societal order.

C. Some Conclusions

Having reCiewea social change and the family from an

historical perspective. I would like to draw some ,conclusioIP ns
p -

before recommending some possible remedies needed today to

support families in their functioning.

1. Many, if not most, of the changes we are seeing today

t

L

- 14
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4

in family life are the result of families having to adjust Aeir

structure and their' functions to a rapidly changing society,

specifically from an agricultural society to an industrial to a

post-industrial one. These societal changes have meant Wat..most

of our families today are mobile and urban, requiring them to

make tremendous adjustments. Most importantly, the shift

requiring fa 'lies to move from fling an economic unit of

productio o ; a unit of consumption of goods, services and

in tion, has drastically altered families° £tructures and

functions.

2. Each societal structure with i.ts family structure and

; functions has its advantages and problems. The strength of the

q, agricultural family was its cohesion, the Strength of the

industrial and post-industrial family is its adaptability.

Nevertheless, in agricultural society, individual. rights, most

usually those of women and children, were frequently abused. And

in these times, the high price we are paying for our adaptability

and individuality, frequently taken to extreme, is the loss of

our social cohesion and individual accountability, as well as the

frequent emotional scarring produced'by family breakup;

3. Many of these changes we.are witnessing are here to

Altstay. Our economic system means that our families will remdam

small because of mobility, we Will.have a diversity of fariftly

forms, generally two incomes will be required to maintain a

middle class standard of family living, and family roles will

. continue to shift in households because both parents, or the only

,- 15 -



parent, aee employed.

4. Besides the 'structural changes we are seeing in

9.6

family life (massive growth of one parent families, blended

families, etc.), the biggest cnange families are having to-adjust
.

to today .1S the change in their tunction.

Lasch (1977) says the Model of the family hat" changeo

from the family as a community to the family as,a refuge, a

col.pensatory function:i,.e., families are to peovic14? their

,,Membeis with what they cannot get from institutions: The

f'
Carnegie Council°s report (1977) says that the primary function

of the family today is a coordinating one -- helping members

negotiate with the myriad institutions and programs'to obtain

the services they need. Pollack (1967) says that "the function

which truly has been taken away from the family by other,

institutions is not educatior;', deag4th care, or hoMemaking, but
4 .

.

the autonomy of setting its own standards."

these opinions', :which vary s4ewhat/ pOint out thot.,:phange

in,family functions that is occurring' today, and 'all are getting

at a-Simiial theme. For the family through the course of .its

'..- .11(e cycleasks of adaptingtoa changing society and

simultageously7meeting;the needs o11.4its members are enormously

, .

`coxpilex. ones. These tasks are even mor4-coMplex'When,we think

about how many institutions the faMily mu$1'deal with, and the

power of these institutions over families. As Poll ck,(ibId.)

b,

has written: "Here is anew issue for family life i modern.

(4

times: the defense -its n ower against the expert,

.4

17,1
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'emotional security necessary to protect itself against 44oming a.

dependent variable of changing opinions in the. fieldyk

education,.health care, and public welfare. The diScovery that

all experts can make mistakee, that one may have the right to be

poor, and the right to be sick is one. of the challenges of the

future for the Americal:amily, confronted by experts who can and -

co change their opinions as a matter of.,normal professional

development . . . .. The twentieth century model presents a loss

of autonomy, a being put on the defense, a position of cultural

lag, a being exposed to thedemands standards set by experts who

are equipped with tne power to render. service which the family

wants but which, without compliance with these standards, the

family cannot 'have."

5, We need to keep a-Ii&ecycle.perspeccve thinking

about the family and realize that there are important issute:.and

pressures on family membets which vary at different points of tbe..

family life'cycle. For example, families clearly_bear the major'

responsibilit!for care of children but also have considerable

responsibilities and conCern,for elderly frail relatives and

handica4eci:4,r chroniAlly ill adult members. llowever:the,.

.ability of families to care, fOr these dependent members

undergoing significant change with smaller lamiliesAnd

increasing numbers of women in the 10drforce.*

6. Should be we worried about what. happening'to

American families? As in most complex situations, the answer is

both no and yes.

17 -
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Some of the changes we are experiencing have ebte"

advantages. The changing roles in family members, required by
.

women working, can have some positive resuYts. Poi example, who

can doubt:that theise fathers who as a result are,chddsing to be''

more involved An'the nurture.: and care of their children benefit;

*both themselves and-`their children?

9ome of the changes cannot be reversed, Unless we as a

socy choose,to alt the direction in which we have

been going for three hundred ye/4s. Sve have chosen to create a

mobile and urban "pdcie, ch will mean -lilt tur.families will

remain small andhave '1 ''cdess'toAhe s4P.ofts of an extended

family system.

Some of the changes and stresses families are . -

experiencing are not helpful to them or society, and these are

4W'
the ones :i4e need to address. How to address them, however, is a

.difficult and complex task.

Possible Remedies; The Challenge.
2-

Wha do family members neeA,tb bei'ablevt9-40 their job?

They need' income, information, preparation, and suppoipt from

others especially. when they need to meetunanticipated events,

OTofesstorial assistance when they falter', et". How can we help

them? I want to suggest some waysi.

A. Education -- ,Preparation for Marriage,

o

17.-.)
C-
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Cl.erlyVqhe of the adyantages,of the changes we are

experiencing today in family life'.s mani.fested`by those who are' .

choogIng to be what I 411 "intentional" abouttheir family.
I

lives. Contrasted,with an earlier time whelithere werefatrong.
- ... .

expectations that almost every one-married and the famfly-.--,

life cycle was chatted and guided by clearer societal and

community expectations, tody.our society is,charapterized by

many more choices. 4ncreasingly,.We must help those wh'o arm

choosing to live .ip a family to do so consciously and Wil0h- '

delibetatioperhaps our best avenue for doig,so is through

education. Wg heed to realize that it is'nbt'easy to build a
'strong family, and some 'needed skills are not automatically

learned in our society.

One of the most positive developments in this area in

recent years has been,the e4Orts in the American Rd/man Catholic
.

-Church in regarstto marriage. preparation. At Catholic
.

Univers'ty, -1.,e'.40* just completed a study whid.0 fogpd that? today

I

90% of t
:I

e Catholic dioceses of the United Sta4 provide
d .

in-depth marriage preparation programs to tho e seeking marriage

in the"Church,'. and this prepaiation is mandatop the majority

of the diocises., Ab.ciut 60% of all persons marrying, in she.

Catholic Church in Ainerica in the last two years went through -11to

some significant least 7 -10% pciall,Ilersons whb.married in the U.

S. in thoseyears, and.when you'cipirol for second marriages in

those years,the percedtage of persons prepared for first

V;;it
--19
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marriage is even higher, Our study has identifed some of these
'

pro4e'ams stcenths and .weaknesses, and this.information has been
....,

fed back, to the diocesestofurtheciimproYe the prOgrams.
t

Aaditional'data indicates that the marrying couples and
.

the'ir parents have experienced these programs t9 b very helpful

to her establishment of a good relationship and communication.

We':alscfound the' need'for specialized programs for particular

gcouPs: e.g., ethnic groups, ethnic, cvltural, and religiOusly

mixed marriages, older marriages, for developing

follow-up pcorams apd supports for Cnoseplceaay parried.

C Based on'thisdata, arecin the prices of preparing models:of
,

marcia14 preparation for second,marriagel, since( these are on

the upswing and thedata indicate that these marriages fail at a
A

higher rate than first marriage,s..";-.

Theseprograms ace imporpipt'not simply because of the

k '-
information they impart to the participants. More importantly,'

.,they pcov,ide. an opportunity and a setting for persons to think

through their values and needs in regard to marriage and family,

life,and intentionally makedecisions and order their lives,

consistent ith 'those decistons and values. They validate the 11'

A

./, choice of intentionally making a family. They verify that there
.

are radical differences between people who center their lives in

themselves, and those who center their lives in their family a,

neltWorks of relationships, and GOO (Novak, 197611 , Ihe med a,

. "'4

dth-valdes of the nation, consumerisM,.a#yertising and. he
e . .. ,

sate sy_Stem;stre4s.the\lifestyle oe radical individualismi

et

h, , .1
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and dimihish-the moral arid,.stancimic ortance of families. In

contrast,iducationalfamily.lifepiOg; 1p promote an

opposite view which holdSihat family life is th- most important

work that most of usare likely to do, in o r li ime, and that

the roles-of buiband, wife, father, mo childreh, extended .

family are, crucial to the future of society.

This'kind of education mus alho be extended to other

pre- 'and post-marriage settings, particularly for those persons

who,do not naturally turn to the churches.. Greater efforts need

to be made too,have courses and programs more available in

colleges and elsewhere. Education and support efforts for the

Already married; such as marriage encounter programs, mutual

self -help groups aroundqtmon concerns, etc. need to be

available to help couplee2throug-hout the family life cycle.

B. Supports for. Families Experiencing Difficulties

'1
All families of all socio-economic and'religious

backgrounds need help fo others Al.5ome time or Another.
.

AO 7..
will encounter the need for professiopal help. It is crucial;

howeverf'that these professional services are delivered in a way

that really Incorporates a family perspective and works with the

family as a unit whin this is necessary. ..There have been'some

exciting developments in two new family services in recent,years

for families in diffidulty which do incorpoleite this

- 21 -
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perspective and this helping methodology.,

The first is family, Aherapy. In the }apt ten years,

these has been a phenomenal groith in the field of marriage and

family counseling, especLally in. the, private sectdt, and this

0.
growth is worldwide. In the United States, one professional

membetship organization -:-,the American Association for Marriage-

ana Family Therapy (AXMPr) -- has grown' from 1,000 to 10,000 in

the last decade. e.

The efforts and experience of these professionals; who

bele in the importance of marriage and famill, life, need to be .

valkoatee. They have equlpped themselves.with the'skills to help

trolbled families. And yet our systems havetnot yet adjusted to

utilizing this family support. For example, family counseling

technically can still not be paid for through most insurance

policies, unless an individual family member receives a diagnosis

and the therapist surreptitiously soli; the family as part of the

treatment.

.
The second is the field of family mediation. In

situations of'internallamily conflict,ehe traditional focus has

been on the legal rights of particular family members. For

instance, the focus has been on the rights of parents in cases

whpre the family moves to institutionalize an adolescent; on the

rights of children i4/1 divorce; the rights of the abused in child

abuse and spouse abuse. Yet, such an individualistic approtch

frequently results in an escalation of the conflict; in a
tt'.

polarization of generations and in a greater likelihood4ha&the
,

.

J .
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family unit seeking,help W4'll eventually

Family mediation is most frequently utilized todAtin

dlvorfes. it:is used primarily lo settle such. irod''''asMt;ild

custody, and visitation rights. Families who-have', ilized

such services repdrt a decrease in the trauma separation and
.

divorce. In general'; they are more satisfied with;:the terms of

their agreement erlii have'a greater rate of compliance with it.,

than families whose arrangements were court ordered.

. Two other facts are important to note in regard to

developments in fapily,mediation: first, in at least one study
.

it is estimated that of the divorcing couples4wkuti4iie

mediation services, approximately 30%.ere reconciled and resume

heir marriage; second, mediatiOrl'OeSvidei'are increasingly beihl

used in other areas orrfatily dispute which have legal components 4L

(eA:i2family violence, settAement of wills, decisions about

nstitmtional4zatIon of,ih elderly family member, disputes over

family business);

Such progr old tremendous 'potential or families, if

carefully developed and,,monkttiied, They are frequ htly more

huipane and most important, they eauip blem'

solving-and negotiatioll skills they can use 4the future tY,-

resolve other pokntqatly Misruptive disputes.

Yet, this service is available only through a very small

percentage of our court systegpand'cokmunity legal service

calkers:. The public is confMsed about their potential benefits,

limitations, and availability. Additionally existing training

4
. - 23 -
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and certificatiohliorograms for

Of uniform quality. No 4.4
several national orgaerizatila

Family CongiliatiohCoarts,'A

176

mediatoegare fraglikted, and not
7 *

l'stariAafds exist, although

iingludirtEhArisociation of

"at' Work prepa em. 'To date,

only-one major universItyCatholic Universi re in

Washington, D. has.Aeveloped a comprehensive

multi-Aisciplinary program in family mediation:

Fin4lly, in regard to families e periencing difficulties,

let me,conclude by stating that themos sigificant.stressot of
, 4m

family :life isAacX of sufficient economic. support. The sVesdes

families- are eipe'riencing from unemployment or under-employmeni

are severe.

I will)pot address myself to what the governle
a

doing in the broader economic areas of unemployment, job

training,'etc., because this is not my fAld. 'Instead, I will

lim it mysel to a general comment on governmental programs of

e

economic sup ort for poverty -level families. These programs need

to be reviewed for adverse impact on family lives. For example,

those states which do-not allow,a man to be present A.the

househcacran order

families up.'

to receive AFDC benefits may in effect break
'

'tiona and Environment: Families and InStiCUt1RA4

bltweenTo e is a close and dynamic relationship
3

faMilies'alrollgitingitLitions with- which Alf- families come into

- Q
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1,.

'Ahi4 contactCgovervent, schoold the health ..x/siem, and
,

the workplace.

..S1 /4*'
/

white it.im.inot accurate to describe,our
,
society as

anti-family,- t14.7ia".$4011rate to describe it as pro-institutional.

But inttitutions cannot replace families. The family is a.
,

stronger agent' of educational.soccess than the school. It is a' "co

stronger, teacher of religious,valuesihan the 90,,cc.1?. It As the

key; to maintenance of gdiad<5:1th., 4
1' '

'But. institutions4ano professionals can be renewed, so

!

that their role is'one of.pairtikiship wittl and support of the

household.. Institutions can empt;wer or disempOWer families.

Do the services we deliver ctOOtigh:th-e public ano-privAte sectors

72 legal, social, haal?h,"eduditien, religious are they gone

in a way which supports the family in Olfilting.ils fup&tions

rather. than.,-repladicg the am lrl ,This prinelp/e is haatd on i
A 4

vii of,the family as competent, Wnd family pro,t7ms as.

adjustments in Iiiiing'through.the family life,cycZe, rather-than

as r!athologNal aberrations: Oir responsibility, -then, is to,"
. ,

-3 o.)assist. aid support famtliea, 4
, . :'...f- '

This is imperative, first, on the je'vek of the federal

gover,nmeht.. 111.need to de e1O0 f stronger familypsrspgctive in.

,,
,-

drafting and passing pOli.dy, legialatioQ0 and regulations, andAlh
,... , t,,

implementing progr ms, Ao there'Minithally..We'can ensure that they

* k.
have no adverse,iMpact on family life.-

r 47 J ,

A good*ase An,Toint. is the'current functions' cif ttiow
,

__ Office for'Familles in the Department of,Health and Human
I 1. 4.

'

25 -
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4Se vices. ThiS'Office attempts to monitor the policy and program
. .

velopments of the various divisiohs of flHS to make sure that

they are,family-orie4e6, 4.,recent.ac5.47pY 0 ..this Of&ice is to l

ensure th'at the Requests for PropOsaiiitif3sued-WHOs fcr"
d. 1 .

reaeaxch and program demonstration havO a_faMili perspective
'.,.,,,,, PF .

built into them. I personally applaud tlyiS affect andk.pelieve

1 .1 I. .'"l'i
such mechanisg*,shoulFd be0,j,incoi.owdted into the other 17 departments

of thelgderal.qoverlelent,which: according td' lie Family Impact -
. . 'r

Seminar°s IhYthtory-Heport,have erect impac On faafuly life (1978).
....

We need to ask.whther the government, the woirkplace, "

'Yt
schools and the health care system in our commun4ties throughout. .

CA: . . , . 1 P

the United States work with families as partners, or they In
._.R 44, e

-..

effececepi.ace 'them? Do they supplement and support the family
,

1. N

0

4

in the fulfillment of their 'functions' or do they 'in efifect seek

to do the funCtiont in the place of the family? For ,cample, are

families enlisted in-the healing pryesS of a sick MemberOand 'in .

6

their care in, the health care system? °-
4

.

.

. 4

This is a fu ental question. ,And figr institutions

which are .. rittempt,ing to fo partnerstips with par4nts, these

efforts are even...more complex today because of the,changing
e i

'nature of family structure. Do onepadent iamilies.have the same

capacityas'intact families
l
to care for a dependent elderly

". i.

membegg. How can they beheli4d to do so? . ---....a.

, .

The tang* Impact Seminar, which his now joined our.

Cnter at .Catholic DnivIrsity., ha's been working for. the past six
.

. k . -..

.

years in develOpihg'methodoligies fo se Institutions to.
....

..

.

.: 41. , 41 i '

,
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utilize in Self-study/fa that they can be more :supportiVe of'
,

family life (Hohen,' Hubbell, Ooms, .1981). Thefe and similar

IL,efforts coUlobe encouraged. by the goveinment'..
mr, , '

I will ionclUde with an earlier question:
3

Should we be
;

worrielhobout what is happening to Aperican families?
, 4'..P

I personall'y5i-lieye that despite the trauma many

Camilies are experiencing today, American family life is dynamic

and vital., The family isElermost..adaptve social sy in .the

history of, humankind,' W e have seen it adapt its struct re and

, . 41 .., ,..

°Jik, 'fanctiolls'uger the cqtUry as needed Eric its members
4 #

'society. Wecare again pi' t)p..5.process today. .

s
,

What we haVe to ens re, iarticLetly at the leVel of th :.,

.1

1. .

gyvernment, is that minimally, we do not make tbefamrly°8 job.

.., more difficult. . If we can'do that much, the(We 'ar'e doing a
..

great deal. In order to do this, we Simply must develop'a
. . . .

greater sensitivity to the needs of'the family as. a'unit,iihan'we -,

1/4,,),-..N

,.

9

' are currently doing..

t Footnote

,

Theltatistics contained in section I nf.th lit papa caidrawn

het from va-rious'sources including Ame ican Famil
..4

V. Terfbune, Glick, Hauf, 4yer,:Masnick! Sawye il.''

Post, the White House tonferen5e,on Families, and
0

A
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Dear Senator Dent

First let me, say
Subcommittee on

,
a .

sure it w for me to testify before your
Human Servi es. {I admire t e work that

rc
rs116 you a ,sr5/ifg in f using on the

needs of the nationvs most important resou our families.
. you are doing and 4

r,
-''I: am encloting,my respqn* to the questions you recently sent me.

you noted in your%letter, due to the time constraints of-Abe hearing,

re were a number of questionS you mere unable to:isk me. IF appreciate

s hat fact that my responses will.be inc u d in the public hearing record.

I intend to fulfill yourIhnuest that I keep you inf med of developments

in the,family area with which .1 am intouch which ht address thei_impor-

.16

OP tant topic of family stability. Thank you for asking me.
, *.._

. a

U./

ticerely
4P-

4'(Rev.) Steven Preister
Director,



UESTIONS AND ANSW RS
p tIsTER,POR INCLUSION.

QUESTION

Do you havany information that suggests tha the Marriage
preparation courses used by the Cacti:Inc Church'are act 411Y
yreVgnting bfeakdoWn?. Since the engaged &counter Aro

..be an, is there any informatiqn that suggests that-Oise.
colprehensive preparation results in fewer marriage digit;

ANSWER:

Let me begin by stating the reason we Aid4thikstudy entikled
Preparing for Marriage: A Study_of Marrieift.44parations in
AffiericanCathblic Dioceses. Ultimately,ye Were interested in
this very*questIon:.are the marriage pregeratIOn programs
effective in the sense that the promote -mieriage cohesion and
pre. ent marriage dIsqlution. However, weosuld lint begin to
address the of the effectiveness Ofipcograms and
researchthe effectiveness until we had Volker picture of what
was being done out there-7namely, five pines of'information: -(1)
what were the policies of the Catholic di eses which-implemented
marriage reparation. rams, and,,how required marriage
gregarati ; (2) what kin of marriage eparation pro4cips were
-being offe e&through the dioceses; .(3) who was doing the
marriage p eparationy and what' kind of training did they have;
( ) what rocess did the engaged coupW; fellow, acid how much

par4tiop did they receive; (5),what'resardes in marriage
pr paraSionere being utilized byjthe programs. With this kind
of infdi ewe' believe the field is now''ready to take up-the
researchn bran on the effecpveness of the,programs

There- is information presently ravaaile owever, which-.
does sanest that the programs of matriigepi &ration do mean -
fewer divorces for-those . -The diOceses o
Albany, New York, Toledo, Ohio, and!all the ioceses of thg State
of Wisconiin have conducted research projec ssn.the
e.pfectiveness of their programs. These,ev udtions, however,
were only,eel eport: they asked the coup es and their families
of origin wh her'they were effective. In so& of these
evaluations couples who had completed the marriage preparation...
programs up to,fiie years previously were also surveyed. V '1'OVerwhelmingrY"i4 the couples whO par.t.icipated in the programs
reported that they felt ( much more ared for marriage than they'
had been prior tb She p ogram. e'couples' families of or gihA
were even mole enthusiastidi Most importantly, whenasked
what resurtsqf the an seemed most important to them, the
mai rity, of couelet ego ted that because of their participation
in tthe marriage 9re ara n 'program, they were more easily able,
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y. or would find it easier, to'seek help if they encountered a
'problem in theiraelationship. Finally, 'one marriage preparation
ptogram, the Tobit Program for the Engaged at the Alverna Retreat
'Center in Indianapolis, Indiana, has been keeping track of all,the
alumni of their program, and of all participating couples in the
program in the list ten years,"they are are of only two who
have divorced; ttlis is far below the national average.

Thus the evidence we have to date suggests that programs of
mar age preparation result in fewer marriage dissolutions.

'.....HoweVer, let me suggest that./ belielk it would be a well-spent_
sinVestment to research this further, because if we had adequate
evidence, we coeld then encourage greater development of such
programs. What is needed is longitudinal research, and to be
frank; longitudinal research is expensive and beyond the
tidancial resources of these rograms to conduct. Let me suggest
tha( it would be worthwhi r the federal government to sponsor.
such 'research: it would b the best interest gif the nation and
the objective of this Sub ttee--to"promote marriage and
family stability.

L

.QUESTION 2:

How do the Catholic marriage pre
inter-faith marriages in preparat

ANSWER:

imPortant fact which surfaced
""ire wring for Marriage, was tha
established solid programs of M4
see-,,the need to develop
groups, particularly for inte
dioceses out of 173 now have',
marriages, and 77.-Aither"dic5CeS

le4'1,;utvey in developing such pro
" Catholic ,JDiocesan Family 4ife

the study witlops, is,e4kamini ,s,A to as Let those diocesese
One programAalready mention, .ibe 'gob/A Program or the Engaged,

has particularly specialize -inter-faith marriage preparation.

ion, professionals deal with
:,'Courses? .

our survey and its results,
at most dioceses have
reparation, they clearly

gdt

pro rams or particular
hAndfria . Thirteen
alized4Pr grams for inter-faith
e uested help through the

s. The National Association of
stsFs.(N CDFLM), who condiicted

4

4QUESTeON 3:

Is there inf rmation that sujqste's tSat inter- faith marriages are

mor vu :sera .e than marriages in which both partners*have,,the
same aitel?

t;

ANSWER: pv.
,

1The ans4L- td thisquestiop, I'm afraid, is yes: these marriage
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e vulnerable. Evitence410.1.Vontained ln two studies: (1)
search on Inte faith arria e in A erica;

co .y the in d.States- at o is Con eredce n .. '

con with the enter for the Study of'youthDeVelopment at
The Ca hol c University of America, Dean R. Hoge and Kathleen M. .

Ferry, aut or', 1981; (2) The,Yopng CatholiC Family: _ . .

Reli ma es and ?Curia e Fulfillment, by Andrew Greeley
(The Thoma. More Press, 1980). The reasons why they ore more
vul arable is complex, I suspect. In part, it may do to
la of adequate marriage preparation to ready them for their
u ique'situation, and in part it may be'do to the lack of support
d validation they may receive in their perspective religious
enominations.

QUESTION 4:

Is there an increasing propensity for.families to use the courts
and the law to define family structure and values? Is the
legalistic shapirei of the family contributing to the breakdown of
the family? 1. ..

ANSWER:

1,am not'a constieutional,or family , but I do believe =,l'

there is an increasing trend e'i' s to define aspects of
family life and responsib t

!2 you to a source
which addresses this It 1, iticleiby professor
William' J. Fox% Jr. .o.. - v ..' '11!... versity of America 4,

Columbus School o - .''''-: .4.%:'''' .0 s itutionalization' of '.1
Ametican Family L
Thought, Spring, VII, No. 2, pp. 8-38.

s.ap red 6';. journal, Social '

. ,

In regard--!to
,..

your questi a t whether / bolieVe there is an
increasing prdpensity fo families to Ole the courts, I do
believe theanswer is clearly yes. This, 'of course, is'not
limited to family lifesAmericans are increasingly using the

. courts and law suite to settled a'earie6 of disputes. I do not
believe, hewever,that the courts are a pattieularly useful
resource for families who are inbolvell in disputes ivith each..
other (divorces, child custody disputes, willdiAputes, ete.).

: ',.. :. -*. *
The reason I say this becausd it is the nature of the legal."le,..
system to assume an adversarialpositiod in cases of didpute,'.408.;
adversarial meansCare not the best processes fors-tesolvinglhfamily... '
pispuxes.. As a matter of fact, 'an adversarial process fi Uent14 i'.

vt. exacerbates family disputes and can indeed pro$ote further .'family :,-
breakdown and work against maintaining,a,family cohasion.' One of .-',...;
the most important developments in family seeviced-!ovey the last ?'

yeatd has been, 1..pelieve, the development of an Alternate
service and process frequently cafled family me'diaelgn, ta which
I refe*ted.in my testimon¢. 'Betaase-we belieye this to be such a
promising developmenp, and because if4this emerging family
serviCe,itOto be successful it will require the training df
competent service providers; at Catholic ,University weirOave
established the first'post-graduate; idterdldciplinary .1roning,,
pro4rgin in family mediation to be ofifered,at a uniiersityln the
Abated States. , I AA also happy to nbt* that the requests or ,

proposals recently relearied\by the U. S. Depaytment of Health And
Hyman Services under their discretionary grants programs Included
requests for demonstration prOjects to test the effectiveness of .

.family mediation ,0'pv .,..... 4
_.

---"------
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Senator DENTON. I want to acknowledge to Dr. Lindsay that we
are aware that you are pressed with a 1:15 departure in order to
make an airplane, so if it is satisfactory with you, we will proceed
with Dr. Ratner's statement and then address a question or two to
you so that you may depart.

Dr. LINDSAY. Fine, Senator.
Senator DENTON. Dr. Ratner?
Dr. RATNER. Thank you for the invitation to speak here.
This is a subject close to my heart. I have spent many years

working with families, training doctors over a 10-year period, to
prepare engaged couples for marriage, and then, as the public
health director of Oak Park back in 1950, I started parent discus-
sion groups, running from about 12 to 18 times a year, from Janu-
ary to May, and I have been doing that every year since 1950.
Since 1974, I have been meeting with the children whom I helped
raise v, ho are now themselves parents. For the most part, I see
normal families with normal problems who enjoy family life.

I have a feeling I should start with my conclusion. Usually, when
you are the last speaker, everyone else has made your points, but
believe me, nobody has made the point that I am now going to
makebecause I think everybody is working at the remedial level or
maybe, possibly, secondary prevention. I think we have to face the
need for primary prevention. In other words I think the solution is
long-range. We have to start at the beginning of life.

We are of nature. We belong to the class of mammalia. We have
a mode of reproduction characteristic of the human species, as
every other species has its characteristic mode. We talk about it as
the natural institute of marriage, of family. Aristotle wrote about
it,' Saint Thomas wrote about it,2 and it is still the norm for the
human species.3 We will never be able to change it4 because
nature spent hundreds of thousands of years, differentiating the
sexes to play certain roles, etc.6 What is crucial to this problem is
that we start off with a newborn baby who is given to us by nature,
with rare exception, in good psychological and physical health.6
And the question is, what are we doing from the day of birth to
cause all of the trouble we are having?

Though I am a physician, some of the first I am going to blame is
our medical profession, obstetricians in particular, also pediatri-
ciansI will even throw in the psychiatrists. My problem with all
of those trying to help troubled families is, as has already been
pointed out, that they have values which are not consistent with or
representative of a consensus. Nearly everybody who gets into an
advisory or authoritative role has his own opinions of the changing
family and of values in life, of the importance or unimportance of
children, the value of home, life, and so forth.

I have a few things written here, but will skip most of them to save
time.

It is because we have a sick society that this committee meeting
is being held. The position I hold is that the fundamental cause of
our sick society is the lack of fidelity in our personal and interper-
sonal and societal relations, and tlat the solution to the problem is
the recovery of fidelity, by returning to practices within the family
which are intrinsic to its well functioning.

Note: See references on p. 199.
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I take it for granted that everybody knows about the absence of
fidelity todayto the Government and the military, to start at thatendand to get to the other end as persons, we lack fidelity to
ourselves and to nature to our bodies which we abuse with alcohol
and drugs, and other kinds of unhealthy practicesand we even
exterminate ourselves by suicide in large numbers in our youth. So I
take it for granted that if society possessed the virtue of fidelity
children to their families, parents to their children, spouses and
lovers to each other, older people to the religious traditions of their
youth whether Judeo-Christian, Mormon, or whateverwe would
have a more wholesome not a sick society of families.

So I come to the solution of the problem, the recovery of the
virtue of fidelity. This is key. It is tied up with how you love your
neighbor.

Nearly all the experts in this field are gravitating to the conclu-
sion that this virtue is instilled in the very early years of life, start-
ing with birth. I have 14 quotes from leading experts who hold
this.' I can quote from Erik Erikson.8 I am going to quote Profes-
sor Hellbrugge of Munich, Germany; 9 and others. They all hold a
position that the newborn baby, like any other mammalian infant
needs a certain kind of care in this dependent state. And I would
just like to run through what it means for us to belong to the class
of mammalia.

Evolution has given mammalia characteristics without which
they never would have survived or thrived. Since a newborn de-
pends upon the mother for nourishment and nurturing, three
things are required: milk; the willingness of the mother to feed her
young, namely, faithfulness; and the imprinting or bonding of
mother and infant to each other for the protection and develop-
ment of the infant.

Now, in all mammals but the human, the fidelity to the newborn
is accomplished automatically, by instinct. As you all know. in the
animal world, no newborn, no young infant is released to the world
until they are thoroughly prepared to fend for themselvesan in-
teresting distinction between the carnivorous and the herbivorous
animals, is that the carnivorous additionally have to teach their
young how to hunt and eat meat, et cetera.

In the natural and usually seclusive setting at birth, the mother
and offspring are imprinted to one another, quickly, so as to assure
that each will know its own. In the human being, a unique animal
by virtue of being a free agent, the response to the newborn is
more complex. It is not automatically determined by instinct.
Rather, nature implants natural inclinations that lead to fulfill-
ment; inclinations that are fortified by a particular postpartum
hormonal state that promotes the maternei attachment process. It
is a very remarkable state that lasts for several days or more.
Studies show that the optimum time for the beginning of the at-
tachment process is within the first hour and a half after birth.
This is when the mother should have her baby in her arms. It initi-
ates a bosom friendship. Male-dominated modern obstetrics unfor-
tunately has been very disruptive of this attachment process, and
as you can see from the consumer revolt, which has led to an in-
crease in home births and birthing centers, as well as a remark-
ably sharp increase in breastfeeding, this reflects the public reac-
Note: See references on p. 199.
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tion to this disruption. We are finding out that though man being a
rational animal can have a rational cognition of his relationship to
his baby, it is beneficial and sometimes crucial that this be support-
ed and fortified by an affective cognition, an emotional cognition,
because the heart is capable of reaching further than the mind. I
wish I had time to even show pictures on this, or to develop this
further.

This mammalian fidelity to the newborn which, in the woman,
stems from her maternal nature, by way of a natural inclination, is
a characteristic which affects her whole being in a more striking
ashion than in the man. As a result, the woman tends to be more
faithful in anything she undertakes, whether it be to her lover, to
tier spouse, to her church, or to any cause in which she is made to
feet nerded. The latter approach, is much exploited by voluntary
c qa:izations. She also suffers more when her more deeply in-
grained fidelity is transgressed by the infidelity of another. This ac-
-:ounts tor the rise in the feminist movement of the "new celiba-
cy."'° They are tired of their boy friends walking out on them all
the time, ai they have decided that it is not worthwhile; it is too
hard on Lien.

The need for fidelity in the male-female relationship receives (7.
striking confirmation or support from, of all novelists, D. H. Law-
:ence, the auf bur of Lady Chatterly's Lover, which in my youth
was banned f .om entering the United States or any other Anglo-
Saxon country, Lecause it way, considered pornographic. In a re-
rnerila ble essay entitled "Apropos of Lady Chatterly's Lover," writ-
ten in 1930, he stated, and I am quoting because he, also recognized
the importance of fidelity: "The instinct of fidelity is perhaps the
deepest Instinct in the great complex we call sex. Where there is
real sex the, - is II.- underlying passion for fi ciei it y." 11

La% a 'ice:, later in the same article, concludes that Christianity's
great contribution to the life of man should not be too easily over-
looked; flair ely, that perhaps the greatest contribution to the social
life of man made by Christianity is marriage. Christianity, incor-
porative of the Old Testamentthe Jews had the concept of mar-
riage befori. the Christians did. They knew it was essential. Presum-
ably, in the Christian tradition, the sacrament added some grace to
enhance and make more effective the natural. For Lawrence,
"Christianity established the little autonomy of the family within
the greater rule of the state. It is marriage, perhaps, which has
given man the best of his freedom. given him his little king-
dom." '2 et cetera.

How much time do I have after that red light goes on, Mr. Chair-
man?

Senator DENTON. Well, it is supposed to be out, sir. We will give
you some more time, as long as you want, while we are discussing.

Dr. RATNER. I need time for two points to make my conclusion.
Senator DENTON. By all means. I am only worrying about Dr.

Lindsay's airplane, but if you can make them in a couple of min-
utes, that is fine.

Dr. RATNER. I will make them extremely short, Senator.
For the optimum development of a human baby, it needs the full-

time, single care of one person, usually the mother; if it is not the
mother, it has to be the mother substitute. But it has to be single,
Note: See references on p. 199.
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it has to be day and night for 3 years, for the optimum develop-
ment of the child.9

Senator DENTON. Which 3 years, Dr. Ratner?
Dr. RATNER. For the first three years, we are talking about. And

that could be elaborated on at length, and I have several publica-
tions, but at this point, I will terminate my discussion.

Senator DENTON. I would very much appreciate further testimo-
ny in that direction or its contribution for the record.

-r. RATNER. Yes; I have already passed on some of the materials,
i,u ' ill v, rite it up in clear form.

rac 1-, as Erikson pointed out, that this is the period of hope
ar. I ut. t., and if you cannot have hope and trust in your mother
shc blisnes the pattern of all future relationshipsyou then go
throw Lie Nith insecurities, without knowing who to trust and
who not to trust., because you have not been taught fidelity by
virtue of the example of the mother, who is the exemplar and the
prototype for all other future relationships.

Thank you very much.
Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Ratner.
[Questions and responses of Dr. Ratner and additional material

submitted follow:]
Note: See references on p. 199.
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Questions for Dr. Ratner Submitted by Senator Denton

1: Do you believe there is such a thing as natural law in sex morality

or a role of nature in sex morality? Does natural law dictate the

formation of a monogamous family?

A. 1: Man is an interrelated part of nature, which has an order which

makes possible scientific inve tigation. That nature has laws

that can be uncovered is a fundamental assumption of. the scientist

and is justified. Concerning 1 1g things, their activities are
regulated in accordance with naire, whose goal is ordered to their
good life, viz., the goal of surviving and thriving. In plants,

the fulfilled plant life is automatically achieved by tropisms,

e.g., haliotropism, etc. In animals the fulfilled animal life le

automatically achieved by a series of hierarchized instincts, e.g.,
the instinct to procreate supplants the instinct for self survival.

Man is an exception because he is a reasoning and choice making

animal. He is capable of saying'Yed'and capable of saying "no."
Man acts on the basis of choosing ends and determining the means

to that end. In this sense he is an actin g animal not an activated

animal. This makes man a free agent. When he chooses wisely he

can be the beat of all animals; when he chooses badly he can be

the worst of all animals. (Aristotle. Politic 1:2, 1253 a 31-36).

Ethics and morality are enalgous to tropisms and instincts in
directing man to the good or fulfilled life. Man is also helped by

natural inclinations which are not determinative, however, other-
wise he would not be a free agent. These natural inclinations

point the way to a good decision. For example, the natural
inclination in a sexually active woman is to have a baby which
surfaces sooner or later, and what goeu with it, viz., a husband,
the father of the child, and a home, within which to bring up the

child. As knowledge of nutrition helps one to determine what is
junk food, a knowledge of the procreative scheme of nature for
man helps onJ to determine what is junk sex.

There is a characteristic mode of reproduzcion for man, viz.,
the traditional family (man and woman pairing in a lifelong bond

for the purpose of raising children to adulthood). It is one of

the most enduring an? resilient realities of human history.
Aberrations and deviations, innovations of one sort or another,

come and go; but they never thrive or laat. The traditional family

has a hab'c of burying its undertakers. For example, the decade of

the nineteen sixties raw the rise of communes and communal family

life (the sharing of sex partners and children). But this was short-

lived. By the late seventies monogamy and traditional family life

were making a comeback in those very save commutes. The traditional

family is a mode of reproduction as characteristic of the species
homo sapiens as other modes of reproduction are characteristic of

other species, e.g., seasonal monogamy in many species of birds.
It is the microcosm which readies children for the macrocosm of

society.

19
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Pe. 2

Questions for Dr. Ratner Submitted by Senator Denton

A. 1 continued:

Another way of explaining natural law, a term which tends
to turn some people off, is the following: Morality emerges
from experience with reality. The history of human experience
demonstrates that each reality has inherent demands to which the
mind and action of humans must conform or suffer a penalty.
There are natural norms of the environment which we may violate
only at the penalty of ecological disaster or damage. Mere
are norms of health which we may violate only at the core of
pain and disease. There are norms of human behavior which we
violate only at the cost of animosity, strife and war. Sex is
no exception to such norms of reality.

By trial and error over the centuries the human race has
sorted out the ways of thinking and acting best suited to success
and happiness. Since humans and their basic needs tend to be
similar everywhere, there tend to emerge universally agreed
norms of thinking and acting such as those embodied in our
Declaration of Independence or the charter of the United Nations.
The primacy of the family as a social unit, monogamous fidelity
of spouses, a code of self-control in sexual behavior, are the
outcome of this history of human experience.

Q. 2: In one of your editorials, you describe the family as "foolproof"
in providing the proper development of the child. Can you expand
on the characteristics that make the family "foolproof"? (Child
and Family, Vol. 9, No. 3, 1970, "Children--The Hope of the
Future")

A. 2: The Family, the most important socializing element in society is
foolproof when the mother, in particular, and the father, in
general, possess virtue and work to be models o: what a good
mother and father should be, viz., parents more concerned with
parental obligations and duties than the exercise of so-called
personal rights at the expense of their children; parents who
selflessly strive to dedicate themselves to their children's
needs including the emotional during their dependent years. The
family, then, is foolproof in the sense that a properly functioning
family can be a self-sufficient stable enclave even in an unnatural
and unstable surrounding. The latter has been demonstrated
time after time in familier which have risen above and surmounted
the handicaps of an unhealthy ghetto environment, as shown by
children who have transcended and overcome outside adverse in-
fluences uo emerge to make their mark in the world. It is the
parents and the immediate family who, for the most part, make
or break you wherever you are.

14 o
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Pg. 3

Questions for Dr. Ratner Submitted by Senator Denton

Q. 3: oes the popular wisdom about
population control, e.g., that it is

a good in and of itself and that it is the only means by which

underdeveloped countries can develop, have any implication for the

breakdown of the family?

A. 3: Population control as presently practiced in the United States

(and promoted and practiced elsewhere) by governmental agencies

and highly subsidized voluntary agencies (more coercive than

voluntary) is not a good in and of itself. Its present promotion

is based on an erroneous principle of dialectic materialism

which holds that the quantitative results in the qualitative.

However, reducing population size in an undeveloped country will

not by itself improve it qualitatively. Underdeveloped countries

have as their prime need that which will humanize them: in

regard to their basic bodily needs---food and housing---which

contribute to the preservation of family life; and in regard to

their intellectual needs, viz., education. Population control

a la the social engineers have accomplished nothing in these

areas. This even applies to deprived segments of society in

developed countries. To take the United States as an example,

a family of ten living in a rat and vermin infested house with

cracked toilet Novels and other inadequate plumbing even if it

were decimated zo three would still bit. a. family living in

the same rat end vermin infested house, etc. Worse still, pop-

ulation control as it is now promoted, because it produces an

anti-child mentality is not conducive or contributory to the

development of wholesome family or social life. Present day

population control does not even take into consideration the

minimum sized family needed for the optimum development of

children.
To take the so-called developed countries and in particular,

the United States we can ask ourselves what has the propagan-

dizing, based on an alleged population explosion in this country,

of widespread contraception, sterilization and abortion, which

promotes and abets genital sex as recreational, done for this

country! We are not developed, we are overdeveloped! If our

present policy of population control continues to be subsidized in

underdeveloped countries they too will become overdeveloped

countries with the inevitable ruin of family life -- because it

attacks the vulnerable aspect of a viable society, namely, t..a

traditional family, the basic, irreplaceable unit of society.
What today is passed off as responsible parenthood is in

reality irresponsible parenthood. Instead of working at the

natural and the most effective means of population control:

breastfeeding; elevating the age of marriage combined with

giving young women educational alternatives to early marriage;

and promoting the single life both secularly and religiously

we instead promote dangerous contraceptives and abortion which

introduce killing as a solution to personal problems, a killing
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Pg. 4

L.uestions for Dr. Ratner Submitted by Senator Denton

which is now extending itself to infant euthanasia, adult euthanasia
and an increase in murder.

When France had only half its present population density in the
late 18th century, the charge of overpopulation was used to promote
legalized abortion. It was tne notorious Marquis de Sade (he gave
rise to the term sadism) who said,

The country will always be poor if its population ex-
ceeds its means of existnnce and it will always be flourish-
ing if it contains itself within its proper limits and
can dispose of its surplus. Do you not prune a tree which
has too many branches, and in order to preserve the trunk
do you not cut off the boughs? (In de Sade: The Selected
Writings,"Philosophy in the Bedroom." Castle Books, NY,
1954, p. 118)

The striking parallelism of a statement by Paul Ehrlich, the leading
popularizer of population explosion and promoter of population
decimation in the United States today, cannot be ignored. He
states:

A cancer is an uncontrolled multiplication of cells;
the population explosion is an uncontrolled multiplication
of people.... We must shif, our efforts from treatment of
the symptoms to the cutting out of the cancer. The oper-
ation will demand many apparently brutal and heartless
decisions. (Ehrlich, P. The Population Explosion.
Ballantine, NY, 1968, p. 166)
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Questions for Panel II of Senator Denton's Hearings

Q. 1: Miss Decter makes some very strong statements in her testimony

about the failw.t of parents to give their children an adequate

moral framework within which to operate--child sacrifice, she

calls it. Could the rest of you comment on her thesis--and on

its role in our current problems?

A. 1: Indubitably many parents, specifically those who are secularized,

or weakly religious or who are confused about tne exercise

of genital sex as a result of the propaganda of modern sexologists,

population controllers, sex education in the schools, govern-

ment agencies and voluntary agencies such as Planned Parenthood

are not giving their children "an adequate moral framework

within which to operate." Now, however, parents have had

enough sad experiences with children as well as with their

own lives that the time seems ripe for a countercurrent so as

to persuade them to the value of the accumulated wisdom of the

ages in respect to morality.

Q. 2: "There's Dad and his wife, Mom and her second husband, Junior's

two halfbrothers from his father's first marriage, his six

stepsisters from his mother's spouse's previous unions, 100 -

year -old Great Grandpa, all eight of Junior's current grandpar-

ents, assorted aunts, uncles-in-law and stepcousins." This

was the recent U.S. News and World Report forecast for the year

2033. Is this the family of the future that you foresee? If

so, do you believe that the children of tomorrow can deal with

the multiple relationships involved?

A. 2: The forecast, aq depicted by the U.S. News and World Report for

the year 2033 is only a superficial, journaliatic guess. The

traditional family is perdurtng and ultimately buries its own

undertakers. That is why it has survived all kinds of alterna-

tives and aberrations. Children have certain psychological

developmental needs in order to mature. These needs are op-

timumly met in the traditional family. If the Report's fore-

cast turns out to be true, society will be infinitely sicker

than it is todsy and adolescent suicide rates which even now
are a leading cause of death will soar to unprecedented heights.

Q. 3: As you know, the title of: our hearing today is "Broken Families:

Csuses and Societal ImplIcations." Sore would say that the

developing malaise within the institution of the family threatens

the very survival of our civilization. how would you respond

to that statement?

ma fall aad A-14ne of Rflmp, because it. too, was a sensate

culture, is a matter of history. What happened Lo the society

then is happening to society today. We cannot simply focus on

short range solutios. The solution la long range and must

start with the birth of a new generation. What is necessary is

to educat' parents to understand that the newborn child has

basic needs to receive and return love--the cement of society--
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which can best be served by private tutorship, i.e., maternal
tutorship. Here the institutes of society mist support women
in their vocation of motherhood.

Q. 4: How successful do you believe institutional child care services
can be, either in whole or in part, as a replacement for
parental time and care in child rearing?

A. 4: Institutional care as a replacement for parental care would
fail dismally. At times, it is hard enough to love one's
own child, without expecting strangers to do better. We
already have had the sad experience of nursing homes. Why
would we expect to do better with day care centers which ace
unnatural to begin with. Please see the bibliography on day
care centers in my presentation.

Q. 5: I have enclosed a copy of an article from Public Opinion
(January, 1983), entitled "Hollywood and America: The Odd
Couple," by Linda Lichter, S. Robert Lichter and Stanley
Rothman. The article describes a survey of 104 of Hollywood's
"media elite," a survey of backgrounds, political views, and
religious and moral beliefs. You will note that those inte--
viewed describe themselves as being considerably more left of
center thin the average American. I would be interested in
your comments on any of the findings of the qurvey as they
relate to the role of the media in influencing public attitudes
toward the family.

A. 5: The anti-family influence of the media must be reversed or at
least counterbalanced.

Q. 6: Do you believe sexual permissiveness before marriage affects
the likelihood of the success of a future marriage?

A. 6: Data shows that virginity is more conducive to the success of
a future marriage than se.cual permissiveness, i.e., promiscuity.
The experience of fornication paves the way for adultery be-
cause the habit of experLencing more than one sex partner has
been instilled.

Q. 7: Do you believe that the churches today are outspoken enough on
sexual mores and on the sanctity of marriage?

Many churches, who believe in change for change's sake and who
like te keep up -aith the new believing it t!, hp rillerPota; Are
adversely affected by secularistic propaganda. However, it is
the time tested past--the permanent in life's values--that
protects from the transitory fads of the present. Our hope
rests with strong and fearless leaders, among whom, the rorld
travelling Pope John Paul II is a sterling example.
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8: I believe there is still some ambivalence in our society

today as to where married women
should draw the line between

their devotion to career and the time they spend with their

families. Is there any correlation at all in your mind between

the role changes that have
occurred between the sexes in recent

years and the rising divorce rate?

A. 8: Married women who want a stable
marriage, children and a good

family life are in a tough plight if they give priority to a

career. Without priorities based on obligations to the family

and the early developmental emotional needs of the child

especially in their dependent years, marriages and family life

are headed for trouble. Careers don't last forever but children

do. The longevity of an American woman is about 75 years.

there is plenty of opportunity to do both in one's life span.
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Senator DENTON. If the others would acquiesce, I would address
Dr. Lindsay since he has to catch an airplane, and then get to the
three remaining.

In your own State of Utah, Dr. Lindsay, parental consent is re-
quired for the dispensation of all contraceptives to minors. Has
that yet been interruptedI am going to ask a further question,
but I have forgotten whether the courts have already stopped that.

Dr. LINDSAY. The case is on appeal, Senator Denton.
Senator DENTON. It is on appeal, so you are still doing that in the

State?
Dr. LINDSAY. I think the last interdiction by the court restrained

this taking place, pending the appeal.
Senator DENTON. OK, but the practice, I think, existed for over a

calendar year or so; is that correct?
Dr. LINDSAY. Yes. I think your staff member, Ms. Taylor, could

probably bring us up-to-date on that.
Senator DENTON. Yes, sir. Are there statistics suggesting that

this policy is causing a decrease in adolescent sexual activity or a
decrease in teenage pregnanciesbecause the predictions by all the
soothsayers and gainsayers of the approach that the adolescent
family life is in the direction of takingsay that you are going to
simply increase teenage pregnancy rather than decrease it by that
approach.

Dr. LINDSAY. I am not personally aware of an extensive body of
data on that fact. My understanding is that the teenage pregnancy
rate has not been adversely affected. If anything, it is somewhat
better.

Senator DENTON. Yes, sir, those are also my understandings
about the matter.

Ms. Taylor says that parental consent was upheld in court, but
that parental notification by Utah is pending an appeal in Janu-
ary. That seems anomalous to me. The court upheld parental con-
sent for the issuance of contraceptives, but there isoh, parental
consent is for federally issued contraceptives. So there is some par-
allel there. But I believe the panic which has been attempted to be
started is not borne out by the facts in Utah or in other places
wher.-:. such changed policies have been in effect.

Do you have any further comments that you would like to make,
Dr. Lindsay, in view of what you have heard today, in that you
only were permitted to read your opening statementfor example,
this panel made remarks after you.

Dr. LINDSAY. I would just again commend the effort of this panel.
I think I take back to my own roots the feeling that other institu-
tions in addition to Government, particularly the churchesand I
have been very impressed with what I have heard from my copan-
elists hereof preparation for marriage, which of course, tran-
scends the Government's role.

I think another comment which you have made, which again re-
lates to the whole attitude that we have toward marriage as a
sacred institution, can be tremevdously impacted by leadership, not
particularly formall, 'Iv the Congress, but by those of you in posi-
tions of responsibility, speaking out. You have mentioned, for ex-
ample, the strict enforcement of Federal pornography and obscen-
ity laws. Recently, we were involved in a meeting which included
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the Commissioner of Customs, the Postmaster General, the Direc-
tor of the FBI, Mr. Webster, and the Attorney General, and I think
there is much, much more that can be done in terms of constrain-
ing the distribution of those kinds of materials. As we come to
many of these larger cities and view the impact upon that kind of
trade, illicit trade, in our country, but which still goes uncounten-
anced, I think there is much that governmentsFederal, State and
localcan do.

Again, I applaud the effort to establish a national concern and a
mindset around these issues and appreciate the opportunity for
having been here and apologize for having to leave at this time.

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Lindsay, and we
hope you have a safe and pleasant journey back.

There seems to be a common threadand I say this for the three
of us remainingabout the importance of recognition of, apprecia-
tion for, reenforcement for that which has been represented as a
natural human instinct among womenyou might call it the ma-
ternal instinctand yet the repetitious insistence, by innuendo and
by direct statement, that it is foolish to devote oneself if one is
female to such a role.

Now, having said that, and wanting to hear any further com-
ments you might have on that subject, I guess we have to recognize
that celibates, with perhaps even nobler instincts, if the society
itself is able to sustain and reproduce itself, such as Father Preis-
ter, nuns, or those who undertake, perhaps like Miss Decter, social
roles which fulfill the maternal instinct in another way, perhaps
one could contend a broader way, in some cases, by no means inval-
id or deserving of criticism, to say the least. But on the other hand,
the main point is we are, perhaps, depreciating more than general
order and well-being would advise the role of wife and mother in
today's society.

I was tremendously touched by the depth of the logic employed
by Dr. Ratner in his drawing out the theme of fidelity.

Is there anything that the other two of you would care to com-
ment on with respect to that subject. He has stated positively that
it takes 3 years for a newborn child to experience the love or the
psychological and physical presence, the intangible things that
come from one, single individual. What about the ones that have
nannies and survive, and that sort of thing? I would just sort of
throw that open to the three of you.

Dr. RATNER. Well, quickly, about the nanny, it could be the
mother, or you could have a full-time mother substitute, but she
will get the benefit of the relationship with the baby. You see this
in Romeo and Juliet, that Juliet's wet-nurse, was considered more
of a mother to her than the real mother.

Senator DENTON. You cannot have a nanny and a mother? I
mean, you cannot have a nanny part-time and a mother part-time
and get away with it?

Dr. RATNER. No. We are dealing with a situation where you need
somebody to tutor the child in love and fidelity, and this has
always been the role of nature the mother or mother institute.
She has chosen the woman as the primary tutor of love, because
she gives birth to the baby. Now, somebody else could be that pri-
mary tutor, but you cannot have a succession of people coming in

2O
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and walking out on you. We have a lot of documentation on this. If
you have a shift from one babysitter to anotherthis happened to
Michaelangeloif you have a succession of women walk out of
your life in the first 3 or 4 or 5 years of life, you are not going to
have any tri.it and confidence in women.

That initial relationship is to give you the security and the sta-
bility so that at that time, when you get to be 3, you can go out and
begin to face the world at a pace proper to the child; they can
begin to go to nursery school, Montessori school, and so forth, and
they can move into the broader scope of the neighborhood.

Senator DENTON. So, as a general ruleand since you have testi-
fied at length on this, I would like the comments of the others
you believe, from your experience, findings, reasoning, and so
forth, that in the first 3 years, the child requires a single person to
show fidelity to that child and sort of rear it through this nonintel-
lectual, perhaps, development, but give it this fidelity.

Dr. RATNER. Yes. This is in our publication, Child and Family.
Professor Hellbrugge, who studied more children, followed them
through decades, and really has the data is published here." But
the trouble the poor woman faces, the career womanthere was
just a leading article on this in the Wall Street Journalis that
once you have a baby, you have a lifelong relationship. And the
best insight into this relationship and what it meansbecause we
know from the papers how sad people are by virtue of what their
children do; I am talking about women extending right up to
Queen Elizabeth. There is an old Yiddish proverb which says:
"Small children disturb your sleep. Big children disturb your life."

The point is, you take care of your children when they are small,
and they disturb your sleep when they are small, because you feed
them, and comfort them, and so forth; but that is better than
having the rest of your life spoiled because of all of the difficulties
they get into by virtue of their insecurity.

Senator DENTON. I want to hear the others on this, but you
know, there are many other influences other than parents weigh-
ing upon children more disproportionately than formerly. I do not
think we can blame parents completely. I have seen so many which
say the parents of the forties are really to blame because they did
not pass on their values. Well, heck, you have the television hours,
you have the other cultural changes, so--.

Dr. RATNER. But there is a certain resiliency in nature. I mean,
nature can outwit doctors who handicap her with improper pre-
scriptions and so forth. But the fact remains that we are now just
coming out of a bottle-feeding period which started around 1920,
and it was only 4 years ago, the American Academy of Pediatrics
said: "We have to get back to breast- feeding." New Zealand and
Canada and. nearly every national professional group has said
that, not only because of the physical advantages, but the
whole--.

Senator DENTON. I promise you we will use the written testimo-
ny, the other books and everything, as resources as we go ahead.

Father, would you care to comment?
Father PREISTER. Yes, just to pick up where Dr. Ratner was, the

same Erik Erikson talked about the need for all adults, the abso-
lute need and responsibility of all adults, to be generative, and

Note: See footnote on p. 199.
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whether you are talking about fathers, or mothers, or celibates, or
singles, that is still a need. I think there is a basic agreement that
the child needs to be tutored in love and fidelity, but the basic shift

we are seeing today is that we need to help the family be the tutor,
not just the mother, and I think there is some value in that. There
are some values for fathers being involved in that. The fact of life
is as you say, many parents have terrific responsibilities today, so
some people simply do not have a choice about whether they are
going to work or not work. The strength of the black family histori-
cally has been the strength of that extended system and how they
participated in the tutoring of their children in love and fidelity.
There are some benefits that can come from the family assuming
that responsibility, and to extend it to the area of divorce. When
divorce occurs, the fundamental problem, I think, that children ex-
perience when there is a divorce is they believe their parents are
divorcing them. If family, both parents, assumes responsibility for

tutoring their children in love and fidelity, if they can convey to
their children through their behavior that they are not divorcing
their children, I think it can make a difference.

Senator DENTON. Mr. Rainey.
Mr. RAINEY. Well, obviously, this is an area where Mr. Ratner

has a great deal of research that I do not personally excel in. But I

am the father of five children, and my wife and I have made many
decisions based upon their emotional security in bringing them up.
And I frankly believe today because of the peer pressure that is

even in kindergarten and the first grade, that we are going to see
emergeand are seeing emerge even todayamong those parents
who can pay the cost, a movement of home schooling, where that
nurturing is extended on through earlier years. Many of the Presi-
dents of the United States came up out of home schooling. So that
nurturing concept that builds security and self-esteem, I see in my
own children, and I believe that the peer pressure does not start in
high school like it used to; the peer pressure starts at kindergarten
and first grade, and children are being asked to make decisions at
an incredibly young age that are frightening.

Senator DENTON. Well, Father, I belong to the SERA Club, for
what that is worth, and I appreciate recognition of those in your
calling, too. But I am dismayed, because my personal conviction is

that while we have socially recognized, and justly so, not only the
right, but the need, for women to fulfill themselves in service, the
kinds of service which have not been traditional, and they are
moving into those areas, as I say, with greater and greater success,
there seems to be, at least in my observation, a kind of an uncer-
tainty about where all this should be sorted out. And that is one of

the things that I am personally and senatorially interested in
trying to contribute toward in a way that is fair and sort of omni-
considerate of the different points of view.

Yes, Mr. Rainey.
Mr. RAINEY. I personally beleve that we have become such a

now generation of immediate gratification of our needs, our wants,
our desires, that the impact of this, as seen upon women today, we

are not making investments in these children for that next genera-
tion, and frankly, posterity needs to be a higher premium in our
culture today.
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That is a word that we do not talk much about any more, and
frankly, our most valuable human resource we have is our chil-
dren. My wife and I view her as a professional homemaker and
mother as an investment in the future of our Nation.

I concur with you, it is a troubling issue that needs to be grap-
pled over, but we have got to challenge thinking above the
moment, to get people thinking about the heritage we will leave on
this planet.

Senator DENTON. Dr. Ratner?
Dr. RATNER. The woman is in a tough spot. The only important

thing she must realize is that she is going to live to be about 74
years old. So there is really time to do a number of things after
your children are grown up.

Now, my wife is an M.D., I have a daughter an M.D., I have two
other professional daughtersyou have to determine what your
priorit , are going to be. And there is no question, if you are going
to have children have them at the beginning, and get them off to a
good start. Otherwise, you are headed for trouble.

There is nothing simple about the situation. Every woman has to
make a decision for herself has to live with it. We now have
enough data coming in from career women, and women who are
having their babies at 37, 38, 39, 40, up to 44, because they sud-
denly realize they do want to have a baby. Few are going to become
grandparents, obviously, and they are going to miss those joys,
which are considerable.

Senator DENTON. Your data indicates that they should have the
babies early in life, in, say, their twenties, and the careers after-
ward, or what? Or are you making that conclusion?

Dr. RATNER. No. I am just saying that after you finish your edu-
cation, first of all, we are living in a peculiar age where marriage
is epidemic, and it is getting younger and younger and younger,
like a primitive agriculture society.

Senator DENTON. Marriage is?
Dr. RATNER. Marriage is epidemic in this country, or was recent-

lycertainly, shacking up together ismarriage is epidemic. I
mean, as of 15 or 20 years ago, 97 percent of the people are getting
married-

Senator DENTON. Yes, sir, but the statistics that we have seen
over and over indicate that marital ages are getting older and
older.

Dr. RATNER. Well, shacking up is a form of marriage. My point
is, you should get your education if you are interested in, as a
woman, having a career. You get into difficulties if you get married
before, say, you finish your M.D. studies, and then, once you are
prepared for your career, and you also decide to have a family, you
have to make a decision on your priorities. And, as I say, once you
have a child, you are going to have a lifelong relationship with the
child, so you had better think of the baby's needs first, because you
are going to live in a relationship with that child for the rest of
your life.

Senator DENTON. So, is this a fair construction of what you would
sayand I would ask the other two to commentthat we are in an
era of opportunity for multiple choices on the part of women, and
that this is good, and that the only caution that we might have to

27-847 0 - 84 - 14
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emphasize is that if children become involved, they should be given
sufficient priority in their hierarchy of interest and commitment.

Dr. RATNER. Right.
Father PREISTER. I would just add, Senator, we are in the era of

more choices for some women, not for all. Unfortunately, many
women in this country do not have the opportunity to become doc-
tors and then choose to have a family. Their situations are differ-

ent.
Senator DENTON. I guess we could live with that, though, can't

we, Father? I mean, we have before.
Father PREISTER. Yes.
Senator DENTON. Is there anything else you would like to com-

ment on before you depart? We will be submitting written ques-
tions, but time has run past the intended adjournment time.

Dr. RATNER. I would like to make one comment which I was not
able to get in o my presentation because of lack of time.

The notion that day care centers are going to solve the problem
of the working womanI do not mean the woman in dire needis
very fallacious--'3

Senator DENTON. I will write that question in and ask you what
your opinions are regarding day care centers, when they should
start, what the conditions should be, who should provide them, the
private sector or Government.

Dr. RATNER. Yes. If babies were intended to be brought up in lit-
ters, they would have come in litters. To acquire the habit of love
and commitment the child needs a one-to-one relationship in the
early years.

Senator DENTON. Do you all generally endorse that thought?
Mr. RAINEY. I have a litter.
Senator DENTON. Father Preister?
Father PREISTER. I endorse that babies definitely need constant

and loving care, and that care needs to be consisten!-. and delivered
by preferably their families, when that is possible; when that is not
possible, that we make the best adjustments we can to it.

Senator DENTON. Well, I certainly do not want to give any im-
pression that I think you all are being smug about certain difficult
exceptional situations which exist in some families, in which there
is no other choice, and maybe some in which the talent that the
woman possesses is such that she feels thatif I may be corny
enough to say itthat God wants her to do such-and-such a task at
such-and-such a time, like Joan of Arc, something like that, in
which case, I guess we would have to grant that God will take care
of the kids some way.

Dr. RATNER. They will have to live with what they do.
Senator DENTON. Yes, sir?
Mr. RAINEY. You asked for a concluding comment. I would like to

conclude with a question. It seems as though those of us in the
public continue to come to you, saying. "Solve this problem or
that," and burden Congress and all branches of Government with
the solutions. And there has been a breath of fresh air, it seems,
blowing, shifting more responsibility to the private sector of solving
some of these problems.

Note: See footnote oil p. 199.
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Is there any mandate out of these hearings that you would like
to give us, as the religious community and the private sector,
toward the solution of the disintegration of the American family?

Senator DENTON. Well, my suggestions on that, I am afraid, will
be relatively modest, but let me answer that in writing to youand
I promise to rememberafter our next hearing, which deals with
the exclusive subject of the potential role of the Government in
dealing with what we have discussed today.

I want t, thank you three very much for your heartfelt and valu-
able testimony, and the others who have stayed here, without the
biggest media-popular subject in town, but I think everybody here
knows that it is a lot more important than that attendance would
indicate.

At this point I order printed all statements of those who could
not attend and other pertinent material submitted for the record.

[The material referred to follows:]

212
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TEE JEWISH FAMILY: A TRADITIONAL PORTRAIT

Rabbi Gilbert S. Rosenthal
Temple Beth El, Cedarhurst, N.Y.

Prepared for the Senate Subcommittee on Family and Human Services, Sept. 22, 1983 Wearing

I have been invited to paint for your consideration a portrait of the traditional

Jewish family in brief fashion. To do so is like teaching Torah on one foot, to borrow

Hillel's famous aphorism. Hillel, you recall, taught in answer to that strange request

of the potential convert who wanted a succinct summation of Judaism, that "you should

love your neighbor as yourself." Since Judaism has an aversion to, what Professor Louis

Ginzberg aptly dubbe.', "acrobatic Judaism," I think you are e- d to a more exter-ive

answer than that -- but an answer that cannot possibly be condensed into a mere summary.

After all, much of the Bible is concerned with the family: 38 of 50 chapters of Genesis

are devoted to marriage, children, sibling rivalry, domestic quarrels, courtship, and

death of parents. Is there a better indication than this of the high priority of the family

in our civilization?

Suppose we try to sketch a rough portrait of the traditional Jewish family.

What ere the salient features of the Jewish family? What are the key themes,

the leitmotifs, that mark the Jewish home as unique? And how did the patterns of the

Jewish home make for Jewish identity?

The first is, I think, the religious factor. Let us remember that marriage is

considered divinely ordained, that celibacy is viewed by Judaism as a sin. Consequently,

it is God's will that marriage be undertaken in order to find human companionship and in

order to bring children into this world. Marriage is, therefore, viewed in Judaism as

kiddushin, a holy covenant between man, woman, and God. Accordingly, marital

relations -- both physical and social -- are scrupulously regulated by Halakhoh, Jewish

law. So, too, are relations to children, to parents, to other family members. Mitzvot
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(divine commandments) are ta control every family situation including sexual affairs

(taharat hamishpahah), child-rearing, care for elderly parents, Sabbath and festival

observances, philanthropy, and the like. Thus the mitzvat determined the ideal of

chastity and modesty. They denigrated pornography and lewdness; they described

sexual perversions as 'abominations." The value system established by Halakhah viewed

intermarriage as a horrible act of treason while it glorified Jewish virtues such as

charitableness, hospitality, compassion, learning, good neighborliness, domestic peace,

and respect for parents and elders.

Finally, the ritual pattern sought ta evoke powerful Jewish loyalties, historical

memories, and unmistakable Jewish identities. Sabbath dinners, kosher cooking, Passover

sedarim, meals in the Sukkah and Hanukkah festivities all heightened the families' sense

of Jewishness and engendered a deep sense of pride in the past and in aur heroes. There

could be little identity crisis in Jewish homes whose very climate was saturated with

Yiddishkeit (Jewishness) and whose ambiance was that of a sanctuary in miniature. The

religious factor was unquestionably a mighty farce far Jewish feelings, loyalties, laves,

identity, and pride.

The second salient feature of the Jewish home is that each member had a clearly

defined rale. These roles were defined by law, custom, and tradition, and Shalam Aleichem's

Tevye v,as not sa wrong when he noted that because of aur tradition, everyone knows what he

is ta da and what Gad expects of him. Father was the domineering, discipline figure; mother

dished aut lave mixed with milk and honey. Children knew their place; grandparents had

their niche. Even the marginal member. -- relatives and Iandsleit -- played their parts in

the family drama. Until modern times, rare was the Jewish family member wha moved out

of his characteristic rale.
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Another striking element that marked the Jewish home was the enormous altruism,

self- sacrifice and intensiveness in child-rearing. The old Yiddish proverb, "everything for

the children," was no mere expression; it was a way of life. Parents would sacrifice every-

thing to edunte their sans; they would go to any length to assure a good match for their

daughters. Intensiveness and smothering devotion may hove created our shore of neurotics

ond misfits, but they also produced ten percent of the Nobel Laureates aver the lost seventy

years as well as leaders in the arts, sciences, letters, and industry.

A fourth typically Jewish factor in our family structure wos the careful control

parents exerted aver their children. Parents chose the schools and tutors to which their

offspring would ao to learn Torah. They selected their clothes and hairstyles. They

arranged shiddukilim (matches) for their tender youngsters; they guided them into their

life's careers. Thus the two major cbscisions of a youngster's life, namely, marriage and

career, were traditionally left o porentol control. The Jewish family exhibited little

laissez faire and much benevolent tyranny.

Yet another factor which strengthened the Jewish family and Jewish identity wos

the external factor of an alien world that was often hostile and even lethal to the Jewish

home. The Jew was, after all, an undiluted entity an a sea of hostility both in the

Christian and Moslem worlds. He was at best a tolerated minority. At worst, he was

maligned, attacked, and expelled. As a result, he turned inward towards himself and

his family. The Jewish family become inner-directed. The combinntion of physical

ghettos as well as self-imposed spiritual ghettos, helped develop the isolated and aloof

Jewish family and community. Consequently, the Jew developed within himself a sense

of worth and pride -- pride in tradition and in history, in family and folkways, in culture

and heritage. What did it matter that the peasant outside drank excessively, fornicated,

2 1 ,
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and beat his wife, os long as the Jew maintained his commitment to sobriety, chastity,

and fomily love? If the Christion-Moslem world sought to undermine the morale and

stability of the Jewish home and community by their contempt and pressures, they were

badly deluded. If anything, they merely strengthened the Jew within and heightened

his sense of loyalties and identity.

So, then, this combination of religious volues, clearly defined roles, altruistic

sacrifice, tight parental controls, and external hostilities of the Diaspora world, helped

build the Jewish home into o veritable Rock of Gibraltar and helped sharpen Jewish

volues and heighten Jewish identity.

OF course, there is always the tendency to create "the myth of the ideal past."

Human beings we prone to dream of the good old days which weren't perhaps quite so

good when they weren't so old. There were plenty of problems in the Jewish fomily; oil

wos not os idyllic os no;tolgio prompts us to believe. There wos div-ce in the middle

ages, particularly in Moslem lands. Wife heating must hove occurred in some places, as

evidenced by the severe penalties laid on the husbands by rabbinic authorities. And not

all ,,,omen were happy in their roles or in loveless, orronged marriages. Isaac Boshevis

Sin jer's recent ploy, 'rentl, develops this theme bizarrely, os do the woks of Shalom

ic hem. But for all of the flows in the Jewish home, we had less alcoholism, less wife-

bt sting, less cFild abuse, less I utolity, less instability than prevailed in gentile homes.

With the era of Emoncipaticn, Jewish fomily values were severely challenged.

In the woke of the French Revolution, western Jews entered the assimilatory main stream.

Jewish men and women began to intermarry; Jewish volues were eclipsed; Jewish identity

declined; baptism began to toke its grim toll. In eastern Europe, the socialist-communist

secularism shattered Jewish volues and family life. Note the d: integration process in

Tevye's family: first his daughters reject orronged marriages and wont to marry for love;
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then they marry radicals; ond finally, the ultimate blow of mixed marriage ond opostacy.

And when the immigronts come to this land of freedom it was even worse. Off came the

beards and yorn-J1kos; husbands obandoned wives; trey dallied with loose women; they

worked on the Sabbath and ate forbidden foods; and the young generation spat upon the

old and on their values. "Du is onderish" -- "here it is different," explains Joke to his

greenhorn wife, in that poignant movie, Hester Street. And since it was different here

and freer ond a Jew hoc to become on American instantly, that meant that wives should

comport themselves like gentile women and husbands like free-thinkers. ;one with the

Jewish fomily! Gone with Jewish ideals! Gone with Jewish identity! Gone with the

svnaoaque! Gone with Torah learning! And we are paying the price today of the

immigrant generation's folly.

In more recent times we have witnessed a romantic revolution and a sexual

revolution, and both revolutions have profoundly affected Jewish family stability. The

romat.tic revolution which began in the early nineteenth century destroyed the notion of

family loyalty and traditional obligations to clan, parents, religion, and people. Each

man and woman was 'taw free to choose o mate as he or she saw fit: duty was no longer

a factor in the modern family. The sexual revolution has legitimatized long-held taboos.

Adultery, pre-maritol sex, homosexuality and o host of other "sinful" and aberrational

behavior patterns have changed the face of family life. The sexual revolution has its

Jewish oce3rits, too, ond clergymen and social workers are seeing the negative impact

on Jewish family life in increasing degree.

Then, too, we live in a hedonistic age. We insist on instant grotificotion; we

yearn for unremitting, continuous happinesS. This is a now generation that demonds

happiness, fulfillment, and joy here and now no matter what might be the consequences.
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The "Playboy" philosophy is rife; we relate to people as sex objects to be used,

manipulated, enjoyed -- without meaning...A commitment.

Religious norms have declined; the underpinnings of ethical behavior have

collapsed. We live in a secular, post-Christian age in which the Biblical roots of western

civilization have been severely undermined.

A spirit of avant-garde liberalism is abroad; one does his thing na matter what

the consequences. Old vales and norms are viewed suspiciously, cynically.

Rampant individualism is part of our culture. There is a dilution of feeling of

responsibility to others, be they parents, spouses, children, community, ancestors,

country, heritage, o: faith. "My happiness is all that counts" is a frequef..ly heard

argument for sexual misbehavior and divorce these days. The first person pronoun has

crowded out all others.

There is an inordinate stress on the acquisition of things rather than virtues.

We pursue pleasure rather than character.

Family roles have been hopelessly confused as mothers hove emasculated

fathers and fathers have abdicated their classic position.

Unquestionably, the new women's revolution has caused dangerous backwash

and has affected adversely family stability. Growing marital instability is due partly to

the unstable factor of eroticism and women's growing economic independence, notes

Professor Edward Shorter. The more women pull away from the nuclear nest to seek ful-

fillment and rewards outside of the family and child care, the more the nuclear family

crumbles to be replaced by "free-floating couples."

One final negative factor that has injured contemporary marriages and families
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is the increasingly popular notion of "open marriages." This notion asserts that traditional

marriage is a closed fusion of couples who become totally dependent on one another and

restrict relations with others. Nena and George O'Neill, who have been leading

advocates of open marriage, ca, for new roles for husbands and wives who will be open

to outside growth and experiences and the development of less traditionally defined roles.

This will allow for open companionship with either sex even if it means extra-marital

sexual relationships. In sum: open marriage means independent living, personal growth,

individual freedom, flexible roles, mutual trust, and expansion through openness. Need-

les; to soy, such an approach to marriage and the family is shaking the foundations of the

traditional home and its age-old norms and value system.

Has this new freedom in sex and marriage hrought greater happiness and stobility

to our families", Quite the contrary. Divorces have increased alarmingly so that just

under 1.2 million couples break up annually and we are told that if the present rate of

divorce continues, one of three couples marrying this year will ultimately split up. One

of six American children lives with one parent. Psychologists and psychiatrists are seeing

an eve -growing list of patients, both young and old, who reflect the sickness that is rooted

in family unhappiness. And clergvmen and educators deal increasingly with family problems,

unhappy marriages, disturbed children, shattered homes. So much for the new Eden!

Is it government's role to battle the plague by intervening in family affairs? I

think not: The idea of bureaucrats in the bedroom and governmental officials poking around

the homestead frightens me as it should frighten oil Americans. We know only too well from

contemporory history how the Nazis and the Communists interfered in the most intimate

aspect of a person's family and home. We do not want "Big Brother" of George Orwell's

1984 peering over our shoulder. This is not the function of democratic government. That

21.)
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is not to say that the government should be indifferent to family decay. Since society

reflects the nuclear institution which is the family, it is to the society's advantage to

bolster the stability of the home, to shore up the sagging foundations of marriage, to

teach the meaning of love, sexuality, and marriage,to foster courses in family living,

and to do all possible to enhance the traditional norms of solid, cohesive marital units.

And government would do well to fund clinics to help counsel, guide, and cure sick and

ailing couples whose marriages and families are tottering.

But essentially the challenge belongs to church and synagogue and school and

community center. And even more fundamentally, it is the parents who must set the

proper example of fidelity, chastity, moral behavior, and family solidarity and loyalty.

We can, I suppose, no longer turn back the clack. Parents no longer choose clothes for

children, how much less, mates. We do not want others to select coreers or orange

matches for us; it is, therefore, simplistic and fatuous to call for a return to "good old

family J al ues" and it is dangerous to summon the government to intrude.

Parental default, however, is the worst solution. Parents can no longer and

should no longer coerce; but they can guide, inspire, lead. They can infuse moral values

and religious norms; they can teach by precept and example; tFey can show the way. In

Hebrew, the word for parents is horim; the word for teachers is morim. They are from the

same root for parents are to be teachers. They can and must make their homelife so beautiful

and exemplary, so stable and secure, that their children will want to emulate their pattern.

It is late, very late. The numbers of unhappy, miserable, sick, disturbed men,

women and children grow daily to the detriment of our society and the endangerment of our

nation. We had better act today: tomorrow may well be too late.
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Senator DENTON. This hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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BROKEN FAMILIES

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room
SD-628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah Denton
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Denton.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON

Senator DENTON. Good morning.
This hearing will please come to order.
I would like to welcome the witnesses and guests to the fourth in

a series of hearings on the topic of family breakdown. 'Today's hear-
ing will focus on the role of Government in helping prevent the
breakup of families and in ameliorating the negative consequences
for members of broken families. We have a particularly distin-
guished group of witnesses gathered here this morning, and I am
honored that they have agreed to take the time out of their busy
schedules to be with us.

Dorcas Hardy, Assistant Secretary for Human Development
Services at the Department of Health and Human Services has
kindly agreed to present a broad overview of the areas of Federal
Government policies that have an impact on the family.

Then we will have a panel in which Mrs. Diane Ahrens, an elect-
ed official from St. Paul, Minn., joins Mrs. Johnson and Dr. Mays
in describing local public and private services programs which help
families, and to discuss how Government can encourage such pro-
grams. We shall conclude with a second panel consisting of three
well-known scholars and authors who view the problems of family
breakdown from widely varying perspectives.

Betty Friedan, a leader of the women's movement of the 1960's
has agreed to explore with us her view of how the women of the
1980's are reconciling the feminist perspective with needs for love,
children, family, home and how she thinks the Government iis
helped or hindered this reconciliation.

George Gilder, a critical analyst of the poverty programs estab-
lished in the 1960's, will discuss ways he :elieves Government can
change the system to eliminate the welfare trap for millions of
single women and their children.

Brigitte Berger, a sociologist who is studying the family issues,
will discuss her views on the centrality of certain family issues
which, if addressed by the Federal Government, will strengthen the
nuclear family. So we have a full morning ahead of us and I urge
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you allmedia and public guests aliketo stay with us throughout
the entire hearing.

At our first two hearings in the series on broken families, which
were held in March of this year, we learned some sobering facts
zibout the effects of family breakups on children, women, and men.
At the third hearing, held on September 22, we focused on the
causes of family breakdown and on its implications for our society.

These hearings, held by this subcommittee throughout 1983, have
yielded important data and useful recommendations concerning the
American phenomenon of broken families. I hal,: been seeking the
facts about family breakdown so that my work as chairman of this
subcommittee can be supported with answers to these questions:

What are the causes of family breakups?
What premarital guidance and activities are effective in prevent-

ing the dissolution of marriages and family breakdowns?
What services, programs, and laws can improve the wellbeing of

the victims of family breakupschildren, youth, women, and men?
Let me make clear how we chose to define the term broken

family. By that phrase we mean more than just the family broken
up by divorce. We also mean parents who live apart, parents who
never married, and in particular, mothers who must raise their
children with little or no assistance or supportfinancial or other-
wisefrom a husband.

One out of every eight children now lives in a single parent
home. Therefore, it is important that we face the problems experi-
enced by these families and look to see what helps them most. But,
we also have good n-3sons to believe that the traditional nuclear
family is still the desired standard for our Nation's basic social
unit. George Gallup, in testimony before this subcommittee, re-
vealed the evidence that Americans hope and aspire for an intact,
traditional nuclear family. The majority of marriages do not end in
divorce. The majority of children are still raised to adulthood by
both of their parents at home together.

Therefore, we must try to see to it that Americans are aided in
achieving their goals by providing for stronger, nuclear families.
This can be done by first acknowledging the serious premarital,
marital, and child development problems that can be prevented or
corrected. Then, discussions can follow about the proper level of in-
volvement by the Government, supplementing moral responsibil-
ities of individual citizens, the churches, and other social institu-
tions.

As the chairman of the first and only Senate subcommittee
which includes family in its title, I feel an obligation to use the
facts which are being collected through these hearings and investi-
gations to see that all legislation passed by the Senate benefits
American families. I join with many of my contemporaries who
agree with the classical philosophers who saw a nation as a family
of families. The Theodosian Code of the Roman Empire, still pro-
vides an important reminder for today's lawmakers: "A happy
family multiplied 10,000 times means a happy empire, and a sick
family multiplied 10,000 times means a sick empire."

Personally, from my experience in the Senate over the past 3
years, I know that one Senate subcommittee cannot possibly ad-
dress all of the issues and problems which American families face.
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That is why I took the lead in forming the Senate caucus on the
family.

We are also asking the Senate to consider establishing a Special
Committee on Family, Youth, and Children, so that Republicans
and Democrats, conservatives and liberals, can move toward a con-
sensus on the policies of the past which are inappropriate policies
for the future. I am also undertaking additional activities in this
direction.

I believe that concerned people on both the left and the right
may be ready to discuss ways to strengthen the fragile, and in
some instances, broken family structures as a most important way
to strengthen American life. I am committed to take part in such
discussions which, I believe, will lead toward common solutions.

The problems today are of life-or-death urgency, but are by no
means new.

I found this quotation by Theodore Roosevelt very refreshing. He
has relatives here in town, and I hope that they are familiar with
this quotation.

In March 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt addressed the First
International Congress in America on the Welfare of the Child.
Here is what he said:

There are exceptional women, there are exceptional men, who have other tasks to
perform in addition to, not in substitution for, the task of motherhood and father-
hood, the task of providing for the home and of keeping it. But it is the tasks con-
nected with the home that are the fundamental tasks of humanity. After all, we can
get along for the time being with an inferior quality of success in other lines, politi-
cal or business, or of any kind; because if there are failings in such matters we can
make them good in the next generation; but if the mother does not do her duty,
there will either be no next generation, or a next generation that is worse than
none at all. In other words, we cannot as a Nation get along at all if we haven't the
right kind of home life. Such a life is not only the supreme duty, but also the su-
preme reward of duty. Every rightly cclistituted woman or man, if she or he is
worth her or his salt, must feel that there is no such ample reward to be found any-
where in life as the reward of children, the reward of a happy family life.

Just 10 years ago, the predecessor to this Subcommittee on
Family and Human Services, the Subcommittee on Children and
Youth, held a series of hearings on American Families: Trends and
Pressures. The chairman of that subcommittee was Senator Walter
Mondale, Democrat, Minnesota.

In a discussion with one of his witnesses, the late Margaret
Mead, former Vice President Mondale deduced:

. . . I have worked on practially all the human problems . . . and increasingly
reached a conclusion that is not very profound. It all begins with the family. That is
the key institution in American life. If it breaks down, if it is unable to do what
society has assumed it will do, then all of these other problems develop.

When he referred to work on the human problems, he meant the
social programs of the late 1960's and early 1970's.

Unfortunately, during the past decade, some human problems
have grown and new ones have emerged. The factors having a neg-
ative impact on the family are not subsiding. But has there been
sufficient exposure of these problems and factors? And where are
my other colleagues on this subcommittee and others, who have
not attended these hearings or yet taken the time to consider the
findings of this subcommittee?
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As Senators, I believe we must take time to look carefully at the
data about and the consequences of broken families. Tie fate of the
Nation, as well as the simple happiness of men, women, and chil-
dren, hangs in the balance. Others agree and that is why 29 Sena-
tors have joined with Senator DeConcini and me to form the
Senate caucus on the family. The caucus will be holding a lunch-
eon meeting with Secretary Margaret Heckler later this month to
begin discussing areas of common concern that coil be addressed
across committee lines.

I have been observing the estab .ishment and work of the House
of Representatives Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Fam-
ilies and I commend the chairman, Representative George Miller,
Democrat, California, and the ranking minority member, Repre-
sentative Dan Marriott, Republican, Utah, for their bipartisan
effort on factfinding and issue building on important issues to chil-
dren and families.

In conclusion, I would like to acknowledge that the strength of
American families lies in its capacity to span time and generations.
The problems of America's families are not hot political issues
since the trends of the problem are not conspicuous within a 2-year
session of the Congress, and a 4-year term of a President, or even a
8-year term of a Senator. Only the family looks ahead to genera-
tions to come. And only a nation that looks to the sustained health
of her families looks after her own survival.

I did not read my entire opening statement.
ask that the entire written statement be inserted in the hear-

ing record as if read in full, and I so order that, without objection.
[The full text of Senator Denton's opening statement follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON

Senator DENTON. I would like to welcome the witnesses and guests to the fourth
in a series of hearings on the topic of family breakdown. Today s hearing will focus
on the role of government in helping prevent the break-up of families and in ame-
liorating the negative consequences for members of broken families. We have a dis-
tinguished group of witnesses gathered here this morning, and I am honored that
they have agreed to take the time out of their busy schedules to be with us.

Dorcas Hardy, Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services at the De-
partment of Health and Human Services has kindly agreed to present a broad over-
view of the areas of Federal government policies that have an impact on the family.

Then we will have panel in which Mrs. Diane Ahrens, an elected official from St.
Paul, Minnesota, joins Mrs. Johnson and Dr. Mays in describing local public and
private services programs which help families, and to discuss how government can
encourage such programs. We shall conclude with a second panel consisting of three
well-known scholars and authors who view the problems of family breakdown from
widely varying perspectives.

Betty Friedan, a leader of the women's movement of the 1960's, has agreed to ex-
plore with us her view of how the women of the 1980's are reconciling the feminist
perspective with the needs for love, children, family, home, and how she thinks the
government has helped or hindered this reconciliation.

Georg' Gilder, a critical analyst of the poverty programs established in the 1960's,
will discuss ways he believes government can change the system to eliminate the
"welfare trap" for millions of single women and their children.

Brigitte Berger, a sociologist who's studying the family issues, will discuss her
views on the centrality of certain family issues which, if addressed by the Federal
government, will strengthen th.: nuclear family. So we have a full morning ahead of
us and I urge you allmedia and public guests aliketo stay with us throughout
the entire hearing.

At our first two hearings in the series on Broken Families, which were held in
March of this year, we learned some sobering facts about the effects of family break-
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ups on children, women and men. At the third hearing, held on September 22, we
focused on the causes of family breakdown and on its implications for our society.

These hearings, held by this subcommittee throughout 1983, have yielded impor-
tant data and useful recommendations concerning the American phenomenon of
"broken families". I have been seeking the facts about family breakdown so that my
work as Chairman of this Subcommittee can be supported with answers to the ques-
tions:

WI ,t are the causes of family break-ups?
re-marital guidance and activities are effective in preventing the dissolution

of marriages and family breakdowns?
What services, programs and laws can improve the well-being of the victims of

family breakdownschildren, youth, women and men?
Let me make clear how we chose to define the term "broken family". By that

phrase we mean more than just the family broken up by divorce. We also mean par-
ents who live apart, parents who never married, and in particular, mothers who
must raise their children with little or no assistance or supportfinancial or other-
wisefrom a husband.

One out of every eight children now lives in a single parent home. Therefore, it is
important that we face the problems experienced by these families and look to see
what helps them most. But, we also have good reason to believe that the traditional,
nuclear family is still the desired standard for our Nation's basic social unit. George
Gallup, in testimony before this Subcommittee revealed the evidence that Ameri-
cans hope and aspire for an intact, traditional nuclear family. The majority of mar-
riages do not end in divorce. The majority of children are still being raised to adult-
hood by both of their parents at home together.

Therefore, we must try to see to it that Americans are aided in achieving their
goals by providing for stronger, nuclear families. This can be accomplished by first
acknowledging the serious pre-marital, marital and child development problems
that can be prevented or corrected. Then, discussions can follow about the proper
level of involvement by the government, supplementing moral responsibilities of in-
dividual citizens, the churches and other social institutions.

In addition to the Broken Families series of hearings, this Subcommittee conduct-
ed hearings during April to gather current information about other areas under its
jurisdiction, which, though not directly concerned with family break-down, are relat-
ed to family well-being. These hearings dealt with the following subjects:

The extent to which there is withholding of care to seriously ill, handicapped in-
fants in hospitals;

The causes of child abuse, and the best prevention and treatment programs avai;-
able to stop violence within the family;

The obstacles which exist to the adoption of children in need of loving families;
and

The role volunteers can play in the effective and efficient delivery of human serv-
ices programs.

Legislation to re-authorize the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adop-
tion Opportunities Act as well as the Community Volunteer Service Act was written
by this Subcommittee. Those bills were reported out with unanimous agreement by
members of the full Labor and Human Resources Committee, chaired by Senator
Orrin Hatch. They now await final passage by the Congress.

As the Chairman of the first and only Senate Subcommittee which includes
"Family" in its title, I feel an obligation to use the facts which are being collected
through these hearings and investigations to see that all legislation passed by the
Senate benefits American families. I join with many of my contemporaries who
agree with the classical philosophers who saw a nation as a "family of families".
The Theodosian Code of the Roman Empire, still provides an important reminder
for today's law makers: "A happy family multiplied ten thousand times means a
happy empire, and a sick family multiplied ten thousand times means a sick
empire."

Personally, from my experience in the Senate over the past three years, I know
that one Senate subcommittee cannot possibly address all of the issues and prob-
lems which American families face. That is why I took the lead in forming the
Caucus on the Family.

We are also asking the Senate to consider establishing a Special Committee on
Family, Youth and Children, so that Republicans and Democrats, conservatives and
liberals, can mo,e toward a consensus on the policies of the past which are inappro-
priate policies for the future. I am also undertaking additional activities in this di-
rection.
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I believe that concerned people on both the left and the right may be ready to
discuss ways to strengthen the fragile, and in some instances, broken family struc-
tures as a most important way to strengthen American life. I am committed to take
part in such discussions which, I believe, will lead toward common solutions.

I believe there are solutions 'n which we can agree because there are so many
alarming problems which we alt see. I v.ould like to take the opportunity :low to
briefly summarize the serious problems which plague the American family today, as
they have Seen brought to my attention from the broken families hearings.

American families are demonstrably devastated by divorce. Job secum: ;a
shaken. The family's income is lowered significantly. Children suffer not only psy-
chologically, but educationally. Less than half of the mothers receive child support
payments from the fathers. This results in a higher rate of poverty in families
headed by a female, compared to husband-wife families. The effects are generally
serious and, in many cases, enduring for all involved in the divorcing family.

However, this is not to say that divorce must be avoided at all costs. There are
human circumstances which become so violent, destructive and irreconcilable that
divorce may, in fact, be necessary. However, I am firmly convinced that as a civi-
lized and educated society, we must examine the causes of divorce and encourage
polite c and programs that help families, as well as young people preparing for mar-
riage, avoid the over-use of divorce as a solution to family problems.

The number of out-of-wedlock births has more than quadrupled since 1950 and
has nearly doubled just during the 1970's. Among blacks, over half of all births now
occur to unmarried women. Families being formed without marriage are having a
profoundly negative economic and structural impact on our country.

Government policies of the 1980's will have to focus on the welfare reforms
needed to alleviate these negative factors. For example, the expansion of the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children program from an initial focus on widows, in the
1930's, to its current focus on very young, never-married women has resulted in per-
verse situations for many families.

It seems that too many of us lack the disciplines of honest labor; or striving for
pre-marital chastity and marital fidelity; of responsible child-rearing. The break-
down of family responsibilities among fathers can be directly linked to an over-de-
pendency on government welfare by mothers. The corresponding "feminization of
poverty", however, holds negative consequences for more than just women: the
future of their children is also at stake.

The women's movement, combined with the revolution in sexual mores, has in
many instances come to violate the basic and human needs for intimacy, sex and re-
generation within the family. Radical feminists' expounding on s'ich themes as:
"man as enemy", "motherhood and family as oppressors of women", have created
terrible chasms of communication between men and women, as well as between
women and women, and even between adults and children. However, there are posi-
tive signs that these revolutionary slogans are being muffled.

At the same time, another sort of revolution in attitudes towards roles of the
sexes is occurring. In 1981, 52 percent of the women of working age were in the
work force, compared to 20 percent who worked outside the home in 1900. One of
the steepest increases has come in the percentage of women with children under 6
years of age who are in the labor force: that percentage is now nearly half.

Women have moved into the work force, in ever expanding numbers, with ever
increasing success, and in many cases, ever decreasing time spent at home. Now, we
are troubled about the appropriate role and time allocation required from both par-
ents, particularly the mother's nurturing role for proper child-rearing, when both
parents are working. Some would like us to believe that we can return to the team-
work of the past where both the husband and wife can share equivalently in both
the financial support and physical care of the family. And yet, in a recent poll of
women ages 21-35 by Parents magazine, 60 percent of the women regard their
family life as their greatest accomplishment. When asked to choose which is most
important to them, being a wife and mother or their work outside their home, 60
percent chose wife and mother and 18 percent chose work. I hope we will hear var-
ious viewpoints on the phenomenon of women with children entering the work
force.

Coping with adolescent pregnancy in the United States, which has nne of the
highest levels in the developed world, is one of the mandated legislative areas of
concern for this Subcommittee. According to a recent study by Princeton Universi-
ty's Office of Population Research: of 30 countries studied, only Hungary and Ruma-
nia had higher adolescent pregnancy rates than the United States.

The consequences when children try to raise children do not add up to stronger
American families. Uncounted but real social costs escalate tremendously as single
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mothers join the welfare ranks and poorly reared children grow into problem citi-
zens.

The Adolescent Family Life Demonstration Projects Act of 1981 was agreed to by
Republicans and Democrats alike, because comprehensive services to the pregnant
adolescent and 4er family during and after her pregnancy are solely needed. But,
the Adolescent Family Life law has also focused attention on preventive programs
which include parents so that they can participate as sex educators of their chil-
dren, and encourage their teenagers to postpone sexual intercourse until they are
older and married.

I firmly believe that our young people should know that sex is beautiful and
joyful. But I am as firmly convinced that the role the Federal government has been
playing in facilitating and encouraging adolescent sexual activity without parental
knowledge or participation in the decision to use prescription birth control and de-
vices is deadly wrong.

We have the results of nation-wide polls tl t show that the majority of Americans
agree with the importance of parental notification. We also have the results from
the State of Utah, where a strong parental consent law resulted in a decrease in
both the pregnancy rate and abortion rate for girls 15-19 years old. The number of
teenagers who used family planning clinics in Utah declined by half during 1981,
compared to 1980, but without an increase in either pregnancies or abortions.

While we are bound by the decisions of the courts, we must continue to t.y to
reason together about ways to involve parents and families in educating their chil-
dren about responsible actions involving sex.

The influence of the media on American families is great. For example, concern-
ing the area of sexual mores, The New Republic executive Editor, Morton Kondrake
has written: "Parental credibility in counseling 'don't' is being ripped to shreds by
television, movies, magazines and records that blare out the consistent message: 'Do
it!' Everybody does it! 'Even nice girls do it.' "

It has been estimated that by the time the typical American child reaches the age
of reason, he will have viewed 30,000 television "stories" about life's experiences.
Research by University of Pennsylvania professor George Gerbner has found that
the depiction of Americans by television is distorted, resulting in stereotypes about
sex-roles, the elderly, blacks, work and health. Because crime occurs on the televi-
sion screen ten times more often than that in real life, a "mean-world syndrome" is
being created for heavy viewers of television, which includes children and older per-
sons.

Gerbner, further quoted in Newsweek magazine, recommends that television
becuine a politic.i! issue: "Every political campaign should put television on the
public agenda. Candidates talk about schools . . . jobs . . . social welfare. They're
going to have to start discussing this all-pervasive force."

Kondrake agrees, calling upon President Reagan to ". . . speak to his friends in
Hollywood about the extent to which they have oversexed American society."

Aside from even PG-rated movies which push the message that "even nice girls do
it", the negative influence of hard and soft pornography is one topic on which femi-
nists and I agree. Among other effects, the extent to which the exploitative marke-
teers of pornography have undercut the value of moral but most truly joyful sex
within marriage should not be ignored. For the promotion of the common welfare,
governments and consumers alike must find ways to make the media more responsi-
ble to viewers, listeners, and readers.

The problems today are of life-or-death urgency, but are by no means new.
in March of 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt addressed the First International

Congress in America on the Welfare of the Child. I'd like to share with you, just a
small part of what he had to say, because, still today, it holds so true:

There are exceptional women, there are exceptional men, who have other tasks to
perform in addition to, not in substitution for, the task of motherhood and father-
hood, the task of providing for the home and of keeping it. But it is the tasks con-
nected with the home that are the fundamental tasks of humanity. After all, we can
get along for the time being with an inferior quality of success in other lines, politi-
cal, or business, or of any kind; because if there are failings in such matters we can
make them good in the next generation; but if the mother does not do her duty,
there will either be no next generation, or a next generation that is worse than
none at all. In other words, we cannot as a nation get along at all if we haven't the
right kind of home life. Such a life is not only the supreme duty, but also the su-
preme reward of ulty. Every rightly constituted woman or man, if she or he is
worth her or his salt, must feel that there is no such ample reward to be found any-
where in life as the reward of children, the reward of a happy family life.
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Just ten years ago, the predecessor to this Subcommittee on Family and Human
Services, the Subcommittee on Children and Youth, held a series of hearings on
"American Families: Trends and Pressures." The Chairman of that Subcommittee
was Senator Walter Mondale (D-MN).

In a discussion with one of his witnesses, the late Margaret Mead, former Vice
President ".iondale deduced: ". . . I have worked on practically all the human prcb-
lems . . . and increasingly reached a conclusion that is not very profound. It all
begins with the family. That is the key institution in American life. If it breaks
down, if it is unable to do what society has assumed it will do, then all of these
other problems develop." When he referred to work on the human problems, he
meant the social programs of the late 1960's and early 1970's.

Unf-,ctunately, during the past decade, some human problems have grown and
new ones have emerged. The factors having a negative impact on the family are not
subsiding. But has there been sufficient exposure of these problems and factors?
And where are my other colleagues on this Subcommittee and others, who have not
attended these hearings or yet taken the time to consider the findings of this Sub-
committee?

As Senators, I believe we must take time to look carefully at the data about and
the consequences of broken families. The fate of the nation, as well as the simple
happiness of men, women and children, hangs in the balance. Others agree and that
is why twenty-nine Senators have joined with Senator DeConcini. and me to form
the Senate Caucus on the Family. The Caucus will be holding a luncheon meeting
with Secretary Margaret Heckler later this month to begin discussing areas of
common concern that can be addressed across committee lines.

I have been observing the establishment and work of the House of Representa-
tive's Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families and I commend the Chair-
man, Representative George Miller (D-CA), and the Ranking Minority member, Rep-
resentative Dan Marriott (R-UT), for their bipartisan effort on fact-finding and
issue-building on important issues to children and families.

Based on the House of Representatives' example, I believe that the Senate should
have a comparable special committee, with budget and staff to work in a bipartisan
way on building up the Senate's record of concern for families, youth and children.
That is why I have introduced, along with Senator DeConcini and Senator Hatch,
Senate Resolution 185, to establish a temporary Special Committee on Family,
Youth and Children. I urge all of my Senate colleaguesincluding those who are
members of the Caucus on the Family as well as those members of the Children's
Caucusto join in a common cause to see a special, temporary Senate Committee
established to focus on family and children's issues.

In conclusion, I'd like to acknowledge that the strength of American families lies
in its capacity to span time and generations. The problems of America's families are
not hot political issues since the trends of the problem are not conspicuous within a
two year session of the Congress, a four year term of a President, or even a six year
term of a Senator. Only the family looks ahead to generations to come. And only a
nation that looks to the sustained health of her families looks after her own surviv-
al.

Senator DENTON. I welcome again our first witness, Assistant
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services, Ms.
Dorcas Hardy, to the subcommittee.

Ms. Hardy has testified a number of times before this subcom-
mittee, and it is always a pleasure to have her here.

Will you begin your remarks, please?

STATEMENT OF DORCAS R. HARDY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY JERRY REGIER, DI-
RECTOR, OFFICE FOR FAMILIES; AND DAVID A. RUq, DIREC-
TOR, OFFICE OF POLICY COORDINATION AND REVIEW, OHDS
Ms. HARDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for the op-

portunity to appear before you today to look at Government poli-
cies and programs that benefit families and promote family stabil-
ity, and also to discuss ways in which Government policies might
be improved.
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I have with me today, on my left, Jerry Regicr, who is the Asso-
ciate Commissioner, Administration for Children, Youth, and Fami-
lies, and Director of the Office of Families; and on my right, David
Rust, Director of the Office of Policy Coordination in Human De-
velopment Services.

I have submitted my testimony for the record, and I would like
to take this opportunity to highlight parts of it.

Senator DENTON. Excuse me, Ms. Hardy. May I say for the
record, without objection, it is ordered that all of Ms. Hardy's writ-
ten statement be included in the record.

[The following was received for the record.].
Senator DENTON. Go ahead.
Ms. HARDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I believe that we are all aware of the tapestry which is the

family, a tapestry which should be interwoven with sharing and
caring, and a fabric made of threads of marital responsibility, kin-ship, and love. It is within the family that we learn charity, friend-
ship, self-control, responsibility, health, and discipline. It is withinthe family that we come to understand the proper use of leisure,
the development of our natural talents, the value of sincerity, per-
severance, love of country, and other attributes. We know that not
all families are equally successful in all of these endeavors.

You are convening this hearing and I am here today because we
all believe that a major aspect in the revitalization of America is
indeed focusing upon and building upon family strengths.

This administration is committed to achieving three goals re-
garding Federal interaction with families and the institutions thataffect them.

First, to expand the State and local responsibility for all facets of
planning and implementing social services while simultaneously re-
ducing the Federal role.

Second, to insure that the formulation and implementation of
social service legislation and programs is based upon the principle
that the well-being of the public is primarily an individual, family,
and a community responsibility.

Third, to promote the concept that when social services are
indeed needed, they are best defined and delivered through public
or private institutions at that level which is closest to the problem.

The role of the Federal Government in meeting social needs then
becomes: One, to adopt and implement national policies that are
aimed at promoting economic growth and prosperity, and thereby
reducing the need for social services;

Two, to target Federal budgetary support toward those persons
who are indeed most in need; and

Three, to address those social service needs that cannot be re-
sponded to at the State level, or that might require interstate or
national orientation.

With these three goals in mind, I would like to address some of
the principles that will guide us, and have guided us as public poli-
cymakers, as we seek to enhance the role of individuals, and the
role of families. These three principles form a fundamental ap-
proach to building family strengths, whether from a Federal per-
spective or from a community perspective.
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The first is: Th,,, family is the primary social unit of our society.
We already know and recognize the importance of the family to
each of us as individuals, and we also recognize the essential func-
tions performed for society by the family.

Therefore, we see the family as an essential unit of society, and
not only an economic unit.

Two, prevention of family dissolution is vital. In the past decade
alone, I believe you know there has been a sevenfold increase in
single parent families, and such families now constitute 20 percent
of all families with children. More than half of these families are
poor or near poor. Ninety percent of these families are headed by
women.

We know that family dissolution forces many people into pover-
ty. Census Bureau figures suggest that when a father, for instance,
leaves his family, he often ignores his responsibilities, and leaves
his wife and children without any financial support. He knows that
if he abandons his family, and they become impoverished, the Gov-
ernment will take over the responsibility that should be his, that of
providing for his family.

The single parent family is a significant factor in the Nation's
current poverty figures. We are, however, seeing some positive
signs. Con:: ary to our national sense concerning this subject, the
majority of marriages do not now end in divorce or separation.
However, when family dissolution does take place, then we need to
be supportive and not judgmental.

Our third principle is: Promotion of family self-sufficiency and
independence. While we strive to prevent family dissolution, we do
recognize that there are many families who are in need. The Feder-
al Government needs to continue to be a factor in meeting the
needs of these families. As these services are given, the encourage-
ment and skills for self-sufficiency and independent living must
also be provided. The necessary grassroots support networks need
to be organized, as many of them have been throughout this coun-
try, so that families can prepare to meet their own needs, and pre-
vent reoccurrence of problems which are within their power to con-
trol.

Now, I would like to look at what we are doing in terms of public
policy to build upon these principles in order to strengthen fami-
lies.

Let me articulate some directions that we are taking through our
new "Families Initiative." Building on the core programs adminis-
tered by the Office of Human Development Services, we have
charged ourselves with providing leadership to Federal, State, and
local governments, to community organizations and other networks
and families to promote family self-sufficiency, and to prevent
family dissolution.

As you know, all of the programs administered by HDS are
geared to support the family. Although they could be and have
been described as categorical programs for children, developmental-
ly disabled, elderly and native Americans, we see them as integral
to the support of families and communities. As a result, we are
making a very special effort to insure a family focus to all of the
programs that we support at the Federal level.
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The Head Start program is certainly a good example. Programs
like Head Start already have a strong family focus through the
parent involvement component.

The Foster Care and Adoption Assistance programs are another
example. Since the passage of Public Law 96-272, States have fo-
cused efforts on preventing family breakup, by emphasizing pro-
grams to divert children from unnecessary placement in foster
care, to emphasize reuniting families, and to afford greater protec-
tions for the children in care.

There are also many successful adoption efforts which are going
on throughout this country, and I have recently shared with you
many of our successes with the national special needs adoption ini-
tiative.

In the area of child abuse and neglect, it is estimated that more
than 1 million children are abused and neglected each year. In
many cases, it is their own parents who inflict the harm.

The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect addresses these
difficult family problems through grants to the States, as well as a
variety of research and demonstration projects across the country.
As you know, the administration has proposed that the Child
Abuse and Neglect Prevention and Treatment Act be reauthorized
for 3 more years.

Family support is also a strong element of services to the devel-
opmentally disabled. Almost 80 percent of the developmentally dis-
abled are living with family members or relatives. This places de-
mands on these families that the community can assist in address-
ing.

One of the issues we are working on is the lack of support for
developmentally disabled adults, young adults. To combat this
alarming phenomenon, we are pursuing employment strategies
with major employers, model trust arrangements with local com-
munities, demonstration projects designed to develop coping skills,
and other means of support for family members.

So far I have highlighted just some of the activities of the Office
of Human Development Services which reinforce family strengths.
We are also looking at ways that we can work together across the
Federal Government to strengthen families.

For example, we look forward to working with the new task force
on domestic violence, and we are presently represented on the
White House Task Force on Missing Children. Of course, there are
other significant programs in the Department of Health and
Human Services that affect the stability of the family.

The aid to families with dependent children (AFDC) program
meets the needs of children who are deprived of support due to the
death, incapacity or continued absence of a parent. and in some
States the unemployment of a parent. AFDC is a proqram of last
resort, and addresses the current needs of children .n primarily
female-headed households, who are already the victims of family
dissolution.

While we recognize the concern about the effects of welfare poli-
cies on families, there is little or no research, or empirical evidence
as to whether the current welfare system encourages marital disso-
lution by prohibiting assistance when both parents remain in the
home.
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On the other hand, we believe some of the existing features of
the AFDC program, and several of the administration's current leg-
islative proposals, do strengthen the formation of family units.

For example, there are two ways in which we ber aye we can
insure that neither parent in an AFDC family views the program
as a means by which they can relinquish their responsibilities to
support their children.

First, with regard to the parents in the household and receiving
welfare, we provide work experience and opportunities aimed at
moving the family quickly into self-support.

Second, with regard to an absent father, we want to make it very
clear that absence from the home should not lessen his support ob-
ligation.

As Secretary Heckler has repeatedly stated, it is currently a na-
tional disgrace that only one out of four families with absent fa-
thers receives regular child support payments, when $4 billion is
owed children of this Nation.

The administration is proposing to strengthen child support en-
forcement measures to insure that absent parents cannot desert
their families and let the Government assume the burden of sup-
port.

Regarding the delivery of family planning services, our current
emphasis is to increase the involvement of families in the delivery
of these services.

Despite efforts in the public and the private sector to reduce the
incidence of adolescent pregnancy, the problem continues to be
alarming. As a result of the leadership of this subcommittee, and
you, as chairman, the adolescent family life bill was enacted in
1981. That bill has as its hallmark a belief in the role of the family
in instilling responsible attli,ades and in inspiring responsible
social behavior on the part of teenagers.

Other major Department programs with potentially significant
impact on the family are the major Federal health programs, medi-
care and medicaid. Under the medicare and medicaid programs, el-
derly and disabled individuals can continue to remain in their
homes, and at the same time receive necessary medical services.

In addition to the regular home health services covered under
medicaid, States may apply for waivers of certain program require-
ments, so that they can implement cost-effective programs at home,
and community-based care.

As of September 1, 36 States are operating 48 programs of home
and community-based services, with an additional 39 waiver re-
quests under review.

Finally, beginning November 1, medicare will cover hospice care
provided to terminally ill patients and their families, primarily in
their homes.

We plan to continue to assess all of our existing policies and reg-
ulations, through what we call a family lens. What policies discour-
age the maintenan:e of the family unit? What policies do not sup-
port prevention of family breakup? We are encouraging States to
do this at their 1ev 31, as well.

Another basic part of our strategy is to continue to promote
public/private/community partnerships in order to build family
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strengths. In the past, the Government has crowded out much of
the voluntary partnerships.

We want to create conditions in which Government, the private
sector, and voluntary organizations can work together to achieve
goals that Government could never achieve on its own, no matter
how much money we put into Government programs.

We have made a beginning. One example is the cooperation that
is being achieved in the area of corporate options for working fami-
lies, particularly concerning child care. We have given significant
support, and intend to continue this, in cooperation with the White
House task force of private sector initiatives, and their emphasis
on employer-supported day care.

We believe strongly that greater public awareness can also help
build family strengths and values. Working together with public,
private, and voluntary organizations we believe that we can pro-
mote a positive national attitude which is based upon family
strengths rather than family deficits.

A part of our strategy is to encourage the broader dissemination
of information to parents and to families. We believe families need
to be made aware of information and resources available, and how
to access those resources.

Families have so much to share, and to give. Every family has
strengths they can build on, as well as strengths that they can
share with others. We need to communicate these strengths within
each of our communities.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. We appreci-
ate this opportunity to share information about some of our efforts
with you.

I will be glad to answer any questions that you may have.
Thank you.
Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Ms. Hardy.
I notice that you had a long opening statement, as I did. Time

constraints force us to leave out much in our oral statements
which tend to insufficiently qualify some of the things we said. I
want to make sure that I get more of the tone of my written state-
ment in my remarks.

I keep referring to broken families and nuclear families, as if
once you move from the nuclear family to the broken family it is a
great tragedy, and it no longer is a social unit. You can make that
inference from that which I said. In the full text of my remarks
that is not implied.

I was raised myself by a single parent. I think my mother did a
reasonably good job. She was certainly a heroine. I do think that
she, my three brothers and I were a healthy social unit of this
Nation. I do not mean to imply otherwise.

I also know there are many other heroines, like my mother, and
increasing numbers of heroes, men who are raising their children
when their wives, in some cases, just plain cop out, and do not do
their jobs.

I also want to make a distinction regarding policy. I believe that
the Government may have been overplaying the policy with re-
sped to helping the families which are broken up, without looking
at :he causes. This is why the thrust of my oral statement was the
way it was. Without helping families which are about to form-
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with the likelihood that they will stay togetheror helping fami-
lies which are already formed stay together should be a virtue of
future policy. That is, we must do certain things while refraining
from doing certain other things that decrease the probability that
nuclear families will stay together. I think, in most every case, the
children, the mothers, and the fathers who are separated, would
agree that being a nuclear family is the ideal situation. That is the
real tone of what I meant to say.

Now, to support you, Ms. Hardy, yes, we do deal with many
other family-related issues. This subcommittee, as you know, has
this year, in hearings and legislation, dealt with such issues, not
directly related with family breakdown, but related to family well-

being, such as withholding care to seriously ill, handicapped in-
fants in hospitals, the causes of child abuse, and the best preven-
tion and treatment programs available to stop violence within the
family, and the obstacles which exist to the adoption of children in
need of loving families. I note in your written testimony you refer
to Father Clements in Chicago. As you know, that at this subcom-
mittee was the first time Father Clements and the one church/one
child program made a governmental appearance.

I cannot help referring again to the man's inspirational idea. He
happens to be a black Catholic priest in Chicago who decried the
number of black children who are uncared for in his city, in his
neighborhood, and in his parish. He thought up the idea of each
church adopting one child, to take the child off the streets, and tt,

give him or her loving care. One family within each church adopt-
ing one child, at least. The first time he gave the sermon, he had
scores of families willing to adopt children within his church. That
idea we are trying to help get around the country.

Now, back to the purview of this subcommittee, the Head Start
program is under this subcommittee's jurisdiction. We have this
year reauthorized the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and
Adoption Opportunities Act, as well as the Community Volunteer
Service Act. These bills were reported out with unanimous agree-
ment by members of the full Labor and Human Resources Commit-

tee, chaired by Senator Hatch, and they now await final passage by
the Congress.

Ms. Hardy referred to the adolescent family life law, which was
lampooned by the media, while it was being led through the Senate
by this Senator. But it was voted out of this committee without a
negative vote including the support of such members as Senators
Ted Kennedy and Howard Metzenbaum. So the law is not quite as
it has been portrayed.

Ms. Hardy, how will the American people know what is being ac-
complished through HHS's families initiative, which is described
on page 8 of your written testimony?

How will they know of the availability of the programs, or what
this administration is doing to follow up on its promise? You

showed me some interesting posters today.
Ms. HARDY. We anticipate, Senator, that there will be a many-

pronged approach. The Office of Human Development Services,

through its various program administration, serves many popula-
tions: Children in need of families, the elderly, the disabled, and
native Americans. It is the responsibility of each of the administra-
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tions to concentrate on using discretionary funds in the area of
strengthening families.

For example, we provided a grant last year to train Camp Fire
Girls on the west coast, to provide respite care to families of the
developmentally disabled. That was a public and private partner-
ship effort. There will be other examples like that in the next fiscal
year.

I also will use the families' poster that we developed to increase
public awareness and will distribute materials thr,ughout the
country, with the help of some of the voluntary organizations.
Through this effort we will be able to reach a lot of persons.

I think it is a question of rebuilding the American spirit, and
that is what we are trying to communicate through our poster.

Senator, I would also like to comment on "one church, one child"
with Father Clements. I had the opportunity to meet with him last
week, and you might be interested to know that the Office of
Human Development Services has, shall I say, put his show on the
road. We believe that there are a lot of one church, one child pro-
grams that can spring up around this country, beyond the environs
of Chicago.

Senator DENTON. How did you do it? What aid did you give to
him?

Ms. HARDY. We gave a grant of $150,000 for Father Clements to
use for a small staff and travel; most of the grant is for travel. He
has been, and continues to be constantly on the road and around
the country, promoting this idea.

Senator DENTON. I wonder if you would agree that a good, effi-
cient expenditure of Federal moneys in the whole area of helping
families would be to assistmuch in the way that you assisted
Father Clementsgroups which are already working with volun-
teer impetus. These efforts can work with efficiency because of the
expertise that has been developed over the years. Can't HHS help
such groups by giving them a little fuel, rather than doing it bu-
reaucratically through governmental channels?

Ms. HARDY. We believe we can. Another example is in the area
of child abuse prevention. We have given seed money to Parents
Anonymous.

We are also promoting, through our next discretionary grant an-
nouncement, a program which will be funded after the first of the
calendar year using parent aides. This program has worked
throughout the country. Seed money will be used around the coun-
try to involve parental volunteers in preventing the: break up of
the family because of an abuse problem in that family.

I see our roles being very much that of a catalyst, not trying to
take over the prerogatives of the family.

Senator DENTON. Frankly, I did not know that you had such a
proportion of emphasis on "whole families," if you will.

What proportion of your budget for OHDS is targeted on whole
families, rather than on groups of people, or on individual benefits?

I know it is almost impossible to answer that, but I would like to
know.

Ms. HARDY. Almost all of our funding, which is $6 billion, has to
do with moving toward family intergration, self-sufficiency, and
economic development. In the large title XX Social Services Block
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Grant, much of the funds are used for prevention and child protec-
tive services, which help keep the child at home, if at all possible.

A great deal of our discretionary dollars, I would estimate about
$25 million, are targeted on issues that affect families.

Senator DENTON. What is the budget of the Office for Families,
compared to the burIget for all other offices in OHDS?

Ms. HARDY. The Office for Families does not have a specific line
item budget. The role of the Office for Families is to provide leader-
ship, and it has worked carefully with all of the other HDS pro-
grams, to continue to provide that leadership.

Senator DENTON. You indicate that 58 percent of mothers with
children under 6 are now in the labor force, and that nearly two in
5 American families supplement primary parental care with alter-
native child care arrangements.

Faced with that, I can appreciate the administration's interest in
promoting employers' support of child care, and in training low
income women on how to provide child care for profit. This is a less
ambitious policy than some might wish.

I, however, am concerned with the more fundamental question of
the wisdom of Federal policies that promote early childhood rear-
ing in an institutional setting, or in the home of an individual who
may have only modest parenting skills.

Do you believe that we know enough about the impact that these
arrangements have on child development over the long term? For
example, when we are dealing with the whole field of adolescent
pregnancy we find children rearing childrenor trying to. Now
that the emphasis of 97 percent of the young mothers is trying to
parent their children, as opposed to less than 5 percent a genera-
tion or so ago. The system seems to be set up to encourage imma-
turing parenting, rather than encouraging better decisions about
who can best parent these children.

Go ahead.
Ms. HARDY. I think there are two items here. One, we should

keep open the options for all kinds of child care, and two, most in-
fants and smaller children are cared for in family settings. We are
looking at the whole issue of the impact of day care on children as
we go through our next research process.

We are also concerned that there be some guidelines, or sugges-
tions that local groups can use, if they want to, as they form family
day care centers, that they can turn to these kinds of guidelines.

There are a number of day care options available for the 2- to 5-
year -year old child and those range obviously from family day care
to Head Start, including many subsidized child care placements, as
well as voluntary nonsubsidized placements.

Senator DENTON. You mentioned that public well-being is pri-
marily the responsibility of individuals and families.

I would like to remind us every now and then that the Govern-
ment, when it was first set up, took families for granted. Families
were sticking together, even having been in hardship situations in
most cases. The constitutional mandate was and still is to provide
for the common defense. There is no way of sneaking out from
under that burden. The Government must provide for the common
defense, not, however, promote it. Promoting the general welfare is
the other constitutional mandate.
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The general welfare mostly comes from the family, from private
enterprise, that sort of thing, and we seem to be getting a bit con-
fused about whose prerogative or mandate is whose.

In the area of family policy, the Government has neither promot-
ed nor provided for family strength. It has sapped the family of itsstrength in too many cases. For example, I am thinking of the
policy of providing welfare payments primarily to unmarried
adults, and children with children. Other examples include title X,
family planning, in where sex education is too often promoting pre-
marital sex, and contraceptives are given to unmarried minors
without parental consent. These problems are not getting anybetter, they are getting worse.

I know that the administration is trying tr address those prob-
lems. Are there other areas of antifamily pr,licy remaining, which
you believe should be addressed?

Ms. HARDY. We have looked at all of the programs in the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services. We are trying to address poli-
cies that do not support the family through our suggested legisla-
tive proposals.

One example is the child support enforcement provisions thathave been proposed.
Other examples are the discussions that we have had with

regard to family planning regulations, and the very significant
changes in the medicaid and medicare waiver situation, wt: ch
make it possible for the individual to remain at home, in a family
setting, and not be institutionalized. I think that whole concept of
deinstitutionalization, and support for that concept at the local
level, will continue. It is something that we are very pleased with,
and want to promote.

Senator DENTON. I'd like to discuss the media, which have tre-
mendous influence on us, not the least of which bears on our
sexual mores. The media does have something to do with attitudes,
which affect favorably or unfavorably the chance of the family to
stay together.

I cannot help noting as I have at past hearings, that before I was
a captain in Vietnam, the most amazing thing I saw in a movie
was Clark Gable as Rhett Butler saying, "Frankly, my dear, I do
not give a damn." I will never forget the thrill that went through
that audience.

Then when I came home from Vietnam, there were X-rated
movies, which I had never heard of, massage parlors, et cetera.

Now we have PG movies, which are pushing the girls into the
belief that "even nice girls do it" before they z re married, that is.
The feminists and I agree wholeheartedly on tilt. effect of pornogra-
phy and its efficaciousness, or lack thereof.

Morton Kondrake of the New Republic stated recently that the
President should go, talk to his friends in Hollywood about the
extent to which they have oversexed America.

I do not know whether they have oversexed it, or perverted it,
but there is something in that direction.

And I am saying these things to try to bridge between the femi-
nists and the so-called profamily groups, the conservatives and the
liberals, Republicans and Democrats. Morton Kondrake is a Demo-
crat, I guess. He is certainly a liberal, and is the executive editor of
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the New Republic. I admire what he says on these topics, as I do
other liberals, such as Kathleen Kennedy Townsend and Eunice
Kennedy Shriver.

Has the Secretary of HHS, or indeed other HHS officials, seen
any connection between family problems and the lack of code im-
posed, voluntarily, by the movie and television producers?

Have you all thought of any ideas about persuading the media to
present healthier, more positive family images? For example, there
is so much on television, proclaiming, the only sex that is any fun
is outside of marriage. The role models are pretty bad.

I am reminded of a young man from, the Guardian Angels, who
said that what is needed in those ghettoes, and those places where
gangs fight all the time are role models. He said that they saw no
good role models on television. He mentioned that even the songs
are perverse. He was a good example of someone who had come out
of it, but many do not survive.

Have you all thought of turning your attention to that part of
the problem which is affected by the media?

Ms. HARDY. We have considered working with public broadcast-
ing, for example, National Public Radio, in developing radio spots
and short TV pieces that would focus on values, and would address
so-.ne of your concerns.

I do not have the answers as to how to eliminate the negative
images. We could stress positive images.

Senator DENTON. Well, if we could just show that there is an
effect, an important effect. That would be the role, I would think,
of your department, and perhaps this subcommittee. I think that
others who might have to deal with the Federal Communications
Commission would benefit from our looking and dealing tangibly,
with the harm that is being done to happiness and social structure
by that kind of media influence.

Ms. HARDY. I concur.
Senator DENTON. You also mentioned in your statement child

abuse and neglect prevention treatment programs. The administra-
tion this year supported strengthening the definition of sexual
abuse in the program's is reauthorization, by dropping the phrase
"for commercial purposes" from existing law.

This change in the Senate version of the bill will help make it
clear that all obscene or pornographic photographing, filming and
depiction of a child is damaging.

Can you tell me if there is any estimate of how much sexual
abuse of children is associated with the increased prevalence of
child pornography, and is the administration making any other ef-
forts to deal with the problem?

Ms. HARDY. There has recently been established, or will soon be
established, a White House Working Group on Pornography. We
anticipate that we will be working closely with them, as we are
with the White House or Task Force on Missing Children. I think
there is a direct link between those two problems.

One of our concerns is that we do not have ,real handle on how
many 'dren are affected by child pornography. I think the esti-
mates are as many as 5,000 children are killed through pornogra-
phy each year. I believe we could work very closely with law en-
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forcement agencies to try to push the States to pass some verytough laws in this area.
Senator DENTON. Well, thank you very much, Ms. Hardy, andthank you Mr. Regier and Mr. Rust for your testimony here thismorning. It certainly is a valuable contribution to our findings.I will ask the next panel to come forward.
I will ask each of them to limit their statements to 10 minutes.Their statements will be inserted in the record in full.
Ms. Hardy, we will be sending questions to you for response in 10days, and the record will remain open for any written questions.Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hardy along with questions andresponses follow:}
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Mr. Chairma", thank you for the opportunity to appear

before this Subcommittee to describe government policies and

programs that benefit families and promote family stability and

to discuss ways in which government policies might be improved.

We are all aware of the tapestry which is the family: a

tapestry interwoven with sharing and caring; a fabric made of

the threads of marital responsibility, kinship and love. It is

within the family that we learn charity, friendship,

self-control, responsibility, health, and discipline. Within

the family we come to understand the proper use of leisure, the

development of our natural talents, the value of sincerity,

perseverance, and love of country. We know that not all

families are equally successful in all of these endeavors.

You are convening this hearing and I am here today because

we believe that a major aspect in
the revitalization of America

is focusing upon and building upon family strengths.

President Reagan said recently, 'Rebuilding America begins

with restoring family strength and preserving family values.'

This is fundamental to a revitalized America; and I believe

that this hearing and the others that you have held on this

subject are very significant because you are addressing this

vital issue of how to strengthen and support the family.

27-847 0 - 84 - 16 242
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I would like to talk this morning about "Providing

Leadership in Building Family Strength - A Federal

Perspective.' I will do this first by reviewing our philosophy

of the role of government; second by sharing some basic

principles upon which we are building policies; and third by

discussing public policy strategy for building family strength.

As you know, the Reagan Administration has made

fundamental departure from the past in the conceptualization of

the Federal rk,le in regard to social services. For decades,

the trend has been to assign to the Federal Government an

ever-expanding responsibility for identifying the needs for

social services and then planning, funding, and monitoring

programs to meet those needs. Most frequently the needs and

program responses were organized around special populations.

This approach has often encouraged a fragmented perspective on

how families really operate.

This Administration is committed to achieving three goals

regarding Federal interaction with families and the

institutions that affect them:

1. Expanding the State and local responsibility for all

facets of planning and implementing social services

while simultaneously reducing the Federal role.
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As part of this strategy, the Administration is

utilizing a block gra::*- approach which provides State

and local decision-makers the flexibility to continue

the categorical approaches of the past or as they seem

to prefer, to develce new consolidated approaches to

meet social service needs. This consolidated approach

also allows for the development of a more holistic

family focus.

2. Ensuring that the formulation and implemen,->,-4-n of

social service legislation and programs is based ykon

the principle that the well-being of the public is

primarily a responsibility of individuals, families,

and the communities in which they live.

3. Promoting the concept that when social services are

needed, they are best defined and administered through

public or private institutions at the level closest to

the problem -- State and local governments, area

agencies, and local community-based and private

voluntary organizations.

The role of the Federal Government in meeting social

service needs then becomes:

24 4
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1. To adopt and implement national policies or programs

aimed at promoting economic growth and prosperity and

thereby reducing the need for social services;

2. To target Federal budgetary support toward those most

in need; and

3. To address those social service needs that tannot.be

responded to at the State level and that require

interstate or national orientation for effective

solution. The Federal Government will not abandon its

leadership role in such important areas as child abuse,

child welfare, aging services, and services for the

developmentally disabled.

It may be somewhat surprising that in describing the

Federal role in social services our top priority is to adopt

policies and programs aimed at promoting economic growth. I

believe that it is economic growth within the free enterprise

system that creates real job opportunities which allow

individuals and families to become and remain economically and

socially selfsufficient. In the process, economic growth

reduces the size of the poverty population and the need for,

and costs associated with, social services. Economic growth,

2 4 5
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therefore, is both a remedial and a preventive strategy that

will benefit many millions of needy American families.

With our three goals in mind, what then are some of the

principles that will guide us as public policymakers as we seek

to enhance the role of individuals and families? I would like

to enumerate three which I believe form a fundamental approach

to building family strengths -- whether from a Federal

perspective or a community perspective.

1. The Family is the Primary Social Unit of Our Society

We already know and recognize the importance of the

family to each of us as individuals; and we also

recognize the essential functions performed for society

by the family. The family performs the vital role of

developing the next generation. Therefore, we see the

family as an essential unit of society and not just as

an economic unit. This is an important distinction to

make as we come to the policy table; because as an

essential unit of society the family carries great

responsibility for the orderly functioning of that

society and for the formation of moral values within

that society.

, 4
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2. Prevention of Family Dissolution is Vital

In the past decade alone, there has been a seven-fold

increase in single-parent families, and such families

now constitute 20 percent of all families with

children. More than half of these families are poor or

near poor. Ninety (90) percent of these families are

headed by women.

We know that family dissolution forces many people into

poverty. If it were not for family instability,

poverty would be substantially reduced. There are

certainly other factors; however, this fact must be

addressed.

Census Bureau figures suggest that when a father, for

instance, leaves his family, he often ignores his

responsibilities and leaves his wife and children

without any financial support. He knows that if he

abandons the family a.ld they become impoverished, the

government will take over the responsibility that

should be his, that of providing for his family. I

will address the issue of child support in more detail

later in this testimony. I want to point out, however,

that one-half of all families headed by women receive
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some form of public assistance. The single-parent

family is a significant factor in the nation's current

poverty figures.

This lack of commitment and responsibility in this case

on the part of absent fathers is all too common today.

And if we are sincerely desirous of preventing family

dissolution then we as a government and a nation need

to foster a re-kindling of commitment and parental

responsibility expressed in child-rearing as well as in

marriage.

We are seeing some positive signs. Contrary to our

national sense concerning this subject, the majority of

marriages do not end in divorce or separation. The

National Center for Health Statistics has just revealed

that in 1982 we had the first decline in divorces in 20

years.

However, when family dissolution does take place then

we must be supportive and not judgemental.

3. Promotion of Family Self Sufficiency and Independence

Must be the Goal of Our Programs
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While we strive to prevent family dissolution we do

recognize that there are many families in need. The

Federal Government must
continue to be a factor in

meeting the needs of poor families, broken families,

and adolescent headed
families, as well as families

with problems of child abuse, runaway youth, disabled

members or aging and frail extended family members.

Services, assistance, support must be given to these,

but with what goal in mind? As these services are

given, the encouragement and skills for

self-sufficiency and independent living must also be

provided. The necessary grassroots support networks

should be organized so that families can prepare to

meet their own needs and prevent re-occurrence of

problems within their power to control.

Public Policy Strategy for Building Family Strength

What then are we doing to build upon these principles

through public policy in order to strengthen families? Let me

articulate some directions we are taking through our new

'Families Initiative'. Building on the core programs

administered by the Office of Human Development Services (HDS),

we have charged ourselves with providing leadership to Federal,

24,)
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state and local governments, community organizations, other

networks and families to promote family self sufficiency and to

prevent family dissolution.

As you know, all of the programs administered by HDS are

geared to support the family. Although they could be described

as programs for children, developmentally disabled, elderly

individuals and native Americans, we see them as integral to

the support of families and communities. As a result, we are

making a special effort to insure a family focus to the

programs which we support at the Federal level.

Head Start

The Head Start program is an example. There are an

estimated 2.2 million children between the ages of three and

five in families below the federally defined poverty level.

There is ample evidence that early childhood development

programs assist these families in preparing their children to

better achieve in school and the work place. We also know that

the children in many poor families are at significantly higher

risk than the nonpoor in areas of illness, malnutrition, and

access to health and social services. Moreover, these children

and their families, because of their economic status, are often

at high risk of family dissolution.

250
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Programs like Head Start already have a strong family

focus through the parent involvement component. The

availability of parent education through the 'Exploring

Parenting' curriculum is a key factor in serving the whole

family rather than just the child. Through this avenue parents

are learning the skills of communication which are vitally

important to successful parenting and to building family

strength. The use of this curriculum as well as other family

life materials can be expanded so that many of these parents

can be assisted toward social and economic self sufficiency.

We recognize that in order to support the family in its

responsibility we must enhance the role of parents in our

social service programs. Only as our public policies reflect

this enhancement of the parental role can we truly support the

primacy of the family in our society.

Foster Care and Adoption Assistance

The Foster Care and Adoption Assistance programs are

another example. Prior to the passage of P.L. 96-272 in 1980

the public child welfare system was too quick to take children

from their families and too slow to reunite them with their

families or to Place them in permanent adoptive homes.
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Since the passage of P.L. 96-272 States have focused efforts on

preventing family break-up to} emphasizing programs tc ert

children from unnecessary placement in foster care, tc

emphasize reuniting families and to afford greater protections

for the children in care.

Our policies are directed at reducing the numbers of

children in foster care through preventive services designed to

solve family problems or by providing permanent homes for those

children who cannot remain with their natural families. Where

reconciliation is not possible, the program and its policies

promote adoption. An estimated 44,000 children out of a total

of 273,000 in the foster care system, many of whom have special

needs, need permanent adoptive homes. Adoption assi:;tance

enables parents to adopt these children by helping offset the

costs associated with special needs. Thus this program too

contributes to the well-being of American families -- including

the placement of thousands of special needs children in new,

stable families.

There are many successful special needs adoption efforts

in all parts of the country. In Chicago, Father George

Clements, a Catholic Priest and adoptive father, has

established the one church, one child' program. This program

has been given a large measure of credit for the significant
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increase in the number of black children adopted in the State

of Illinois. In New York the Pfizer Corporation, a major

pharmaceutical firm, helps its employees adopt special needs

children through an extensive employee benefits package. And

in St. Louis, Denver, San Francisco -- in fact, in about 60

cities -- special TV programs seek to publicize the

availability of children in need of a loving family. Agencies

working with these stations report a placement rate of more

than 80 percent. KRON-TV in San Francisco had 600 calls for

the first 16 children featured.

Several weeks ago I saw one of these children, en 11 year

old boy, as a TV newscaster asked him what he was looking for

in a home. He said, 'I just want a Mom I can call my own and

she can call me her own.'

You see it's personal. Governments do not adopt children;

individuals and couples do. But one of the things we can co

(and have done) is help start a national adoption exchange

which gives photolists of children, matches children to waiting

families, recruits adoptive families, promotes public awareness

of the needs of children and manages a nationwide

telecommunications network. This national exchange coordinates

with a growing number of state and regional exhanges.
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In Fiscal Year 1984 the child welfare and adoption

opportunities programs will assist Slates to place particular

emphasis on preventive services to families and children to

avcid placement in foster care. It is our aim to assist States

in 1984 to continue to reduce the foster care population and

increase permanent placement of children in loving families.

We are pleased to report States are successfully improving

these child welfare services. Fewer children are entering

foster care, with a 5% reduction this year and as of late 1982,

over 17,100 children have been placed in adoptive homes. A

large percentage of foster care children are being returned to

their families through special efforts by States.

Child Abuse and Negle,7t

In the area of Child Abuse and Neglect, an estimated 1.3

million children are abused and neglected each year, of whom as

many as five thousand die. In many cases it is their own

parents who inflict the harm.

The Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention and Treatment

Program, administered by the National Center on Child Abuse and

Neglect, addresses these difficult family problems through

grants to the States as well as a variety of research and
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demonstration projects across the country. The Administration

has proposed that this important legislation be re-authorized

for three more years.

An example of a project we are funding through cur

discretionary program is 'success for Families - Promoting Self

Sufficiency." The purpose of the project, being run by the

Home Institute of Washington, D. C., is to prevent child abuse

and neglect and promote healthy family functioning. It is

designed to assist families to:

o improve p.reLti.ng skills and enhance self-concept as

parents; and

o increase abilities to independently use community

resources to maintain positive famly development.

The end product from the grant will be a home learning

curriculum for families-at-risk to strengthen parenting and

daily life management skills.

Runaway and Homeless Youth Program

The purpose of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program

(P.L. 96 -5i9) is to provide support to State and local

governments, nonprofit agencies, and coordinated networks of
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these agencies to develop or strengthen community-based centers

dealing with the immediate problems of runaway and homeles3

youth, and their families.

Two of the primary goals of this program relate directly

to strength,mins families. One focuses on the ability of

centers to reunite children with their families and to

encourage the resolution of family problems through counseling

and other services. This past year close to 80 percent of

runaway youth served by the centers were reunited with their

families or relatives or placed in other stable settings. A

second goal is focused on the effectiveness of the centers in

strengthening family relationships and encouraging stable

living conditions for children. Fifty percent of the runaway

youth served by the centers reported that the center programs

helped strengthen and stabilize family relationships and

lessened the likelihood of future runaway episodes. In

addition, the National Toll-Free Communications System

("hotline') helps runaway youth and their families re-open

communications.

Child Care

As more and more mothers enter the nation's work force,

the availability and quality of day care for their children has

2 0
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become an issue of national importance. About 58 percent of

mothers with children under age 6 are now in the labor force --

the fastest growing group of working mothers. A recent study

conducted by General Mills found that nearly 2 in 5 American

families supplement primary parental care with alternative

child care arrangements.

As a result of this information, we are assisting the

White House Office of Private Sector Initiatives with technical

and program assistance to prob,,te employer supported child care

at the community level, to provide visibility for private

sector child care initiatives already underway, and to increase

the accessibility of child care resources to employers. In

addition, we are looking at day care as in income generating

strategy for low income families.

An example of one of the projects we funded focuses on

training selected low-income participants on how to provide

quality child care. This project in California will 1)

generate a model for assisting female heads of households who

are in the greatest economic and social need to achieve

self-sufficiency as child care providers; 2) establish new

linkages between existing agencies that serve the poor in inner

cities and rural areas; and 3) increase the availability of

child care to low-income women entering the labor market.
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Developmental Disabilities

Family support is a strong element of services to the

developmentally disabled. Almost 80% of the developmentally

disabled are living with family members or relatives. This

places demands on these families that the community can

address. One of the issues we are working on is the lack of

support for developmentally disabled adults. Developmentally

disabled children are provided educational services by state or

local educational systems. However, once they reach age 21

there are often not enough services available in the

communities to support them, which sometimes results in

families being forced to admit their young adults to

institutions.

To cepbat this alarming phenomenon we ate pursuing:

o Employment strategies with major employers. Many

developmentally disabled indivicuals are employable.

o Model trust arrangements which provide parents security

in knowing what will happen to their c. velcpmentall:

disabled offspring when they die.

o Demonstration projects designed to develop coping

skills and other means of support for family members.

253
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For example, one of the projects we funded througi. our

discretionary program is designed to help siblings of

handicapped children to accept, understand and adjust

to a handicapped family member and reduce family stress

and dependency on social services. The project being

run by the University of Washington in Seattle, has

identified 26 concerns that siblings of handicapped

children commonly express'about internal or external

family relations.

A handbook for siblings has been developed and will be

widely disseminated to communities and service

providers working with families who have a handicapped

child.

Older Americans

We are also concerned about how older Americans relate to

families. One of the things we are doing is using them as a

resource to younger families at risk. One example of these

'intergenerational' activities is our interagency agreement

with the Appalachian Regional Commission that links older

volunteers with high risk pregnant women (especially teenagers)

and their infants in an effort to reduce infant mortality.

2 5,1
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As another example, the older Americans volunteer programs

of Retired Senior Volunteers and Foster Grandparents are

working with Head Start programs to place their volunteers in

Head Start centers where they can work directly with the

children.

We are also concerned about supporting families who have

older members with health problems, suc'.1 as Alzheimers

Disease. As in our program for the developmentally disabled,

we are aggressively pursuing efforts to help ol.der family

members stay at home or in their communities rather than in

large institutions. The Department of Health and Human

Services has a demonstraton project to determine what mix of

services helps keep individuals in their community.

Another example is a study we funded to look at family support

systems for frail elderly. The study is assessing the impact

of public policies on family support, recommending changes, and

organizing local community efforts to reinforce family support.

In addition, the Justice Department has recently announced

the formation of a Task Force on Domestic Violence. We look

forward to working with this Task Force, since those being

abused are the frail elderly, as well as spouses, children and

infants.
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Finally, since many older Americans would like part time

employment in order to help them feel productive and remain

self-sufficient, we are working with small business employers

to make then aware of this potential labor force.

Native Americans

In our program for Native Americans, our basic :urpose is

to encourage the self-sufficiency of tribes and their members.

Grants made under the Native American Programs Act are focused

on social and economic develo;,..,ent. For example, in FY 1983

these grants resulted in:

o The creation of 8,700 new jobs for Native Americans.

o Generatic of $100 million in revenue through

reservation energy resource development efforts.

Family Policy Review

So far I have highlighted some of the activities of HDS

programs which reinforce family strengths. As indicated

some of the examples, I have mentioned, we are also looking at

ways that we can work tosc:her across the Federal government to

strengthen families. For example, we are presently represented

on the White House Task Force on Missing Children.

26t
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By some estimates, a million children are reported missing

from their homes each year. More than 90% turn up unharmed

within a few days, but some others are victims of violence.

This Administration i.s very concerned about the growing

national problem of abducted, molested and murdered chiidren.

Presently, the '4hite House Task Force is investigatiqg possible

approaches that the government could take in helping to solve

this growing problem.

Possible approaches include investigating the use of

computers to help track and identify missing children through a

network that would enable police anywhere in the country to tap

into a central storehouse of clues, evidence and other

information about attacks on and abductions of children.

Of course, there are other significant programs in HHS

that affect the stability of the family, particularly Aid to

Families with Dependent Children and Child Support Enforcement,

Family planning, the Adolescent Family Life Program, Medicare

and Medicaid. I'd like to discuss these programs and their

effect on the family briefly.
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Aid to Families with Dependent Children and Child Support

Enforcement

The Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program

meets the needs of children who are deprived of support due to

the death, incapacity or continued absence of a parent, and in

some States the unemployment of a parent. AFDC is a program of

last resort and addresses the current needs of children in

primarily female-headed households who are already, the

'victims' of family dissolution.

While we recognize the conc,..P.n about the effects of

welfare policies on families, there it little or r , research or

empirical evidence as to whetha.r the current ifare system

encourages marital dissolution by p,'Iibiting .sistance when

both parents remain in the home. ;!, .e.er, there is one study

which measured the effects of a negr..i;e7 income tax scheme in

Seattle and Denver and was conducted in the mid-1970's.

Because low income families the !iighest marital

dissolution rates, it was thought family breakups might be

lowered by guaranteeing families a certain level of income. In

fact, the families participating in the negative income tax

program had significantly higher rates of dissolution than

families who did not.
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On the other hand, we believe sae of the existing

features of the AFDC program and several of the

Administration's current legislative proposals strengthen the

formation of family units.

For example, there are two ways in which we believe we can

ensure that neither parent in AFDC families views the program

as a means by which they can relinquish their responsibilities

to support their children.

First, with regard to the parent(s) in the household and

receiving welfare we provide work experience and opportunities

aimed at moving the family quiciqy into self-support. our

proposal to require States to involve all employable Ac.

recipients in some type of work activity ensures that welfare

is regarded as temporary and not an alternative support

system. Under the current optional provision, twenty-one

States are opera.'ng Community Work Experience Programs (CWEP)

and Job Search programs. These programs have been successful

in reducing welfare rolls by deterring those who view welfare

as an alternative to work and by helping those who must

temporarily tely on public assistance to develop job skills and

find employment. In addition, a working parent provides a good

role model for dependent children, showing that it is the

family unit, not the Government, with whom the primary

264
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responsibility for support resides. With regard to an

unemployed parent, the AFDC programs give States the option of

having an AFDC - Unemployment program so that the family with

the unemployed father can qualify for AFDC. About half the

States have exercised this option.

Second, with regard to an absent father, we want to make

it very clear that absence from the home should not lessen his

support obli,.ition. It hi currently a national disgrace that

call (le out of four families with absent fathers receives

rP .11.iar child support payments. The Administration is

74L,osing to strengthen child support enforcement measures to

-sure that absent parents cannot desert their families and let

the Government assume the burden of support.

Our proposals would increase child support collection

efforts for bot' wP1fare and non-welfare families and would

require States t7 isa c;iorcem,!nt techniques such as taking

deductions from wages of delinquent payers and offsetting

delinquencies owed to an UDC family from the absent parent's

state tax refund. We cannot allow a system to continue in

which parents of all income levels expect the Federal

Government to subsidize their decision to abandon their

families.
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Another area of great concern is the number of unmarried

teenage mothers who receive AFDC. The Administration has

therefore proposed to prohibit assistance to minor mothers

(except in limited circumstances) unless they live with their

parents. This proposal recognizes the need for parents to have

the opportunity to continue to exert influence over their minor

children. It also dispels the notion that minors can view

welfare as a means of obtaining financial independence from

their parents.

Family Planning

Grants for the delivery of family planning services, and

related research, are authorized under Title X of the Public

Health Service Act. The basic mission of the family planning

program is to facilitate the provision of voluntary gamily

planning services to individuals who want such services but

cannot otherwise obtain them. Family planning services are

intended to help coupie'i determine the number and spacing of

their children.

One current emphasis in the family planning program is to

ii-Fts.e the involvement of families in the delivery of family

planning ire. 1 th,. Committee is well aware of the

Administration's regulatory effort to implement the parental

26o
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involvement amendment of the Title X statute. The regulations

provide an opportunity for family involvement in an aies in

which health considerations make parental in.olv-rent

particularly appropriate--the provision of prescription drugs

or prescription devices. Although the regulations were due to

become effective on February 25, 1983, the Department has been

restrained from implementing them by court order.

The Department has launched other significant family

planning activities involving the family that I would also like

to bring to your attention. In all ten of the Department's

regions, Title X training programs will provide special

training to family planning workers to increase their knowledge

about family systems and their ability to involie appropriate

family members in the provision of services.

education materials on family involvement and

Information and

family

communication are being developed for professionals in family

planning programs and for parents to use with their

adolescents. Family involvement models will be identified and

disseminated to all family planning programs to incorporate

into their project activity.

Adolescent Family Life

Despite efforts in the public and the private sector to

reduce the incident of adolescent pregnancy, the problem
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continues to be alarming. Pregnancy has rise:. among

adolescents and the unfortunate cycle of repeat pregnancies,

lack of education, and poverty has continued. The contribution

this phenomena makes to 'BroKen Families' has been of

particular concern to this Subcommittee. As a result of the

leadership of this Subcommittee and its chairman, the

Adolescent Family r.,ife Hill was enacted in 1981. It provides

an opportunity -o develop new and effective family-centered

approacht to the problem of adolescent pregnancy. Established

as Title XX of the Public Health Service Act, the Adolescent

Family Life Program authorizes grants for demonstration

projects to develop models for States and communities in

adolescent pregnancy prevention and care. It also authorizes

the funding of research into the causes and consequences of

adolescent premarital sexual relations, contraceptive use,

pregnancy, and child rearing.

The Adolescent Family Life has as its hallmark a belief in

the role of the family in instilling responsible attitudes and

in inspiring responsible social behavior on the part of

teenagers.

1983 is the first year of the Adolescent Family Life

Program. The initial data from the 50 demonstration projects

and the 12 research grants will become available next summer.

26
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In the meantime, we have been pleased with the progress of this

program and we have every reason to feel that this

comprehensive, integrated approach to the problem of adolescent

pregnancy will have a significant impact.

Medicare/Medicaid

Other major Department programs with potentially

significant impact on the family are the major Federal health

programs - Medicare and Medicaid. Under the Medicare and

Medicaid Programs, elderly and disabled individuals can

continue to remain in their homes and receive necessary medical

services. Medicare will provide part-time or intermittent

nursing and home health aide services and speech and

occupational therapy to )omebound patients who require skilled

care. State Medicaid programs must provide home health

services to individuals entitled to skilled nursing facility

services. At a minimum, States must provide part-time or

intermittent nursing services, home health aide services and

medical supplies and equipment for use in the home. At the

State's option, home health s,..ivices may also include physical

and occupational therapy, speech pathology and audiology

services. States may also cover additional services in the

home not included in tile definition of home health services,

such as personal care and private duty nursing.
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In addition to the regular home health services covered

under Medicaid, States may apply for waivers of cei'_4n program

requirements so that they can implement cost-effective programs

of home and community-based care. These programs are designed

to provide a comprehensive array of medical and social

services, such as adult aay care, respite care and homemaker

services, in order to keep patients out of institutions. This

waiver authority was enacted as part of the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-35) and has been

received enthusiastically by States as a means to tailor home

care programs to meet the unique needs and provide capabilities

existing in their communities. As of September 1, 36 States

are operating 48 programs of home and community-based services

with an additional 39 waiver requests under review.

Finally, beginning November 1, Medicare will cover hospice

care provided to terminally ill patients and their families

primarily in '.heir horfts. Hospice services include a broad

array of medical and social services aimed at the palliation of

pain and other symptoms that will allu1 the patient to remain

at home with his family.

I would also like to give you an update on the special

Medicaid waiver to provide home care for individuals who would

270
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otherwise be eligible for Medicaid only when

institutionalize. This situation first came to public

attention in the case of Katie Beckett who could not qualify

for Medicaid while living at home because her parents' income

would be higher than the eligibility level; yet they could not

afford to care for her at home without assistance.

Consequently, Katie had to be placed in an institution in order

to have her care paid for by Medicaid until a special waiver

allowed care to be provid,J her home. As of September 29,

43 individuals in situations similar to Katie Beckett's have

been approved by a Departmental board to receive Medicaid

payments for home care. In addition, 15 States cover this type

of individual under 18 programs of home and commw:ity based

services.

While recognizing the benefits of and need for hvme health

services, we ar2 concerned al the growth in the cost of these

services. Medicare home health expenditures have grown at an

average annual rate of 37 percent during the decade ending in

1982. We estimate that Medicare home health expenditures in

1983 will be almost $1.5 billion. The Medicaid cost experience

is similar. For the five years ending in 1982, Medicaid home

health expenditures have increased at an average annual rate of

23 percent, compared to the annual growth of Medicaid hospital

costs of 11 percent. The 1982 Medica d home health
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expenditures of $496 million reflect a 16 percent growth rrom

the previous year despite a 1.5 percent decline in recipients.

We estimate that 1983 Medicaid home health expenditures will

increase to $539 million. These figures do not include the

Medicav; Hospice program which we estimate will cost a total of

$350 million during the first three years of operation.

These cost figures mandate our close surveillance of bore

care programs and thorough evaluation of their impact before

any additional expansions are implemented.

We plan to continue to assess existing policies and

regulations through a family lens. What policies discourage

the maintenance of the family unit? What policies do not

support prevention of family break-up? We encourage States to

do this at :heir level as well.

Public/Private Partnerships

Another basic part of our strategy is to continue to

promote public/private/community partnerships in order to build

family strengths. In the past, government has crowded out much

of the voluntary partnerships. Twenty years ago the Federal

Government's share of spending for social services was only 6%
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of the national total. The State and local government share

was about 34%, and the private share -- the majority -- was

60%. Toda/, the Federal share has increased to 38%, the State

and local share remains nearly the same at 32%, and the private

share has declined -- in half -- to about 30%.

Voluntarism has a great historical iriportance in our

country...and the Reagan Administration is seeking an even

greater role for the American volunteer spirit. We are looking

for a new partnership with the private end volunteer sectors.

We are looking for innovative and affordable ideas that can be

of benefit to every American.

We want to create conditions in which government, the

private sector, and voluntary organizations can work together

to achieve goals that government could never achieve on its

own, no matter how much money we pour in.

We have made a beginning. One example is the cooperation

that is being achieved in the area of corporate options for

working families -- particularly concerning child care. In

,,4-.1c,n with the White House Office of Private Sector

s we are encouraging further activities in employer

s..),nscLet child care and family su,port.
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Finally, we believe strongly that public awareness can

help build family strengths and values. ;;,..cking together with

public, private, and voluntary organizationL we believe we can

promote a positive national attitude which is oased upon family

strengths rather than family deficits.

Dr. Urie Broffenbrenner, Professor of Human Development

and Family Studies at Cornell University, has said we must tell

our story to a larger society; that we must reach, inform and

affirm to business, industry, government, mass media, and

public relations the value of the family. I totally agree.

A part of our strategy is to encourage the brOader

dissemination of information to parents and families. Families

need to be made aware of information and resources available,

and how to access those resources. We are particularly

concerned that vulnerable families and families at risk have

access to not only materials (of which there is an abundance)

but also to models.

Families have so much to share and to give. Every family

has strengths they can build on as well as strengths they can

share with others. We need to communicate these strengths

within each of our communities in such a way as to foster ou!

common need for strong, caring, and sharing families.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. We

appreciate this opportunity to share information about some of

our efforts with you. I will be happy to respond to any

questions.

27-847 0 - 84 - 18 274
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auestion 1: You mention the Administration's Task Force on

Domestic Violence. Is there any Administration
task force to develop a cohesive family policy
that cuts across agency and committee lines?

Answer:

Question 2:

There is no task force specially named the

"Task Force on Families" or created
specifically to address family policies.
However, there are a number of
interdepartmental task forces or work groups
that focus on a variety of family problems,

for example, the White House Task Force on
Missing Children, the White House Private
Sector Initative on employer sponsor.d child

care and family support, and the Wni.:e House

Task Force on Domestic Violence. In

addition, the Cabinet Council on Human
Resources, chaired by Health and Human
Services Secretary Margaret Heckler, provides

an ongoing forum for discussing issues
affecting the family that cut across agency
lines. These task forces and work groups,
together with our new "Families Initiative",

form the basis for the development of Federal
policies aimed at strengthening families.

Question: Is there any data available to tell us how long after
marital dissolution a broken family is lik.ly to remain on public

assistance?

Answer: A recent study prepared for the P:t.sistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation by M.J. Bane and D.''.. Ellwood (The Dynamics

of Dependence: The Routes to Self Sufficiency, 1983) has

information on that question. The study found that a family which
becomes a recipient of the AFDC (Aid to Families wits Dependent
Children) program after dissolution of a marriage is expected to
remain on the rolls for an average of 4.5 years. By contrast, the
average number of years on the rolls for families where the parent

was never married is 7.7 years; for families who have lost
earnings, 3.8 years; and for all others 3.9 years. The average

number of years all AFDC recipients remain on the rolls is 5.2.
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Question 3:

0: Recently there has been some discussion about the way in
which the federal government might b.!, able t: recognize
the economic contribution of American homer.z:rs, for
instance, by including in the calculation of Gt the
average economic worth of work done in the home or,
perhaps more importantly increasing the amount allowed
for annual IRA deposits when one member of the family is
a homemaker. Has the Administration considered the
merit of these or similar proposals?

A: The Administration has examined proposals that would
recognize the economic contributions of homemakers
through changes in spousal IRA's. Recently the Presi-
dent expressed support for legislative proposals that
would increase the allowable spoual IRA contribution
to $4,000 for one wage earner couples.

The Administration has not considered proposals which
'ould include the average economic worth of homemaking
n the calculati of the Grose National product (GNP).

The GNP is a measure of !.he total national output of
goods and services valued at market prices. The goods
and services included in the GNP are largely those
purchased for final nse in tne market economy. While
homemakers made hie contributions to our national
economy, inclusi homemaking, and other non-market
"economic" activities, such as volunteerism, government
sources and recreation, in the calculation of the GNP
would be an extremely difficult task. Expanding the GNP
to include homemaking and other non- market activities
would distort the measure economic activities.

The Bureau of Economic Analysis (Department of Commerce)
has conducted statistical research in this area.
Staff papers concluded that inclusion of non-market
activities in the GflP was n,t feasible. The Bureau is no
longer involv'd with research on this topic.

The Department defers to the Department of Commerce which
is better able to evaluate this proposal.
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Ouestion_4: You mentioned the Runaway and Hom less Youth

Program. Do you have any estimat, of what
percentage of runaways in the U.S. come from
single parent homes?

Answer: While we cannot estimate t, percentage of
runaways in the U.S. th,l from single
parent homes, we can sni, no information
on the family setting of , , served by the
centers that are grantees of the national
Runaway and Homeless Youth Program.

In 1983, our data indicates that
approximately 19% of the youth reported no
father figure; 15% reported a stepfather and

34% reported a natural father (32% dio not
report).

Of those reporting a mother figure in the
household, 71.2% reported either a natural
mother or a stepmother. Only 2.7% reported
no mother figure (26% did not rer^t).

To summarize, 49.7% report a father :.igure
(father or stepfather' and 71.2% reps rt a
mother figure (naturll mother or
stepmother).

Question 5: We hear much talk of the need for more money for
Lh.s program or another. Yet it strikes me ..'hat
at the core of the family issues we have a value
cri.4s--a crisis in American's attitudes ,owcrd
commitment in marriage. Can money or government
change that?

Answer: , do not believe that the Federal government
i mandate a change in values. We do
ieve that the role of the Federal
ernment is to recognize the importance of

.e family as an essential unit of society
rot :loping the next generatio and not
just as an economi unit, to for.ter a
re-kindlins 7 commitment and parental
responsibil_y by identifying a changing
Federal prc...ram pclicies that u'r not support
the family, and to promote family
self-sufficiency and independence through a
stronger economy. The Federal government,
through its leadership ;Ind i.. cooperation
with private initiatives, volunteerism and
local problem solving, can play an
instrumental role in strengthening t_ social
fabric of family life in A:.erica.
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Question 6: The Washington Post reported on .,er 2, 1983
in what some might.. consider less Lian objective
fashion on your grant-making process. Does the
manner in which you have distributed grants
reflect at all on your new "family initiative"?
Do you have any comments on the Post story?

Answer: concept that individuals and families are
primarily responsible for their own
well-being has been a hallmark of my
stewardship at the Office of Human
Development Services. Consequently, many
projects in a variety of progri areas deal
with the alility of families to meet the
particular challenges they face. However, it
is only for the current fiscal year that we
have established "Strategies for
Strengthening >amines" as a major priority.
In past years, a focus on families may have
strengthened a particular proposal, but that
has not been a major consideration in funding
decisions.

In regard to the Post story, I do think it
unfortunate that the article concentrated on
just ore par_ of the selection process -- the
ranking score from review panels. We have
consistently made our funding d,cisions in
strict accord with criteria published in our
program announcements in the F.Aeral
R.lister. For Fiscal Year 1983, the
announcement made it clear -- as specified in
Departmental regulations -- that funding
decisions also take into account such factors
as geographic distribution, ethnic
representation, and a balance between urban
and ural areas. I should note, however,
that field review scores remain the primary
selection factor: of all projects funded,
three quarters ranked within the top 25
perceht of all projects scored by reviewers.
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Question 7: It a, ears that many of the federal government's
laws and programs that affect families are not

under the jurisdiction of HHS -- be it tax law,

regulation of pornography, regulation of the

media, or juvenile justice. Does HHS coordinate
at all with the different departments on these

issues?

Answer: The Department of Health and human Services
coordinates informally with other departments
on family issues through Interagency panels
on children, youth and families as well as

networking. Thee are formal interagency
arrangemants such as the Coordinating Council

on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention and, as .toted in Question 1, the

Cabinet Council on Human Resources and the
Cabinet itself provide a means of
crass-government coordination.

Question 8: I have enclosed a copy ct an article from Public
Opinion (January, 1983), entitled "Hollyw,,cd ind

America: The Odd Couple," by Linda Lichter,
S. Robert Ilchter and St.inley Rothman. The

article describes a survey of 104 of Hollywood's
"media elite," a survey of backgrounds,
political views, and religious and moral
beliefs. You will note that those interviewed
describe themselves as being considerably more
left of center than the average American. I

would be interested in your comments on any of

the findings of the survey as they to the

role of the meuia in influencing public
attitudes toward the family.

Answer: The media is certainly a significant vehicle
in shaping family value- 'i.)th good and,
unfortunately, bad. The article you provided

out the manner it which values get
intuse'd into the media.

We share your concert ;bout this problem.
However, as 1 mentioned at the hearing, the

Department of Health and Human Services
no authority to remove programs of ads we

consider negative. Our focus, in our
"Families Initiative," is to present instead
positive images and approaches.
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Senator DENTON. Our first panel is at the witness table, and I
would like to welcome Ms. Diane Ahrens, who is an elected official,
and she is on the National Association of Counties' Subcommittee
on Children, Youth and Families. She is the chairman of it.

Then we have Mrs. Geneva Johnson, who is president of theFamily Service Association of America; and Dr. James Mays,
founder of the Adopt-A-Family Endowment. I would like to wel-
come all three of you to this hearing.

Ms. Ahrens, woule you care to begin?

STATEMENT OF DIANE AHRENS COUNTY COMMISSIONER,
RAMSEY COUNTY, MINN.; CHAIRWOMAN, NATIONAL ASSOCI-
ATION OF COUNTIES' COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH AND
FAMILIES

Ms. AHRENS. Thank you, r. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, for the record, I am Diane Ahrens of the board of

commissioner:. of Ramsey County, St. Paul, Minn.In calling this hearing on the broken family, Senator Drnton,
you strike a nerve that is close to all of us in public office. This
tragic and growing problem confronts us daily at the local level in
the process of serving the citizens we represent. it seriously chal-
lenges us as elected officials to consider the proper role of govern-
ment at all levels in family matters.

Certainly, county officials share your concern. NACo's Humun
Services Steering Committee chose as its primary focus for 198:.7:1
to concentrate on family and child issues. County governments pi.)-vide their citizens with a range of services and programs that sup-port ;'amilies and ameliorate the effects of brol.en families. These
include family and juvenile courts, health car such as well-baby
clinics; mentcl health counseling; social services and welfare pro-
grams; child protective services; job training and a wide range of
recreational and educational faciliti3s. Many of these services and
programs are provided witl a combination of county., State, and
Federal resources.

This pa,tnership of funding and rule setting Taw' rates that
there is a role for each level of government i; services
that prevent, relieve, or treat stresses that lead ,to fax' y breakup,
especially from the funding standpoint, this int`.;)-g wernmentalpartnership is "ssential.

As an elected county official, I am faced with making difficult
choices when funding for programs which must be cut back. During
the past 2 years of igh unemployment, both State and county ray-
enues have declined shr.F-oly. At the same time, Federal funding for
many proararls has been cut. I have been forced to choos:.. betweenlimiting the narnbtr of preLnant women who can receive nutritious
foods, knownig that lack of pi oper nutrition may lead to low birth
weight, or babies born with health problems; and the number of
persons who can participate in our job training programpeople
who nre desperately seeking the opportunity for employment.

The lost revenues to maintain the vital programs I mentioned
and the obligation keenly felt by county dficials to nurture fami-
lies, prompted the National Association of Counties to oppose fur-
ther cuts in the Federal domestic programs that we operate. For 2
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years we have called for a moratorium on such cuts; and we sup-
port restoration of some of the funds.

We are here today to investigate possible solutions to a national
problem that has reach. ci epidemic proportionsthe breakdown of
the traditional family unit.

Two recent discoveries vividly brought home to me the dimen-
sion of change in family composition. My children have attended
an inner-city magnet school with children from very diverse racial
and economic backgrounds. Fifty percent of the children from this
school come from single parent homes. In the block where I live,
there are 22 residences, these are I rimarily older, substantial
homes. I had supposed that 20 percent of the famili' 's on my block
were headed by women until I did a tally. Eleven of the 22 family
housing units on my block are headed by single women--50 per-
cent.

Although we know that broken families can be found in middle
and upper class homes as well as among poorer neighborhoods,
families living in poverty are in greater risk of devastating conse-
quences from the lack of the support system traditionally furnished
by the family.

Last month, NACo's Human Services Ste. ring Committee spon-
sored a meeting in Washington to take a cbser look at the nation-
al/State/county role in meeting the needs of children and their
families. We needed to find out how recent changes in public poli-
cies are affecting families and children.

Speakers representing all levels of government reiterated the
bad news: 22 percent of our Nation's children are living in poverty.
M-..ny are not receiving adequate food, uhelter, health care, educa-
tional opportunities or protection from abuse.

The face of poverty, Senator, once wrinkled, has become that of a
child.

Economic security for America's families emerged from these
meetings as he urgent and all -encompassing issue. It must be ad-
dressed if any meaningful strides art o be made in addressing its
symptoms. What are these symptoms 10 million families are with-
out employment or health insurance; 9 million children live in
unsafe housing; 9 million children receive no regular health care;
18 million eh"' -n have never seen a dentist; 2 million teenagers
ever 15 . dropouts; more than 500,000 children have been
I °11)(1',Fe on. le custody of their parents; and almost 1 million
r : suspected child abuse and neglect are raported annually.

o:ther, single parent families are overwhelmingly headed by
women. Unless we deal with the issue of economic equitythe fact
that women who work full time earn 63 percent of their male coun-
terparts, unless we deal with this issue, we will never get to the
role causes of poverty, and most of other efforts sill be eroded.

The possible solutions to economic security are not themselves
the subject of this hearing. But 3 stresses caused by unemploy-
ment and prolonged poverty am clearly related to many of these
symptoms. Poor families seem especially vulnerable to family
breakup, sc nrovis'on of jobs, job training, an an adeg uate. income
.maintenance system for those rithout jobs Av; Ald seem to Oe in the
public interest.
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Some of the specific concerns of our organization regarding legis-
lative issues be:ore this Congress include: This important block
grant forms the "ornerstone of all the social services we provide at
the local level; it has been called the glue that holds the social in-
frastructure together. And we commend the action the Senate took
last week in attaching $200 million for fiscal year 1984 to the un-
employment compensation bill. These funds will surely help to re-
lieve stresses on the families addressed here today.

We find that counties typically target their title XX funds for
programs to strengthen the self-sufficiency of families and to detectand prevent child abuse and spouse abuse. Another key service
that helps preserve family life is provision of homemakers and
home health aides, both to enhance parenting skills, and to enable
a disabled member to remain part of the family life.

The funding reductions of 1981 that accompanied block grants,
usually compounded by State and local budget problems, have
placed severe strains on these and other social services. Because of
recession and related factors, the need ior the services has been

-,.ing. Some examples of the county-level impact follow. I use
the title XX services to illustrate, because they are indicative of
what has happened in :nany other programs.

In Alabama, the 07 county offices which administer title XX ex-
perienced a dramatic increase in the number of reported cases
child abuse over the past few years, a fact we are haring fro,
many sources. In 197J, only 3,300 cases of abuse were reported in
Alabama. By 1982, over 20,000 cases were reportec', ar.:d the coun-
ties' resources for responding are greatly strained by the increased
demand and reduced funds. In fact, nearly 60,000 fewer people re-
ceived social services in Alabama in 1982 than did in 1980.

In New York, the State child care coordinating council estimates
that 1',000 less children will receive day care in fiscal year 1983
than in fiscal year 1981.

And in my own county. Senator, because of the 'ac-
tions, and a State-Lnposed levy limitation under of
counties have to operate, we had to reduce out i..;oc- `16
percent.

In the AFDC program, NACo supports wod ins' . welfare
for all able-bodied persons. The AFDC program tias Dec. Le the un-
fortunate symbui of broken families trapped in a worklessand too
oftenhopeiess world. The nationwide pattern of working moth-
ersa.. many as 70 percent of those mothers with children age 6
and aboveshould be proof that most welfare mothers will work if
given the proper support systems and incentives while their chil-
dren ::re young.

I am very concerned about the distinct disincent'..,es to work
which were built into the AFDC program in 1181' an :? I wish the
Under Secretary of HHS were here to hear this.

Legislative proposals pending in the House Ways and Means
Committee would correct these and make it realistic again for
AFDC parents to seek work. These disincentives are: The 100-hour
work rule for two parent AFDC far: Lilies, making the family ineligi-
ble if work effort exceeds 100 hours a month, regardless of their
income.
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Limiting the onthirai eaNi7ngs disregard to months,

which disccrirages ;.etp r: c A. -ling work in the first place.
Unrealistic caps f%. r ci :. '1:id Will k-rel;ated expense:.
Linking medical .;s -re t APD(l.
Until these al; ar its of 2 years ;To AFDC; provided an incen-

tive for people tc work.
In Ramsey County, we re fin A ng that .AFDC rklf.chtti eAtate to

take the risks of employim at 1-1.Ut+e the potential iOSSC6 1,).7* their

children are too great.
To address the needs or hror;..) ?amines, Senator, NACo supports

the Child Abuile Prevention Act reauthorization as proposed in the
Senate, we support ehiln support enforcement for welfare and non-
welfare families through mandatory withholding of wages, with a
70 percent Federal match. We support the women, infants, and
children feeding program. We recommend that the child care bill

introduced by Senators Dole anc, Riegle, which would provide for
use of school buildings as child rare facilities, and we suggest to
better target day care credit, make it a refundable tax credit, be-

cause many families do not earn enough to take ' !se of the credit.
We also strongly recommend that Congress approve the extra

funding for Head Start contained in the 1984 appropriations meas-
ure before the Congress this week.

Our experience bears out the administration's estimate that
fewer than 20 percent of children eligible for Head Start are being

served. Two counties, northwest of BirminghamI am sorry, west

of Birmingham, Ala.; Walker and Winston Counties, form one of
NACo's onsite technical assistance projects. And elected officials
participating in that project confirmed that existing resources
permit serving of only 20 percent of the children in their projects.

'n closing, I want to commend your subcommittee, Mr. Chair-

man, addressing the causes anu problems of the broken family,
and to .courage you to aggressively pursue solution :tat will be
identified in your deliberations. This is an issue of tragic propor-
tions, and it affects all of us.

Thank you very much.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Ms. Ahrens.
Do you prefer to be questioned now, or
Ms. AHRENS. Yes, Senator, I would.
Senator DENTON. I will question you now because we are pleased

that an elected official agreed to take the time appear before
this subcommittee. Thank you, Mrs. Ahrens.

Certainly it is tragic and misguided that AFDC parents hesitate
to take the risks of eruployint, in your words, because the poten-
tial losses for their family are too great.

Would you go into that a little more? What sort of employment

are they being offered. that constitutes a risk?
Ms. AHRENS. Yes, Mr. Chairman, be happy to.
First of all, let lne deal with the Ro and a third issue. Many of

the women, the heads of households, and most of them ere women,
can secure only jobs with minimum incomes. That would mean, in

our State, that they would real ;y receive less money working than
they would in AFDC. But combined with that, and I think really
more important, is that they cannot keep, after the first 4 months,
any of the income that they earn, any of the income.

28,
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Aside from that, there is a cap of $160 per month for day care,
and $75 for working expense. Well, I can tell you that in Minnesota
you c3rwt.)t get day care for a child, fulltime day care for $160 a
mor, th, and if you have two children, where you have to provide
day care, then there is no way that you can get it.

Ths: .hork expense allowance is $75 a month, that is totally inad-
equate. So what it means is that for a head of a household that
goes to work at a minimum wage, it will cost that mother or
fats. 1, like mothers mostly, to go to work, and there is no way that
they come out better. They also lose their health benefits, general-
ly, and many of the low paying jobs do not provide health insur-
ance.

Well, I can tell you, if I were a mother of several children, and I
was going to lose the opportunity of providing my children with
health care benefits, and come out with less money than I did, why
would I go to work.

Senator DENTON. Well, it irl something I tried to deal with. I was
cochairman of the Alabama Commission on Children and the
Family, some years ago. I learned about that sort of thing then. It
is not easy to solve.

For example, you advocate a national income maintenance
system that guarantees work, and does not penalize two parent
needy families, and you mention that might be a solution, or in.di-
cate it would be a solution to economic insecurity.

Ms. Hardy mentioned something that I was not familiar with,
but you probably are.

Are you aware of the findings of the Seattle and Denver income
maintenance experiment, known as SIME/DIME, conducted over a
2-year period in order to test the effects of guaranteed income on
lower income families, regardless of the presence of a male in the
household?

During the first 6 months of the experiment, marriage breakup
for whites increased 430 percent. Over the 2-yea: periil, marriage
breakup increased 244 percent for whites, 169 percent for blacks,
and 194 percent for Hispanics.

That dt1 rz did not suggest Lhat income mainter_Ince system con-
tributes to the stability of the family. I do not know w'lat is wrong
with the data.

Are you familiar with it?
Ms. AHRENS. No, I am not familiar wiai it, Mr. Cha'rman, and I

do not know what is v Tong with the data.
Senator DENTON. You mention in your testimony that counties

typically target title XX Week grant money for pro-
grams that Ilep to detect child emzro.

How do co pity progr ims for the prevention of child abuse fostt r
family stabhity, and are they actually helping to keep families to-
gether by ameliorating the problems, or they intervening by re-
moving children from the home, and in many cases wrongly?

Ms. AHRENS. Yes, Mr. Chairman. In fact, that is a very pertinent
question, because taw board just set our budget in the last week,
and we provided for 10 additional caseworkers in our job protection
unit, se that we could reduce caseloads from about 25 to 1to 10 to
1, and that WP: en3ble our caseworkers to do far more trePt.nent to
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maintain children in their homes, keep families together, treat the
children and the parents, where there is suspected child abuse.

So, counties, I think, play a primary role in that, and our empha-
sis is in keeping the families together, giving them support, so that
they can income nonabusive, strong family units, and that is where
our emphasis is.

Senator DENTON. Your outreach programs to teen parents, and to
pregnant teens, such as the Head Start coordinated services pro-
gram that you mentioned, how do they involve whole faru!1',n in
teaching parenting and child health needs?

Ms. AHRENS. Mr. Chairman, it just so happens, once fur::,;- in ode
county, and our city of St. Paul, we have a matern... a' fant
care clinic that operates.. in four of the high sc'iools. operat-
ed out of our public hospital, St. Paul-Ramsey. There Lre doctors,
nurses and clinicians that work in the high schools, space provided
in the high schools, s' wide health services, a whole range of

health services, to u boys and girls in that high f spool, but
their emphasis is or o 'ion of pregnancy, it is on parenting if
that pregnancy occ since these clinics have been estab-
lished over the last the fertility raie in those high schools

have dropped about b, _ .:ent. It has been e. very significant pro-
gram.

If pregnancy does occur, both the father and the mother of that
child are brought in and taught parenthy skills, whether or not
the -are married, the girl is encouraged to ttay in high SC .00l, and
given the support services, so that she can, and we operate a day

care clinic for those babies in the high schools.
Senator DENTON. I want to thank you, Ms. Ahrens. I can see why

you were elected. You are certainly compassionate and concerned,
and well informed, and i would like to thank you once again for
being with us.

Ms. AHRENS. Thank you.
[The questions asked by Senator Denton along with responses

follow:]
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NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

COMM'S
+in First Al NW. Washington, DC 2aaal

202/19 6-'26

November 2, 1983

The Honorable Jeremiah Denton
United States Senator and Chairman,
Subcommittee on Fami7y and Human Services

A624 Immigraticn Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Denton:

Enclosed are responses to the follow-up questions you asked of
witnesses in your Subcommittee's hearings on the topic of "Broken
Fam;lies: Role of Government." We are pleased that the Subcommittee
is raking such an active interest in this area.

We have ;orwarded the questions to Commissioner Diane Ahrens
and her re_ponse will be cent under separate cm" -r.

As our' response indicates, we believe that gove,nment can strengthen
families in a fundamental way by assuring jobs, training, child care,
and other supports needed to hail parents provide economic security for
their children. We have provided a number of examdle5 of county programs
that can help youngsters enter adulthood better veparea for successful
family life. The responses incorporate questions one through three.
Since NACo does lot have policies on the effect of the media on families,
we did not respond to question four.

Thank you for this further opportunicy to share the views of county
officials. If you have any questions regarding the courty programs
discussed in the statements or would like additional information, plc e
contact Susan Golonka or Tur, Joseph of the NACo staff at 393-6226. We
have also enclosed a NACo human resources staff contact list for your
information.

Sincerely:;)

C - /-14-t
Patricia Jci 311 Craig
Director, Human Resources .apartment

PJC:hmt

Enclosures
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BROKEN FAMILIES: THE POLE OF GOVERNMENT

ANSWER TO QUESTION 1:

The single parent fam'ly, almost always headed by a woman, is a

significant characteristic of our nation's poor families. What kinds of

programs do you see working to either: a) Keep the father with his family,

or 0; Raise the mother and children out of poverty? How much government

support is needed for the .e programs? Can these programs be supported by

private funds, contributions, and volunteers?

Perhaps the most important ways of sing mothers and their children

out of poverty is providing mothers with support services enabling them to

pursue triining and employment. There are at least three ways to provide

women with alternatives to welfare. They are, re: , ing AFDC work incen-

tives, increasing day care availability, increasi number of slots for

children in Head Start.

,ACo supports work instead of welfare for 7 able-bodied persons. The

AFDC program has become t,:e unfortunate symbol v uken `amities trapped in

a workless--and too often--hopeless, world. .,Aionwide pat' .rn of

working moters--as many as :0 percent of the.. .others with children age six

and above -- should be proof that most welfare iers will work if given the

proper support systems and incentives while SHir children are young.

Until the Omnibus Budget Reconciliat., Act amendments of two years

ago, AFDC provided an incentive for people to work because it allowed the

parent to keep the first S30 and on-third of the rema ning earnings to a

cut-off point. This h s been replaced by a harsh rule that prohibits an AFnC

recipient from disregarding any earnings after four months. The resulting
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ineli and loss of Medicaid bene'its make
recipients reluctant to plunge

into under'ain jobs, child care and complicated travel arrangements. Coupled

with the !harp reduction in funding for employment and training programs, the

AFDC ch.inges appear to have discouraged
employable AFDC recipients from seeking

employment,

The National Association of Counties proposes a national work security

program for persons able to work and an income security program for persons

not expected to work. The strategy to provide jobs in,tead of welfare checks

for those who can work and a simpler, more humane benefit system for those

who cannot, would help to keep fathers with their families.

National strategy in the 1980s must focus on providing jobs, training,

education, and child care early enough
. as of young persons to permit

them to make choices which cln br:ok the .,047r,! cycle. The strategy must

include attempts to redoc "TZ4 OT ee. ...yv pregnancies through improved

sex education and birth L. formation.

NACo's prrposal to develop work security program is based on the belief

that employment opportunities with adequate wages should be made available for

all who wish and are able to work.
Government support to supplement the income

of employable individuals should be provided in the context oil job markets and

work programs, wherein the basis of financial
need is recognized as lack of a

job. Government should provide the necessary basic social services to support

the work program,

Low-income mothers with preschool children have a very difficult time

finding accr, table and affordable day care that will allow them to find or keep

jobs. The Title XX Social Services Block Grant has been key in providing support

services such as day care. However, while more and more mothers are finding it

necessary to work. the Title XX cuts in the last two years forced two-thirds of
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the states to reduce the number of children receiving day care. .

Although Secretary Heckler herself has stated, in testimony earlier this

year, that the "availability of adequate day careis an essential element if

welfare others or others with young children are to work," evidence from a

number 'of states and counties indicates that cutbacks in funding have

severely diminished child care support for mothers who are working or are in

training programs preparing them to work. NACo, has been encouraged by the

'recent action by the Senate and House to restore part of the Title XX funding..

Private corporations have opened dare care cent ut apparently they

sq Wave not found it profitable enough to, open more nters to meet the demand.

Some companies have provided day care at the wor place fbr their employees'

children. The federal government could en,aurage this policy by providing

tax break's to companies which implement this policy.

An important federa)ly funded progrdm which both assists children and

teaches skills to parents is the Head Start Program. NACo fully supports

the program and was enouraged by the increased appropriation for fiscal 1984.

Head Start provides low-income children with nutritious meals, health

screening, education and socializatign skills. Studies have shown thatHead

Start children have grown up to become more productive and involved citizens.

The programs's services to parents include enabling them to learn better

parentipg skills, food preparation, and how to become involved in.policy-making

processes through their Head Start policy councils. The lives of many low-

'incOme parents have been changed by this program.

A
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'ANSWER TO QUESTION 2:

What kinds of programs, from your experiences, have had the greatest,
A

posit:Iv influence on developing the character and security of children

and teenagers, so that they enter adulthood prepared for a more successful

family. life?

County administered programs ranging from.day care to parenting classes,

have had a beneficial influence on the health and well-being of children and

adolescents, and has smoothed their transition to adulthood and family

responsibilities. For many families., and especially those experiencing

financial difficulties, county-run programs may provide the only opportunity

to receive assistance in the areas of child care, child hea'lth and mental

health, child abuse prevention and treatment, and fathily life skills.

High quality preschool. education programs such as Head Start hale yielded

a long run benefit to'the participating children and families. A longitudinal,

study by the High/Scope.Edueational Research Foundation of low income

children who attended preschool programs in the.196esfound that these children

had significantly lower rates of delinquency-and better academic and employment

records than their peers.who had not attended d'reschool. Pteliminatv results

of "The Head Start Synthesis, Evaluation and Utilization Project." indicate

thlt children who participated in Head Start programs fared, better in school

than comparable children and improved in physicil,development and motor control.

Head Start has also taken a leadership role in serving handicapped children,

The findings also reveal that Head Start programs, have hadla Positiie impact-

oon families and communt ies 15y encouraging parental involvement, n jobsproviding.

and services, and enc iraging coordination of community social services.

27-847 0 84 - 19
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f.

While Head Start programs may be administered by one Of several types of

organizationscommunity action agencies,'non-profit districts -- counties usually

work 'with the Head Start provider to coordinate such services as health,

nutrition, transportation 4nd day care. Currently, less than 25 percent of

eligible children are served by Head Start and in many counties, Head Start

programs do not even exist. 5ielexpansionof this program scb that all

eligple children could be served would yield lasting benefits to children

and their families,
t

Host counties also4provide free or reduced Art day-care to low!-Income

Yamilies. .Children in these programs participate in activitiesithat fdster

seciternd developmental skills and often receive a nutritious meal.. The

. Title xv,jocial Services Block Grant is the cornerstone of funding for day

care act Iogal level. In 1979, (the most recent-year for accurate datal)

counties argeted 21percent'of Title XX funding-lo child day care. However,

Ascent budge .04..t'S have forced counties to discontinue providing social

Rspon ng to a recent trend of increased child abuse and the growing

6oncet4for at -risil children, counties hdve been developing
innovative programs

,t'

:n reporting, treatment, and
prevention to counter the e0idemic of child abuse

and qa4lectand restore health and security to the American family. EspeciaTly../

5Otootplegrams,that deal with adolescents and adults who were

%
Wbused idnen.' Studies have found that theSe individuals are more apt

to
commit child abusOs parents than those who were not abused as children.

Parentin classes prc:vide peel:: support as well as expert advice. For example,

4
in Jame ty-County, Virgih.ia, the Department of Social Services implemented

the Adolescent Parent pucat,lon and
Prevention Program (APEPP) aimed at preventing

child abuse and neglect by educating parents
to become capible and nurturing parents.

While often parent education program
exists, APEPP intervenes at a point where there

is motivation to become good parents:
shortly after the birth of the child.

291
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(106 county coordinated staff
resources, community volunteers and referral

agencies to develop a cost-effective program.
.

Counties are also creating programs -which edgcate and coordinate community

agencies in the areas of detection, reporting,
investigation and treatment.

By making child abuse detection and treatment a community responsibility,

at-risk children and their Amilies
can be identified and treated before the

4oblet escalates.

);:. ,In Albany County,iNew York,.a community liaison educates and coordinates
.. ._

f
e.fillpnals who are mandated by law to report suspected cases of child abuse,

cc unity liaison provides in-service training to community agencies

representing teachers, parole officers and emergency medical personnel, police

and 'social workers. The community liaison also develops forilV linkages

between child protection services and reporting, investigation and treatment

'

I )1,

resources.
.,.

In Monroe County, New York, a multi-disciplinary team was created to

respond to individual child abuse cases. The team which consists of a school
._ .

psychologist, pediatrician, attorney, mental health consultant, psychiatrist

and child protective coordinator meets twice a month to review and discuss

cases from the pofessional per;spective of each
participant to prove toward a

service plan which will protect 'the child and strengthen the family life..

.

Adolescence is often a difficult
period, especially for those individuals

who suffer from emotional problems,
In the past, most programs to serve

emotionally disturbed youth involved placement 4 institutions or residential

settings. These programs which separate the youth from their families and '-

communitiesare costly and often fail to recognize the complexity of interactions

to the youth's pr blems. In lieu of costly residential placemtnts,
many

among the youth's family, peer,
group, and community which may be contributing

).
.,
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counties are developing day treatment programs which enable the youth to

remain with his family while receiving professional treatment. The Union County, N.J.

Day Treatment Program offers a variety of services to eligible youth including

education, vocation and career orientation, recreation, counseling (e.g. indi-

vidual, group and family therapy), referrals and follow-up. Youths are

served by the program at a cost which estimated to be 55 to 60 percent

less than the cost of residential placement. Similar day treatment programs

exist fn Cuyahoga County, Ohio; San Francisco, California; and Providence,

Rhode Island.

The high percentage of one-parent families and the growing trend for

both parents in a two-parent family to work means that the after-school time

of many youth is unstructured and unsupervised. The boredom and disillusit-41-

ment suffered by today's youth is evidenced by the rising suicide rate among

teenagers, an increase in sexual activity and the large number of teenagers who

use alC4p1 and drugS. Youth from families at all income levels are.experiencing

these problems. Many communities are reaching out to their youth and establishing

after school programs where teenagers can engage in a variety of health acti-

vities with their peers. In Great Neck, New York a youth facility has been

established at the Great Neck Library which offers such activities as workshops,

crafts classes, theatre productiOns.
Approximately 200-250 youth use this facility

on a routine basis.

Another after-school program for 10-21 year olds is run by the Rheedlen

roundation in New'York City. Through a consortium of community -based agencies,

the Center offers an after-school program four days a week that includes

tutoring,. referral services, structured recreation alternatives to the street,

counseling and health screening. After - school programs enable youth to meet

and interact with their peers in a positive manner, explore new areas of

interests and develop new skills. Other county programs targeted toward assisting

r

AP'
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children and teenagers in developing security and overcoming disabilities or

past problems:

DeKalb County, Georgia -- Substance Abuse Protection Program

Montgomery County, Maryland -- Regional Institute for
Emotions ly Impaired Youth Ages 6 Through 18

Alameda and Contra Costa Counties, California -- Adolescent
Residential Treatment Program

Los Angeles County, California -- Intera/ency Council on
Child Abuse and Ne'glect

Sacramento County, California -- Foster Grandparent Program
to Work with Mentally and Emotionally Ill Children

S. San Beiiiardino County, California -- Residential Treatment
Program for Emotionally Disturbed Youth

Duval County, Florida -- %tate of the Child" Report

Broward County, Florida'-- Specialized Services for Incest Victims

Union County, New Jersey -- Day Tre.atment PrograM to Promote
Holistic and Community-Based Alternatives

Renssalaer Codnty, New York -- Children of Divorce Program

Ventura County, talifoTia :- Treatment Home Program

For further information on these programs, contact NACo staffer Grace

Starbir'd or Susan Golonka.
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Senator DENTON. Mrs. Geneva Johnson, would you go ahead with
your opening statement, please, ma'am?

STATEMENTS OF,GENEVA B. JOHNSON, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, THE FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA; AND DR. JAMES A. MAYS, FQUNDER, ADOPT-A-
FAMILY ENDOWMENT, LOS ANGELEVALIV., A PANEL

Mrs. 6OHNSON. Thank you, Mr. .Chairman.
For the record, I am Geneya Johnsom,president and chief execu-

tive officer of the Family Service' Association of An?e'rica, New
York City. .a

T. am pleased to be here today to represent the Family Service
Association of America at these important hearings. Our organiza-
tion commends, you, Senator, for your public commitment to fami-
lies, and for your willingness to explore some of the more pressing
problems of our society. We recommend more efforts of this nature.
It is here on Capitol Hill where such forums should be Common-
place.

The organization for which I am the chief executive officer has
been committed to serving families of North America for 72 years.
Our membership includes over 265 accredited member agencies lo-
cated throughout North America.. Each agency is a nonprofit, non-
partisan and community-oriented organization. Niich is led by a
volunteer board that sets policy and priorities fat' the individual
agency. Our agencies last year served over 3 million individuals in
families. Our total budget for the year was over $200 million: $80
million came from local United Ways, and the remainder from in-
dividual fees for service and purchase of service contracts with'the

. . .

local sector. r .
Family service agencies spend little time defining families, and

no time Sitting, in judgment on thee emerging and,- changing life-
styles 'in our society. That is not their mission. Their mission is to
serve the families in their communities who are hurting, in the
,best way they know how.

These families include lonely .adults, who are alienated from
their families, single parents, mothers and fathers, teenagers, preg-
nant teenagers, older children, over 45 years of age, with older par-
ents to concern themselves with, blended families.

The kind o services that our agencies provide range from profes-
sional counselinh to family therapy, Meals on Wheels, guardian-
ship programs, self-help programs, programs for pregnant teen-
agers, and slay care. Agency standards of service and commitment
are ,very high. The dedication of our local chief executive officers
and their volunteer boards are a source of constant inspiration.

Some of our agenciet date back almost to the Ainev.can Revolu-
tion, and I will be leaving shortly to celebrate the 100th anniversa-
ry of our agency in Louisville, Ky. One of the common bonds that
unites them, however, is an uncopipromising desire to help families
who are in trouble. (

Our provision of comprehensive serviceAnd our commitment to
families has determined our concern with public policy at all levels
of government. This concern with public policy has resulted in an

24
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,- -ongoing effort to promote-government entities that have a capacity

to look al Show well, or how poorly, government is serving families.
Apout 7 years ago our prganization, along with the National Con-

fererlde of Catholic Charities; proceeded to pres for the establish-
meht pf an Office for Fa Milies in the Department of ,Health and
Humaft Services: We were eventually steccessful in our effort. How-

("Tver, to. this day; Congress has given this office no mission, and no
ritoney. The office was established by Presidential fiat. It is a pow-
erless, small part of a very large bureaucracy in the Office of
Human Development Services. Recently we have been told there
are plans to mbrge the Office for Families with the Office for.
Youth, in order to get some futiding fbr the office out of the youth
program budget. This is obviously a distortion, once again. The em-
phasis should be to study the needs of families and to examine the
extents to which government programs are having an impact on
familiesnegative or positive.

Our Nation's policymakers, have continued in these troubled
times to enact budget cuts, to cut day care funding, to pass major
tax programs, and to prioritize economic well-being above all else,
without cansidering the impact of their efforts on the family.
Where is a viab Vfice in the White House or OMB to look at how
administration icies relate to the needs of families?

For example, here in this administration is there a study of the
impact of possible as deregulation on families? Or where is the as-
sessment of what will happen to families with the many changes in
telecommunications and the breakup lof AT& . We believe that
legislators who care about families need to be c cerned not only
about those pieces of legislation that already ist that may be
harmful to families, but also those that are about to be'developed.

We have another concern. That is the recent orientation to
family issueSon Capitol Hill which is grounded in polarization and
debate. One good example of this is the division in the Senate of
the two new caucuses: one for children and one for families. You
cannot consider the problems of children apart from families.
While there has been some effort to place representatives of both
pcilitical parties on each caucus, the fact remains that there are
two caucuses, and that this is fundamentally bad public policy, as
well as costly to maintain. ,

Senator DENTON. Let me ask you a question there, Mrs. Johnson.
Would you'prather have one caucus, if it was formed in a *ay

that you said it should not be, mainly to consider children apart of
the family, or would you permit me to form another one, which
considered the family including their children?

Mrs. JOHNSON. The family, which includes1--
Senator DENTON. OK. That is why there aie two. c.o ahead.
Mrs. JOHNSON. If I may clarify_.Khat I am saying. We are saying

it is fragmented to consider childreA apart from family.
Senator DENTON. Yes, I understand that.
Mrs. JdHNSON.. You have a caucus on family that does not consid-

er children and older adults, so we feel a caucus on families is
more exclusive, and includes actually what' a family is.

Senator DENTON. Yes, that is what we thought.
Mrs. JOHNSON. We are totally opposed to such fragmentation. We

have had far too much categorical, nonholistic thinking in the
,,
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policy arena for far too many years. I urge you to do all that'you
can to bring about a merger of the two caucuses.

Mr. Chairman, I was extremely pleased to learn that in this
hearing room on Thursday, September 22, 19'83 you stated 'that the
family issue does not belong solely to so-called liberals or so-called
conservatives. We desperately need bridges to be built pn this
front, and we applaud you for moving in this direction.

We should note at this point that the new House Select Commit-
tee on Children, Youth, and Families has the word "families" in its
title only because of the efforts of our national organization, and
our colleagues who share our interest, and who jointly worked to
persuade the House leadership. We ,offer you our support in any
effort that you make to Merge` the twO.Senate caucuses.

Our agericies are a part of the voluntary-sector. In recent' ti
the voluntary sector has been given a great deal of publicityarid
has had enormous expectation placed upon itfor filling the gap
left by withdrawal of Federal dollars from many programs so basic
to the support of family well-being.

In order to assess what has been happening to our part of the
voluntary.sector, and to the families that our agencies serve, we re;
cently asked our agencies to give, us information about what were
the most serious issues in these Communities confronting them.
There was an overwhelming response directed to the problems of
the economy. -It became apparent that all four concerns identified
by majority of our agencies were rooted in the problems of our
present economy and the current laissez-faire social policy now
popular in Washington. The issues identified were: unemployment;
failure of the safety net, and the impact of the cuts in social pro-
grams; family violence; and the vulnerability of single-parent fail-li-

lies.
We have a national economy in this Nation. Our agencies do not

have the resources to fill the gap as a result of Federal cutbacksa
gap is growing. Their responses to our survey indicated that they
are troubled because they cannot fulfill their mission and meet the
needs of families in their communities. In most instances, the prob-
lems on their doorsteps have their root in the national economy.

Last year, Governor Snelling of Vermont, in an address to the
United _Way of America, Government Relations Committee, made
an important observation, and I quote:

Private charities that attempt to maintain income levels or feel responsible for
moving in wherever government absents itself, won't be able to discharge their true
responsibilities. The result will be frustration with private giving, equal to, and
maybe even greater than the frustration which people have come to feel about use -

. of their tax dollars.
This observation made a year ago was prophetic. Agencies *in-

creasingly find thenvelves confronted with families having pfob-
lems that require governmental support: structural unemployment,
or lack of job tiaining and/or retraining, or the single-parent
mother with insufficient education, and no day care, and no re-
sources; the list goes on.

Policymakers must address the reality that we are a nation with
a national economy that' must include a sensitivity to the needs of
families. The economy is in the midst of change, and families are
the pawn in this historic process. Many have has their circum-
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stances worsened by cuts in day care, cuts in subsidized jobs, cutsin title XX, and so forth. Policymakers, in my opinions need to con-front the fact that they need to comprehensively r and ,to thefamily stress, dislocation, and resultant breakftwn amilies thatis underway.
I agree .with-Governor Snelling when he said:-
I believe the Federal Government cannot remove itself from responsibility for out-come. We already know about the assumption that the Federal Government,mustprovide for the common defense, for stability of currency and economic affairs, andfor the protection of persons and property. We. must conclude, however, that ourforefathers intended also that the Federal Government be a guarantor of last resortfor a reasonable standard of nutrition, shelter, health-,a standard of decency.
Our member agencies will continue to provide outreach services,to provide counseling services to the limits of our resources, to pro-vide self-help forums for the unemployed, to provide therapy . forviolent families, but we need to bg part of a partnership. A partnership with Government, and a partnership with you. Only whenpolicymakers acknowledge that Federal policies and Federal ac-nonactionshave an impact on millions of families inthis Nation, can we begin to do the job that needs to bejlone aspartners.
Thank you.

. [The responses of Mrs. Johnson to questions asked follow:]

9
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Family Service Association of Amen Ca

44 Ems! 23r0 SZiee; New York. N.Y 10010.. (2121674.6100

Y

November 17, 1983

Senator Jeremiah Denton
United States Senate
516 Hart Office 81dg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Denton:

RePti ro
FSAA.011ree oryGovirenifidn1al Maus
1316 ConnectleThAitenue.* W . Sues 712
Washonglon. D C 20036
12021822-8390

Thank.ya for your letter of October 13, 1983. I appreciate your interest

in my testimony and in posing further questions for my consideration.

,ply response for the public hearing record ts enclosed.
, -

Sincerely,

encl:

, 29.4

Geneva B. Johnson, Pres&Hent
and Chief Executive Officer
Family Service Association

of America
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1. Does your organization believe that the government can provide better
economic security than the private sector for American\ faMilies? Are youable to notice the effects

of the recovery on families. that have been atrisk during the, recent recession?

1. Finding answers to the problem of providing economic
security for the nation's families is especially diffi-
cult at,this time. this is because we live in a perio
of unprecedented and irreversible change in our nation 1
economy.

Ideally, economic security is a by-product of a healthy,.
exparhiirq economy. The role of government, when this is
the case, is restricted to providing assistance to the
nation's most vulnerable familieS -- those on AFDC, food
stamps, SSI,' etc.

The important question before the Congress and the coun-
try today, it seems to me, concerns the role of govern-
ment and, the private sector, when the economy is not.
healthy and is Undergoing unprecedented and historic.
change (I refer you again to statements in my text
by Governor Snelling). During,the 1980's changes in
the economy will displace millions of workers 'from their
jobs -- many permanently, And, just as importantly, there-
will be enormous consequences for their families. Wein the
private, non-profit sector, find ourselves unable to meet
the challenge alone. It is my belief that answers to
problems-inherent in our economic system, will be found
only- through comprehensiVe efforts by both government and
the private sector -- working together.

The question. and the answer are too overwhelming to be
addressed id' a limited or frigmented fashion. What is
disturbing to me is' that both Congress and this Admini-
stration have asSumeda laissez faire'social policy and
response.to the major problems of unemployment ih the
U. S. economy. The,Jobs Training Partnership Act is,
for example, another answer. We urge Congress to tpke
the leadership in searching out realistic solutions to
this problem.

As indicated in my testimony, unemployment has been iden-
tified by the' FSAA field as the most pressing and harmful
problem facing American families today. We- consider this
matter to be 9f such urgehty that our FSAA koard of Directors
will be asked to approve a major,. position 4Fiement on the
subject at a meeting on November 19. That pAsition!statement

V
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on. unemployment Is provided for the CoMmittee today here

in my materials.

Finally, with regard to the second part of your question,

it is my impression, based
on,responsesto two question-

naires submitted to our 265 agencies in 1983, that the

economic reco\kry has pot been felt in dozens of commu-

Aities in-this country where major plant closings or

employee lay-offs ocurred during the recession. For

the most part, most industries showing recovery are hiring

back only a percentage of their original work-force.

Automation has permanently displaced thousands who will

never be called back. It is with these persons and their

families that we are most concerned. Congress must remem-

ber, despite the encouraging national statistics about

economic recovery, that places like Buffalo, Pittsburgh

and Youngstown remain economic disasters.
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FAMILIES AND UNEMPLOYMENT

A Position Statement
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

November 19, 1983

i
Major and irreversible changes in the U.S. economy have, in an Unprecedented way,

44 underscored the central importance of work in our society. Also revealed are
the destructive consequences of unemployment snd the coats that often impact the
entire family of an unemployed worker. The Family Service Association of America
feels compelled to speak Out in behalf of the many presently unemployed workers
and their families and the many more whowill be displaced by the economy in the
1980's. The causes of unemployment., while complex, are not in dispute here.,
Regrettably, however, the victims and their families are often left to cope with
devaaping social and.economic consequences in a social v cnum.1

BACKGRIOUND,

When unemployment is tied to major fundamental change's in a national economy it
clearly becomes a national problem with society -wide 'ramifications. Our history
indidates that this is the case. Since World War II, the,U.S. economy has been
subjected to frequent recessions (1947, 1954, 1960, 1975, 1980 and 1981-82).
The results of these recurring recessions have normally led to temporary loss of
income as well as loss of economic and emotional security for thousands of
families. Most recently, however, millions of blue and white collar workers
and their families are being confronted with a new and far more frightening
development: technological changes coupled with foreign competition which threaten
to displace millions of the workers in the U.S. economy by the end of the 1980's.
Often this job displacement means that the worker must be retrained for a new
career or must accept a lower paying job -- perhaps for the rest of his/her life --
with the resultant, social and economic dislocation of an entire family. It is
for these workers and their families, therefore, that the fundamental shifts in
the character and structure of the U.S. economy are ao threatening. It is for
them that new supports and options must be found.

TIM PRICE OF JOB DISLOCATION IN THE U.S. ECONOMY

The isolation and devastation of total dislocation from a job at any age has .
enormous consequences for workers and their families. For the younger worker
there is the anxiety of a family to feed and care for. For the older worker there
is the experience of losing an entire lifetime of work history and experience
or facing a major retraining experience at an unexpected and possibly. inappropriate
stage of life.

Bureau of National. Affairs in Washington, D.C., reports that 1,287,411 persons
lost their jobs in 1982 from plant layoffs and shutdowns -- many of them perma-
nently. See publication entitled, "Summary Report for 1982 Layoffs, Plant
Closings and Concession Bargaining." Published by BNA. 16 page report.
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Recent studies have exposed-the multiple consequences of unemployment both for

the unemployed individual and for his entire family. In the mid 1970's the

findings of a study by researcher, M. Harvey Brenner -- sponsored by the U.S.

Congress' Joint Economic Committee -- claimed the social costs for each one

percent of increase in joblessness in the national'economy as follows:

38,886 - deaths
20,240 - cardiovascular failures

494 - cases of death from cirrhosis of the liver
920 - suicides
648 - homicides

Another scholar, Louis Ferman, a Professor of Social Work and Research Director

of the Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations at the University of Michigan,

who has been researching this topic for twenty years, states that Brenner's

research leaves, no doubt "... that there is an association between maFoeconomic

changes and.-changes in the aggregate measure of social pathology..." Ferman,

in his own research writes that "There is absolutely no debate about the fact

that unemployment either Prdvckes or uncovers physical and mental illness."

With regard to families, he states: "Behind every individual pathology which is

observed, is the iceberg of family suffering from the initial experience of job

separation,'consequent struggles to adjust to the loss of resoyces and the

subsequent negative outcomes -- mental and physical illness."

THE FSAA MANDATE

FSAA regularly surveys its member agencies to stay abreast of issues they and

their client families face. In 1983, member agency managers were surveyed

about their perceptions of public issues which most affected the work of their

organizations. quite separately, another survey.inquired about fresuency of

types of problems experienced by families utilizing their services. Both

surveys highlighted the pervasive influence of unemployment upon families,, and

new services that family agencies needed to develop. These findings emphasized

charge from earlier similar studies in illuminating unemployment as the greatest

ooncern affecting the work of family service agencies. Clearly, the time has

zone to emphasize a new priority for Family Service to respond to family need

ch unemployment activates.

Therefore, the FSAA Board of Directors resolves to give priority attention to

;he issue of unemploymentthrough the program
planning process for 1985-85,

including:

Defining activities which may effectively utilize family service agencies to

provide direct or preventive services for unemployed families..

2. Providing technical assistance to FSAA member agencies to carry out such tasks.

3. Monitoring governmental activities .regarding unemployment as they affect

families and family life.
Implementing education and advocacy activities nationally in behalf of

unemployed families.

2

3

"After the Shutdown: The Social and Psychological Consequences of Job

219placement," by Louis A. Ferman, ILR Report Spring, 1981 Issue

Paper by Louis A. Ferman, "Some Health Aspects of Unemployment," University

of Michigan, page 3.

Reports of surveys, "Families and Their Cohcerns" and "Issues Identification"

to be published by FSAA.

3 ,1
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2. You mentioned that the vulndrability of the single parent mother
is one of the issues that concerns you most. Do you feel that
the enforcment of child support by the responsible father can
alleviate the problems of the single parent mother? How can
the proper role of-government be strengthened to promote indi-
vidual responsibility on the part of the parents?

,

2. Our organization has been aware for some time that the
problem and needs of single parent mothers are of major
concern in communities and family service agencies
around the nation. However, the identification by the
FSAA field of this issue as a matter of public policy
concern is quite recent. (Indicated in responses to
an FSAA questionnaire in June 1983). We are only now
beginning to look 4t legislative initiatives that address
this- problem: We do not have data that helps us to
determine what solutions might bd most useful in addres-
sing the problems of the single parent mother.

We have briefly studied the child support legislation
. now pending in the House, H. R. 4325, and are generally
inclined to be positive about it. We have one concern,
however., that does not appear to be addressed in the
legislation or the House Report, No. 98-527. This
concern relates to the rights of the AFDC mother to
claim good cause from an absent father. Nor are the
rights of the absent father (or protections) adequately
addressed. We believe that both the prcitections for
the mother from a persdn who might harm her or her
child and some explicit statement about the rights of
the father should appear in the legislation. Beyond
this concern, we think the legislation should be help-
ful. We think a federal role in this social policy
issue is very important. We do not believe that such
legislation "will alleviate the problems of the single
parent mother", however. Too many fathers have no income,
or are quite young. In addition, the problems of the
single parent mother are far more than just financial.
You are well aware of this, of course.

With regard to your question about how govrnment can
promote individual responsibility on the part of parents,
my organization has taken no position at this time. °
This has bec. ine as complex a matter of social policy
as has the w,lfare system itself. Building the right
kind of incegtives and disincentives into social pro-
grams has been extremely difficult in this country.
Perhaps we all need to look at programs for this popu-
lation as offered in European countries and explore
the option of a children's or family allowance sys-
tem for this country. I have no further comment at
this time.
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3. In your work With family service agencies across the country, can you des-

cribe examples of programs run by private agencies which are successfully

supporting vulnerable families? e-

3! The mission of every family service agent -is to sery vulne-'

914f
rable families: In fulfilling this miss' n the progra s offered

by our agencies vary tremepdously. Fo example, many our

agencies have programs to terve the displaced workers and their

faMilies. These programs involve.other support systems in the

community -- both. public and private -- to meet the complex

needs of these displaced workers and their families. The

range of support services includes family counseling, mar-

riage counseling, substance abuse counseling, job counseling,

self -help groups, (including efforts to build social rela-

tionships" for these families who often become isolated from

their community when unemployment strikes them), etc. A

displaced worker,as you know ofteri suffers such severe .

depression that his entire marriage can be at risk. The

children suffer as much as *he parents. So, in serving

vlunerable-families, I think these programs in our agen-

cies are among the most important in today's economic envi-

ronment. )

As I said above, however, the programs vary tremendously

depending on the needs of a given community. One agency may

specialize in working more with adolescent problems through

family --life education programs for parents and their teenage

children to help ease the stress and misunderstandings of

the adolescent yearS% Another agency may specialize in deve-

loping a community-wide network of complex supports to address

the ever growing problem of family violence. Fine examples

of ways agencies are meeting the needs of vulnera§le families

-- whether 4Q address problems of poverty, Oiolenh, substance
abuse, marital breakdown -- could fill many pages. I think

you understand my point. One of the best ways of finding

out how truly extraordinary family'service agencies really

4, are )s to visit one or more of them. There is, for example,

an dutsjanding agency in the District of Columbia, another

in Baltimore, and 265 of them throughout North America.

In closing let me say that I will provide for you a summary

of several outstanding advocacy programs undertaken in the

past year in family service agencies. These examples will

give,you a better idea of the scope and variety of programs

offered to vulnerable families -- including the obvious suc-

cessful outcomes -- better than any othet answer I can/offer.

I enclose them for the record. /
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Center for Human Services, Cleveland, Ohio

(1) Advocacy on Behalf of State Insurance Legislation

-k

I

I. PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES:

The attempts of this Agency im influencing state legislation were best.

demonstrated when the General Assembly enacted S. B. 336 in 1982.

This bill was on extension of the 1978 S. B. 90, which had man-

dated outpatient insurance coverage in group contracts covering

inpatient mental health and alcoholism services. The "sunset"

provision of the'earlier bill had scheduled its termination in

1922.

The bill was generated throughthe Senate Insurance Committee.

From the outset it was apparent that social agency proponents of

S..11. 336 needed to concentrate their efforts on the members of

that committee and, subsequently, the entire Senate -- with par -

cular attention directed toward those legislators who had not

lhad experience with S. B. 90. The interest of the insurance

industry in such legislation was obvious and substantial. Pro-

viders of insurance are. generally reluctant to see coverage

expanded. Their opposition to the bill represented an oppo- .

sition to be overcome.

The single and primary objective of this advocacy effort was

directed at securing the passage of S. B. 336; however,

the Advocacy Committee of the Boa,rd of Trustees of the Agency

quickly recognized the longer-term benefits of(developing a

strong internal organization for influencing islation and

working in cooperation with either intereste anizations

within the state.

-II. BOARD/STAFF ROLES:

The Agency played a major part in the education of state legis-

lators related to the benefits of the earlier bill (S. B. 90)

and the projected value, the community contingent upon the .

passage of Senate Bill 336. he' ime schedule mandated by the

expiration of S. B. 90 (12/31 1) required that the major effort

in Lehalf of S. B. 336 would be exerted before midyear 1982.

The steps included in this effort follow:

a. Collection of facts by the Agency's Advoc4y
Office, including numbers of clients serves

under S. B. 336, income generated and anti-

cipated and general results achieved and

expected.

b. General orientation of state legislators to

thisagency and its community roles. This

has been accomplished through:

1. Specific identification of

close - .board- legislator con-
nections, utilized as primary
communications channels

3 0
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2. LEGISLATIVE BREAKFAST, an infor-
mational session with trustees
as hosts and legislators as guests.

3. Specific contacts with legislators
related to the intrinsic values of
S. B. 336 for the clientele of the
agency.

4. Thank-you's to those senators who
assisted with the passage of this
bill.

C. Cooperatiod, especially through staff representa-
tion, with community and state organizations work-
ing in behalf of families. Particularly impor-
tant in this regard was the Agency's Director
of Advocacy's partilation in;

1.' Federation for Community Planning's
Citizen Assembly fbr Mental Health,

2. Family Service Council in this par-
ticula state.

The.organqzation of the e fort
through an Advocacy Commi tee
tivds who meet regularly ke
state and national contact

.

.the Board of Trustees by re
following up through interes

.

III. OBSTACLES AND ACTON:
. v

The State Senate's Committee on Elections, Financial Institutions &
Insurance includ s 8 members, 3 of whom represent districts in
the county of th Agency. One Senator, in particular Was ser-
ving.his first to -during the hearings in S. B. 336, and his
support was consid ned)most important. A concentration of
effort, on the part of staff, clients and trustees, was made
in behalf of inYorming and inflpencing him with regards to
this legislation. Evidences of the effects of those efforts
were seen in the expressions of his attitude between Nov., 1981
and Jan., 1982.

.
The challenge to human service non-profits to counter the for-
ces of the corporate world in effecting legislation was and is
still conceived a a David-Goliath struggle. So, to the social

1p
service agency, th organization of an effective strategy was
critical. It'is ossible for the Agency to estimate the
numbers of letters, telephone calls and in-person contacts
made by staff, clidnts and volunteers in the pursuit of this
one piece of legislation, S. B. 336. The Agency feels their

o

s liste above was effected largely
of t tees and community representa-
ep rrent onlEsues requiring local,
In urn this coMMittee works through
ng regularly at meetings, and by
individuals.

r,
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Icumu tive impact, combined with the similar attempts4'rom other

interested persons and organizations, made the difference. S. B.

mental health and/or alcoholism, is now a reality, 'th'families
336, with its benefits to those seeking help aroundoblems of

the ultimate beneficiaries..

Y. IMPACT ON THE 'AGENCY/AND COMMUNITY:

The effects of the insurance coverage initilpd by S. B. 90 and

extended through S_ B. 336 have bhen regisla red in dollars in

Agency income. Feet for counseling in alcoholism and out-

patient mental health bases in 1979 amounted to approximately

$50,000. Imlay the annual provision through health insurance
contracts varies from $200,000 - $250,000. Although the Agency

is large, with a prbportionately larger clientele than most, it

feels the cumulative results of this kind of reimbursement has

had a very_healthy_impact on the social services network.

,---_____

The Agency has felt it impor=tant tofit ffort on one

specific piece of legisTatiOn into an es hed, stable and

continuous force Which represents both c and cases and which

acts through administrative as well as legislative complexest

The Advocacy staff in the Agency is part-time only, represent-

ing less than .4% of the Agency's annual budget; yet its respon-

sibility is as a full-tflre champion/watchdog organization,
almost totally voluntary, to represent unmet needs and goals

for more than 10,000 clients served annually.

A statistical analysis of the clientele in active Agency service

between Jan., 1, 1983 and June 30, 1983 revealed thdt 18% of those

iserved in Individual and Family Counseling or the Em oyee Assis-

tance Programs were subsidized partially or totally y insu-

rance. _When translated into human beings, this re resents 544

cases out of a total of 3,061: certainly adequate to demonstrate

the significance of the fundamental legislation which enabled

this assistance.

, 3O
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Family Service of Rhiladelphia,
Housing Opportunities Bill

adelphia, Pennsylvania

I. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND AGENCY OBJECTIVE:

Prior to 1980 many families and individuals in the city (Northeastern,
urban, industrial) ofthe Agency were denied housing because
of certain discriminatory practices by landlords, real estate
companies, and lending institutions,. In response, the Agency
organized, co-chaired, and staffed a broad based coalition of
over 70 social service, civic and community organizations to
fight for passage of a bill to amend the City Charter to pro-
hibit discrimination in housing on the basis of legal source
of income, age, marital status, or the presence of children.

II. .HOW THE AGENCY ARRIVED AT DECISION:

In 1970. over 90,000 families'in the city or one of every five,
were headed by women. Over 114,000 children under 18 lived in
these households. Discrimination forced these families to live
in substandard housing, to move from one emergency shelter to
another, to live in overcrowded homes with friends or relatives,

-

or to send their children to live elsewhere or put them in fos-
ter care. The impetus for the housing legislation was to protect
female-headed families from being 'denied housiu because land-
lords disapproved a woman's marital situatioh, feared children,
or thought that the income of a single-parent female was unre-
liable. It 'also became apparent that, while discrimination

.

against the single parent family was the most prevalent and
.

disturbing problem, many other groups were also being harmed
by discrimination. The Agency's major concerns, as evidenced
by their caseload, were for single parent families, teenage
parents, and young married. couples who were forced to live with
their fathilies because they were considered too young.

III. OUTCOME SOUGHT:"

The outcome sought by the agency was, as mentioned above, pas-
sage of Housing Opportunities Bill (HOB). 4 4

IV. STRAWEGY FORMULATED TO ACHIEVE OUTCOME:

The strategy formulated to achieve passage of the Housing Oppor-
tunities Bill ansisted primarily of two parts. The first was
coalitional activity. The Agency initia d communication. with
many other social service organizations the city urging them
to join in the formation of a coalition support the fair
housing legislation. These efforts 'resu ed in the formation of
the Housing Opportunities Coalition (H V The second part of
the devised strategy involved strong a ocacy efforts - by the
HOC directly to members of the City ncil, and a grass roots
approach with other social service o anizations.

I
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1. To set up a media committee to work on a press
conference and individual press contacts.

2. Individuals agreed to contact City Council mem-

bers that they knew.

3. To identify a gObup pf representatives to meet
with the Rules Committee of the City Council
(where the legislation had been stalled for

several ;years).

4. To prepare and distribute a fact sheet on this

issue.

.
.

Later, once the HOB was enacted in 1980, HOC members wor directlyrwith the city to help implement the bill and to educate e public,

the media, and landlords to the effects of the law.

V. INVOLVEMENT OF STAFF AND BOARD:

In addition to initial organi zation of the Housing Opportunities

Coalition, the Agency family advocate was responsible for com-
municating. with member organizaljo9s, coordinating lobbying
activities, motivating and sustaiding members' continued in-
terest and participation, acts,A as spokesperson, broadening

support, writing and signing a correspondence and keeping

the coalition on course. All support and secretarial ser-

vices were provided by the agency.

The Agen s public relations director attended coalition

meetirerving as communications consultant, arranged tele-
vision and radio interviews for the director of family advo-

cacy, prepared news releases, arranged media coverage,
edited coalition fact sheets and other written communica-
tions, and developed the information on how to write letters
to the editor which was distributed to the coalition.

'

Individual staff and board members communicated with Council-
people, urged other organizations to join the coalition, wrote
letters to the editor, and notified the director of family

advocacy about meetings where the Housing Opportunities Bill

coald be presented. One board member arranged for the director

of family advocacy to speak at his temple, another hosted

the family advocate and a Family Service counselor on her

televis-i-en show.

Later on, Agency staff testified at City Council.

31
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VI. SUPPORT ENLISTED FROM OTHER ORGANIZATIONS:

The Housing Opportunities lition, consisted of a wide variety
of community organizatio : The Women's Law Project, the ACLU,
Community. Legal Services, YWCA, American Association of University
ymen, Catholic Social Ser ces, Tenant Action Group, the local

Frey Panthers and NOW organi ations, and the American Federa-
tion of Government Employees.

VII. BARRIERS TO SUCCESS:

The Agency had been involved in efforts to enact legislation
similar to the HOB since 1977: Earlier attempts to secure pas-
lage of fair housing legislation had failed. Despite these
setbacks, the Agency and its allies persisted in their efforts
and continued to advocate on behalf of the legislation. The
Coalition used subsequeht local political election to educate
and influence candidates, and keep the momentum of their
advocacy going through new city adminis'trations.

VIII. IMPACT ON FAMILIES AND THE COMMUNITY: - 111'

In July 1980, a Fair Practices Ordinance was signed into law by
the City.

The hard fought campaign by the Agency, particularly its advowcy
department, and its allies in the Housing Opportunities Coalition
was effect6e and a success.

Shortly after the legislation was signed into law, thg first com-
plaint was filed by .e young othermith 2 prenchool Aged children
who was told that the operators q4 an apartment she had inquired
about would not accept children. A subsequent investigation
resulted in the signing of a consent decree ordering the apart-
ment operators to fully comply with the hoUsing law and ''desist
from.directly or indirectly refusing to sellrent or lease
or in any way discriminate because of the pretense of children
in a.householdu:

p
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Family Service Association og Greater Boston, Boston, Mass.
The Massachusetts Coalition for the Homeless

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: '(- ...:

/
..-

. . .
A

The phenomenom of homeleopess.Within'the60mmunity of the Agency
had teen deepening dramatically in numbers and severity during

.

.. the 1pter 1970's anidiearly 1980's. Both the u an housing

crisis and economic depression had created a stra n on the
resources and services available to the homeless. In response

to heavy demand and extensive exposure to the problem in the
media, the state's Department of Mental Health setwup a shelter.
Despite a 6-month campaign by both shelter worker,s,and religious
activ!%ts, the shelter was shut down by the state.,:iAt this time,

::The
Agenfy, along with other concerned groups, de4ded,to uti-

14ze its resources and influence to.bear on this:problem. They

felt that the political structures within the state did not re-
gard homelessness\lrs a legitimate'policital is e and therefore

home-

less. There existed at the time no legal precede t in the state

sIQ;

failed to respond to the pressing and growing ne ds of the home-

to respond to the problewof homelessness.
.

. 1'
II. THE OUTCOME SOUGHT:.

,..

adThe Agency sought'to develop a mechanism for dressing the sub-

stantive concerns 'around the growing problem. Of. homelessness in

the state. This would include efforts to orga0ze and press

the issue Nto the political arena of the statelegislature
i and executive branch of government (which'can respond to public

demand) and to transform a personal agenda into a political

agenda. In organizing an effective advocacy,movement, the

Agency outlined four objectives:

1. .7.To expand membership base.

2. To influence state policy.

3. To effect systems delivery to homeless people.

4. To influence national policy.

III. STRATEGIES FORMULATED TO ACHIEVE OUTCOME:

1. Expand membership base (from personal to organizational, and.

in numbers and types of orgenizatidhs).

Strategy: Coalitional activity: To find common poli-

tical ground, to organize and to effectively work with,a
diverse membership in order to develop common goals and
strategies. The Agency played an instrumental role in the

(formation and all subsequent activities of the Coalition
for the Homeless (CH).
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2. Influence state policy:

Strategy: To develop a state-wide political base.

A. As a first step, the CH sponsored and ini-
tiated a state-wide conference .0 home-
lessness. A variety of organiMlions par-
tfcipated. The focus was to share infor-
mation,and.generate knowledge-of this state-
wide .problem.

A

B. The second step was:local organizing - to
' organize regional coalitions around the
state, to have regional representatives

.

on the CH, and to take a coordinated
response to these actions the new
Govenor's transition team (on which
was an Agency staff member) approached
CH/ for help in formulatin'g'a homeless-

nfss policy., CH maintailhed follow-up
relationship with the state administra-
tion representatives. An Advisory Board
on Homelessness was formed. Active cor-
respondence between CH and the. Governor
ensued pressing the Governor to support
legislItion providing security to the
homeles.

3. Effect systems delivery to homeless people:

Strategy: Concentratedradvocacy - to work actively to
assure that homeless.persons were receiving needed
assi?tanC from all publicentitlement programs. A
benefits Committee was established (shelter workers,* 9
housing advocates,.community agencies) to work with
the state Department of Public Welfare in identify-
ing needs and problems of'theholieless and in for-,

° mally establishing shelterS. Working with the
i Benefits Committee, DH established reputation with state

administration: as cbmmitted and:knowledgeable.

4. Influence national polity:

Strate : To expand' national. political bate to address'
the problem of homelessnesson the national level. At
an annual meeting of the National' Conferehce of Social
Welfare, CH representative helped coordinate various.
state groups, into a National Coalition for the Homeless
(NCH).Congressional hearing! on the problems of the
homeless were held in December 1982, and Congress was
lobbied by these groups for funds to assist localities
and states to address the problems of'the homeless. CH

3 1 4
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continues to work with NCH to develop a national
agenda for organizations wishing to join together

to address common concerns.

IV. THE QUANTITY AND QUALITY'OF INVOLVEMENT OF BOARD AND STAFF MEMBERS:

Board: As background, in 1979 the Agency egtablished

a Housing Advocacy program through its Advocacy Depart-

ment. Subseqtent demand for this program's services

was overwhelming. This increased the Agency Board's

awareness of the severity of the problem. In response,

the Board, in 1980, passed a raolution authorizing the

agency to ddress the housing concerns of its clients.

Agency sta feels that the full and strong suppOrt
of its comm tted and influential Board has been essen-

tial to t success of the Agency's advocacy efforts

on-gehalf of the homeless. Without their support,

the agency feels that staff and resources would not
have been made available to act on the issue. Their

vocal support helped CH to be viewed as a respectable,

articulate, and well-informed coalition. Key members

of the Board helped CH memberp develop fund raising

skills and personal connections in the foundation

community.

Staff: The Agency's involvement in the issue of home-

lessness and with the CH is based on an underlying assump-

tion that, since for many persons requesting services from

the Agency, the causes of at least some of their pro-

blems are rooted in social policy and programs, it is

the obligation of the agency to identify and effec-

tively address those policies and programs which

adversely affect the well being of the family unit.

With this guiding philosophy the Agency's Advocacy

Department was able to provide coalition members

with necessary technical assistance and supportive

services. Staff for the Advocacy Department were hired

who had ample skill. and experience in coalition

building, ekecyting fund raising campaigns,
building meMbership,organizations, developing
organizational structure, and identifying and

executing successful strategies for implementing

social change.

V. SUPPORT FROM OTHER AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS:

The Agency has, since the inception of the project, worked closely

with many human service agencies throughout the state. Activities

in whkh the Agency has enlisted the support and assistance of

other agencies has ranged from reqUesting agency directors to

pal"bicipate in educational. forums to requesting agencies in

other parts of-the state to sponsor and sustain a VISTA volunteer.

7

1
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Coalition members have involved a myriad of members of community
agencies affected by the problem of homelessness in its organi-
zation and its activities. These organizations include (among
others): The Social Action Ministries, the Women's Educational
and Industrial Union, Meredith and Associates, Project Bread,
and the,United Way.

VI. BARRIERS TO SUCCESS:

While there was sufficient commitment and concern over developing
resources for the homeless, the-groups initially involved were not
focused and not organized in a way to lead to more productive out-
come. The two groups involved at the start were those affiliated
with the shelter and the church organization. Neither group under-
stood the political realities of government that were inhibiting
their cause at the time.. The Agency had to overcome the obsta-
cles this condition created - to bring together two different
groups with two different ideaologies.

VII. IMPACT ON THE AGENCY:

In July '83, the Agency received a grant to provide training and
technical assistance to front line workers providing services to
cents who are homeless or experiencing a housing crisis. This
is a clear exarple of the impact of the CH's activities on the
Agency. The Agency has become an authority on homelessness in
the state. Requests are received regularly from legislators,
other organizations, public and private, for technical assis-
tance, consultations, training and testimony.

The experiences with the CH have reinforced the'Agency's belief
in the efficacy and effectiveness of advocacy as a direct service.
Both the Board and Staff are now much more knowledgeable about

.

and supportive of advocacy. In addition, it also solidified the
belief in "primary prevention", "coalition building", "streng-
thening family life", "speaking out on behalf of others", etc.

VIII. IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY:

Currently the Coalition for the Homeless is a viable and effective
state-wide organization, able to develop and implement successful
strategies to bring about needed changes in social policies impacting
on the problem of homelessness. Through this project, the Agency
has achieved the following 3 goals:

1. Agency support was essential in creating a
mechanism whereby a very diverse group of people
and agencies could work together to develop a

I cohesive program which would influence government
policies and prOgrars on behalf of homeless men,
women and children. CA will continue to. listen

316
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to the needs of shelter workers, soup kitchens
providers, and church leaders, while fostering
activity that address the fundamental causes of

homelessness.

2. The existence of a viable coalition of hundreds of
agencies and individuals concerned with the plight
of homeless people has made this issue of homeless-
ness in the state a political issue. Homelessness

is no longer a hidden problem; nor is it a problem
with which the traditional charitable institutions
are assigned sole responsibility. Rather, home-

lessness is now seen as an issue in which citizens
of this commonwealth effectively intervened in
the political process where social policy and law

are created and implemented.

3. The lives of many of the homeless men, women and
children in the state have been helped by the
formulation of an active state policy.

1
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Lutheran Family and Children's Services - St. Louis, Mo.
"Christians Concerned": An Advocacy Newsletter

In January 1983, this Agency began publication of a monthly newsletter
specifically geared toward advocacy. This Advocacy Newsletter was the
result of requests and suggestions from both the Agency Board of Direc-
tors and area-wide congregations (this agency is a sectarian agency).

The Advocacy Newsletter is a clear txample of an initiative by the Agency
to educate its constituency and to Thfluence government policies and pro-
grams on behalf of families. The first edition of the Newsletter states
the important role advocacy plays in the mission and in day-to-day
activities of the Agency:

"How Christians behave in society is a response to
their understanding of the Word of God, both Law
and Gospel. One area of that response is often
called advocacy (the Agency) has considered
advocacy to be an integral component of our ser-

\ vice delivery and our programs".

The first six editions of the newsletter, from January to June 1983,
have been submitted for consideration. They are each four to six
pages long, are neatly printed, and are embellished with an attractive,
,colored logo. Each issue is quite varied in content: Discbssfng
pertinent local, state and national issues; instructing readers.how
to contact elected political representatives; listing speakers avail-
able on a variety of issues for discussion groups or meetinlk; pre-
senting a calendar of important local events.

For example, the first edition of the Newsletter included:

o The addresses of local Congressmen and U. S. Senators.
Also, phone numbers of local election boards for addi-
tional information regarding elections,. etc.

o Two articles, one discussing the Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) program, the other discussing the contro-
versies surrounding Social Security reform (along with
a schedule of Congressional hearings, urging peopl to
contact their Congressmen on thp/issue).

o A calendar of events, featuring a planned meeting on
"Economic Justice and the 1984 Budget" antra Legisla-
tive Briefing.

Subsequent editions of the Advocacy Newsletter covered such issues as
General Assistance, energy assistance, AFDC, food stamps, the Jobs
Bill, the Immigration Reform and Control Act, an in-depth discussion
on that particular state's fiscal situation, and health care for
the unemployed. Also, other local, state and national organizations
of potential interest are introduced, such as Bread for the Wdrld
and,a specific stag-based welfare reform organization. These are
only some examples, and, in each case, coverage is 'easy to read,
thorough, and accurate.

318
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Jewish Family-and Children's Services - Kansas City, Mo.

Family and Children Service of Kansas City, Mo.

Operation Concern)

A serious mental health problem
exists in the U. S. due to the emergence

and continual growth of destructive cults. Colleges and Universities

are a major source for
recruitment for cults; the city of these two

family service agencies is
particularly concerned because it has 49

colleges and universities in its area, several of which have esta-

blished cult organizations on their campuses.

Two ma'or Family Service Agencies in this city have established and

mainta ned a collaborative effort,
"Operation Concern", a program

desi d to meet the needs of specific
crisis points in the lives of

tho e dealing with the cult phenomenum. "Operation Concern" provides

resource information and education to the community regarding cults,

offers a monthly three-hour support
group for former cult members

and families of cult members, and
provides individual therapy and/or

referral information. Since the 70's saw an increase in the reli-

gious cult movement in the United
States, there was a need for pro-

fessional services to the families. This is a relatively new venture

for family service agencies.

These two agencies first became
involved in this effort in 1980. At

this time, faced with increasing
demand, staff learned that no orga-

nization in their metropolitan area was,
focusing on cult related

problems. A group was formed in the area;
meetings were attended by

Psychiatrists, Attorneys, Clergy,
cult members and their families.

The two Family Service
Agencies joined in sponsorship of the pro-

gram, with each Agency offering one worker as a .professional for

the group. The professionals from both
Agencies have defined their

role as facilitators for the
monthly support group, consultants

to the group, liaisons
between "Operation Concern' and the wider

city community, anO6clinicians
(when individual therapy is needed).

Initially the liaiSbn function was to interview and screen potential

applicants wanting or needing to join the support group. This func-

tion, however, has since been broadened to include public relations

and eduction to the community regarding cults.

"Operation Concern", provides an average of six lectures each month

to area groups and answers
approximately ten phone calls weekly from

individuals needing information.
Churches, synogogues, civic groups,

high schools, hospitals, professional groups (Attorneys, Kiwanis

Clubs) and universities have hosted
lectures on cults with speakers

provided by "Operation Concern".
In addition, articles and inter-

views have appeared in several of that cities newspapers, three

local television stations, and one radio station.

"Operation Concern" Members were also involved in providing informa-

tion about cults which aided
in the writing of a House billin the

state legislature that will be introduced in December 1983. This

bill relates to the appointment of a temporary guardian in certain

circumstances, such as when the individual has undergone a substan-

tial behavioral change and lacks
substantial capacity to make informed

decisions or to understand or control his/her conduct.
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"Operancern", became a Member ofIlft Citizens Freedom Foundation
in MarcchN. 1983. The Citizens Freedom Foundation is a nationally based
group whose focus is to educate the public concerning destructive cults.
Of 54 chapters in 31 states, "Operation Concern" is the only group
facilitated by professional social workers from two area agencies.
"Operation Concern" has also received support from the state's
Human Rights Commission. The Commission noted that future referrals
regarding cults would be sent to "Operation Concern".

The program his also had an impact on families with members in cults.
By providing information, support and therapy, each individual has
an opportunity to discuss cult phenomenon, as well as their own
personal situation with others having the same concern. In some ,

instances family relations were able-to be maintained in a more
positive basis and other members saw their children leave the cult
while participating in "Operation Concern". The program has aided
former cult members to readjust to society.

Generally, 15 persons attend the monthly support group meeting. These
individuals change, as their needs change, and it is estimated that
"Operation Concern",.his served at least 75 persons since its con-
ception in 1980. In addition, thousands of persons have been edu-
cated about cults through lectures and media coverage. The cult
"hotline" has also been an outlet for giving information to indivi-
duals in the community. It is estimated that 10 calls are answered
each week serving approximately 1500 persons over the past three years.

I
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Family Service of Memphis'-'Memphis'Oennes*.''
The Boxtown Advocacy Project'-

Agency involvement with the Boxtown Cbmmunity-begp in the-late,

1970's. Founded at the turn of Ihe century bisharecropeers who
had built their homes from old bokcars,Aiitown was,(and remains4.

a small, stablecommbnity: 733 people in 131 htidseholds,' 51%

black; 58% had lived in the same house fdr-over 10:years;. 51%

owned their homes; 42% were retired; 52% earned less than $3,000

per year (1978 statistics). Although only.a,15-minUte drive7by,,,

expressway from a large Southeastern city: thekcommuntty was

isolated: Onlyene bus rah through, the closest stop a mileaWay

from some of the residents;.the.mearest;health facility was there

miles away; it contained only four commercial establishments and',

six churches. 4',

The Agency first becaMe involved in the BWown Advocacy Project

while doing outreach work in -the schdols 'Vf!clote neighboringtr,

areas. Several referrals of Boxtown residents were mato the

Agency, and the Agency found itself involved in rural casework, a

new experience for staff..'

Agency staff reported a growing need for advocacy services i.n,the -"!

Boxtown area because of extensive housing, health and transportation

problems. 'Agency staff and Board then agreed to target the area in '

its advocacy efforts; proposals for Title XX funds were submitted for

1979 and 1980, neither were granted. '

A more aggressive campaign on behalf of Boxtown was then initiated.

First, the Agency Board invited a County Commissioner to tour Boitown.1:

She had never seen the area and quickly became committed to facili-

tating a project to respond to the needs she saw.

She then talked to other
politicians'', administrators of county and city

services, and interested a reporter of a daily paper indoing an exten-

sive series of articles focusipg on Boxtown's needs. In December 1979,

the Agency helped her arrange the first community
meeting at a Boxtown

church. Over 100 elected officials, agency representatives, volun-

teers and local residents came together to plan ways to assist Boxtown.

The Agency and other interested community persons at that meeting,

became the "BoxtowmAction,NOw Committee" (BANCO), and were divided

into two groups -- one addretsing long range goals which included

citizens and politicians and the other', a short-range task force

of agencies with goal of identifying and coordinating existing pro-

grams and'services available to the area.' The Executive Director

of the Agency was named the short-range Chairperson because of the

agency's experience as advocates for service to Boxtown families.

The short-range group met for several months organizing a coopera-

tive network aiming at facilitating better service to Boxtown.

In May 1980, the entire Boxtown area walvsurveyed by the Agency,

committee, Board, staff members and volateers. On Survey Day

all of the staff (except two clerical workers, who remained to

answer the phones) spent the day in Boxtown knocking on doors and

interviewing residents. Later, the Agency received a grant from
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the county which was a fractib& of the original proposal budget. The
project target population for the outreach service was reduced in scope
to a number manageable by the present Agency staff.

The preceding evepts marked the beginning of a two-level Advocacy involve-
ment of the Agency with the community of Boxtown. While the staff was
involved in direct services to the families, there were ongoing efforts

Alp, to bring assistance to the residents in their continuing struggle to
achieve the progress which they desired. The 13oarid and staff maintained
a commitment.to the original goals of encouraging and enabling resi-
'dents to be their own advocates with the government bodies and to
Assist them in finding avialable servi to net their immediate needs.

oe
Many things happened in Boxtown because the involvement of the long-
range planning members, of BANCO under the leadership of the Commissioner.
Most of the efforts were coordinated by the Agency. One event of which
the community. was especially proud was the First Annual Boxtown Com-
munity Day. It took place in August 1980 and the residents, the
Agency,and other community volunteers worker together to have a
successful day-long "old time" neighborhood fair. Agencies exhibited
information and demonstrations of their services; the Senior Citizens
and Girl Scouts showed and sold their arts and crafts;, the church
ladies prepared and sold food; and the Agricultural Extension Division
awarded prizes for the winning gardeners.

Among those persons who were attracted to the plight of doxtown by all

of the renewed attention was the U. S. Representative to Congress. He
held his own hearing in the area and also promised the residents his
assistance. He was also instrumental in having the Secretary of

. Housing and Urban Development to pay a personal visit to Boxtown
when he was visiting the, large neighboring city.

The continuing interest and support of the Agency encouraged the leaders
of'Boxtown. Board members were involVed in meeting with the community
and the staff waa highly visible in the neighborhood, through indivi- .

dual contact as well as work with the groups. Outreach, casework, com-
munity organization and coalition building helped to revitalize the
sagging.spirits of this neighborhood.

Although they had been twined 'down for urban renewal programs, community
development and recent request for federal rehabilitation grant, they
received a federal Community Services Administration planning grant.
With this grant, a staff of 'four persons. (two of them from the neigh-
borhood) were hired to plan and coordinate services for Boxtown. The
Commissioner personally invited CSA Director in Atlanta to come and
see Boxtown.

One of the first aetivities, of the Planning Grant Staff was to hold
a workshop for representatives from all of the groups working in Box-
town. They were given information which had been accumulated by the
Agency during the project for their use in coordination and planning.
They planned to train neighborhood leaders to carry on the planning
and strategy after the grant peripd.

27-847 0 84 21
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In thily 1983, the Fdrth Annual floxtoWn
Feitival was held, with the

goal of raising $40,000 for a spmmunity center. The Festival had car-

nival rides, food, and was deell d quite successful by community

residents. Agency staf were agai volved in the Festival, but

heighborhood leaders were in charge.

Now additional physical and environmental imp
viments may be forth-

coming as the City Council is contemplating use
f $1.2 million in un-

allocated federal jobs bill monies in the Boxtown area.

From 1979 to the present time, Agency staff has
continued to work with

residents on numerous problems of health and welfare and has continued

to serve in an advocacy capacity in the community.

The agency Board of
Directors elected to membership on the Board of

Directors of the Agency one of the residents of Boxtown,
also an agency

client.
'
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Family Service of Milwaukee, Wisc.
(7) General Assistance

3

1. BACKGROUND

i The costs of the General Assistance financial
aid program in this state

ale born by the county; the state historically has not provided any fundingfor this program.'

General Assistance recipients are "the poorest of the poo r", those who have
nowhere else to turn for assistance. tEligibility is restricted to single people
or families who do not qualify for AFDC. In this particular county, the costs of,
and numbers participating in, this program have grown tremendously; by 1983,
General Assistance had become the single largest item in the county budget.
Costs have risen from a ten-year average of $8 million annually to over

"'44,1/4. $30 million in 1983; participants
have increased from 2,000 in 1980 to a current

1983 projection of over 11,000.

11. ,THE PROBLEM

.. To control costs, the County Executive_ proposed in the 1982 budget that,tbe.....
county start a meals and shelter program for General Assistance recipients, Theprogram, two hots and a cot", would set up a large shelter for over 3,000
individuals where they would be provided with a bed for the night and two hot
meals per day. This was seen as a strong deterrent to those applying for General
Assistance, in the County Executive's opinion. The program was viewed as so im-
practical - by social service professionals in particular - that few took it
seriously at the time. However, due to serious financial constraints, the
Social Services Committee of the County Board voted to initiate the "two hots
and a cot" prograorin June 1982.

III. RESOLUTION OF THE SHORT TERM PROBLEM

General Assistance has been a major concern of this Agency, due to the
historical political powerlessness of the recipient group and the magnitude of
their needs as indicated by Agency caseload. Following the County Board committee's
vote, therefore, the Agency's Executive Director, Public Affairs Director, and
Public Issues Committee Chairman decided to launch an organizational effort
with others concerned about the program and its effects.on the communtty.

Within days, the Public Affairs Director of the Agency, along with two
other dommunity agency representatives'', met with-the County Board Social Services
Committee to point out the serious problems implementation of the 'two hots and
a cot" program would cause in the community. The committee responded that they
had had no inppt from the community regarding this problem, and saw no other
reasonable alternative. The group of social service agency representatives
stated that they would convene a study group of community leaders to propose
an alternative plan. The committee then agreed to table the "two hots aid a
cot" proposal for thirty days.

A study group was formed and given the following charges by the committee:

1. Propose alternatives to the current approved plan (OVER)
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for revising the General Asiistance program while'reducimg '

the cost of the program.

2. Review the implications of the current approved plan and
recommend any preferred implementation measures.

d3. Offer significant information, observations, or recommen ionsns

regarding a General Assistance program.

4. Make recommendations regarding future community based review of
General Assistance problems and resolutions. ...

.
:4;: ,

Following four intense and difficult meetings, a report was submifdd to the .

County Board of Supervisors, which voted to accept almost all of the study group's

recommendations. '

Throughout this effort, the Public Issues,Committee of the Agency's Board
was often contacted for advice and input. Also, members of this committedt

personnally contacted their supervisor's to btain support for %he study group's

recommendations.

IV, RESOLUTION OF THE LONG TERM PROBLEM

The study group then decided to look at the long-term direction of the,

General Assistance program. The recommendation they felt would have the greatest
impact would be to involve statgovernment in the problem of General Assis-

tance. The Agency's Public Issues Committee also decided to include study

of the program as one of its objectives for 1983.

The Public Issues Consortium, establishedin 1980 with the help of the
Agency and composed of Board members and staff representatives of all family
and children's agencies in the city, would provide leadership at the local
level to push for a change in state law to provide help to local governments
in funding all or part.of the General Assistance costs.

A lobbying plan was developed by the Consortium early it 1983 geared td the

local state representatives and senators,. With the help of the County Office

on Intergovernmental Relations and the state Assotiation of Family and

Children's Agencies, a breakfast meetingwas planned to discuss and share ideas'

about General Assistance and other i=tems in the state budget which would affect

agencies and their clients. Several state legislators were invited to attend.,

The meeting proved especially productive. Under the leadership of the

legislators that attended that meeting, the state legislature passed a budget

in June 1983 that for the first time gave' counties 10% of the funds needed

for General Assistance.
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Family Service of Milwaukee,
(8) Cable T.' V.

n'

BACKGROUND

Early in.1981, this agency, along with severaPnther local organizations?.
decided tobecome involved in'the issue of cable T.V. and the role Cable T.V.wouldtilay in the future of their city (a large Great Lakes metropolitanarea).'

.:Ehe decision to become involved in cable T.V. was not an easy one for the44cy. After extensive
study. they decided that cable T.V. would touch mostpeOple's lives in some way by the year 2000. It would continue to be a power-fu) medium of communication.

By coming into the home, it would greatly affectthe family. And through its experiences in
Family4ife Education classes, theAgency had learned that a major

concern of parents was the influence of T.V. onther children. The Agency decided that it was necessary to involve familyservice and other non
- profit agencies in the cable franchising 'process

- to havesome major influence on a new meihcid of communication.

THE PROCESS :

A Coalition was needed'that could convey interest and concern over thed ection of cable 7.V...end its implications for the Community. The CitizensCable Coalition (CCC).wtra a loosely formed organization whose
purpose was to beginexploration of the futnre of cable T,V. They were concerned that during thefranchise and awar4gcess'many of the issues'they were concerned about would notreceive adequate ion by the City's elected officials.

' In its first thrti'Months of operation,
this coalition was able to exert

influence to help establish lhe city ordinance for cable T.V. They were able tohave a number of items mandated for in the Bid spetifications for the city'scable system.:,, These included
a strong affirMative 'action requirementi: the estab,lishment of an independent access authority whose purpose would be to help citi-

' zenS.,:and non.:profits in the production
df cable programming; and universal service,-free basic service thguld tliplude
local programming only.

As they,became more,involVed
in the!,procesi, they realized the great potential of,cable for non-profits. An organizatiin Or institution's ability to produce its ownprograms at little or no cost was
an opportunity that could prove to be extremelyt worthwhile. In further researching the cable.franchising process in other largecities, they f6Und that the concern's

of non-proifits had not been addressed; cableew,companies took care of those organizations
that had,a degree of political influ-

ence. while others were left out.

In the:spring of 1981. the AgenCy
asked the local United Way and the local

Conference on Religion and Urban AffairS-to co- sponsor amore forme coalition
that,wouid have wider membership and would serve not only as a voice for non-: profits but also as a resource for information'And education about cable T.V.The new coalition was named the.

Citizens Cable Resource Network (CORN). Staffsupport for the organization would be
provided by the Agency and the local

Conference on Religion and Urban Affairs; the local United Way would-provide
supplies, mailing costs, etc.

.

These organizatiOns included: the local Urban-League, Social Development Council,the County Central Labor Council,
the Citizens Coalition, the office of theCounty

the Conference on Religion and Urban Affirs.

t 326.,
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The goal of CCRN was not to endorse any applicant for the city's fran-

chise, but rather to assess their member organization'i:own cable-related

needs and to promote the development of a
cable system'w hi 11c will be res-

ponsive to those needs". They wanted to prevent the development of a- system

that responded to the needs of one sector of the community at the expense of

. others: Their goal was to develop a report withinOni year which could be

used to educate the cable companies
and the citY.the needs' of their

member agencies. -

With the help of the local United Way, over 68 organizations were recruited

to join CCRN. After a six-month period during which basic information and

standards were developed, a final Teport was
approved by the total member-

ship., After approval of the final .rdport, the group developed a public rela-

tions plan to explain to the city aldermen, cable comgnies, Ind the general

public the contents of the report and
why'it was important to the community.

-

An educational team of volunteers was
formed to call on the aldermen and

the cable companies to explain the report alid answer questions. They also had

top leadership meet with the editorial board's of the newspapers and T.V.

stations. These contacts generated a great deal of interest and debate

about the report. The aldermen began to recognize the importance of cable

T.V. to the non-profit community, and many of them used the information

contained in the report in the selection process.

After the cable contract was awarded in June of 1982, the group(developed

a close working relationship with the Telecommunications Office and tnealder-

men in the structuring and establishment of the city's Access Teleco un-

ications Authority. They developed a list of principles for how the organiza-

tion should be set up. The majority of these principles were adopts by the

aldermen and the Mayor's Office. This was accomplished again throw h the use

of teams of volunteers and staff from member organizations.

In September 1983, the Access
Telecommunications AuthOtity boars were

appointed by the aldermen and the Mayor.
Four out of the seven appointments

are volunteers from CCRN member organizations.

In October 1983, CCRN will hold
its final meeting and turn over its res-

ponsibility to the Access
Teleconmwnications'Authority, which will be incor-

porated *at the same time. It will be funded through a provision in the cable

contract; with a budget during the
first four years of operation of over

$1,0,00,000.
gimost $2,000,000 will be available for

equipment and 3-5

channels will be, provided for publicraccess. These are resources that will

serve non-profit organizations
and families in the community well in the years

to come.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Mrs. Johnson.
Before I call on Dr. Mays, I would like to read a paragraph that

was inimy written statement, which responds to some of the things
you said.

Based on the House of Representatives' example, I believe that
the Senate should have a comparable special committee with
budget and staff to work in a bipartisan way on building up the
Senate's record of concern for families, youth, and children. That is
why I have introduced, along with Senator DeConcini and Senator
Hatch, Senate Resolution 185, to 'establish a temporary -Special
Committee on Familiy, Youth, and Children. I urge all of my
Senate colleagues, including thOse who are members of the Caucus
on the Family, as well as those members of the Children's Caucus,
to join in a common cause to see a special, temporary Senate com-
mittee established to focus on family and children's issues.

As you probably know, a caucus has no money. A caucus has no
staff. A special committee would not have legislative mandate, but
it would have staff. As you also probably know, from working with
Senators and Congressmen's staffs, they, like the Senators and
Congre en, are not underworked. With the thousands of issues
floatin around out there, sometimes we 'know mueh too little
about t em before we, vote on them, much less move on them, in

- the way that you and others who are sensitive to thig issue would
like us to. I am aware that liberal columnisti, William Raspberry;
for example, are insistent that there is a national emergency in
terms of the family, and the Government cannot turn away from
'it. , 4

.

As I pointed out in my oral remarks, family issues are not a hot
issue. They do not manifest themselves within the elected terms,
even of a President.

It is a gradual, but monumental thing, but we are well along the
way toward social deterioration involved with the family. This is
the basic cause of many other situations which we are addressing
directly, as if they are the problems rather than symptoms.

We may have many disagreements about the best ways to go, but
I certainly want to work-, with you, as you said, in partnership, to
sturirit, and work ahead. '

And I would welcome your support of Seriate Resolution 185.
Mrs. JOHNSON. We Support it.
Senator DENTON. Dr. Mays, will you please proceed?
Dr. MAYS. Ye4.For the record, I am James A. May, M.D., cardi-

ologist. ,. , .

Senator DENTON. Would you put that mike a little closer to you,
please, Dr. Mays?

Dr. MAYS. For the record; 'MaI am James A. , M.D., cardiologist,
creator of Radian and Adopt-A-Family Endo . ent., I just arrived
from Los Angeles and I do have-jet_lag, and my typist also had jet
lag so I am going to read nay official statement and you may use
the statement submitted only for.reference purposes.

Mr. Chairman, membei of the Subcommittee on Family and
Human Services- -

Senator DENTON. Let me interrupt, Dr. Mays. Your entire writ-
ten statement, as well as the statements of Mrs. Johnson and Mrs.
Ahrens will all be included in the record.
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Dr. MAYS. Very good.
Mr. Chairman, honorable members of, the Subcommittee on

Family and Human. Services, staff, and friends:
Thank you. I certainly appreciate the opportunity to be here this

morning and to take part in what I feel is a very important com-
munications link for our Nation. I was asked to submit the title of
my remarks for this morning's session, "The Role of Images to the
Unity, Stability and Maintenance of the American Black. Family."

I will make my presentation based upon fantasy and reality. The
fantasy aspect deals with our American need and desire to have
heroes,' whether they are real or. fantasy. I can recall, and I am
sure that you recall the fantasy heroes' presented via radio of "Ser-
geant Preston of the Yukon," . 'floppy," "the Shadow," comic book
and comic strip characters, and more contemporatY characters,
such as Superman, the "Six Million. Dollar Man," and others.
These fantasies even extend beyond that, to such exciting charac-
ters as Peter Pan, the Ozzie and Harriet, and Leave It to Beaver
shows who continue to project the perfect white family.

My imagination was allowed to expand to all horizons of this
Earth and even to outer space during radio presentations. None of
these super hero 'images were black, although they did express phi-
losophies of morality that particularly enhanced the American
way. And, again none of them primarily features blacks. 'This was
noticeable to my then 5-year-old son, who asked me "why none of
the popular superhero fantasy images were black.

He and I, in collaboration, discussed, created/ and designed a
black superhero image by the name of Radian. Our storybook con-
versations led to the creation of the book "Introducing Radian," as
well as the human prototype. Radian has caused a glow to cover
the faces of children throughout southern California, especially

,,black children, as he travels to schools, clubs, churches, and even
poolhalls, and arcades. Sometime selected, as absent fathers or fan-
tasy, lovers. I recall durihg the Watts Chriitmas parade that
Radian stepped off of his car and went to the curb and handed a
little black girl a rose, probably the first flower that she had ever
received and maybe the last. He discusses his 10 rules centered
around morality.

His image of strength, intellect, and especially the philosophy of
his guidelines have been effective in filling the void not appreciat-
ed by the entertainment industry.

The news and international media have been extremely kind.
However, unfortunately, the entertainment industry appears to
have conditioned our Nation somewhat as Pavlov conditioned his
dogs. This exists to the Extent that many works are not perceived
as creditable in the entertainment industry unless seen on Ameri-
can entertainment television. As good as the concept and reviews
of Radian, it continues to be rejected by the entertainment indus-
try, primarily television and motion pictures.

The concept has unlimited potential as it relates to its Pied Piper
influence of leading young children' away from crime and drugs,
and providing a positive image for those who, have no fantasy
image. The philosophy can potentially become one of our most ef-
fective exports, particularly to Third World nations, that is positive
images originating from the United States with Akin color' of con-

.
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centrated pigmentation. This could become a part of a visual PeaceCorps.
I still visualize and remember how black American life was de-picted and used as propaganda during the Iran hostage crisis.I 'am impressed that after the death of Premier Breihnev, anewspaper article appeared related to his visit to the United Statesthat he had made. He attended a cocktail reception with digni-taries and celebrities; -looked across the room and,saw one ,of hisfantasy heroes, walked across that room and literally placed a bearhug on that person. That person was Chuck Connors, the Rifleman.

Therefore, American television traverses the entirety of our globe
penetrates"between the molecular and atomic structure ofthe Iron Curtain to reach its Premier. The Premier of SovietRussia had his American superhero on television; why cannot littleblack children?

Suppose an alien society was monitoring our television signals,
particulrly entertainment. What would they think of blacks? Intheir words, probably not much. They would probably say they aredepicted as poorly on television as the ones the earthlings refer toas women.

The Radian concept goes beyond fantasy into reality in that it-was my intent4on, after creating and producing the Radian booksome 1Y2 years ago, to make Radian significant to our society. Mydesire was to make this accepted fantasy a catalyst which maycause a change in reality. The Radian concept has been and will beinvolved with inany aspects ofour society. It has thus far presented
a well-attended seminar on the, effects of PCP, phencyclodine, onthe heart and brain.

There are plans to create a billboard or billboards to counter
some of the cigarette and alcohol billboards that saturate our com-munity. It is attractive and demonstrative, and you have it in yourpackage. The most recent activity developing out of the -Radianconcept is the "Adopt-A-Family Endowment." The title was careful-ly selected in that we did not want to see the term "project" be-cause it tends to convey a desire for Government funding. This con-cept is based on volunteerism in which the fantasy of Radian canattract the attention of young people, while it returns positive
images of the black community back to areas in which less fortu-
nate blacks reside. The concept is to have a team of black profes-sionals and business persons give of themselves primarily as imag-ines, in that most black professiopals and business persons are onlyone generation removed from those continuing to live in depriva-tion. This contact, communication and image could 'e4nceivably
allow those deprived, to know that they can also cross the barriers.;.of deprivation and become productive, successful professionals.They also give of their services for 1 year with no expectation of
tax writeoff and the like.

:1;he team consists of a medical doctor, dentist, tutor, accountant,
attorney and dietitian, with ancillary professionals as needed. This
team of professionals is working with the family in all aspects oftheir eiistence, includingl)ersonal fellovhthip at the home of the

opted "family and the professionals. An educational trust bond
been established under the Radian Scholarship Fund to help'the educational needs of the family. Initially, $200 per month is
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being set aside for this purpose. We realize this is not a panacea,
but it surely can be penicillin which may attempt to ward off some

of the diseases of deprivation and allow one's own inner body de-

tenses to overcome the malignant infections of deprivation, while
we redirect and inspire this, family. They may move along a path
that may remove them from the pit of welfare. The litter instinct is

as natural with blacks as it is in any other race, it, is particularly
keen following the family separation imposed by slavery and now
economic separation mandated by the welfare system.

This simple concept has become very popular within the past two
weeks of its initiation. We have received responses from through-
out the United States plus any inquiry from Europe through, the
information received through the Stars and Stripes newspaper.

More recently, a group of over 200 black professionals and busi-

ness persons met with James and Essie McNeese, the first adopted
family, and have committed themselves to adopt other families in

southern California. .
I come before yo0,:not as an expert on, the family, but as an

American citizen who' sees a need and, along withother black Pro-

fessionals, is actively involved in attempting to eliminate that
a need. This simple but unique concept can become a vehicle that

may inspire thousands of black families, consisting of hundreds of
.

thousands of people, away from welfare and toward self- pride, mo-
tivation, and success. .

c

This effort is one of volunteerism with no request for fundingnor
solicitation from America. The only request that we make of
Americans is to give of themselves.

I ask nothing tangible of this committee, only acceptance and en-
dorsement of this concept. The only aid that I can see, the Federal
Gover ment rendering is the utilization of its massive communica-
tions twork to perpetuate this and similar ideas, including film
of black ntasy and reality as it relates to the true black family.
This could become an in tion to us here in America. Whereas
we do not solicit nor request ; type of funding from this subcom-
mittee, we do request that(Iyo , jas responsible elected leaders, use
your influence towaid changing 'the images presented, particularly
by the film and television indus ry as it relates to blacks.

"A mind is a terrible thing waste" is the slogan of the United
Negro College Fund. I submit t at a black child's mind is a terrible
thing to brainwash in media ne ativity. -.

The Radian concept can cont nue in its neophyte efforts and can
be aided by private industry i they so desire. If private industry
wishes to assure that these pr grams become successful, they can
join us in our anticrime/anti rug program, adopt a family. The
Radian film production, both levision and education.

I am sure you will agree, t e Radian concept, its graphics, mes-
sage and good will are comm dable, and the total Radian philos-

ophy can be worthy for this c untry as we attack the negative in-

fluences and change them to itive actions.
Yes, America is the grea , the freest and, the best country in

the world to live. Its riches, comforts, images and opportunities
should be shared by all of i citizens who make up the pot. You

can give this effort, based on a fantasy, promoting positive image,
pushing the American volun r spirit to heights that it. may one
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day direct some small boy or girl out of the snake pits of welfare,
the deprivation of the ghetto, into a suite of honor in the United
States Senate or maybe even the White House and one of,them
may one day bring peace to this 4orld that we all must ha', and
the world surely needs.

Thank yilu.
Senator DENToN. Thank you, Dr. Mays.
[The questions asked by Senator Denton along with responses fol-

low:] .
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JAMES A. MAYS D., INC.

, MAYS MEDIC. L CLINIC
921.4 SOUTH DWAY LOS ANGELES, CA 90003

13) 777.1161 (213) 777-1162

October 19, 1983

Senator Jeremiah Denton, Chairman
Subcommittee on Family and Human Services
United States Senate
Committee on Human Resources
Room 4230
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Denton:

I must say that I was extremely pleased to have the opportunity
to appear before the Subcommittee. I considered it quite an
honor for a Black man who was raised in the south and who has
observed and been a victim of extreme racism, have the opportunity
to appear before such a distinguished body. I was extremely
pleased on experiencing the efficiency, thoroughness and sincerity
or your staff.

Although our contact was short lived, it did provide me an oppor-
tunity to know that one of our most powerful political leaders,
represented by yourself, expresses sincerity, knowledge and a
determination to make America the dream that we all wish to enjoy.

I will answer the questions that you submitted as an addendum to

my statement presented before the Subcommittee' on October 4, 1983.
The title is "BROKEN FAMILIES - THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT".

Questions for Panel No. 1 - My response to Question No. 1 appears to
allow me a choice of answers; however, I will answer both A and B.

A - KEEPING THE FATHER WITH HIS FAMILY - My response is that
the litter instinct for the male whether poor or wealthy
is one of the male's greatest drives. My personal moral
belief is that the family should exist as a gestalt,
meaning as a singular total unit. Therefore, I would
advocate maintaining the father with the family. I am

not a psychiatrist, sociologist nor do I consider myself

an expert in human behavior. I do, however, feel that many
poor fathers leave the home because they are unable to main-
tain the litter, primarily financially which can be a cause
of ego deflating personal worth. They simply bang their
heads, against the wall until they can't tolerate the pain.
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of failure before their spouse and children, either
express hostility, verbally or physically; or escape
the environment of their hurt. Therefore, goVernmentprograms should be designed to' give the father work; thatis gainful employment.

Welfare simply decimates his selfworth. We are "living in:hard times". However, I dorecall as a little boy the WPA and these types of programswhich can be very instrumental in helping to reconstructand clean our cities. There are many .men now walking thestreets, despondent or with a gun attempting to regain theirself worth.

B - RAISE THE.MOTBER
AND.CHILDI2EN OUT OF POVERTY - I can answerthis quehtion with somewhat of a parable. It is betterto be unhappy with money in your pocket than be unhappyand broke. To my Knowledge, no studies that I.know ofhave indicated that by,providing mothers with monies

will assure success of,-the family. The success of thefamily with the mot'her being that catalyst which will
stimulate and motivate the family out of poverty. Themother and children should be

given opportunities tofurther enhance themselves
without giving them a "freegift" which situp/

causes the metabolism of their mindsand bodies to become arrested as does occur with welfare.

As to how much government
support is.needed for these

programs, creation of jobs to give people work; creationrf educational prografts along with counseling and pro-moting individual private involvement in the cohesion 'and
maintenance of either the home with the father or the loneparent mother. We' have such programs as Big Brother; whycan't we have programs such as Aunt Help or Uncle Help.

1-2 - WHAT RIND OF PROGRAMS HAVE THE GREATEST POSITIVE INFLUENCEIN DEVELOPING THE CHARACTER AND SECURITY OF CHILDREN AND
TEENAGERS - I feel that questions Nos. 1 and 2 overlap inthat there must be programs developed by the government tomotivate and stimulate knowledge. That is, educational
knowledge to prepare young people to become gainfully
employed persons in our,society. My favorite topic at
this time relates to images. I can preface this again
by quotinn Joe Louis whO.said when preparing to fightBilly Conn , "you can ru'boit'you can't hide." I say thisto make the point that bhere are needs for positive images
in all sectors of Our society. Our images or the imagesfeel we should emulate are many times ridiculed, particularly
by the press and by their behavior. I dare say that the

334
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President of the United States is refetred to as Reagan

with sarcasm, much more frequently than he is given'hia

earned title of Mr. President. There have.been scimany

jokes about Presidents Ford, Carter and particularly Nixoh.

tfiat the title President almost becomes a joke to adults

and children alike. We must give credit and due recognition

to the positive images of our society. qe must again make

.young people want to become honest politicians, ministers,

lawyers, doctors, postmen, police offieOrg.r,make those

positions in.our society again:.based uponthe honesty and

integrity ofthose serving along with giving just due to

the prestige of those who have earned those positions.

3 - WHAT CAN. GOVERNMENT POLICY
MAKERS DO TO CREATE POLICIES

THAT CREATE GREATER INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR FAMILY

AND CHILDREN - I.do not quite understand this question,

but I will attempt:t6..answer it to the best of my

ability. .feel, ,Uidt the government can be supportive

in the manner ih;WhiCh I elucidated in responses-one-and

two; that is, bu ilding a strong family unit through

preparing that family for the economic and social com-

".piexities of our society and detecting,. stimulating' and"

- fiotivating those positive behavioral charatterittics

of those individual family members. .

.
.

4 - concerning the
article.titled.'qlohy*ood in America - The

)

thi s
Odd Couple" - I almostlaughed when I' read is artiCle.

I was not aware of
its existence,and:m happy that you

sent,it .to me- It revealed what I really thought. The

exeCuti,ves--and.produbeib, as well as writers of. Hollywood
Andiaos

simply talk out of both Sides of their mouths:,

have said, white man speaks with fork tongbe...As you are

able to observe, 999 of the producers, writes, etcetera

are white men. They are fake liberals as,...S6 clearly

indicated by the article. They make a%ppoSitive inference

in the polling inforMation
provided, but when it cofies

.down to doing something very
positive;as relates to their

cash flow, they simply, as one of the' commeTcials for one

of the automobile rental
companies so graphically illustrates;

it ShOws the person simply lying out of their nose. It

is very. interesting as it relates to blacks. The enter-

tainment media, I feel, is creating as Mdny criminals as

poverty is. It has so conditioned our Black young people

to think that they should all talk jive talk, bounce the

basketball like Magic Johnson; be a pithp like all oit the

others depicted on TV; become and act very funny, (this

is quite ironic) particularly,
in our liafd times' when ,

there is nothing funny about the absence Of money in the

home. They through the depiction of violence are simply

preparing young criminals to carry on cold blooded robberies,

! .

,
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burglaries and murders, as well as anyexperienced
convict could do in juyenile.or in prisons. -They,
tend to make heroes out of` Black athletes and se
rightfully do they deserve this recognition, but by
the same token make the Black professional appear
secondary and only a bit player in American life.
Believe me, this is not true. Not only are they
indoctrinating and brainwashing people of America,-
particularly young children, but also'the perception
of America by the world. I can summarize this article
simply saying, they are phony.

I may close by stating, this. I have presented what I feel and
what is felt by every outstanding writer who has reviewed material
presented, particularly the concept, plus manyotber of my
writings to the media. The media feels that
the quality of creations, as well as.,, the purpose and profit
margin of these-creations would be ideal, in that it covers the
total expectation of the creation. They have again been phony;
lied out of their noses, and have not taken that step toward pre-
senting concepts that I and many other Black writers have presented
in order to portray America as it really is. They may walk out
of one of the expensive restaurants in Beverly or New York
one night and look into the'circularhole surrounded by closed steel
with the trembling Black hand at the end and see the Franketstein
monster that they have helped to create. I am.hoping than that young
man'shlme has'in some way, provided him with a conscious during._ -

his early phylogenetic psychological growth; that the monster they
.created won't pull the trigger.

1Senator, I really would appreciate your help in any way that you
can to make the creative unique programs that we are attempting
to do here in Los Angeles become a reality throughout this nation
and the most direct a4reffective way of doing this is through
American television.

Thank you again and I am very pleased that we have political
leaders of your qualifications.

Sincerely,

errilrqD
9iqr-1 YS, M.D.

IA
L.-

JAM B
C-
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Senator DENTON. I found that not onlay informative but inspira-
tional.

Mrs. Johnson had to leave to catch a plane. Had I known that, I
would have asked her questions earlier.

From what I know about Radian, I certainly do endorse it and I
will try to support. it. You did not read them, but I would like to
share Radian's 10 guidelines to a good life, which were written by
Dr. James Mays:,

One, we are the same in God's eyes:
Two, regularly attend your house of worship.
Three, obey your parents. ,6,

Four, love one another.
Five, study your lessons.
Six, obey the law.
Seven, drugs are dangerous.
Eight, you are important. ,,,..

Nine, do not smoke or drink alcohol.
Ten, maintain good health.
And thdt is Radian. [Senator displays picture of Radian.] Under;

neath the picture it says "Radian is a super hero; as story goes,
but he is first an outstanding student. He uses his brain whenever:,
necessary to fight crime and injustice.'

,

I want you to know that we are sort of on the same frequency,
Dr. Mays. When I was campaigning in Alabama for the Senate,es a
Republican candidate, I was often given an introduction which

-often, used the word "hero". I would refute that in my opening re-
marks. Then I would talk about the real hero of the Vietnam war
who to me was a greater hero than any hero in any othet war that
this country has been involved in.'. To me the hero was the black
corporal walking point at night tin the jungle, knowing that each
time he put his foot down he might step on a mine. Yet he made
that deliberate decision every .half second, or so, put his: weight, on.
the fOot and. continued to Walk in what he considered, perhaps, a
just causein 'that which I consider a just cause. He did that while
all the racial upheaval was going on back in the United. States.:

Dr. MAYS. Well, I served in ,Vietnam myself with the First Air
C- 'avalry and I know exactly What you are speaking of.

Senator DENTON. The first time I mentioned that example, I was
in a "redneck" town called Ashville, Ala: I hope they will accept
my apology for the term, but I do not think they would consider it
an insult. When I finialied that story, the menalmost all of them
were white---stood up It: nd started to clap. After it was over, one of

a, them, came up with two buddies and he said, !Admiral, if you are .

going to continue to give that speech around tits State, you better
have' d' bodyguard." But they had liked it.

There are some heroic things going on around this country. I
wish the media would pick up on. The real stories of heroism. The .
single parent trying to make it; the common ordinary housewife
who 4-not a Ph. 'D., but s e is a good mother and a good wife; and
men like you. .

,..1.

Dr. MAYS. Thank you, Se ator.
Senator DENTON. I mentioned Curtis Sliwao: founder of the

Guardian Angels. He maintained thht a, lack of role models is a
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principal far in the breaking down of the family in the ghetto
for all groupsblack, white, and Hispanic.

You say, I believe justly so, that black children lack black super
heroes that they can relate to in the media. That is part of my
written opening statement, also. White children, however, have
had many superhero imag4s that serve as role models, but'they are
often not the right kind of images.

For example, white children and their families continue to expe-
rience multigenerational dependency on welfare, family break-
down, or a propensity for committing crimes.-I gather you feel your
program will help make an impact primarily because you send a
successful professional into the home as a living example, and Mr.
Sliwa said that is precisely what was needed.

Dr. MAYS. Yes.
Senatdr DENTON. You mentioned the funding of your organiza-

tion: Would you describe it tome one more time? How is it funded?
. Dr. MAYS. Well, this is an Mividual, shall we say, sacrifice, or a

payback in that/most black professionals are one generation re-
moved from those persons deprived. So we do not want any method
of obtaining a tax writeoff of any type. These people must give of
themselves, and the persons volunteering must be sincere because
there is no avenue of escape.

Senator DENTON. Well, I would like for you to know that I as an
individual and as a Senator will support you to the degree that is
proper.

I am trying to promote the showing in the Li ited States of a
movie which was produced by a group concerned about moral
issues at the international level. The heroine f the movieand
this movie was made in the 1930'swas shown in Atlanta at that
time to standing room only audiences. This was before desegrega-
tion. Therefore, they had a plan by which the blacks would come in
one side and the whites would come in on the other. The movie had
such an impact that on the second lay of the movie, they all came
in the same door.

Dr. MAYS. That is beautiful.
Senator DENTON. The heroine of the movie is Mary McLeod Beth-

une, who started the first black college in the United States.
Dr. MAYS. Yes.
Senator DENTON. I am going to try to find a way to get the movie

shownthose parts which tell the Bethune story only. I believe
people, still today, respond to that movie. It is a tremendoui movie.
It it called -"The Crowning Experience."

Dr. Mays, have you experienced any interference on thee part of
State or local government in your program that causes operational
difficulties for you or that counteract the effect of your program?

Dr. MAYS. No, not at this juncture. It is very interesting because
a reporter asked that question to some extent. They said ifyou give
this family money, then the welfare system may crack down on
them an remove some of their wel re assistance. And I retort
with th statement that the attorneys ans1 the rich people in Bever-
ly Hills have their attorneys and t e havAe ways of gettingeround
that, so we have an attorneydip thi otip, and he came up with
the concept of an eduCationailloust. An efore, from the stand-,
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oint of American currency beitik given to the family, we do not
conceive of any problems at this time:-/

Senator DErrroN. Well, thank you very much, lYr. Mays, and
hope we stay in touch. As your Adopt-A-Family Endowment pro- .

cees.
dr. MAYS. Thank you.
[The following material was submitted for the record.]

4 r.4
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James For Productions Inc.
9214 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, CA 90003, (213) 777-1164

INTRODUCTION

Thlyrimary purpose of the RADiAN coneeptcto develop

and maintain programs that wilfl present a.positive black'

image for the youth of today and the future. The graphics,

;ood messages and superior intellect will happen be,oadse

tha message is action; not inaction or procrastination.

Ac%!(;rding to remarks made by Art Linkletter; sometime ago

'ac was asked by his late close friend Walt .Disney toinvest

in a park that wouldi be recreational, educational and for.,

_ad at the same time provide apiece fOr 'famine's to gather:

Zven though I was as excited as he was, I thought it might

be a
i
"Pipe Dream", "Today, I wished, I had not listened to

my first thoughts...today i am millions of dollars shy,.

beoakIse I didn't take the risk".

The ,tmoceeding statement is true and we are proIridina for

you concepts in action, the key is productivitymeaning

":That you get out for what you put in".

One of the keys to productivity is not to work harder but

to work smarterteai-n hoW to use the tools you already

hsvo to b2ttcr affect.. Buy new tools that can earn, their

owts back rapidly.
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What is-Rad dn All About?

s a Super Hero; a the story goes, but he is first

anding student.,.he uses his brairwhencver necessary

'to,fight crime and injusti e.

Radian.pertrays 4n image,
image means a picture in
and those impressions ax

You, as a member of the
firmly fixed in the min

that all kids can relate to. The

e mind that develops impressions
firmly fixed images i,n the mind.

media, represent an".image that is
s of people worldV;ide.

The media is the most owerfui molder of images,ana impressions
outside and many timed inside the home.

There is a complete
for Black' dyildren,
dates back.to"The
Batman and Robin, S
,many more have not
superbero.

Radian is inn ovat ve, informative and entertaining. He Will be

used to project much needed positive role model for the youth

of today, ;espcci lly,Black people.

We believe that you will appreciate the:positive effects the.

Radian concept can have on children with his rolc model image,

that conveys s If-pride, anti-drug, anti-crime philogophy.

Whilethe liv Rad' presently visiting community groups,

schools, and othe grpups concerned with the uplifting of .

today's you are prepared to 'carry the Radian concept

whercever tl mequ.est comes from; as long as, it is in conjunction

with prov' ng a positive imd and uplifting yoUng people.

oidbf well known fantasy 'super hero images

A total lack of identity for Black children
recur Hornet "', Lone Ranger, Flas'hHCordon, .

permani-Spi8ermannder Woman and many,
giverr:oui Black youngbtrs .0truly available

The Radian
the same redia that has neglected positive Black presentations.

concept's sticces4'40pentis.-;upon the poer of the media;.

RADIAN 'S HERE : : IT'S ABOUT4TIME RADIAN IS HERE :
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RADIAN'S ANTI-CRInE/ANiqrDRUG PROJECT

This project is in keeping with the expressed Concerns of many
citizens throughout the Los Angeles Area.

o 1. To fos:ter greater understanding for the problems
of drug abdie in our communities.

"2, To developbroader participation combatting
crime ancrdrhgs:

3. To foster greater understanding of law enforce-
ment, business and government'-efforts towards' minimizing crime
and drug abuse in the county of Losi,Angeges.

4. Devefop anacceptable image for presentation to
the media (news, TV and motion picture) in this time of need for
positive black roles.

The project.committee.has dev pe'd this project in order to create
a more positive image and in/fl uential role model for the youth in
our communities, and.offer i novative ways for members in the
community to become more involved in the preventive anti-crime/
anti-drug campaign.

it is no secret that crime and drug abuse has risen at an alarmin5
rate in our communities, however, as a result of the neighborhood
watch programs a "ray of hope" has:sbown through in the area of
(neighborhood burglaries). Now we Stand at the crossroads of
directing the movement towards a complete anti-crime/anti-drug
philosophy. This trend will not only affect our youth, but
the nation as'a whole RADIAN believes firmly that the direction:
must be JCheof increasing partnership between persons of goodwill,
between enforcement and residents:

The committee is aware of the need for presentations of positive
prospects for television and motion picture prOduction---the
RADIAN concept pi-ON/ides a non-controversial method to reach the
masses of viewers. It should be difficult for Tv and motion
picture producersto reject such:ari-innOvative and worthwhile /

project.

Thus, as we work moreand more intensively to meet the youthpro-
blems of today, we of the RADIAN,nti-crime/Anti-drug project heed
more than ever,.the support of all our old and new friends to carry
out our missions.

D

ni
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RADIAWANT1-CRINE/ANTI-DRUG PROJECT

OBJECTIVES:

1. Provide a .mech. needed positive. image for all children,
especially tblack children.

. ,

2. Provide a Pied Piper to lead children away from crime and

drugs. u

3. Provide guidelines'for all of us to follow, ranging from

morality, through drugs and health via the.10 1commandments)

Rules of RADIAN.

4. Reveal the closeness of a father-so: relationship, especially
black, which has hot previously been presented.

5. Motivate youlig people to pursue educational encellence via
the RADIAN Scholarship Fund for needy students A, B or C
students and for the human protypes. improvement,
etc.

/

6. Present the RADIAN concept with the RADIAN Prototypes con-
veying'the philosophy throughout the United States. ( An

example: a sophisticated RonaldfleDonald)

7. Spread the RADIAN Prototype and concept throughout the
world.

B. Place speciY. emphasis on the spread thrgughout the third
world in particular (this would be effective in projecting
America (U.S.) in a positive image similar to the Peace
Corps.

9. Establish relationships with law enforcement, civic groups,
etc. yin their efforts to civilize our society.

. 10. Develop symposia, family, drug and alcohol counseling
centers.

343
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WHO? WHAT? WHERE? IS RADIAN

RADIAN began in the mind of Cardiologist/author James A.

Mays, M.D., as he sought a Black fantasy role model for his

five-year-old son, who had adopted Apollo Creed o.f the movies

"Rocky" and "Rocky II" as a hero. However; Mays saw Apollo

Creed,Rocky's Black nemesis, as somewhat of a villain. From

Mays' fertile imagination RADIAN emerged.

RADIAN is a superhero in the "mold" of Spiderman, Wonder

Woman and Captain America. He does not address social issues,

but fights all types of crime, and injustice. Mays says, "He's

Black, but he's a superhero for all kids".,

This fictional character's African heritage unfolds as a power-

ful, dynamic story, creating an image.that will elevate and

inspire thehopes and drealOsof Black children.everywhere. A

story that is unique in concept and boldly-written to educate,

intrigue, inspire and emulate. The African heritage of his:

fictional character (RADIAN) unfolds as a powerful, exploSive

story about an image that brings new dimensions as a fantasy.

hero. Unlike the present heroes, RADIAN will revolutionize and

rekindle the hopes and dreams of Black children yith clarity and

vision.
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WHO? WHAT? WHERE? IS RADIAN

America is a nation of hero-worshippers. The media, parr

Licularly television, ,tends to deVelop those images that

develop profits. Their philosophy of profit has not:pro-

vided comparable image representation for minorities.

'nce our society functions on the supplyrdenjand concept,

a dark skinned hero would be in great demand. The image

would address the fantasy needs of children, particularly

Black children, and can represent a perfect ole model.

Such a fant:sy hero to fill that-thirst, a d demand, is

here, and his name is "RADIAN".

3 4



RADIAN SCHOLARSHIP

The RADIAN Scholarship was established and designed to

aid the graduating high school students, whohaveconsis:

tontly maintained a grade point average of 2.0 to 2.5 and

have madea maximum effort to exemplify satisfactory citizen-
ship.

The applicant must plan to attend college and eventually

provide some service to the black community specifically

and this country generally.

Special consideration will be given to students who are

interested in the elimination of hyperension, high

blood pressure and cardiovascular disease among blackp.

We will be awarding five, two thousand dollar ($2,000)

scholarships per year, to be selected from 250 nationally

recruited applicants.

3C3
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASMINGTON

auly 29, 1982

Dear Dr. Mays:

Thank you for your recent letter concerning your concept,

RADIAN. We have received information on this usject from
Carl Wallace as well.

Your goal of providing young blacks with a positive role
model in order to encourage them to stay free .from drugs is

worthy. However, we regret that it isn't possible to commit

Mrs. Reagan to giving advice or assistance in further

developing the RADIAN concept. Our inability to respond
favorably does not reflect upon the merit of your endeavor,

but is due to the great number of similar requests sent to

the First Lady each week.

We would be happy to have more information -on RADIAN .for our

files should the need arise to call on you in the future.'

Please include information on RADIAN's development and his

recognition in your community at this time, how your organi-

zation is funded, performance engagements that are scheduled

for RADIAN, and other information you feel would be, of

interest.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

James A. Mays, M.D.'
Manchester Medical Clinic
2222 West Manchester Boulevard
Inglewood, CA 90305'

341
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Ann Wrobleski
Director of Projects
Office of the, First Lady
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ADOPT A PAMI.I.Y.

The Radian concept has been in existance since Dcce 1981,

folloW'iny the production of the book introducing Radian, by

James A. Mays, M.D. The philosophy of Radian exceeds the

ordinary boundaries of the comic book, in that the Radian book
is a color illustrated book, which will allow young childrlin

to interpret and enjoy the color picture presentations, and

allow older children and adults .to interpret, understand and

enjoy the story as outlined.
The philbsophy exceeds the

singleness of a comic book, in that it deals with basic morality,
thtough ten guidelines,which have become well-known

thi:Cughout Southern California, and via national television and

the Associate.1 Press, including feature articles i the two

metropolitan newspapers of Los Angeles; the Los An eles Times,

Los Angliles -Herald Examiner, and also suiroundin orpdrated
and incorporated' areas; i.e., Daily Breeze, Los A geles Sehtinel,

and practically every newspaper and magazine withi the bound-
aries of Los Angeles. The philosophy specifiCally eacheS,

to young andold alike, the perils of crime and drugs. The

Radian prototype hasrvisited churches, schools, clubs, arcades
and even. pool halls, as a pied piper, to attract people, particu-
larly young people, luring them away from-crime and drugs, and

has been very well received o4 the news, as well as informational

The Radian concept is presently working in conjunction
with the Inglewood SchoolDistrict, Compton School District and
Los Angeles School Districts well as the Los Angeles Police

Department, and other law. enforcement agencies.

A
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An ingenuous, concept has been c?evised by the Radian philosophy

-1, creator, pr. James Mays, called "Adopt a Family." The concept
:.-.'-

is as follows: 1) A family has been selected from the Southern

California area that its the criteria of need, motivation and

po:mib115 future, as iifluendod by not.only -the fantasy image
',-

Radian, .but also by other in the community, acting
I

.

as a boost toward allowing a way in which they may also enjoy;

the Amerid.on dream.' Professional's from -the community will give,

their services free of chaXe. 2) .The family will be officially

adopted by legal documentation, as prepared'by an attorney, for

one year. They are to interact with the Radian philosophy,

with reciprocal interacti in a symbiosis. ,3) The following

assistance will 1.)a rend ed to the family for the one year

period: Tutoring will b provided a recognized tutor ortutor-

dajp)g organization, for all aspects of the children's and adult's

education forthe adciptive year. A community lawyer will -pro-

vide'free legal ass&stade of all types for_a one year period.
-e . -

A physician will provide ee medical care beyCind the care that

the' family presently is able to afford free of charge. 'Two

pharMadiev. have agreed to 1 ovide medication beyond thaCprov;.ded,

or the family can afford, plus other commodities which .aife common

to that pharMacy, This includes toiletries, thro.ugh pencils-and
I

paper. A recognized dieticin will interact with the family 11)

toward preparing meals, within that family's budget, and making

those meals both as nutritious and wholesome as possible, pro-
4. va,

viding hints, giving and receiving 'recipes, and assuring that
...,

S
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family's proper nutrition. An:accountant will,without fees,6

qProvide all accouhting.servigeste that family for pa$.yeati..0
.

ihclUding interaction with the had of the household and the

children, toward preparhtion of proper,budgeting, with hints

on financial management. A dentist will provide free dental

care,beyond that Provided, or beyond the scope of the family's

finances, and the Radian. superhero prototype will interact with-,

the children and parents on a regular basis', while in costumo,

to serve as the fantasy outlet, and will participate at birthdali,

parties, school events, as:authorized by the school attended,

to serve as a pied wiper, toward personal
and.:soCial-intoraction

with the.childrenrIis,,theiT big brother threighoixt the one ye'ar'

period. 4) Finan9:64,in the sum of $200 per month, either in
Ft-

kind or in Americatp,d(urrency, will bep)ovided asp a beostto the

family's economy for the. one"year period, to allow that family
.

to possibly.removesome of the financial overload presently

existing. 5) The in kind contribUtions w- 11 4e so designed as .-

to avoid any threat to the family's.revei t of.aid from relativ7es,.
i

the government, or any other agencies, in thatit it only.tempo-

' rary, and for one year.

PURPOSE

The Radian philosophy, with its reel profeSsional adjunct to the

family, realizes that it is not a panaceWjoithat fqmily's or

society's illnesses,' but it can be a penicillin, which will fight

off the diseases that inTest that family and many others like
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them that will'allowtheir own personal bodies to have that

incentive to,:WarQ off-the di`sse of deprivation, and enjoy the

wholesomeness o-the promise of American living.

The,interaction.bf Professionals, particularly blacks, with

.tda4ks wholfre lees fortunate; yin serve.as a positlr,real

exaMple of .succes ih most instandes wit he professionals
t

themselvOsfrpne generation removed'fr m tsr ,deprivation of the

family which they, have oellectiyely adopte This is vivid

from poir personal interectiohs, in that there are very few

Rockefeller, Kenhedy or Vanderbilt' inherited social prominence

or financial security exhibited in those :professionals volunteer-.

ing to adopt the.

This pilot will be,woll publicized ''der to enlighten

Southern California the nation and thd world, of thts type of

sensitivity of,,thohe, professionals one generation rcmOved from

-..thqiie whom they are aid.ing, did in no way represent furtfier

pushing the family into the snake pit of Welfare, in that it

:represents a boost with image motivation.

.

The nurposto enlighten, Motivate and encourage pro-
6 '71 4:2.,.,,i,;,,:. .-.

fessionaks, particu4hx1Y, blacks,' and other minoritAies, to interact

with those less fortunate., d5 role model examples, particularly

for mitivation of she yoirg minds existing in the hZusehold.

351
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One.or more of the professionals will agree to allow the fam ly

tokisitqn their home during special holidays; i.e.,

less fortunate family will sit,,eat and fellowship With'the

protessional'person'S family on events such as phanksgiVing

Christmas, MemorialDay, Labor Day, and all recognized'10

unrecog niz oliday They may even go on trips, ldcal and

distant, interact on weekends and visit their houses of worship

interchangeably. That is, the:pprofessioal and his or her

family interacts with the family at the family's home during one

holiday period and the rocips option during another, as so dd.-
G.

termined by the 'two families.

In thathe concept was created by Dr. UameOlays, creator

of Radian and the Radian phi.losophy, Dr. Mays. has agreed to

the reciprod.ationef family visits with the first pilot family

selected. That mily has presently been selected and thev ,

reciptotation haS4begun.

A Press Conference for purPoses of enliqhtening Southern

fornia, the nation and the world of this'most innovative philosophy

will take place on and around September 07, 1983, at the home

t

and on the front porOh of the family selected, in order to initiate

the interaction and fireparatioq for the:childrento begin school

the following week, and as previously stateOeto motivate other

professionalS, organizations and:even enlighten local and,

federal government, and pasticularly, the prcsint White House,..of

I I
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the desireEtof minorities,
particirlarlyblacks, for this initial

pilot program; that black prdfessioals are
interested in lesrc.

fortunate blacks, and ;Ire willing to lift Ourselves up by our

boot straps, and will seek endorsement from all le C of
(

goverment and all
aspe4tslr'bf our society, toma e this a univer-

-..1

sal philosophy that wil make America the home of the brave and

truly the land of the fr

r'

pee to printing
limatatlorli:.and in the interest of Innomy

rt,itin other material-
teco4anying D44lays' statement

was retained in

the files nr the en tee.)

0353
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Senator DENTON. We are now ready for the final panel. I will ask
Ms. Betty Friedan, who is comineto Washington fresh from her ad-
venturewhich I hope she will tell us aboutto come forward.
George Gilder who is a very well known, respected scholar and
author wrote "Wealth and Poverty," "Visible Man," and "Sexual
Suicide." Mr. Gilder is in Dallas temporarily and did us a great
favor and, I thihk, a service to his country,-in coming up to Wash-
ington, today. We 'very, much appreciate your coming, Mr. Gilder.
Mrs. Brigitte Berger is the author of "The War Over the Family,"
a book which, like Ms. Friedan's, has commanded great contempo-
rary interest. Ms. Friedan's original best seller, of course, was "The
Feminine Mystique." Now her newest book, "The Second Stage," is
in the bookstores and commanding, I think, equal interest and very
justifiably so.

Ms. Friedan, would you care to begin with an opening statement?

STATEMENTS OF BETTY FRIEDAN, AUTHOR, "THE FEMININE
MYSTIQUE" AND "THE SECOND STAGE"; GEORGE GILDER,
AUTHOR, "WEALTH AND POVERTY"; AND BRIGITTE BERGER,
AUTHOR, "THE WAR OVER THE FAMILY", A PANEL
MS. FRIEDAN. Senator Denton, I am very happy that you invited

me here, and recall with pleasure when you were head of the
NATO War College and invited me down to debate. And although
you might not have agreed with everything I said, you are very
fai

where as the author of "The Feminine. Mystique" and "The
Stage," and I am currently a fellow at the Center for Popu-

.1 n Studies at Harvard, and I suppose My most immediate quell-
. fa on for this is that I'convened on behalf of the.NOW Legal De-

fense and Eductition Fund 'of which LI have just 1:ieeri elected again
as "`;distinguished. diiectort? I convened a national assembly, on the
fut re of the family in 1F9, prior to the Whits House Conference
on the Family. And I said, in convening ,that I COriference, and it is
worth, I think, repeating here, I said despiferAttef.*etoric, the
family has never ranked high on the Amen6if polittaal and eoo-
nomic agendit exceVt as a unit in which to sell things. The businesst
of America, as everyone knows, is business. Until recently it has
been man's business.

Now that women are beginning to have an active voicezin the
- economy and in politics, the Nation's agenda may begin tr.illy to in-
dude the family, not just because women insist, they do not have

at much power yet, but btcause men have a new stake in the
'family. The new sharing of parenting and the envy ny men are
beginning to express now of womens libekation su at the
family, instead 'of being enemy territory to "feminists, is

c, -that
the

underground through which secretly they reach into every man's
life and/women must now confrorit and renew their own need' for
love and comfort and caring supPoit as well as the needs of chid
wren and men for whom I believe we cannot escape bedrock human
responsibility.

You see, I, in "The Second Stage," this is oriel ed in my book,.
"The Feminine Mystique," what started the womah's movement.
Several years ago, I wrote "The Second Stage" because I think that

27-847 0 84 - 23
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have moved far enough, although not the complete way, to
uality, to voice our own model based on feinale experience as

liell as male, and I do` ;.believe that the woman's movement to
equality, despite media images and stereotypes, has been a primary
force strengthening the family, anti that it is the job ofwhere I
Wrote in this book, in the woman's movement, as you are saying it
another .way; of American, society and American Government, to 4
come to new terms with the family. The family that equality per-
mits the strength in family that equality permits to come to new
terms with the evolution of the family, because I as a femininist
believe, on the basis Of my female experience, my human experi-
ence, that the family is the nutrient of o'ur personhood. '°

I also happen to' believe, and I am sorry that I was in the moun-
tains in North Carolina on this outward bound for over 55 and I
could not come last week to share my thoughts on the cause of the
crisis in the family today. So I just- want' to give 1 minute to what I
think about that.

I think that the crisis in theifamilyitoday is complex. I do not
believe that the family is an endangered species. I think that the,
family is-evolving to new forms, to a new diversity, -to a new plural-
ism, and that when we begin tu recognize the strength of each of
these forums, and the new long life span that makes, our concept of
the family of the past simply obsolete or relevant tO, only, say, one
period of life, and then even in that sense not relevant to the reali-
ty of most people, that when we begin to bring our thinking and
our imagery into consonants with reality, we will understand they
strength of various forms of the family and the kind of supports
that are needed more than we do today.

I think that when wethe crisis in the family in a way comes
from thinking about the family based on one 'obsolete image or one
image that is now an image that is only really lived by a minority
of Americans for a few years of their life, the old good Housekeep-,
ing seal of approval image, the housewife on top of it, the brea&
winner, and the children who always seem to be nnder 6, in their
little separate house with their station wagon, the -Gat, the dog; this
is still our dream, our ideal for many of us, and it has been made
very clear in recent years only about 10 percent of American
households conform to that image: If wethis is with the woman
as the housewife and two of our children.

' Twenty petaent of American households consist of a mother' and
father and children, but the mother and father are both breadwin-
ners, are both wage earners. But,,indeed, here it ila.,really only 30

\ percent of households that are-mothers and father8 'and children
living at 'home. There is ariothdf.30 percent,i the 1Qh "h£Olpah.that

\ we live,' ,v)rhere there are no children or-;thgyeti litoie, left _;.

I h e. But the enormous ifiCreaSeof the,',singlaliaren, y .`firilifylhol
yo have discussed here, this is a real family fottun'thae Irina bk\::: ...

I de lt. with in terms of its reality. And for, me, when I.speak of;t14eJk :,:..,
family in my own concern for the familY, and the evolution 'ofAha '' : :* .1family

and fth wOmPri having a voice, coming,,to new terms in the .

amilyN speak of the traditional family; I speak. Of the two pay-,
check family, I speak of the single-parent farnily,:I 'even speak of:'
the family needs, of the fastest growing :up. in the population
vl'iich is people living alone, single person Families, most of whom

I
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are women over 60, like myself, they have great need for new sup-
ports, some kind of housing, new extended family substitutes be-
cause the fact ,is their children and grandchildren are often very
far away. :

Now, my 'sense of the causes of the great increase in the divorce
rate, which happened in the last decade, nearly a doubling of the
divorce rate, now over ..40percent divorce rate, thisI think this, I
do not claim to completely understand it,, but here are some reali-
ties that I think weave to face. The divorce rate has been increas-
ing in the United 'States, as in every advanced society, since the
Civil War, since the industrialization of this country, and with the
lengthening of the life span and wit6 the. very fruits of our techno-
logical development that gives more .freedom of choice to people,
perhaps it is simply a reality that we must accept that marriages
are not necessarily going to last forever,,that we can bring up chil-dren to think thatthat we ,cannot bring up girls- especially to
think that a man would take care of them for the rest :'of their life,
is the only thing, you know, that they need 'becadse the reality is
there is nearly 50 perCent likelihood that marriage will end in di-.
voice. / -But the figu1res that you have provided in your own statement,
that the majOrity of Americans do livein families, that mar-
riagesthat marriage sometimes living together without marriage
but a permanent commitment is still what human intimacy com-
mitment is Our ideal, and we are coming out of a period, I think, of
some excess rebellion against forms in the past. As we come out to
a new plaice where women's equality, woman's ability to control
her own body, woman's ability to have her, own voice gives her a
new self respect and-a new self-confidence. The values of intimacy
and coz-nniitment and family are' emerging with new strength. They
take new forms.

It,is my opinion that the extreme increase in the divorce rate of
the last decade is a reflection of almost a pathological polarization
of sex roles of the 1950's. You see the 1950's, what I call the femi-
nine mystique era,. you know, where women were encouraged 'to
marry young, where they gave up their own education at 19 and 18
to put their husbands through college, where early marriage, early
motherhood in digression from the evolution of the previous cen-
tury was a phenomenon that waswhich there are many causes
that I cannot go into here, but it was not good for women, it was
not good for men, it was not good for the family. And' the diVorce
rate, the crisis kind of divorce rate that we saw this last 10 years
were those families of the fifties and the sixties,, families made in
that image where once. the children were grown, or before the chil-
dren were grown, the hostilaies bred by those polarized sex roles,
the frustrations of women ad the excess burden on men, I thinlc,
led to a very and acute exacerbation of divorce which is leveling off
here. It is leveling off, I think, because today, compared to the fif-
ties-Hin the fifties, by the age of 24, the great majority of women
were marriednow by the age of 24, only half the women are mar-
ried. Women re. marrying la r, they are marrying with greater
sense of their identity, 4ted self' respect and ability to earn.
There is less burden on men, there is less excessive dependence;
and the resentment bred in the dependence in the women, .there is.
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more a choice on ttfe part of both, they are having children later.
And there is reason to believe that they may not be so much at
risk, as we all know,, that teenage marriages are.

furthermore, let us be realistic about another thing. Most di-
vorce ends a marriage and, you luiow, there is no evidence that
Americans have lost their wish for intimacy commitments for
shared support; they are merely expressing it -in a different time-
frame and in more diverse ways.

I was reading some material recently aboutI am working on
questions of age now,. a new book, "From -the Fountain of Age,"
and I was reading some' material abOut marriages that have lasted'
50 years, and what makes the.m last. What is the cha cteristic of
it? Only a very small Minority of them are golden sun t marriages
where, there i§ still .Creative growth. A let of 'them re survival
marriages *here they feel that they have no choice but to stay in
the marriage. But this sociologist from Johns Hopkins projected
that in the future there would be more' golden sunsetmarriages.
Some of them mightebe second marriages; but in the long lifespan
where we are going to live uttill 80 years or more; and with the:
new kind's of choice and the n6ii, kinds of strength that people are
able to bring into marriage, we may see marriages, first or second
marriages, lasting4t/ike that because, with age, there is increasing
need for commitment.

Now, Government policy. Idq believe that:there are a number of
policies, probably'' n the U.S. Government, today that threaten- the
security of all+pribarily the Policies. that are creating Tess unem-
ployment and economic insecurity; That-10.-pereent unemployment
rate, that is clearly caused, at least in part;by the. Reagan econom-
ics, ale reduetion in taxes for the rich; and the ,nuclear missile
.thuildup, that unemployment rate is having a devastating effect on
Vie single - parent family and on the two-parent family. On the two-
paycheck family,-which is now often a one-paycheck fainily invol-
untarily as the Man, very often, is set doviih in plants, is fired, or
the woman is flied from the reduction-in-service jobs, and 'it cee-

tainly a threat, threataning to the single-paycheck family ^here
the woman at home liW.beep the housewife and is now forced
sometimes to go th-viork-:..thout any skill or experience to get a

t- . .
very good job. But it:Ia'd : :rating to Ahe ,single paycheck family,

.and by a woman Where t '6nian's income as the only support of
the family. And as we kno : ,ay, and this is,again a matter of a'
family policy, that..&jou,I thin,k, have-addressed, that the child sup-
port the men are:supposed 'to pas,; they do not pay. And the one
good thing that I cap.:;1130 abont family .policy recently is that we
are beginning to `htivAjegi'ilatickiwhich I. guess y6u had some-
thing to do withe7Ahnt'*e.can `invoke some

be
help in

collecting child-support,,thnugh 'that juks to be extended, lind so it
can be used bettet across State lines, not just only for women on

74knien whose pay is-not much. more.: than that
.riOt able to ase that machinery, . '..

,,there is evidence of 4 A 0-110Centlikrease.'in 'chil
e'lice within the faMyiN:AirOctlylvl to it
1:loyment. ';;, :-.'. ' ''..°'''.17'

.welfare but for
4,0ang who :

In
;Ix

crea .:t.
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Senator Litrr orq. Excuse me, Ms. Friedan. In all fairness for
time, they have the red light on, and the first question will be for
you all each 'to take e Government program and-7

Ms. FRIEDAN. Could.I please finish?
Senator DENTON. Surely. You can conclude any way you wish..
Ms. FRIEDAN. These figures come from Johns Hopkins. There is

this, 10-percent increase in child abuse and other forms of marital
stress and conflicts causecrbydirectly related to 'unemployment.

Now, with this increase in unemployment, there is a further
threat to family security in the reduction of the services. This is
the time wh6n we need more, not less. This Is a time when there is
a 'desperate need for child care, where the majority of parents ofchildren have to work outside their home. TWO parents or the
single parent, the mother is working' for necessity, and the Ladies
Home Journal, in its June 1983 issue, had a very commendable
survey of the heroines of America today that are in fact keeping
the family going. They may not have very good jobs, but their kind
of clerical and service jobs, working in a drycleaning establish-
ment, whatever, are at least preventing the kinds of suicide andthe kind of destitution of families that we saw in the Depression,
you know, following 1929. But the destruction of services here, the
budget cuts that putting a child care, mental health care in the
block grant and then reducing that in social security,litle 20 of
1981, has been devastating to family security.

The other thing I want to talk about in Gov,ernment policy that I
think is directly related to family security 4s all of the measures
that are affecting women's ability to get jobs and get education. I
mean under the Reagan administration, there has not only been
the death temporarily of the equal rights amendment, which is
more essential than other, because the law protecting equal oppor-
tunity for women in employment, protecting against sex discrimi-
nation under title 7 of the Civil Rights Act .of 1974, protecting
against discrimination in education and guaranteeing woman equal
access to ilighet. education, in titre 9, the very machinery for en-
dorsing these has been weakened.

New, teVrge pregnancy which, if we are thinking about healthy
families, and we must all be very concerned at the increase in teen-
age pregnancies, and I have been in many countries in Europe this
past year and there you find that increase of teenage pregnancy or
there is unemployment, but also where they cannot get out of

'school to get jobs. Or they cannot get the education. Then you find
the teenage pregnancy.

So I have to say, you know, that in additionI mean it is easier
to have a baby, to get some sense of self-respect and identity. If you
cannot get it, there is no, way you can see your way clear to-get a
job. If there is no, education to give you a larger sense of pogsibili-
ties in your life.

Senator DENTON. Ms. Friedan,,you were very kind to say, that I
was fair to you, and I have lxi be fair. You have been, you know,
talking-tor some amount of time. We want to hear more from you
and hear all of yourideas,,but I have to--

Ms. FRIEDAN. There is one other thing then, and that is, you
know, the absolute vital importance of child care with the majority
of children working. Now, I cannot even say to you with the major-

;1,1
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ity of parents and' children working, I cannot even say to you that
certain policies could be improved. There is no Federal assistance ,
to child care now. There really has not been any, major legislation
suggesting any since the legislation offered by Walter Mondale that
Nixon vetoed in. 1971. It is a priority, Senator, for your committer,
to consider new ways of encouraging and helping child care and en-
couraging.and helping alternate ways of work; more flexible work
schedules. I think the Government pioneered in. this as they will do
it iigri an alternate work schedule program permitting flex time and
part time, which women mainly took advantage of. That has been
greatly, reduced in the last year. So I submit that it is these policies
that you should be concerning yourselves with in terms .of° the
crisis of the family.

Senator' DENTON. Thank you .very ,,much Ms. Friedan. We will
hear more from yOu in; the questions. George Gilder will you go
ahead with your statement, please, sir? ---"

Mr. GILDER. Thank you very much,Sentitor, and I want -to .com-^
*end you for holding these vital hegings. I: hink you haw heard
tome of the most important testime In the history'of the Senate.
I am thinking in particular MidgeDecktex's charge that Americans
tic@ now engaging in a widespread."Prectice, °Land sacrifice, that
we are offering up our children on the' altar of ;false God of self-
ishness and lust.

I think 'her contention thatC
ishes virtue and celebrates vice, I
powerful statement, and I urgetev

I would like to expand on i4-'t
ways that the Government is f

a society that pun-
yery eloquent and

tdreaethat.
rate on just .some of the
g illegitimacy,- foster'

family breakdown and punishing ': .-.. I think the effet4of.t
policies are manifest now in' that `the ,,tocilit on the \il'ar on povertY,.
the'focas of the Great Societr& OIL:theglietto..That wasx i , ,-4'

that was its preoccupatidn, t ativas th.A. target of alfsoCial rs
and poverty activists, that wa$ the nre1rwhere the farriily..,*g ost,.., .',,,

in crisis, and that Was the area where these sociat-ptograms were. ii,
regarded as having the greatest promise of supporting family

_.

'
iriteg-7..)

rity.
, -z,

,
--In1979,the illegitimacy rate in thethe black illegitimacy rate ,

-,

in the United States rose to 55 percent:/Since the black middle :

class has no gredt propensity for7 illegit,iniacy than middle-clais
whites, this 55-percent figure indioatoLthecornplete collapse of the
family in the welfare culture, the complete collapse of the family

°,111 the very inner cities where all these social programs focused.
I think many people have maintainedthat the answer to this

.problem is still more social programs. The enactment of the agenda
of women's liberation, the enactment of ever enlarged agenda
family . planning and contraception above all without squealing to
the relevant parents. And .I think it is worth noticing that the
entire -agenda of the left in family issues has been in effect in
Sweden for he last 25 years and the result is that Sweden now has

-,I.on'illegitim cy rate of 90 perCent, which is the world's highest.
;" And so t Sweden, in oth'er words, is, a white, rich, middle-class

nation,q4as managed to achieve state and social disorder compara-
ble to the worst American slums afflicted with the most destructive
of social policies., ,
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I think some of the other f so 1aro ns that are proposed are also un-
persuasive. It' has been saithalot.vemployment is the chief prob-
lem. Of courk, unemployment is alWays difficult and painful fori \ families. However, it should be understood that during the 1970's,
employment in the United states rose 27 percent. We created 19
million net new jobs, two-thirds of those jobs went to women, and/ all the indices' of familial breakdown surged as thisduring this
period.

We:can compare that situation with Europe, which has been ac-
' claimed for its policies. Europe created no net new jobs during the

seventies. ,While our new net jobs rose 27 percent and while we ac-
cepfed.,some. 11 million immigrants, they shipped immigrants
home. Tile problem is not unemployment, although unemployment
is a problem, n'tedress to say. The problem is not inadequate family
planning an abortions. These and other instruments of liberation.
These instruments are more available than ever before in the his-
tory of the human race. p--

The fundamental problem whichon which I want to focus, be-
cause it is the problem that the Senate can address most effectively
is an array of social policies of the government which mechanically
and inextricably, ambitiously destroy families, particularly the

. / poor. All tax increases since the Second World WarlAvaes fallen on
families with children, in essence all income taxi es. Single
people have experienced' no increase in taxation!ave-rage taxation
since the Second .World War. Child free cobples have experienced.
no increase in average taxation since the SedondWorld War. Fami- 4
lies with children have ered an increase of between 100 percent
and 400 p rcent, depe ding on the numberof children. The chief
reason for chang has been the evaporatioh of the work of the
child care de hich would be worth nearly $6,000 today if it
had risen in pac with incomes and inflation'since 1945.

So, during this period, the burden of taxation has steadily and
massively shifted from single people and from child free couples
and on to married couples. At the same time, as the Labor Depart-
ment has calculated, the costs of raising `children hive soared.
After one -.child, your income has to rise-20 percent in order to
maintain the same standard of living. After two children, it -has ,to
rise 46 percent; after three, 57 percent; and within a decade, when
the children st rt going to school, your real income has to double
so, at the same time, hat taxation has shifted on to married cou-
pies with child e . And at the same time, .the Congress has ex-
pressed all its solic1tude for t e pluralistic varieties of family cul-hsi,
ture, at the same time tile the singles' penalty gets removed one
year, and then they discover ' is causes a new burden on chiefly
couples without -children, they eliminate the marNage penalty_and
further shifting the burden pn families raising nildren during
thatthose crucial years when the demands on the family are-most acute:

All redistribution of income that goes on chiefly takes money

/416
away from families with' children, because families with children
earn, much greater incomes than other families do. It is impossible
for a female headed family to earn much income.'Occasibnally they
do, if they are led by best selling authors,but most...of the time the
female headed family puffers an impossible predicament, raising

r. it
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Children is a full-t. e job, so is performing in the work force, and
one or the other h to suffer a crtinch.,So we haVe.what'we find is
that this continua solicitude toward these varieties of family life
and -a steady implacable hard heart toward couples with children.

Now, if you are i a welfare culture, however, you do have a so-
lution. At the ag f.16, if you are a young girl, trapped in an
apartment *ith a of of disorder and stress, and the Gbirernrnent
offers a way out, at age 16 la girl can get an apartment of her own,
a free apartment,she can get several hundred dollars a month, she
can get food stamps, she can get legal services, she can get an
array of benefits far beyond what any of the meri of her acquai
ance could earn. And the Government demands one condition 'f
this array of extraordinary benefits to a 16-year old girl, and that
condition is that she have an illegitimate child, And needless to
say, many children, have availed themselves of this GoverArnent
support by bearing illegitimate children. And so we have this catas-

of the welfare culture where virtually' all children are ille-
ate in the welfare culture itself where our part of female

:,--- ed families strugglinddesperately with impossible problems.
particular, these femiile-headed families cannot even begin to

e boys. The boys are completely beyond their control. They
nnot.haudle it. And so what you have is a greatthe boys do not,

gat socialized vertically to adult life. They find their manhood on
the street and with other boys and fulfill their masculinity ibn a.
conventional way' of violence, and that is a further affliction of the
tragic families in,that welfare culture.

Sothat meanwhile there is exacerbating the plight of the mar-
ried mother wi i hildren,is the campaign to end so-called discrim-p .g
ination agains , , la Auld not, go into all the statistics. I pre-
sented the!: : otrAVW.., hititIttiefact is there is nb significant dis-,
a-in-Nation against -women 'in the work force. And, the reason'
women earn -less is. *cause- they -overwhelmingly prefer not to
make the full-time sacrifices required of a career, and they are 11
times more likely to leave the work force voluntarily between the
ages of 25 and 55, the prime earning years. The more their. creden-
tials and qualifications, the less likely they are to workifull time.

......kri other words, while men convert their. credentials and 'qtalifica-
tione into still greater earnings, women convert their credentials'
and qualifications into more time with 'their families, and that is a
perfectly reasonable decision for them to make. But it means they
will nev.ec.earn as much as men and. that it is good that they do
not because the one candition which a marriage really cannot
really survive very well is a woman who has greater income than
her, husband. That is why, with the ghetto usurping the provider,
with the State usurping the provider role in the ghetto, there is
virtually very few stable families and it is why women with Iti

. incomes have the highest divorce rates. As a matter of fact, they go
up almost in proportion.

And there is only one group that ven, according to the analysts
discrimination, who always, pbus on credentials and qualifica-

tions as if what really shoulerkeive the greatest rewards is a col-
lege degree, but there is evb**cording to those standards which ,I
reject, what is more iniportaiit is ambition, aggressiveness, hard
work than college degrees and gaining high incomes, but there is
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one group acconding to the analyses of discrimination who eson too
much, and that group that exceeds the earnings which its creden-
tials and *ualifications would justify: is, married (hen with a high
school diploma or less and large families to support. That is it. The
only one that really outearns its credentials and qualifications is
the group of married men with high school diplomas or less and
lthge families, and families to support. And so equal pay for jobs of
comparable work and other such devices comedown to an effewt to
take money and jobs away from lower class men with familiek. and
give therm to educated women. That is what it is. That is what the
campaign is about. And chiefly educated women', who do not want
to work- full time, do not want to commit themselves fully to their
careers, who do not want to make the sacrifices which success in
the marketplace entail, and they are right not to make those sacri-
fices because the chief sacrifice the woman would have to make is
her family, and she is absolutely right not to make that sacrifice.
But it means that ° all these figures of discrimination against
women arejust garbage:

The best Government program to address this problem is child
allowances. Virtually -every civilized industrial country has them
but us. They are a simple program that eliminates the present
claim which is that the only form of income that increases as the '
family grows is welfare. That is the current situation in America. _
The only form of income that increases _as the familgi grows is welf
fare.

Senator DENTON. Excuse me, Mr. Gilder, nu mentioned, we re-
.

ceivedtistoric testimony from Midge Decter, we may have just ex-
'perienced a more historic moment and that isI almost said hys-
terical --that is allethree of'you nodded vigorously when you men-
tioned that ;Child allowances are a big key addressing the prob-

,

GUIDER. Are what
or DETONT.Aie'4-Se n at DENTON addressing the problem or are

747,:,,.something efficacious.
'Here we have 100 Senat*Out there on the floor who, do not re-

14;',alize:that there is unadimity ohm family proposal. I will do what I
cdxklpfiliscuSS it further.' I ask you to helps with that because it
helfielOtkthe-Single parent Tway and the nuclear family.

Mr.**Gittict.IBut.' it-waltnti.,Whem you, go to the. White House, they
are now contemplating.increasing the child deduction as an alter-
native, they think that is an alternative. And the fact is that does
nothing for the lower class 'family. So I really hope that the Con:"
gress does not geit distracted by some big campaign to increaSeAhe
deduction because increasing the deduction will noithave
cant impact on the upper income families butand it wil do noth-
ing for the real families, on the firing line, which is the 1 wer mid-
dle-class family, all of whom, everyone.of whom could i prove its
condition/ in income and services by breaking up. e whole
lowereven many and. -a few ascribe any value at o leisure
time, the whole middle-class in America, that is the quartile
of families in America can greatly improve its income ervices
by breaking up' They do not know it yet. But when you t =11 them,
as in the Denver and Seattle income maintenance e riments,
.they do break up. If you reallyand that is what neck to the
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poor ghetto family, they send all these lawyers and sociologists and
poverty workers into the ghetto and told all these people that they
had a right. to welfare, and all you have got_ to do is essentially
break up your family, and it does no good whatsoever. Incidentally
a lot of people imagine that this, has to do.41*---tlie requirement
that you break up your family. It does nok_litiie -anything to do -r,
with the requirement to break up yotir family.

A family where the men cannot provide for their children, the
men leave, and that is as simple as that. If you have a program
that makes the man's work optional, you, will not do it. And he will
leave. And that is why, no matter that removing the man in the
house group had no effect whatsoever in family breakdown ifi the
welfare culture. I am the only person who Predicted it would have
no effect at all. Everybody thought it)would have some effect..I said
it would have no effect, and it had no effect because marifild not
leave their families because of some legal requirement that, - cannot
even be,vaguely enforced in the welfare communities which-I have
studied for 5 years.

Senor DEI1TO, I hope we can discuss that further. In all fair-
neis, yodloo are overtime now, and we will get back to yOu Enid
Ms. Friedan afterProf. Brigitte Berger.

Ms. BERGER. I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak
isefore this committee.

For.reasons of time-- ,Lc

Senator DENTON. Would you put the microphone closer to you?
PIS. BERGER. For reasons of time,: I shall confine myself to the

reading of my paper, although I have to deprive myself of the elo-
quence of the speakers the speakers who have preceded me, howev-
er tempting it would have been.

As a sociologist, I have given considerable time and effort to the
investigation of a great variety of issues concerning title family
including those that have dominated the publi discourse as well as
those that have not and, to my mind, should haveand I have
come to the firm conviction that the whole relationship between
state and family is in need of fundamental rethinking and that the
development of a new conceptual framework is the primary task
facing those concerned with the American family. To my, mind, the
foremost issue concerning the family is not so much' a _question of
pushing or, opposing specific legislative proposals, bUt rather of de-
VeloPing an overall way of looking at all relations between family
and government.

_This need for a new framework is guided, in the main, by two
cOnsiderptions: on the one hand, the limitations of the current
framework have become hauntingly visible with the persistence
and multiplication, if not magnification, or "targeted" family
issues, and that in spite of,ever-larger sums disbursed from Federal
coffers; and on the other hand, the framework currently in use
tends to ignore the values, the, -hopes and the aspirations of ordi-
nary Americans. ten4s to ignore, in particular, the aspirations
and hopes of large minority group: be they now ethnic, racial, or
religious.

It is of utmost importance, I think, to recognize that the family
and by that I mean the family in its more traditional form contin-
ues to be the singleimoSt central institution of life in contemporary
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American societ Americans continue to be committed to the ideal
of a normative family, and that is a family consisting of *rents
mother and fathercaring and raising and being responsible for
their children in a common household. Tp be sure, reality frequent=
ly falls short of this ideal, but family arr rtements deviating fromthis norm are more often than not the result of necessity rather
than choice.

The persistence of this ideal is not .'urprising for this type of
family has been shown by any empirical measure to be beneficial
to individuals at all stages of their lives; above- all, it has been
shown to be be eficial to childrer6and their distinctive needs. The
Care and well-
adults, sh

At t
ng of children, rather than the private behavior of

of course, be the primary concern for government.
me time, it can be demonstrated that the continuing

health of this normative family is vital to democracy. It is this type
of family, more than any other structure, tat hls a nearly unique
capability to nurture individuals who are both self-reliant and.so-
cially responsible, character traits that are indispensable for de-mocracy.

wow, it is taken-for-granted axiom of democracy that governmen2
Aal attitudes and actions reflect the values and aspirations of itscitizens. If this axiom is applied to the government's involvement
in the affairs of the family, the past record is distinctly regrettable.
For in :falling prey to the politics of special interest groupsbe
they now professiovl or politically organized marginal groups
governmental policylias inadvertently added to the loss of family
autonomy and has in a number of cases seriously undermined the
authority of the family.

At the same time, in no other area than that of family life is it
more important to be aware of the pluralistic nature of American
society. This pluralistic tradition has to be respected and main-
tained for reasons of the well-being' of families as wells the
Nation. It is therefore of some importance to recognize the impossi-
bility. as well as the undesirabilitST of a uniform national family
policy.

Moreover, it is equally important to recognize the need for
kind of limited Americanization with the Gbvernment upholding
common cultural commitments and a universal law. Governmental

ideal df the normative family that is so over-
ed by_t_the majority of Americans, in spite of

, would, to my mind, give hope for a genuinely plu-
ation. Hence governments, through its legislative and

fiscal authorities, should support-the ideal of the normative family
and not give preference to whatever new arrangements may appealto this or that group.

This overall' position, sketched here only in its broadest contours,
permits us to look at the family and family issues in a particular
ray. Permit me to illustrate this on hand of three examples:

The first example relates to the notiqn of "children's rights" thatcontinues to pop up in a great variety 'of issues ranging from child
abuse and foster care to "squeal r

Our general perspective sugges
Hippocratic oath that the most im
The Government and its agencie

4

recognition of
whelmingly
their differ
ralistic inte

les" and education in general.
that Government follow the
rtant thing is to do no harm.
ould not become instruments
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of weakening the family. We would further, argue that to contend
that minor children have individual rights independent of their
parents is ultimately deceptive. Either parents care and are respon-
sible for their children, or the States does through its appointed,
monitored, and financed caretakers toes. The !often traumatic fail-
ures of alternative arrangements to the, family- give Credence to

)this parental' rights position. Foster care, may serve as a case in
point. Here we see today a growing /lumber ofchildren who have
been deemed to be in peed of being saved from allegedly diiorga-
nized and abusive homes, only to be trapped in an equally. abusiVe
systemand that in spite of many good intentions,' benign regula-
tions and considerable costs to the public. In those tragic cases
where a separation of children from their families' is indeed neces-
sar, the stringent application of existing laws serve as adequate
protection. In these cases of disorganized families who, for what-
ever reasons, have no other option but to place their children into
temporary foster care, placement agencies should be instructed by
the Governnient to be cognizant- of and make use of those struc-
tures that are of importance to most Americans: the extended
family, neighborhood, religious, and volunteeristic organizations..

The second example relates to the area ,of child care. No do t,'
the by now pervasive-trend of mothers of young children to parMi-
pate in the labor force will remain with uslor some timeto come.
This -raises the proble of who cares for small children with some
urgency. Our perspective proposes hat instead of lobbying, for
direct governmental responsibility. a7id involvement irklie estab-'
lishment anddelivery of child care arrangements, a more pluralis-'
tic approach4S 'indicated. We should assure in practice, and not

. only in:rhetoric, respect for the "great variety of American life-

:: stylesjor their widely varying perceptions and goals, as well as for

the clistincti 'structures in which they are embedded. We should
be responAve the different needsokif families and theiz children.
Hencesnechanis will have to be established that perMit individ-
ual families the widest Puss" choice in arranging for the care of
their small children. rro my mind, the pbssibility of some;sort of
child allowance should once more 'be discussed ori. State and Na-
tional levels. .

My third example ornes from the area of care or the, handi--
capped. Here I thin are fortunate to have a pose e example
of Government involvement in the .area of fanuiy life., e general
direction of Gpvernmeot actions in the past twe'decadea has funda-
mentallyo,countered previously existing tendencies to separate the
handiciPped from their own families. In recognizing the family as
the rnpst stable and beneficial structure avai ble Or meeting some
of the primary needs of special children, i supporting legislation
and financial arrangements in this dire ion, a great victory on
behalf of the family has been achieved. e Government should be
encturaged to continue to be..the-champion of .the weak and the

, handicapped whose needs.are best served by their own families.
Let, me then reiterate my major argument .before this comtnittee.

The issue facing the Nation today is not'so much whether the Gov-

ernment should or should not involve itself in the affairs of the
family, but rather the degree and the type of involvement. In the
position spelled out here, the primacy of the normative family
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within a policy frame permitting autonomy and choice to individu-
al families, a middle- ground posture is advocated. This middle-
ground. position allows us to work toward the neW ,conceptual
framewotk on the relationship bgtvveen State.,ancilamily. This
middle ground, may I add, may well be able to span the polariza-
tion that has occurred in the politics over the family ,in general,
which I deploret.and I know you, Senator Denton, deplore with me.

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Mrs. Berger. I forgot. tq,
attribute Mrs. Berger 'ith being at Wellesley, and I think hei
statement speaks for its to her qualifications and articulation.

I will ask the three of you special favor in view of.my forcible
inability to subtract myself from the view a politics as the art of
the possible.
,There is a tremendous amount of diversity in our country about

haw to look at this problem of strengthening the family and taking
care of children in our society, what support the Government
should provide and what it should not, and so on.

The only way that things get through the Senate floor is when
there is agreement. I support those who see some hope in a dimin-
ishingly hopeful situation, with respect to what A might call, "the I
second stage," if you will, Ms. Friedan. This hope applies to both
sides, the so-called profamily side, and the. femininist sidek We have
all been living with something for quite awhile. We hive been
living with a sexual revolution which has had an impact on a-large
proportion of our society, relatively speaking. We. have another sort
of revolution in attitudes tow rd roles of the sexes. In 1981, we
cannot deny thaf 52 percent of the women of working age were in
the work force compared to 20 percent who worked outside- the
home MING:,

I am,goinglo -be going into things and hoping that you all can
pick out something that you agree on that we may be able to make
progress with here in the SenateAtand in the. Congress

One of the steepest increases has 'come in the percentage of
women with children under 6 yew's- 6f age who are in the' labor
force. That percentage is now nearly half. Women have moved into
the work force in ever-expanding numbers and with, eirer-increas-
ing success, and in many cases ever - decreasing, time spent at home.

Now, I do not want to inject myself into the argument, but I do
want to address one issue here. That is that we do !have an interest,
I suppose, in maintaining ourselves on this planet, particularly, as
citizens of the United States. If we have great decreases in popula-
tion, it does not matter what we do with tax policy or social wel-
fare programs. We would not be able to take care of social security,
for example, if we continue to have a decrease in our population.

' Right now, for example, with 2.1 dren required per couple to
maintain the population, we a 1.8 birth rate in the United
States. In West Germany, the rate is 1.2. I have not looked at
Sweden, but some of the statistics Igot from George Gilder were
interesting. We do need, I suppose, then to.think,fabout that.

I just returned from West Gerfnany where they are looking at
great problems with-respect to manpower for their armed services,
and with respect to their social:security:type programs. Therefore, I
think we could agree that maybe it would be a good idea-were we
to sustain durselves in terms of population.

' ,
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We have some things her? now that I will say that I hope are
provocative of disoiSsion among you.

With women spending less time at home, I have got to say that
Urie Brofenbrenlier once said that, "the i, family is te most
hiimane, effective and economical system of child care known to
man', If we agree with that, I would be edified; because then the
aim might be of government to strengthen the family rather than
only take care of the symptoms, which result from not taking care
of the problems. This not to subtract away the extended family
or. the Ogle parent hoine, I must emphasize again. .

Ms. Friedan says, that women are// more and more getting away
.. from thinking about family life. -1-lqwever, in a poll by Parents

magazine of women ages 21 to 3,5,,60 percent of the women regard
their family life, as their. eatest accomplishment. When asked tb

to them, behlg la wife and mother
60 pOrcentligain chose wife andchoose. which is most im

or to work outside Qf thy'':
mother and 18 percent chose ork. So I would, like for you to dis-
cuss or agree on it. I am also hoping that we cwi agree thatik is
better to decrease the nearly 50 percent divorce rate than it is ,to_.
continue to sit by and watch it increase. I do think we have. "

Ms. FRIED*N. I would like to answer that.
Senator DENTON. Yes, go ahead. ,:..-

Ms. FR1EDAN. I do believe, as you know, I wrote the book, "The
Second Stage," becauSe I think we are now in an integratiotirof the
feminine focus of the first stage, which was equal opportalty in
employment which we had to fight for in olir' own meat society,
with the concerns that youag women., 'the, feminist. era share
with the trddit °nal women of thesti! ..,the concerns of fairture,
children of thei ,own needS, and thErneeiN,the Choice to have chil-
dren.

I mean, I fought for the right to choose, and the right to choose
does not only mean legal access to birth control and abortion, to
choose when..and whether to have a child; but\the ability to choose-,,.
to'have a child, and if women are working because they must, and '
if youI do not know about the people in your family, but I have
young people now in my family, my daughter and,,sori, are in their
twenties and early.thirties; there is no way, that a family today can
get housing, a young family can get housing, an apartment, condo-

minium, even drbarri of a house, without two incomes.
The great increase in the work4otbe of women with children

under 6, even under 3,,has caused mu, h more by the economic ne-
cessity of the period- of inflation and unemployment than it did by
the aspiratior(s, although in certiiin 'professions, women are usable

--to keep going into professions, as Professor Gilder said, unless, t ey
do continue, most profession's .do'hOt give extended rnVternity
but I submit that the ability Of women and men to ao good jus ice
to their Parenting, an also meet the economic necessities, requires
some support in at e tthe Government can .,take the:lead in, I
am not saying file ernment provide ilium awful lot, but it is
amazing what can be done with a little leadership.

You see, if you ask women with little children, you know, what
they would prefee,in terms of work, when they have to work out--

kside of the home, they would prefer to work part tin*. ...,....---

.1
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Now, Professor -Gil er sneers at that. I do not sneel at that. I
think it would be marvelous, especially at`a time when there is not
enough jobs for everyone; if the' work week Vie cut, or if optionsof flextime and job shatng were provided to*,Tothen and men, that .they could take advantage of in the child rearing years, women
and men both, because it is V'ery good, this development for mep----- are sharing-More of the child rearing, or where people, here they
db not have children, they have to combine study and work, be-,--
cause there are not the loans any more for education, so flextime
would permit that, and older people who cannot.afford to retire at -65, but do not want-46 be chained to a 40-hour work .week, any
more, it would begood-fqr them, WIS._ .11,p

i Now, the Government did have a pioneering projectian alternate*ork schedule, vart time work force in goverpment jobS, that ea-
compassed flektiree, and job sharing, and it.Baas very successful,
and, for some 'reason, reflecting against:the: thinking that Mr.
Gilder represents, the Reagan administratton has been very op-:, posed to contituing that program, and is even cutting it. '

There are studies that have been done in the public school so
work, of women both professional and blue collar, white and tilak,
it was done in Yonkers, as .a, matter of fact, who/returned to the ',.,
work force with one or twcfrachildren under 3, and it found that .these mothers, that the children did find thatincidentally, these,. .

) like all parents ;that,: worked, the mothers of children, the averagetime that ildrereare cared for today, beyond4thigr own' family, isonly 10 ho s a week.
I mean, e arrangements that people )are /making today to care

for the children are being shared, primaribcthe mothers, the fa-
thers, relatives,. although there is an increjs itap need for faiiily
substitutes, bfkause even graadmothers are noW working, but the
idea that because a woman works, or a man works, for that matt
that the children are going to be taken care of by the State, is '-wrong idea. .

, .
\What is merely needed are niirsery schools.that, those who' can

afford to pay for them any in wajto, child cm centers that are good
for the kids,'and they could be financed, as. Dr. Burger says, I mean
I am for a'pluralistic approach, I am for a combination of vouchers,

which you people have used in other ways, vouchers, child allow--.1,ances, which every other naten, except South Africa, have.
And,a sliding scale ability.to pay, and more generous tax credits,

which his Congress, on- demand, has done something' about,- but
these young 'people,. are not so young, with one or two children,
where both 'parents work, their main, problems were the inflexibil-

at working hours And the lack of child care.. .1
Most of the burden of that went on td the mother. Most of the

..burden weft on to the mother, but the mother and father did
. share, and not only that, and this 'will interest you, Senator, this .

' study by Sheila Kammerman, of Columbia University- Social work,
showed that, for those families where mothers and fathers were
both working, with the children under 3, Compared to a traditional

r. housewife breadwinner family, there was a higher value put on
(time spent with the family, and stronger bonds, family bonds,
mother, father, children, with that kind of sharing, and also.bOnds
with the rest of the family, you *now, the grandparents, and the

.6,--If
r ,- 4
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like; beCause they needed each other more: ThN wat a very inter-
esting result. -

n
- ,, .

.
.

-My comment 9n your question is, o,.indeed, do not even contem-
plate, I am shocked at Your even suggesting of polibies that would
try to prevent women from workitig outside of the home, because if
you do that, you are going to preyent'and destroy the security of
future families. . / '.

outside,
--

In this era, the ability of women to work s of the home -is
essential to the mental health of the woman, and the physical
healthof thefamily as a whOle. 'Instead of that; let Us-think about.
alternate ways of work schedules, and let us think about child care
supports in a 'whole host if pluralistic ways that we c uld be inge-
nious enough to develo

Senator DENTON. id not mean td ,say in any w
ould tend to
y, Oir hint in.

any way, that`' would be in favorof nYthing that
C prevent' women from working, whip wished to work. /f I said some-

la
r.

thing 4ri that direction, I waild vAthdraw ,i.. I do not think I did:
Ms. FRIEDAN. Well, even better maternity leave Would be a good -

help, too. Yoii see; there are many places whereI/mean, this is EV
policy, and the Supreme Court.even did some bad business about.

.that, that is not..even establi5h4d.. . , e,

If we want to have .peeple-itb."Choose to have More children, we
'halve to give them an opptritunity of maternity leave, and-the Gchr- \ci<

ernment should,
Senator DENTON. Let us see if the other two can agree with you

on anything you said, and let me agree with y u on one ill*.
I do. that, coming.from the time w en we werti a sirbsis-

tent soci ty, basically agricultural, when the- men and women -

.,worked in hefields together, and then came hqme,- and%both took
on the roles, which they sorted out amongs hemselves, in terms of :

- disci lining the children, nurturing the ildren, housework,' and
'.' all of that sort of thing, it was not mu debated in society. It was.

.kind of necessitous and natural. Then we/did get into the period to
which we are referring,in which the men, I believe, and I say this
Ar h total sincerity, became chauvinisti. .. , 'A _....L..---/

,i'skr", iSmcountry. after World War I, ewe saw burklves,mi' having...._....

. hat waraMen 'identified with l$roes like Charles Lindbergh
i 4 Jack Depapsey! 'I 'believe thaCinen then looked upon their ,
_...,

: , dwirjning ol6 somewhaitpresuMptuolisly with respect to their
role in thW marriages. ; , ..,, ...t

------ \ I tonfesS.\that I had probably h an prinedessary depreciative
. ,m\ind set regarding-my wife's contribUti, tttttrrrrrrr to what,we were doing

in pur family. \I do not think I was enough of a help with .respect to
the housework r. "'ll; ,s'

Now, believe that it rntiy helthat we have come the other way a
little bit. have been discussing with many the fact that noW men
and wo en are questioriing themselves aboitt what their roles

'Should at home. .

Let( s not talk 'about ERA, and let us not talk about abortion.
The we must agree to disagree Ms. Friedan, let us find some
things that vsie agree about. I went to give you rny opinion.'

I believe that women have beenover the agessuperior, domi-k
nant. I believe that you can show that women determine how we
spend our' money. Ms. Friedan, I do not believe you even believe

,
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what ,your are saying. I .tbinit'lvnmen are stronger than that I
*really belieke that. Lzhelieve ,that the are not eilual, because
women can Zonce,ive and' bear childrenliand .men cannot. Bit I do
think that we are equivalent, but very different. So that is my bias.
I love my wife, and I love women a whoVot more than. I do men.

Ms. FRIEDAN. I love amen, too, Senator.
Senator DENTON. I believe that.
Ms. FRIEDAN.' But I believe that women have strengths, have

strengths, and have sensitivity to the values of life that men unfor-
tunately, under what I would call the masculine mistake, under
the macho tlkat still prevails in this country, have been armored.

Senator DENTON. I believe Playboy's response was Playgirl, and I
think*then we got into the battle of the sexes.

Ms. FRIEDAN. Women need equal opportunity, Senator, women
are citizens of 4this society,, and they must be able to earn, they
must be able to have an education, and they must be able. to have
their own voice to put into our politics, into . our society and
strengths. t t

Senator DENTON. All .tht. What,' besides the child allowance,'
can you tig,,ree on that Ms7Fried-an jug said?

Ms. BERGER. Let me just interject--
Sendtor'DENToN. All right, go ahead; Ms. Berger.
Ms. BERGER. Let me just interject for one moment, a different

perspective.
I do not think that it is ouror the task of the Government, to

police or regulate women's want to work or not to work. This is a
private matter, .which is none of the Government's concern, and
shoilld not be involved in these discussions here.

What is of interest to the Government is always who takes t4e
of those individuals who cannot care for themselves. So weanie',
back to the issue that Government's t oncern is with children. I 'clO
not think-the "woman's question" should 'preoccupy this Commis-
sion at this point at all. This is a much--

Senator DENTON. This is who I care most about In this matter,
children and their happiness and well-being.

M's. BERGER. Let me go back to children. So the issue I.think, and
perhaps Ms. Friedan will agree, and I am sure that' George Gilder
will agree, should not turn so much amiond these rni lass
women we hear so much about; the ones who tried to ir
freedom out of the home; and now are beginning to find hat
this freedom is not all that it had been trumped up to be, -now
wantto go back to the home. Again, that is theiii problem.

The issue here is that middle-class women who also have fami-
lie , have a' chance of buyinglhat freedom. They can leave the
h me, and have options for the care of t eir children at the same
ti e, with fundamentally harming childr I do, not know whether
t is kind of trend in the middle cl s is good or bad. I do
not want to' go into that question here, as we could exchange con-
tradictory data endlessly.

The issue then, is what, about the lower classes, the working
poor, and the nonworking poor. -And at that point we logically have
to 'make up the question of child allowance in the form of a vouch-
er system--

Senator DENTON. More governMent policy is involved there also.

27-847 0 - 84 - 24 370
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8,441i::.., Ms. BERGER: Thal perha'ps is wha involved here" too.
!.."..A.' In other words, what we ,do want 4 tsr give lower _class people,

who' do not have the resources, the same kind of options 'which
middle-class people alrea0 have had for a long time.

Now, at that point, we have to stall to involve the- Government,
, and for that, reason we Vu*. start again a 'national debate on the
question of child allowandet i .

Again, let' me say women may then choose to,,stay at home, and
thus supplement with thekr` own efforts the education of their chil-
dren; or they may turn to Ergrandmother; or a father may want to
stay home; or a neighbor. My personal preference, based onlong
studies, are for small Linita of child care. At the same time I woad'.

1

Pwilling, since I believe:in the importance of options, that fami-
es could even choose a Government-run day e.:' as- center; let's say

one that serve's 5,000 thildren a day. The type of-care is not at.
issue lis-e, what is atissue is the question of choice.

&HMI' DENTON. Mr. Gilder?
Mr. GILDER. Yes; I think that day care subsidy should be col -

lapsed, and tax credit shOuld be collapsed into the child allowance.
That does provide the option, the woman an determine how she
wantsrto Use this additional money, and thus it does not penalize a
woman who does choose to stay home with her children during-Nio
that early period. That is one of the advantages of child allowancb.

The only furtherthat also child allowances relieve'some of the
pressure to continually increase the piinimum wage, because every
job cannot support a family, and yerthe assumption that every job
has to support a family exerts continual pressure to increase the
minimum wage, which in turn results in increasing unemployment

and poverty among people whose work is' not worth as much as the
additional money paid. _ .

There is a kind of fantasy here, a dniddle clEilis fantasy, about
' what life is like. However, I °detect, and talk alSout flextime, and

maternity leaves, and all this nbnsense. Because when you really
see lower middle class ,people, and you talk to them, you find that
they do not do one job, they do two jobs. They have their kids
working. The woma is workin verybody 'is working, and there

- js noto all this flextime, and eternity leaves, is really designed
to help the upper class wom ompeting with, lower class men,:
who gain their income by world uch harder than anybody else
in this society, and they' work ha,: and they,,pro440,13iore, and
they support the economy, and I these people . yilici arethis is
the way economic growth occurs.

There are 16 mil mall businesses in the United States and
these are mostly run ilkipeople who work' fame "than 8-hour
days. Their whole lives are devoted to thistkilid of effort, particu-
larly during the period 'when they have tliiipport children, and
these othersall the talk about, you know; part-time work is-a fan-
tasy, it just reveals a complete incomprehension of what, life is
about, what working-life entails. -v,.,No.,

_
Ms. FRIEDAN. Senator, I think I have to say one thing. That allies

snAle, ring of yours at women working, and ellen--
Sir. GILDER. Who is sneering? ' -

- Ms. FRIEDAN. The implication that women are working, somehow
.

taping jobs away, educated women are .taking jobs away, unedueat-.
° itr'rte' .
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-:ed nieff,,,that is noto,vhat those: figures:Alba:Not AL-That means
ti*-Why is the joli;'Ociedchipig,qhildten, or nursing; worth less
than the job of collecting;garblikenrneari it is. al-pay for work
of comparable value means thatis pay for sonic4rthe services that
are essential to this society, that have been paid less -;than they
should have been paid, because women do them, a d Win talking
about-the economy in general; if the women whip e now in- the
wIrk force would leave it tomorrow, this eConorny ould collapse,
and you know that. oy,,

Mr. GILDER. Who is talking ahout leaving the work force?
M. FRIEDAN. That' is what you are saying. Why do they not just

leave the work force?
Senator DENTON. Professor Berger? .,

Ms. BERGER. Let me just turn the discussion into a different di-
rection.

I would like to see some research done on the future of work in
this sense. As technolOgY is advancing we see a:change in people's
needsand that goes. for men as well as for women. Men kind
women no Idngej: need to be in person. atthe workplace, and per

'can run large numbers of occupations out of their 'own house-
. I can well imagine thannany-women, perhaps, most women

uld.choose'to have the possibility of working out.,:of their house-
Id at least as long aS their children are small. -
Whet do such futuie shift min the organizptiOn of work imply?,

Could that not be a studythe Government could engage in, and
coUld-that not be-More productive, instead of simply, going onto ha-
rangue each other alp .: past problems" of ideological differences ?''

Mr. GILDER. It is ill,,Aul, of course.: 0 "''MS. BERGER. What is? ., ----
Mr. pILDER. To work out of your 'household; if it competes with

any unionized activity. , 4,9 (,-/
Ms. BERGER. Yes,. But the future of technoltgical.d ye opment is

gm-

going- to force us into ,this direction any way. There Iso a hope
that by that time we want to rediscover the househol , if we still
have a household left. We might havk destroyed it in the mean-

. --1time. .
.

We may; nd that our childr n:-*---whom we may wish to take care
of in the. household, sometime in the future, again have in the
meanwhile been farmed out to. agencies who will reluctant to
give them up. ,iii

Senator DENTON. Let me just interject one remark hero.
We are not talking about untrod ground iji some of the experi-

mental measures we are at times advocating. Having been in WAt
Germany for a number of purposes, I clad look into this with them .
for a few days. West Germany provides $50 a month child allow-
anco Per, child, fully paid mater ity ,benefits for 3 months to a year,.
and &payment of $500 when tl qrst child is born.

The things that are in deb teAtithiri' e Bundestag are much
more advanced than just these benefits. et e progreSs in Ger-
many has included having the 1pikest birth ra in the world, and i
one of the higher divorce raies: So I art' not sure that the-- ,

Ms. BERGER. Senator Denton; may kiust interject?

31?



iI ,do not think the trends have anything to do with ern-
ment pOlicies. These are due to much. widii

&
forces, which are

beyond any Goverlent's control. 410, * ' . A

Ms. FRIEDAN. By t: e way. _: 7 i'

. Mr. GILDER. These Europ4Plifiduntrieili, however, do not have the
complete' chade of family bfealtddinearnorig-the poor that we do...

In general,. there is particularly `in France re I have studied`
most, closely, and where the ,child alloWance n most fully de-
veloped; and deeply, entrenched, -the levels ily breakdown,
the poor Ent` not :'female - headed families, to anywhere near the
extent that they are in theUnited States. .

Senator DENTON. Well, I stand corrected on any inference to that
country and I do not pfetend to match my brief experience in West

,

Germany With your studies. ,

Ms. Friedan, did You-7, , .

,

- :ts 1,
Ms. FaicciAl. kfrOKanted to say that One 'area That Government

polly is affectect;that I think we have, neglected to mentiki.,,is,the
whole policy of pension and social security now, which rvally penal,
izes women terribly if they have not worked outside the home:

rmean, if women have spent many years devoting,thernielves to
home and childOn, the present social security 014,*Pegillilly
with a high divorce rate, there could be 3 million warner-Mte-you
know, since minimal old-age social secutity, of the 122.k month, .
theref,wia an attempt to remove that altdgether, arid that 'was pre- -
yenta but it "was grandfathered, as you know, so that itilt
future, unless omething is 'changed, there will be a lot of wome ,
of my generati n, who spend a ,gOod part of their lives as house-,
wives, and are not therefore entitled, entitle them to the present
social security set up, to social security in their Mtn right, or to
share in a,:luisband's pensionnd they will be in dire straits, and
additional -bulylens upon their children, if the children art going to

,take that burden, otherwise on society as a whole. Aci ,
So there is enormously. an urgent need for pension ik,social seal- ei

rity form, to in re that women and men have vesteot inifirest in
pension or
one oh -the
other inequi
age, and the
middle years
tion' of povert
policies that can-be change
' Senator pEgroW. The mo e family breaks data, the lessfeel-
ing of obligation to:take ea, e of nlaer people within the extendeql
family, Ifuess. 'Although some fhmijies Continue'tb respect, their"'
elders. With-that .fact, I am .not arguing with yOti, However: the
more inflation, the, more those people giffer, hitatoge they have set
up retirement income, and so forth, which' become worthless that
does trelate directly to the importance of thelivork. ethic and the

1," health of the noniy to the picture Of stronger nded families.`
1s. FRIEDAN. See, I would include that und fly policy. ,I'

mew I think that the.'faMily' does not stop. The n for family
ople,reacti age 60,. 0, or 80,7as fiey are

ecurity,. if one Chooses toif they ch&iseo. that
stay home and take care of children, 40 cf
at the moment leave women so unRrotected 1h ,

elp' to -do this disparity that exists in the
nger years,.carries Over ,to extrpme situa-4,

of wi en i ld age, Eind,these *re Goirerwent ,

does n t stop when
. doing now.

....10#
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Mit we. haVe to again, look very careftilly. e 'reality. Youqt.cannot say wells I 'mean we know that it is tyi tter for people
to-he hying in the community in Their older:, ,5tilan in nursing
horn'es.'We know that 'some kind Rf family support is ideal. But to

) think that peoples' children are going to pick this.up, given the mo-
.bility *American minds, the geographical mobility of American

, life, and the factii0f4t*ing, you know, women and men, working,.
is that what I sajokitilire beginning, and Professor Gilder does not
approve of it, we must put American ingenuity into social innova-
tion,. and into supports for new- family type of housing and ton-iinu:
nity supports that enable people to live out their lives in dignity, in
the community, and with'the familiar type supRort that'they need
in age, even if they are not iscrOgraphcally nearAliek own children:

Senator DENTON. Ms. Friedan, you and Mr. Gilder -did not have
prepared written statement'.,

IS there any part of yoinIpokperhaps the latter part=Ms.
'Friedan, which represents negotiations among the faCtions warring
over the family pointed out byProfessor Berger in her book? These
include the liberationists, thse iefidktionalists, and the professional
knowledge class.

I thought that there.vas great 'hope in the latter part of your
book. I find myself havingadjuSted.my own attitudes. For example, '.

I have learned,that the girI8 I knew in the eighth grade, wh6 were
the bet spellers and the best students in math are 'now able to
apply blab; as compared to tKe ;-women 'of th*1940"g. I am not
against that at all. '

,I was just poi3ing out that we might begettink a little confused,,
even as, we argue on .one side urthe other,'abotit what rOles* we
shout be playing. .I just note that. rdo not want to stop-women
from rking..

I wo like 'pe ission forMr.. Gilder to subniit his article from
fhe -Wall Street urnal; Thdrsday, September' ,22, eOtitied
`child' Allowances: Out :of. the -Welfare.,Trap'. We -seem to' have

'*ggreed on the need r us to conSicler'childallowances.
[The article refer ed to and questions-' with responseskfrom Mr.*

Gilder-and Ms, Berger and additional information follow:].).
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(7T) CHILD LIC44NCES: (SI' T1& 1JW TRPP

tlttiki by the U.S. guoerfllOett. It p,rqi.91s
Atter,,)0 years, as ike children gone p.

er'IILg? It. a chalice Inn' deneñdfñbt ItII laconic mull doobte Ill real

Ecer uiace the War as Poverty 'nt on apartment of .r own ietg. Ioysn';

Creil StIolcOY - onattal neAltY medicine. irgal uiianctaid lcniblna
In'the lowe middle class.iltb collisiuI .

pearl aon.'eiuswrwmvu bane argued thai .gruvj' gj jM lane. has createvit crisis 6I

Ike. i00 41114 fldtSillbUin 6,00mm ieuer.l hundred doilaru a month'
.'otoosclence In American tastily tie, to

only it thi isppf 4eztwytitg the In yIy ncaJ Incentives coolJlcI uhasply

cenitro lad tsmuile Si tie pacu St any oflier male acquainlAhcd with them0r$l dutirs of paternal litjtport

Al P' paged, money peiit 06 offered ieqtn5r requirement
With welfare theLly monte of laconiC

sodu]-PrOgrami grow by aaclrr o3ç in
ciwociol dollani sod ekeimingtydomi

of Inch There hnlhiriicIal condi that T1SeS an the iniflhly growl, lower-mid-

oiled the onmiunitea of Mnertcb,'u
oim Slne.MiAt beq. aniillegltlmate cblll.

die-alias tansltlea with cldldren face I nefl-

cities, wbere' activists lovuset'
Italic baa threeCbjldreO, her effective 000 dilemma,

their attentionS _

llart lomme In NewCorb State wilt iist
. Congress, hoceuir, has devoted none of

TIle Te*1i1U are sow In With 4ItwS&1J
to ñvore tItan 45% above the alter' ,komnIrig concern to Svntttes raising

I
blarE tunhliul sstw beaded city woafro, v.ith

ti_s earnings 01 itoh time job aftt nslziV dretl. Instead, it has mode their pnnb-
lna worse ttmt eliminating the so-

15% of tuck children born itI wedlock mum wage. q

I
and with black moth unentploythrnr nuep'

Wehla,, eaperls will atLt to the hots called 'singles' penalty" In live las law,

10k In tlsosy bUS, liii Coldest that cr.
tenceol.pftvgrants that allow tier to marty and then 1fl9$1 *1* "manage penlit),"

I
servanom ert&ted tiwi

C.,, Ike father of her offspring wlthpui
which chiefly hlfected two.eurnercoigi't

tIne her benefitS. But the AF'DC'proOTast' without children. . -
C

log to lee live cumeot resiastse sltheilelt
tor la.rouies wIth unemplOyelt tinens ci laoae fmiiclez e000louliyapyeallla

Ui the wreckage that their ,cclai prnj'thmt,

slmpa well loin the lo*er,nithtle ctinw
Long':etn vnprovement of the goner-ity ca1:ure 'i'Sbane werelgbt: Alter the enlensiun of Iced

acudeoum declare Prat the welfare sPstem depen4s on de1egitimzing out'oji,vedlock births and lqn-

is s*orsin5 4e0 beo!aase only a shinS por.
awl of Its expauiied "oipuJathon" urn long

imiZtTIg fldtTW°C, even w*thn the welfag5e system.

term reclpienls dependent on the nystem
for the bath 0* theIr tncomea. This redef lot hopelessly compllted asd subject to to toe lltgtl'liythg Washington nli?gles, two

lion at the sample Iroup only clOuds analy' withdraaut according to the caprice of bu- earner.chUdfreo couplei, hooloseuuhls and

n, of what has happened tov,tzrnica'a real reaucrals.
the jUte who dominate the lyglstative and

S v1Mi core. r WIth such an overwhelming llsdncetnent
bureaucratic ófftces thai design these pro

AntIdote 10 ' lOom the aiSle, millions oIjog women- grams, But the resai$ are dangerous tq

Tto Clvii flights CommissIon. the-New have indeed launched thegit te children . the social fabric..

York Times, the marchers or Wauhiogtuo,
Into the,woltare culture. As thIs behavIor 0 Married gouples With Mdren hear not

riuslnest Week'a eduturllilita, 'at it.irtiars becomes accepted hi welfarecolttmuolttes,
nitty the brunt of tAx thcrues. but aso

tioreger and her torte join ii a clverus It Is adopted by many girls, black and the burdens ill raining th chIldren 'tat

a.tLlng 0501f wellare and cot enneots as while, without calculation oq,,decelt. os-a thttyilgh the. Soclat Security system ad

I the ailUdole to the thsasfrr coaled by ear- aoople retlecuon oba way 11 hOle. support thr chlldtree couples In theCr retir'

tier caresses, Initn.the dinsetcisrs of 13* II may came a.s a ahrck to e par- meot. If th mother a',a',s home to care for

wellaretlate disaster cansot tie concealed. tisa50 01 the U.S. weItare'atateat lld her children, moreoagr. SIre Is dejviued of

Slncc middle-class blacks alhw no more II- program isa peculIarity of our nation. The a foil 181st tax credit for authorloed day'

legItimacy than whItes, the block ralP-oç socialists of Germany or Greece wostld care services mr two or more offspring.

15k outcutel a nearly complele break never dreani itt rrrdg euery to-year' Exacerbating th plight of the.Inkrrled

does oflumc black faoitliesw precisely Oldgtrl who manageS to get pregttxbt with 'mother with children Is the campaign to

the nrlgllborbinols. where the social pin- free apartment ci her own.. end allegevi "dIscrimInatIon" . p,gji,_sj a

.pnis focused. The recent Casus Bureau A wellarv, culture so arduously md en- women In Vt, work forte. II turns test that

1l*shvculw st_sw the progr made when leonuuely lncuIted with all the wiles and ' the must srphlstlrated computer analyses

j parents atay together The aaeroge Income wealth of tjie rttprlcan guueromeut cahtnot of sex dlscrttnlnatlz lead Inerorably to

Of Inc1 black fambim with children row be readily traaaftmed. But tong inrm Ins- only one

during the 197Oo. i 10% nO comparable ptouen depetria on delegltlmizln ouj-
beneftllogf Ism,el

olgntflcuittly iu5

-only one poup It

wbllehuninchold,'.ttnmlh%atthralarioJ
ofuedlU births and lefltintlilng mal earoingmore'thunthe"crnientttlls"and

tile decade. By coiltruat. the gap betweell rtare euen within the wetture system. education' would seemingly justify. That

blaci and white faintly lnmmeo oncrall Since 1960, all Increases Ix ,*sooii tox- group comprises lnwet middle-class mon.,p

haunt narttmed In Iwo decades. utlon I*ve tallen on manTled couples with, with hIgh bohoflI education ouleso and with

lllrgiWacy mean, that the bus Will be. children, whose taoeu bile risen by be- haie faniIlis tosuppert: lit Other words.

brought up In hunics where,meney seets. -utweco 00% and 400% depending on. the the husbands dl the .'eety towel-middle-

aiao always Inadequate entitlement b thither oh olfspgiAg n
class women already ahtilctad by the Co.

.wi.,rnhen trni die aisle Many these A key -erasots lithe e aporall f the -'brad wettare trip.

utho-.ndI'tvauefotoae clrll deduction, winch would tttJ° Tbebeslwaytochaitjtthlnoyttem

ito cnto,preif&islr. .ini nearly 10,00 toddy U It had rlaépce djsurtn the wells_se trip is to concert the

menu nOva fak. nwt tca.r oltl Incomes irid Inflation ainc%prId cuneo( chtl dedociloo-ahratg JhI the

They .11t foal theIr manruoul naf bv*toni op a child haunt rlsbo rapidl0. ', 4 LIon ot't)C- ta a monthly paymeol, in:roan aina-)in ch0d. 'Matl. Meanwhile, the rk 0* ng d1y and the eqor.t par-

tiling au alto *01 by fierce llreel rthslrtr0* Accor&rg to Depart' meat ogunIel galled a child allowançç, i

slth,thelr peers, gyratIng al.vayw toward inenl 0* Lkbar, one child a tb% In- whlcb goes a ahJojarnitIW with children,

tile violent, that an often el-u/ ls airing on' asme hItifala preseve the e. famty legiflotale or. Illegithnale, Teea-ae 00bth-
standard oh itviltg. white two children no- eel of tflegltunale chlldL iaowrvnr.

jBat any gil Is nñereaq lrredinble so- - qulre 40% more than the thildtmo fr-vol. shvouJdiioI recelne the ,pazng portion of -
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et/Al' but .should get .their are and
chi allowances through lieu 'own moth-

As In civilized couninn wound Mk t
._. world where II is sale to walk the streets/it\

nightilleguimacy'would not be massively
favored over legitimate Motherhood.

Such 'a child allowance program. put
Into effect ,without new appropriations:
could InItially otter a listable payment of
sonic S2S per month per thud. Among sc.
live politicians. Daniel Patelek Moynlhaq
once supiloried such a plan'and while In :

.1; ngress, David nted de.
l4%'..-. id and porerful Case

Sloclunan
lor

p
I
res

siemilar a 1
sys.

.- ine-OR tas 4rtchts- foe children. The swell.
Ica of the c
we orth by Joseph Acetone In a

onageaph recently published by the
n undati

urea. In Sweden, lot` ex.
ample, the rwlenment swamps Its child

. alinwancei with overwhelming contrary
subsidies lot Illegitimacy and family

,breakdnien. sifiputes Incomes at maretnal ,', .
rates Igo nom foster work respensibill.
ties, As the soefal bankruptcy,, of secular, ,
humanism deco es increauntlY evident.
churchetv;111 h to regain the confi.
dence Jo lea Ity rather thap social ',,
ISM to the . But ch allowances arg a :
crucial first s ep tow's a sensible welfare
Ohd tax systempsullporting famlhes rather
than subverting Mem.

or left -from,'"Worklare" and lower mini. f '.
None of thecithet programs of the right

mum wages to more "family planning"
e.and abortions-.woulikhare any significant'
effect, on the problan. ; '
A Nightmare

Even the usual remedy of more Jobs,
particularly for wpmen would do nothing
at all to dent the welfare culture. LI.S..em
"Torment rose 27% dunng the last decade'
With 19 million net new Jobs: two-thirds of
them we to women while the welfare cid.
lure st adily wqrse.

Wor fare programs for welfare mother%
are. an administrative nightrnadt In mm
lice recluinne large daycare experwes and
accomplishing nothing of value either for
U. recipients or society. Having dnven the
fathers, out of the ghetto /amity by wet..
fere. the government throbsItr ^workfam"

mothto take away the moth as well.'

mount ;rah!' of sex and! ly, they Will
1)nfil cold I the. para

concunie to m ply the problems they pre-
tend to solve and contlope is ravage the
lives 01 the .poor In the name Of comps.
slon. Current programs will Continue to
create a en:Tonal Anuferclass. of enlist
male welfare beneficiaries who exploit She
walfarwgrap by living off a sines 01 fe-
male plents -.and extend It by violence
ever deeper into the hearlof our clUes and
our national consciouineks.O

Mr. Gilder is theathor of "WcOlth and
PnurriV..

r
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1. Guaranteed income4progrom.,pt. a lemeaestested benefit plans
?redictably resulk in faM1:-Ireandown. They do this by with-
drawing a dollar of be-nefitslor each dollar earned. The incentive
to earn is lessened, as. 06 experiments show.

tt,
A 404440 the timokthat incentivedisannears, there '3 the

g'rowing'uwareness in tl1e recipient, if i'lifs Person is a man
with children, that he is unnecessary for their support, because
the benefit program has shown the willingnegS to replace hiM,!. .c?

dollar for dollar. His role as orotider has been taken from yi.1r,
There is no such threat in a child allowance program. The r...k '''

allowance does not replace the father, but helps him' I* his role.
In a child allowance, the father finds an income sunplement,
not a prqgram to'supplant him. fluaranteed income plans drive
famili s apart7 child allowances cah help hold families together "'
by he. 'ill.1 them meet their own needs; and encouraging their effrte.

'r
.

.

°
Such criticism is not relevant to family allowances.

ac ia7brings with it an incorrect interpretation of the Meanin ,,

American ethnic diversity, by perceiving it as a. liabili y to' f

the nation. In reality, American ethnib diversity is :eireat

benefit to national life. By it, w have more sources of growth.
Famiy allowances can be successfu ly'applied to any'famila, .:

of any ethnic- grounwhich er shes it life gether. .

3. In the current climate of welfa e re rm:i..,:th eget o\the

anyone can. become truly needy ioughAt sgualif,for be .fi-to..
"truly needy" has becomes meani /Oss ter , almost

"Needy":gply takes. on mea-nin .when it'as applied to certain
categbrie,5 of permanentdisability. : .

Those who advocate the qlfercement anT;reach to welfare
probjeMs'as the solution fa 1 to realize Opt welfare has
be'comil a subculture in many parts of our cities. .Peo?le.,.will'

seelvtoqualif2 for the existing or future- standardsbecause '1'

benefits,are higher than low earning Pay. The po* seeithat
it doesn't make, sense to work for wages less than welfare
benefits, and the wel5afe system has already underWlined.tft'p
families, an way:, 42 . ..'

1.- iii
',

.

. . .e. . .

IToy nce Would not drastica)ly change things.

sc.all her benef4s if th a-ritill the: fath, ..':'47
is seen as a universal benefit, and!so th'e'm lier

e child.' That' is-different from' eur,telit situation"
ancl.p %vides more hope .to these young' teApial fahilies.

S. The hous.ng provision of welfare is really one of the keys ..

Co the high illegitimac, rates. Ihe heti-Sing componealt.lheuld ./'

be channelled
age 0 av
of sta
II' )ij

ough .the mother of, the young girl in4il.the,.
This'is tbe.official oT 4"number f

the girl declares spe is ihdenendent,shA., O.
benefits. 1 '

-4,

Alio cest-Ilguid hck'abolgsh-therlweorbmizerinli
s. The allowancd.WPuld not radically change the situation'

would makdan-easier transition froM4wea'fare dependeney
to tie economic mainstream. ,

e

hlk'f4 ,
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*Child alkoltvances would support lower middle class families; C
41 of wiiicF would stand to gain econclically by breaking up,A things dMnd. now When families do break up, child raining
efforts areAiften disrupted, and family failure muse be corrected 1i.,y expensive remedial. efforts., It is more_reasonable'to help
orevent faMily failure.

.04.'. .

.

'`Child allowances also help to reduce the penalty a young
girl f by marrying a minimum wage earner. Accepting hisresponsib 'ty for his child should be ffirmdb.1 Medicaid i a big problem in this icbare, and its linkage
to welfare prov es an incentive a nst marriage, because
-.1 minimum wage ear d may not receive edical eoverage throughhis work. However, t se many 'fficultiee can only be aoprba bedone at a time. The chi I allo ce Is not a panacea.

,
'6. "C:reeping welfarisre. is a ait\d'accompli, and the most prioujoir

middle,class welfare erogr b cannot be rescinded.
Attacking' child alloWlxiic s as possible cause of future

family instability is to riii.s th6 point,oE,the allowances-
I Families with-children; 'and ecially- larger families, have

. .ik
,.a definite contribution to the future of'this nation will

be. The4g fhmiir are.,hea lie' buriden d by Itetweight of taxatiop,
,,-. -

.tho presently *iillAbei' e MOtions tor 'heir chi/dren. ..41
and the lower in ie rainif em: derive tle or no ;benefit from

It is dearly to the enefit of the nation that family
stability tie encriy,lge at all income. levels. The more families
break dc, the Mote eteri,orated the family fabric-pf,focietybecomes. As thib ocess continues, government'will necessarily
grow, as well he programs -it must.provide.

CHildapp es .are seasonable a modest supports to tek
i child raishig effort, The allowance wolild not Gate a work.' ...

disihcentive, but would promote fami y integritl and litnks. '.

.Don`,,r exclude.Rhild ,q1lowances from considera lop because,
,

y
there, is a fgar etes, cobld grow toolarg.n. Pear fie pansion

1

defense or.garbagecollectnn expenses would get
The arl.ow6a1Ne'is intended to be modes't in size, to he the '

could apply along those lines to fear that police

family ilwet.;,itsen tweeds,' and not to reriAace falit.lt @fforts.-

'ona.l.

;:nWli'./ .4,
. .

4kt'e-: 4, 4...:.7. The indiome Sax exe4ti,on for dependent children is widely used,
.%-,.,.:bpt Caries'in tax=reddeitig value. It gives greatest aicl to ,.

AlWast income families and less. aid 0.rlow.incohe families. ,../,..1k.
''Low income families with a gtIkter than,a "ge Wn i:iMiiet:Of Ohjalren
reeicVe no benefit from the OX'emption at..."'

... called a very Fflectivft.tbef for helping
child'raising,:e0i.4Cs:"

simply. rai§inthe.curr ntekemptioi w
tax reducing iMPO-Ct on la income families,
incomerilies wil tee ve orppertionatiiy.
some will continue avi no hegefit at a' 1,'

E would also be more.-129iiti,nq the exe
ra c chithi allowance. A Higher exemotion' Would re
taxes on o sectors of the society and economy.-

W
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0. An increNe bP,t
- help to a fAmj4)0,.

0 ,t limits df ,the

reAit,wou'd provide
KithO he'earningV
molt -increase;

Jipto,th
ara.4 t ltiv" et 't1

Wou 4
et fid gnomic s

4, #4t goul.,
:'. be ,!onfiscato th ltrotf4.' A 4;pc.91:9.

tax credit. e rp-sUt colitifGIN4c4ftd ;:-t' ''''''' NI,

disc cen,tive o worl,..V Adirt.. n'Aell gAti.
,Jec

And rsop refers to tlie, seated by al14,:hill.gh ,...

in he earned income Crew vertylval2.4 .'n.,,lok;$

,. tiO,...
, c:'' 4 2,

9. The child al wanceipcs.ao or'suggelit the federal zation

1x of the-At welfare .sy9 ma. IC state sy.tems would roma'
' ,

intact lro ihour, ...'77.
,

...
. ,

The allowance would aVe?the effect of lowe ihg the

absolute valuelofpwelf e M ents: Thechild, lowanc ,.

plus AFD6payment in tie fu re uld egAal toda 's AFDC

payment. Welfare kacirlients w Id not lose any, ll+ligunder

the child allowance plan. A y, they would gAtoo because

when the). leave AFDC;.they wour4 ontinue to receive. thil,
. .

Child allowhnce an all other paints would. If people '

respOnd to this familyjncentiVe, future welfare programs,

may actually be smarller. The 'goal of the ch. lowance

is to help all familp_s become and remain able, itl

_the conseplent strenprhgning effects on the rest o s cigty,.

J

O

George Gilder
and

Joseph Piccione
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RESPONSES BY MS. BERGE:1i TO SUITLFAiNTAL QUESTIONS

Brig ${C! r

WelMeale0,Gotiege
? tt

'fillbli.i4ice cinestions posed to me by the Subcommittee on Family and Human t

Services on th'e topic of "Broken FamiliesRol orGovernma.nt", are not easy ti'''.

11°
4n or one, the various trends leading to family fragmentation are of long

'.,

star ing and beyond the immediate control of,Covernmental actions, and for another, it was

precisely the increassing intervOntioniof the Goveenment anti its agencies into

the affairs of the family that have largely produced such havoc for the family.

It could be arkued 7 and l'am inclined to do - the Government instead of alleviating '

family problems, has magnified if not creat them.
Oh,

For this reason, the chief fami 1ssue,rhen it comes to the Government, is i

how to get the Government out lif the f, ily. In other words, we first have to recognize

4i1tt the liberal_ vision of thewelfare _...e has not Been_good for the family, be tliLy

.-5 tnow poor or not.

What the Government as government cando to benefit the family-is more in the

area of working towards a new_policyapprnachto_theLIally that,fi guided by the,,,

lessons learned from thellistakes of the past.

. ," ii

) - The Reagan Administration has been the heir of an outmoded,f not harmful,approach

to the family. Although the Administration has successfully' rie to redirect a'fibitiber'of
E.

....

social issues through its "new federalism" into different channels, it has been

singularly unimaginative anH ineffective when tt*mes to the family. It is of

utmost importance for'the Administration to ondWAtand, that,budget cuttillfthough

necessary) is noc,a substitute '.1{lar a-cohesive,appitoigh towardif4h, .fi1114; '' .

ft . Y.

A, ! ..
it is difficult for me to overstate the prepostdousnet of,the currentsqtmation,

4
1!,,--'

'y ' Ot4'... .... v 4
1.11..Cill .,he areinflueneial in trip'public discourse c'ontinuiq perceive issues,

e and deb'ate 4pr4ram,a Irian '.them'(above alljhe Governmbnt) - atu

IP
direct]

c'ounter tothe Vealues,-expectat o s. es of

`in crest

fha.GovernMent in conttnuirlig,to s4NArt prefsely

the ,majority o

tt

se professiOrillli!

,

(including 00lArfinarcing of rese f have been,ant co
a, . 4°:

er'

.11
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the enemies of the family in supporting a def ct legacy of 'doing harm to thi4

mo,t,l131 oftrUll soc ial institutions. (Howard. Philipps of the Congewtiye Cauc s

has some important truths to nay about this).'

The sit ant fun iiieYen tnorc4,repos'torouN at a time when opportunities to

work t owal nun a new nil icy approach towards. the family are geoultely

llnite .t number of different people and - often immolated to each tiger.

have for ,omo time tried to work towards the f ?mulation of '11.; different c

framework that will'he more he4icial 1(o:4:gamily:

The Child and Family PrylEtion Institute (Connaught MarOner)

(Joseph Piccione) 1)?The Pree'Congr

The itockford Instit loon)

r.
se (Bob Woodson) .The National Cent.,

George Steiner (grot

Nathan Glazer (liarvard)

Ceorge P11der (Tyringham).
%%At,

Tilt; Illtimportant thing the Reagan Administration could do is to proyide .througlit

Its i'.telow, its funds, and its prestige-, opportunities for

thesegroups to week. together towards Imw approach 7%4;41 t family.

,

jer

O
,' That is to nay, the "capturing of the Middle-grotwid" I a advocating in my hook

6

r

lihe War Over the Family can only begin with concrete family lacy pro\vsals

(that' have to )te.clarified, researched and empirically substantiated), in a"new-1(44'.

um.
WIT it comes to family questions, most ordinary people are centrists anyway. Illhat

4' r
Is at issue is a newiperspeCtive,dnewAangwage and new proposals that reflect the

.,

Nrms,
values a d hopes of irdinary people.

)11°
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,A?1 t t has be'come at

abllity,,to develop this

is collirsned to inaction

:pose policy efforts and

:ethos by now, .1 don't t c h of the Government '

new approach. This does wt mean that the "C ov c r

Inthe meanwhile. Government could and should support*

em
TIoirama :that cltarly do nn harm to the family:

-4axation proposals that benefit the family (see I. PfCAgle)

family tight4 issues (Rena Willer and Btuce Hafeft,-)1160 College)
(it...should-be mentioned here that the Covernmetls deiltion not to 4

pursue at this point e policy of "squeal rulidellifty be politically
wise, but net in the interest of the family and shdpierbe tivived
in a differentC$rm. in the future)

1. Vt

houslog 4 scrImInntion against large families (Mari;triglrtEdelman, Children's ..
D efe Fund)Fd)

:

support :nid ettension of meaningful support to the handicapped members of
f am i 1 lea

holding Individuals aceoC7NGin their, obligati to the family
, 'lb.'

(and lot only in terms of the support paymentsIt'absent fathers as iMeilar
Admi istettion bas,wistly, decided, but extend, this .obllgation to other
area. as,:well: the aged,the wedle, the luindicapped) . .

.. ..

rellnk In all arms of the Governinent the posalbittAV. child allowance

progipms Oat haetta "Voucher concApt" basis

A A

Your quest loni.pertaIning to governmental programa thtle.lirt tn'adb -focused would
require a lengthy treatment of the folliet of the. iltibililitryI4n ing for "individual
rights" over family rights. In essence... the ,wholehtsiorY brthe est 50 years has
been to give prO'crence to adult pretumptive needs end mot.thos of the family, whih,
by definition involve children and the weak members of ,the fah y.1f '01
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December 9, 1983

Al

The Honorable Jeremiah Denton
United States Senator and Chairman
Subcommittee on Family and Human es. 1

A624 Immigration Building
Washington, 0.C. '20510

Dear Senator Denton:

I appreciated the opportunity to
address your Subcommittee on the topic of

"Broken Families: Role of:Government." I be ;:the testimony I presented

then speaks directly to the follow-up questio du'osked of the.Witnesses 4
so I will not be sending a d tailed response' Oltionally, I Concur with

the responses that the Natio 1 Association d unties provided to you.

4 ,,
There is one area of concern that I would.li re-emphasize and that is

V.-4 the distinct disinceRtives to work which we,,
into the,AFOG program,

pr.-Warily' as a result of the 1981
iii ion Act. I firmly

believe that the ma4ority of parents,rei0;11g' ;Yments desOre.to

ndin employment that will enable. th gm
-suff cient members of

society. However, the transition /Tan indepepAence difficult.

Many AFDC parents are initially only 4.tatn low-pay' jobs which

do not yield enough fricome to cover thA outs of wdrki g and, raising

, - 0 family -- food andlilothing, mediCal child care, rent and transportation

to name just a few essentials. Becadse ftFDC regulations, working

Parents find that they soon become ire r AFDC and Medicaid. They

are placed in thcuntenablepolitibn.o g to much mAney to receive

assistance but ndrtnou9W moneirto,sury 4, I dependently..' , \

OP
:

),

Congress can assist, families in Maki e transition to independence by

'restoring AFDC incentives to work... program should mended to allow

paren45 to keep the first 530.00 an e-third of the, ma ng earnings up

1 to a Reasonable cut-off poiRt. ,The shoel five realistic caps for

day care and work related expenses andenable Me taid-benefits to be

provided beyond the period of AFDC e'lt,91bfqtY.
f.these changes are made,

re parents .v/i11 be willing and able 16Yeek employment and upport their

fa ilie . 4

Sincerely,

A

Diane AfRens

.&/e.e-,...../

Ramsey 4punty..ipomis5ioner

4 /-

J
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think
. ,...

' Sen DEtrrori. I think we tottlil also probably, agree on the need
for Go t laolicLy to address the pornography situation, which
does n any Siddsof this debate on what is included in family
policy. .

.

The U ews and World
. .

Report had ari interesting article not
too eon; ago where the fantasy about the funny was that by the
time person., is 35 he or she will have been married four or five
time The extended family would then include multiple sets of
gran parents that the children would have to deal with. This was
featured as Utopia. ,

$ I do not think you like that, do you, Ms. Friedan?
Ms. FRIEDAN. I do-not think that is the pattern.
Senator DENTomi, All right. Good.
Ms. FRIEDAN. I will make an educated guess, that in the chaos of

our, you know, that we are in, in our society today; that if the six-
ties and the seventies, and the ri. gmg, and the swingers,,and all
that was supposed to be such ;. 0,, .1 and itdid not turn out to
be so' much . fun, yop,, 1 :. '-'Nly. i'vx -3r, ''' _think, among 'women..lics:2,
there is a new value Ji.,,f..... .4:,.. :nd the vtornen have riot lost
either, even in thei,I. i re 1°.- , it Concerns for children.
( We then point tH:4. k at meri, an. .ay, hey, listen, let us lib-

erate men frorn this ac'4- f, so they have more' sensitivity to the
values of familylife,and lien maybewe will really get some sensi-.
tivities to the *values of family in politics.

commendAnd I comend yOU, Senatori'eventhough we disagree on many
. things, to recontinue to grow irrthis area, at, least to listen to some,
of them. , , a.

Senator DENTON. We are trying. I know you do not Want* el.017.-f,.
nate that_machism6 totally. L.

,, THank You, all three, very much, and weirill. be submitting WI
ten questions to. All of ypu, and ask you to respond within 1O

, upon receipt. . , - , ; : .

I want .$o thank everyone for-their interest *day, and
regards to the three of you. .8 .

We stand adjourned. . .. . i P
[Whereupon, at 1:23, p.m., the subcommittee adjou ,ed,JsubJ4,dt to

the call of the Chair.]. j) . IL

(
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